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PREFACE

'An effective instrument for the exploration of the world's thought on the things of the human spirit'—so the ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF RELIGION AND ETHICS has been characterized. An Index Volume formed part of Dr. Hastings' original plan, and his aim was that the Index should not only make the contents easy of access to those who used the Encyclopaedia as a work of reference, but also suggest lines of study on certain subjects.

The wide range of subjects dealt with and the comprehensiveness of their treatment have made the preparation of an adequate index an exceedingly difficult task. Dr. Hastings laid the foundations and directed the work on it for nearly a year before his death. It has been continued and completed, according to the scheme he approved, by members of his staff, Mary C. Laburn, M.A., and D. R. Dow, M.A., who were associated with him almost from the inception of the Encyclopaedia.

In spite of the utmost care, some errors doubtless will be found, and any corrections that may be sent in will be welcomed.

Under general headings, such as 'Church History,' 'Ethics,' 'Philosophy,' 'Religion' and 'Sects,' to name a few out of many, will be found grouped all related articles in their alphabetical order. This will enable those desirous of following out certain courses of study to find the material at a glance, and see their subject within the perspective of a vast yet minutely mapped field of research. Here, then, is fulfilled Dr. Hastings' aim, a library of text-books in encyclopaedic form.

In addition to the exhaustive Subject Index there are indexes of Foreign Words and of Scripture Passages. There is also a complete List of Authors with their contributions.

Where there is an article on a particular subject in the Encyclopaedia, the entry in the Index is in Clarendon type. Similarly, in the larger subjects like 'Church History,' the titles of articles under sub-divisions are also printed in Clarendon type. Italic type is used for the titles of books.

In the alphabetical arrangement, the 's' of the plural and connecting words like 'and' and 'on' are ignored.

A. W. HASTINGS.
# CONTENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General Index</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index to Foreign Words</td>
<td>661-709</td>
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<td>Index to Scripture Passages</td>
<td>710-711</td>
</tr>
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<td>Index to Authors of Articles</td>
<td>712-757</td>
</tr>
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spicula, i. 334, iii. 333, divination, i. 339, dress, v. 459, tree-cult, xii. 432.

Aborigines, i. 338-37; African, i. 345, Aborigines, ii. 375, 376-383, Aryan, i. 345, Australian, i. 346, Chinese, i. 365, Greek, i. 365, Indian, i. 365, Marabar, i. 365, 366, 350, 362, 353-356, Oceanian, i. 366, Pelasgians, i. 366, Sensas, i. 344-345.

Aboriginal—See Poetry, vi. 624.

Abu, Ali, on death-bed repentance, v. 661, on education, v. 655, on fate, v. 702, on God's love for Israel, vii. 179, on love, vii. 174, 175, on love of God, vii. 179, on old age, iv. 472, 473, on sin, xii. 654.

Abu, el- (el) Nathan, vii. 623, x. 414; on 'em ha-araq, i. 385, on conscience, iv. 43, on friendship, vii. 179, on old age, iv. 472.

Abu, I. 379.

Abu-Af-ud, Abu-Auf, Abu-See (Samaritan month), i. 747.

Abu-Abraham (OT), vi. 657b; Abrahamic, vii. 857, vi. 70, translation to heaven, ii. 311, worship, i. 145, 154.

Abu-Akbar, i. 624 (Ibn Ezra), vii. 67-68.

Abu Abul-Husayn, on knowledge, v. 320.

Abu Abul-Husayn, on knowledge, v. 607, vi. 798.

Abu Ali, on love, vii. 174, 175, on love of God, vii. 179, on old age, iv. 472.
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ABU ISA AL-ISFAHANI—ACCOMMODATION

ABU 'ISA AL-ISFAHANI, vii. 682.
ABU JAFAR.—See TUFAIL.
ABUKHAILIM (Mâr'îr Elyâs), prayers, vii. 136.
ABU KHALIL ABADIS, ii. 319.
ABULHAFIZ ABU 'IBN SAMUEL (pseudo-Messiah), vii. 604, v. 3598.
Kabâhîl, vii. 6292-6274, mysticism, ix. 112.
ABU 'L-LA'I NASH, creed, iv. 2479.
ABULFALAH.—See BAR-HEVERUS.
ABULFARAGUS.—See BAR-HEVERUS.
ABU JABAR, penance, ii. 1009.
ABUM (Ab), ii. 756.
ABUM MARVAM, and education, v. 2094.
ABU MAJNUN, astrology, xii. 91.
ABU 'L-MANSIR ABU AL-WARSH HAN BEN 'ALI AL-A'NAMI ASH-SHAFTI ASH-SHADIDII.—See ASH-SHAFTI.
ABU-MEHDI (Gold Coast deity), ix. 2779.
ABU 'L-MUGHRIB HUAIN IBN MANUH AL-HAILI.—See MANUH AL-HAILI.
ABU MUHAMMAD 'ALI R. AHMAD.—See AHMAD.
ABU MOSA JAHIR.—See GEER.
ABU MUHIB, and Abbasida, vii. 2164, xiv. 256.
ABU 'L-MU'AVVAFI MUKHTAR-AB-DIN MUHAMMAD ABU-RAYBAN ALA'MUN PÂDÎSHAH GRAM.—See ABU-RAYBAN.
ABU 'L-MU'AVVAFI TAHIR IBN MUHAMMAD IBN MUHAMMAD AL-ISFAHANI.—See AL-ISFAHANI.
ABU 'L NABÂ'IB, on communion with deity, iii. 776, on Súûmî, xii. 109.
ABU NÂSIR, on Abám, i. 1906.
ABU 'N-'AQQAM 'ALI, and astrology, xii. 92.
ABU QURRIKH, and Zubairites, ii. 516.
ABU RAIY, on Ibn Hazm, vii. 70.
ABU RAMİS SAT'D IBN MUHAMMAD IBN SAT'D AL-NAHRAWAN, on atomic theory, ii. 2298.
ABU SAT'D R. ABU'LL HAKIM, and monotheism (Sûfî), ii. 1039.
ABU SAT'D AL-JAW寧, and Carmelitans, iii. 524.
ABU SAT'D AL-KHÎBBAR, on communion with deity, vii. 775-776.
ABU SÂ'ID MANŠUR, and Abá Bâzîr Mâshâ'âmî, i. 2998.
ABU SARJAH, church, i. 698, 709.
ABU SÂ'ID R. MÂSHÂ'ÂN, on cult of dead (Jewish), i. 4593.
ABU SUMBER, rock-temple, ii. 269.
ABU 'TAYFAR U. UMAYYAH, atheism, ii. 189.
ABU SALÂMAN AL-DARÂI, on dress of ascetics, ii. 101, on marriage, ii. 1093, on singing.
ABU SALÂMAN MUHAMMAD IBN TÄHIR IBN BAHÂLĪM AL-SÜFÎZAND AL-MANTIK, and astrology, xii. 92.
ABU 'L-SÜ'U'ID, on Allah, i. 3278.
ABU 'L-TÂLÌB AL-MASKI, on expiation and atonement, v. 604, on Mccn, viii. 614.
ABU 'L-TÂ'ÀYYIB AHMAD AL-MUHAMMAD, atheism, ii. 1890.
ABU 'L-UMAR, on fire oracles, ix. 4126.
ABU 'L-WALID MUHAMMAD IBN AHMAD IBN MUHAMMAD IBN RUSUJ.—See AVERROES.
ABU 'L-YA'QUB YUSUF, and AVERROES, ii. 9298.
ABU 'L-YAZID.—See BAYAZID.
ABU 'L-YUSUF, and Christians, ii. 332, xii. 3072.
ABU L-ARAGWAY ABUSNA (Abusena; Aragonian), ii. 773.
ABU 'L-BAKHARI, and ARIANISM, v. 7296.
ABUS, ABUSIE, LANGUAGE, ii. 539-540; in charms (Ind.), iii. 4496, obscurity, iv. 4411-4415, as purification (Gr.), x. 4872-4880.
ABUSHE, altar, i. 4299.
ABUDNEN, on deluge, iv. 6353.
ABUDUS, festivals, v. 8550, 8594, foundation deposits, iv. 1296, Osiris-cult, v. 4797, Osiris relics, x. 6298, Sarapis-cult, vii. 7777, temples, ii. 7295, 7299.
ABURYA-MOGOI (Buriat spirit), iii. 1089.
ABYSES, i. 59-65; Babylonian, i. 539, 544, as a demon, iv. 5595, Gnostic, i. 54, 55, NT, i. 54a, OT, i. 53b, personification, ix. 782a.
ABYRYSA, i. 59-65; aborigines, i. 55, 560, adoption, i. 1069, Agora, i. 1656, 1666, vi. 4589-4589, Ashtar, vi. 1818, ashyum, ii. 1658, Bojas, i. 4587-4589, Bondas, i. 4929, charms and amulets, xi. 3889, Christanity, i. 50, 575-579, circunmcision, iii. 6671, 6664, 6666, 6700, concubinage, iii. 8139, 8169, 8169, death dance, iv. 4399, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 4199, 4199, 4299, 4399, 4399, doubles, iv. 554, 64, drinking, v. 734, 74, 78, 819, drums and cymbals, vi. 911, evil eye, vi. 911, excision, ii. 2388, Gaia, vi. 4919, gifts, vi. 1988, Hamites, i. 550, 569, 579, honer, vi. 7119, house-building, vi. 3044, Judaism, i. 569, 580, levirate, v. 4678, love-gods, vi. 1818, lyceanthropy, vi. 2069, 211, magical circles, vii. 321, market, vii. 4169, 421, marriage, iv. 8469, vi. 4669, 4678, 470, 4711, missions, vii. 7029, early Christian, 7489 (Muhammadan), monasteries, vi. 8771, Monophysitism, vi. 4168, mourning, iv. 4169, Muhammadanism, i. 598, names, ix. 1339, paganism, i. 559, 569, 577, 589, purification, x. 4639, and Sabeans, x. 8282, sacrifices, xi. 239, saints and martyrs, vii. 7028, Sema'âs, i. 596, serpent-origin of kings, vii. 4111, serpent-worship, i. 1606, Sidonians, vi. 4508, 4509, threefold rites, iv. 8469, 8479, tree of life, xii. 4440, unction at coronation, xii. 5194.
ABYSSINIAN CHURCH, i. 579-580, 1811, a canon law, v. 8409, calibahy, iii. 2747, Confession, iii. 8389, confirmation, iv. 553, fasting, vi. 7711, intercession, iii. 3590, 3599, invocation, vi. 4038, 4119, 4129, prayers for the dead, x. 2111.
ABBAR (part of Yemen), ii. 2689.
ABACE, See Aba."
AFRICA, CENTRAL—AFRICA, NORTH

initiation, ii. 227, Iron Age, vi. 501, jaw-bones, viii. 870,
key symbolism, viii. 129
Kisùgas, ii. 141, killing the
king, v. 290, kinship, vii. 764,
living and the dead, ii. 178,
landmarks and boundaries, vii. 709,
law, vii. 811, light and
darkness, vii. 49, life, viii. 635,
lios, ii. 238, liver, x. 374, lycaen
thropy, viii. 211–213
Madagascar, viii. 230–232,
marriage, vi. 420, 
423a, 431, 452, Masai, viii. 
480–483, masks, viii. 484,
megalithic monuments, vii. 
764, vi. 880, metal-working, vi 
501, viii. 689, milk,
vi. 633, ix. 667, missions, 
ix. 709b (early Chr.), 730,
732, 739, 739 (from friendship), 
735–737, 743 (Prot.), 
747–748 (Muh.), Mithraism, 
vi. 750, mock fight, ii. 233a,
197b, 792, monkey beliefs, i.
622, 623, Montanism,
vi. 813, monuments, vii. 
765, vi. 880, mother-right, 
vi. 486–489, 635, mountains,
vi. 646, mourning, i. 519, 
535, ii. 231, vi. 61,
mouth and spirit, vii. 670,
Muhammadanism, vii. 732,
Nahmanides, i. 192, 193,
198, 199, 200a, 201a, 
202a, 203a, 205a, 206a,
207a, 208a, 209a, 210a, 211a,
212a, 213a, 214a, 215a, 
216a, 217a, 218a, 219a, 
220a, 221a, 222a, 223a,
224a, 225a, 226a, 227a,
228a, 229a, 230a, 231a,
232a, 233a, 234a, 235a,
236a, 237a, 238a, 239a,
240a, 241a, 242a, 243a,
244a, 245a, 246a, 247a,
248a, 249a, 250a, 251a,
252a, 253a, 254a, 255a,
256a, 257a, 258a, 259a,
260a, 261a, 262a, 263a,
264a, 265a, 266a, 267a,
268a, 269a, 270a, 271a,
272a, 273a, 274a, 275a,
276a, 277a, 278a, 279a,
280a, 281a, 282a, 283a,
284a, 285a, 286a, 287a,
288a, 289a, 290a, 291a,
292a, 293a, 294a, 295a,
296a, 297a, 298a, 299a,
300a, 301a, 302a, 303a,
304a, 305a, 306a, 307a,
308a, 309a, 310a, 311a,
312a, 313a, 314a, 315a,
316a, 317a, 318a, 319a,
320a, 321a, 322a, 323a,
324a, 325a, 326a, 327a,
328a, 329a, 330a, 331a,
332a, 333a, 334a, 335a,
336a, 337a, 338a, 339a,
340a, 341a, 342a, 343a,
344a, 345a, 346a, 347a,
348a, 349a, 350a, 351a,
352a, 353a, 354a, 355a,
356a, 357a, 358a, 359a,
360a, 361a, 362a, 363a,
364a, 365a, 366a, 367a,
368a, 369a, 370a, 371a,
372a, 373a, 374a, 375a,
376a, 377a, 378a, 379a,
380a, 381a, 382a, 383a,
384a, 385a, 386a, 387a,
388a, 389a, 390a, 391a,
392a, 393a, 394a, 395a,
396a, 397a, 398a, 399a,
400a, 401a, 402a, 403a,
404a, 405a, 406a, 407a,
408a, 409a, 410a, 411a,
412a, 413a, 414a, 415a,
416a, 417a, 418a, 419a,
420a, 421a, 422a, 423a,
424a, 425a, 426a, 427a,
428a, 429a, 430a, 431a,
432a, 433a, 434a, 435a,
436a, 437a, 438a, 439a,
440a, 441a, 442a, 443a,
444a, 445a, 446a, 447a,
448a, 449a, 450a, 451a,
452a, 453a, 454a, 455a,
456a, 457a, 458a, 459a,
460a, 461a, 462a, 463a,
464a, 465a, 466a, 467a,
468a, 469a, 470a, 471a,
472a, 473a, 474a, 475a,
476a, 477a, 478a, 479a,
480a, 481a, 482a, 483a,
484a, 485a, 486a, 487a,
488a, 489a, 490a, 491a,
492a, 493a, 494a, 495a,
496a, 497a, 498a, 499a,
500a, 501a, 502a, 503a,
504a, 505a, 506a, 507a,
exogamous groups, i. 23931, food, i. 24952, head-hunting, vi. 8257, history, i. 23933, human sacrifice, vi. 8257, 8353, killing the king, vi. 8257, marriage, i. 2353, priest, vi. 2003, religion, i. 2353-2393.

AHONE (Virginian Supreme Being), vi. 2497.

AHOHAGAVAGE ISLAND abode of the blast, ii. 6297.

AHRMAN, i. 2337-2393, 7979, iv. 6137, xii. 8637, 8979; Achza- mensian, i. 7179, Avistan, vi. 2207, xii. 5697, in Bekistan inscriptions, ii. 45117, at creation, i. 2004, iv. 1617, and darkness, vii. 8297, Gadda, vi. 2297, Cayomerthian, xii. 34797, and Ormuzd, iv. 16117, ix. 5677, xii. 4677, xii. 8647, 2497.

AIEET (Vancouver Island), abode of the blast, ii. 6297, chastity, iii. 4777, disposal of the dead, iv. 4197, gifts, vi. 2097, human sacrifice, iii. 6597, old age, iv. 4017, puberty, vi. 8277, soul, iv. 4567, xii. 5667, state of the dead, ii. 3877, thunderbird, ii. 6297.

AIEET (Finnish water-spirit), vi. 2477, vi. 6407.

AIEET-SHETT (American surf-god), ix. 2779.

AIEET (Can. god-name), i. 1797.

AIILA (Hop'i sun-god), vii. 7897.

AIHALA-VIREPS, AIHONOUR, AIHONOKER, i. 2385-23997, vi. 2497.

AIKONIA (Armenian god), xii. 73977, i. 8497, ii. 8497.

AIKONIKON, i. 2397-2397, xii. 4677, xii. 8677, 2497.

AIR, vii. 7847, 7897, viii. 7847, 7897; AIN, i. 2434-2444, American, i. 25347, Arabian, i. 25697, Bali, i. 25697, Berber, ii. 9097, Celebes, i. 2547-2557, Chinese, i. 2567-2577, Egyptian, ii. 3177, 2177, 2177, Eskimo, i. 2577, Finna, vi. 2597, Greek, i. 2557-2567, Guiana, i. 2597, Italian, i. 2597, Japanese, i. 2597-2597, Korean, i. 23547, Malay, i. 25347, Manes, i. 2597, Mexican, i. 2597, Mordvin, viii. 8417, 6077, wind-gods, iii. 25257, vi. 2597.

AIRAVATA (Budd. earth-element), ii. 697.

AIRRA DDAUD (‘Druid’s hedge’), vi. 2597.

AIRS (Mohawk god), vii. 7897.

AIRI (Indian demon), iv. 6097.

AIRU (Bab. month=‘lyar’), iii. 747, 757.

AIRVA, vii. 23977, vii. 32977, as healing-god, iv. 7597, vi. 2597.

AIRYAMAN IBEY (prayer), i. 2697.

AIRYAMAN VARK (Iran. abode of the blast), ii. 70597, 70797.

AIRAVATA (Muh. confutation), i. 6697, 6797, note.

AIRBA (1317, vii. 817.

AIRUS (Irish ‘man’), i. 3897, 10097.

AIRUS (Turkish ‘man’), i. 3897, 10097; cosmogony, iv. 1577, on dreams, vi. 2997.

AIRUS BRAHAMA, viii. 1097; on shibboleth, i. 2011, 2179, 22093, 2397, on ages of the world, i. 20097, on gods, ii. 10097, on man, i. 20097, on disease and medicine, iv. 7707, on Harischandra, vi. 5179, on human sacrifice, vi. 5447, 64797, in lotus, i. 14397, on oaths, vii. 3217, vi. 4907, on pilgrimage, x. 2477, on priesthood, vi. 6927, x. 3179, x. 3497, 80797, on religion, iii. 5427, on Utsaraka, ii. 6997.
Aisky of Qata, on images of Christ (Catholic), xi. 189.
Aizanam (S. American demon), i. 339.
Auka, v. 129; 1269; blood-feeding, ii. 739; silent trade, vi. 309; 310; Fite, xi. 382.
Akkadian, xii. 40; 41; deluge myths, iv. 574; 548; 548; 537; 556; 561; Istar-Anu-mit-u-ku, ii. 369; 311; p. vi. 429; legends, xii. 429.
Akkad-Asyriya, xii. 414.
Akkra (Lapp goddess), vii. 798.
Akkra (Gold Coast), blood-feeding, ii. 729; 729; circumcision, iii. 667; lucky days, iii. 657.
Akkruva, Ayrefula (Lapp water-spirit), vii. 798.
Akkruva (Lith. sacred stone), ii. 44.
Ako-ojo (Yoruba 'first day of the week'), iii. 64.
Akovise, twins, iv. 493.
Akpad, Orjason (African secret society), ii. 299; 299; 299.
Akpor, calendar, iii. 64.
Akrotos (Greek wine-spirit), iv. 309.
Akiara (name of Okota), ii. 429.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
Akuyu, Kukai Dutt.—See Datta, Akshayakumara.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
Akiyaya Vata (undying Banyan tree), i. 327.
AL' ALAM AL-SHAMIKH—ALEFT
vii. 2674, Muhammadianism, iv. 9699, murder, &x. 8323, old age, xii. 4534, outlaw, iv. 6633, vampire, vii. 2074, xii. 3329.
Alberry, E., on hedonistic calculus, x. 4369.
Alberich, Oberon (Tent. elf: king), iv. 6521.
Alberich of Avelern and Ride, mission to Livonia, vii. 1144, 769.
Albeiteh, Great, iv. 2444—2499, alchemy, i. 2029, on angels, iv. 8833, and Aquinas, i. 6543, 600, xii. 3204, on Evangels, xii. 5032, 5080, 5033, on faith and reason, xii. 2454, and immaculate conception, vii. 1699, on intention (theological), vi. 3814, mysticism, iv. 9581, realization, xii. 2454, and Theology, xii. 3204, on universal, xii. 2459.
Alberich of Prague, hymns, vii. 2599.
Alberich of Saxony, a priori, i. 6458.
Alberich Magnus—See Albert the Great.
Alberichus, i. 2774—2797; and Waldenses, xii. 8609. See also Cathari.
Alberich-Khan (Buriat evil spirit), vii. 74.
Albert, xii. 3242; Hopi, vii. 7849, Negro, xii. 2191.
Albo, Joseph, vii. 1024; philosophy, i. 6774, on rewards and punishments, xii. 7474.
Albana (Persian sacred mountain), vii. 8859, 8669.
Alcamener, art, i. 8609.
Alcibiades, descendant to Hades, iv. 6514.
Alcibiades, i. 2574—2669; Albert the Great, i. 2939, Aquinas, vii. 2994—3044, Arnold of Villanova, i. 2547, Ashmole (Elisas), i. 2964—2977, and astrology, i. 4994, Bacon (Roger), xii. 4292, Boyle (Robert), vii. 2589, Burmese, i. 3024, Egyptian, i. 2889, European, i. 2889—2893, and gnosis, i. 2889—2893, Greek, i. 2877—2893, Lull (Raymond), i. 2942, vii. 1952, and magic, i. 2887, Muhammadan, i. 2892—2899, and mysticism, i. 2919, Paracelsus, i. 2989—2996, and philosophy, i. 2989, and religion, i. 2989, Roman, i. 2977—2999, Scott (Michael), xii. 8309, Senler, i. 2977, and syncretism, i. 2889—2909, 2909.
Alcheikhia, i. 2989, vii. 2469.
Alchimar (Elkefito), vi. 1444, 2029, 2674.
Alchisthas (Primas pseudo-Platonic), on education (Persian), vii. 2089.
Alchimia of Elma, vi. 9909.
Alchimis, and Hassidism, vii. 2549.
Alchirion and Aristocles, love-letters, vii. 1739.
Acis (Teut. deity), i. 509.
Achterreich, vi. 2679, Pythagoreanism, x. 3258, sanctuary, vi. 6593.
Alchman, dramatic song, iv. 8809, on Homer, vii. 7014.
Alcohol, i. 299—3039; and morbidity, i. 3014, physiological effects, i. 2994—3003, and tissue changes, i. 3014.
Alcoholism, i. 3004—3024, vii. 3442, acute, i. 3004, vii. 3444, chronic, i. 2980—3014, vii. 3444, and crime, i. 3014—3024, dipsomania, i. 3004, vii. 3444, and future of the race, i. 3029, and mortality, i. 3014, and poverty, i. 3029, treatment, i. 3029.
Alcin, xii. 7243; and Adoptionism, i. 1044, 1059, adoration of the Cross, i. 1204, baptism, vii. 1913, on idolatry, xii. 1609, textual criticism, i. 5093.
Alcalde, i. 3828, vii. 4689.
Alchiklem (Sr.), on adoration of the Cross, i. 1294.
Alcin Teun, i. 3829, vii. 4689.
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ALEVIS—ALGONQUINS

ALEVIS (Kizil Bashi), vii. 744–745.
ALEXANDER (St.), altar of, i, 348.
ALEXANDER (St.), episc. of, i, 347.
ALEXANDER, (St.,) on meccane, x, 371.
ALEXANDER the Great (emp.), and slavery, xi, 611.
ALEXANDER II, pope, and festivals, v, 574.
ALEXANDER II, pope, on baptismal formularies, i, 309, and canonization, i, 140, iii, 209.
ALEXANDER, (St.), canon, ii, 894, and Cathari, i, 279, letter to Prestor John, x, 279.
ALEXANDRIAN, (St.,) on invisible ignorance, vii, 409.
ALEXANDER OF ABONOETIOS, i, 742.
ALEXANDER OF ARMACIS, vi, 283.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT, i, 309–308; architecture, i, 723, and art, i, 870, birth legend, v, 373, xi, 609, cols, iii, 769, 704, dedication, iv, 620, and Dionysius, iv, 428.
ALEXANDER OF AFRIDIUS, i, 283.
ALEXANDER THE GREAT, i, 723, and art, i, 870, birth legend, v, 373, xi, 609, cols, iii, 769, 704.
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ALEXANDER OF AFRIDIUS, i, 283.
AMERICA, NORTH—AMERICA, SOUTH

782a, dwarfs, v. 124a, eating the god, v. 139a, fasting, iii. 307a, 458a, festivities, iii. 309a—312a, fetishism, v. 152a, 162a, 262a, feeling, vi. 312a, first fruits, iii. 57a, food for the dead, vi. 67a—68a, food for the gods, vi. 63a, games, vii. 67a, gods, v. 213a, guardian spirits, vii. 488a, heroes and hero-gods, vii. 643a, horoscopes, ii. 664a, Huichols, v. 638a—639a, human sacrifice, i. 283a, iv. 849a, incense, iii. 307a, inheritance, vii. 291a, 293a, law, vii. 815a—816a, love-deities, vii. 109a, lyceum, viii. 219a, market, vii. 414a, Mayana, vii. 509a—509b, Mexicans, vii. 612a—619a, mirror, vii. 609a, missions, vii. 724a (R.C.), moon—worship, vi. 304a, naphthal, viii. 219a, xi. 488a, names, vii. 133a, 134a, nature-worship, ix. 204a, old age, ix. 465a, personification, iv. 788a, peoples of the world, xi. 110a—116a, priesthood, iii. 484a—485a, rain-making, v. 562a, religious orders, vii. 719a—725a, sacrifice, iii. 307a, salt, vi. 194a—195a, sense, v. 477a, signs of the day, i. 604a, sky, vii. 67a, slavery, xi. 601a, 602a, sun, moon, and stars, vii. 719a—725a, temples, vii. 208a, tulipan, vii. 241a, threshold rites, iv. 848a, thunderbird, i. 529a, Toltec, vii. 473a—476a, totemism, vii. 406a—408a, Zuñi, viii. 689a—879a.

AMERICA, North, i. 376a—383a: abode of the best, ii. 684a—685a, adoption, i. 105a, xi. 397a, 889a, adultery, i. 123a, 160a, altars, iii. 335a—336a, ancestors, i. 429a—430a, anointing of the dead, i. 551a, anointings of mourners, i. 551a, 552a, astronauts, children of, i. 161a, austerities, ii. 273a, 231a, 235a, banners, ii. 348a, basketry, vi. 502a, Bellacora, xi. 969a, birth, ii. 367a, 639a, iii. 372a, blood-kneip, vii. 717a, boundaries, vii. 791a, bribery and corruption, iv. 124a, bridge of judgment, viii. 854a, burials, on crosses, iv. 303a, calendar, ii. 620a—621a, California, iii. 141a—143a, cannibalism, ii. 208a, 209a, 204a, 305a, Carrier Indians, iii. 374a—376a, chastity, iii. 479a, 483a, Cherokee, iii. 503a—506a, Cheyenne, i. 511a—514a, child, hero-god, iii. 520a, children, ii. 582a—583a, circumcision, vii. 565a, 566a—567a, clothing, iii. 246a, 247a, clothing-making, v. 503a, 504a, companionships in arms, ii. 865a—866a, connection of priests, i. 552a, cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 126a—128a, Coyoteros, iv. 226a, cremation, iv. 423a, cross, iv. 327a, cross-cousin marriage, vii. 428a, dancing, x. 261a, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 414a—444a (paseismo), death myth, iv. 413a, death-pollution, v. 456a, Dennis, ix. 636a—641a, divination, iv. 777a—778a, dog myths, i. 512a, dress, iv. 493a, drinking, v. 72a, 76a, dwarfs, x. 124a, earth as mother, v. 180a, eunuchs, i. 894a, Eikosmos, vii. 391a—395a, excision, ii. 233a, family, vii. 718a, fasting, iii. 668a, vi. 762a, festivals, vii. 668a, fire-making, vii. 27a, fire-walking, vii. 31a, food, vii. 111a, foundation rites, vii. 113a, gambling, vi. 163a, 171a, games, vi. 165a, 169a, 170a, grammar, vii. 437a, guardian spirits, vi. 489a, 490a, Haids, vi. 469a—474a, hail, vi. 309a, hare-cult, i. 511a, harvest, vi. 529a, homosexual love, vii. 159a, Hopi, vi. 782a—789a, hospitality, iii. 375a, house-building, vi. 504a, hunting and fishing, vi. 754a—756a, 767a, 768a, Hrops, vii. 689a—824a, Haroon, vii. 833a—836a, inheritance, vii. 291a, 292a, 294a, initiation, ii. 213a, inversion of sexual dress, vi. 70a, mask, vi. 485a, nose ornaments, iv. 397a, regalia, vii. 635a, soul, vii. 729a, temples, vii. 800a—841a, thunderbirds, x. 370a, Tingit, xii. 351a—353a.

AMERICA, South, i. 382a—384a: Abipones, i. 289a—290a, abode of the best, ii. 684a—685a, ancestors of the world, i. 168a, altar, i. 336a, Andeans, i. 469a—474a, animal creator, i. 485a, animal domestication, iv. 842a, animism, i. 368a, architecture, i. 687a, 688a—689a, astronomy, xii. 635a—637a (paseismo), austerities, ii. 277a, bamboo belt, iii. 502a—503a, blood-feud, ii. 703a, 721a, boundaries, vii. 791a, Brazil, iii. 834a—838a, bread and cakes in ritual, iii. 588a, burial of children, ii. 577a, children, iii. 502a, 504a, 506a, cannibalism, iii. 190a—206a (paseismo), Chibchas, ii. 514a—516a, chieftainship, vii. 291a, child hero-god, iii. 520a, children, iii. 522a, 529a, Chile, iii. 546a—549a, circumcision, ii. 233a, 662a, 666a, cloth-making, vi. 503a, concordats, iii. 807a, cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 169a—174a, cremation, iv. 423a, crystals, xi. 868a—869a, dancing, x. 361a, death and disposal of the dead, xv. 413a—418a (paseismo), xi. 574a, deluge, iv. 548a, demons and spirits, iv. 382a—383a, disease and medicine, iv. 731a, 732a, 735a, 739a, dress, 686a—687a, dwelling, v. 116a, ear-splitting, ii. 234a, earth as mother, v. 130a, emancipation, iv. 277a, eschatology, vii. 372a, and morality, iv. 336a, 440a, excision, ii. 233a, family, vii. 720a, fasting, v. 760a, festivals,
ii. 694, fowl tabu, iv. 698, frog-cult, i. 516, funeral custom, iii. 382, 383a, Guiana, iv. 450-453, head, vi. 534, 539, heroes and hero-gods, vi. 638, 641, horse-sacrifice, i. 516, i. 517, human sacrifice, vi. 1144, hunting and fishing, vi. 574, 575, 576, 577, idols, i. 3838, initiation, i. 501, 522, 527, Irrigation, iii. 847, landmarks, vi. 794a, law, vi. 814, lip-slitting, ii. 234, lycanthropy, vi. 206, 213, 214, market, vi. 414, masks, i. 3828-3839, missions (Protestant), vii. 739, monkey beliefs, i. 522, 523, mother-right, vi. 832, mourning, ii. 234, iv. 416, 417, mouth, vi. 869, 870, mumification, iv. 418, music, ix. 346, 9th, mutilation, ii. 234, mythology, i. 354, naturalism, i. 3830, natural philosophy, ii. 3974, old age, iv. 466, Pampeans, iv. 599, Paraguay, iv. 632, 633, Patagonians, iv. 637, 638, physical geography, ii. 7814, Peru, ix. 393, planets, xii. 60, priesthood, ii. 228, puberty, ii. 227, religious persecution, ix. 718, sailors, vi. 592, serpent beliefs, i. 526a, xi. 405, 408, serpent-worship, xi. 402, skull, vi. 535, slavery, xi. 609, xvi. 270, souls, vi. 817, speech, vi. 201, thunderbird, i. 539, totemism, xii. 405, trading with wives, i. 129, tree-offerings, ii. 633, travel, vi. 754, twins, ii. 124, xii. 492, 497, under world, xii. 518, vampire, xii. 609, war, xii. 610, war, xii. 610.

oath, ix. 434, organization, ix. 410–411, persecution, ix. 76, political views, ix. 411, and Socratic intervention, i. 410, Silesia, i. 409. social and economic views, i. 411–412, and Soemna, xi. 63, and the West (Can.), xi. 67, Switzerland, i. 407, Unitarianism, xii. 520, universalism, xii. 531, worship, i. 411, xii. 774.

Anabolis, viii. 256.

Anacharsis the Scythian, xi. 270; fables, v. 676, on friendship, vi. 1202.

Anaduš (=Amerkšt), i. 706.

Anadyr (Hindu primeval ox), iv. 229.

Anahita (Sumerian deity), xii. 411.

Anesthesia, i. 412–413, iv. 520.

Anisagis-Buddhaga Vajrasena.—Sansk. Taniṣa.-Salagata Vanaika, i. 414; on Buddhism, ii. 883.

Anagini, removing one shoe, xii. 1702.

Anagrim, x. 766.

Anagtha Rangita (Iran heaven), x. 847.

Anagada (Angitaka), vii. 438.

Anagadha (Gr. hero), vi. 659.

Anatia, i. 414–415, 709, vi. 293, iv. 224; Achemenian, i. 70, 72, 293, Armenian, i. 419, 709, 709, 749, Avestan, vi. 293, in Behistin inscriptions, ii. 409, and birth, ii. 469, festival, i. 709, Fash!, vi. 1209, 414, iv. 269.

Anatias, crimes and punishment, vii. 815, Toltes, xii. 374–375.

Anatium (New Hebrides), abode of the blest, ii. 683, disposal of bodies, i. 354, election, i. 355, language, i. 353, religion, i. 338, sun and moon worship, i. 353.

Anatha, (=Anahita), Armenian cult, i. 709, Egyptian cult, v. 250, phallic, iv. 829, temple at Kangavar, i. 762–763.

ournal (Adam’s daughter), magic, i. 457.

Anakim, vi. 129.

Anak (=Agni), ii. 804.

Anacles (Confucian), ix. 129, 189; on education, v. 184, 185, on filial piety, v. 723, on hospitality, vi. 802, on old age, i. 468, philosophy, i. 859, on purification, x. 472, on tithes, xii. 347, on wisdom, xii. 744, on worship, xi. 774.

Analeclis Bollandiana, on saints (Christian), xi. 598.

Analogy, i. 415–419, viii. 282, Jewish, viii. 627, in logic, i. 418–419, and metaphor, i. 417–418, and personification (Egyptian), ix. 737–758, primitive, ix. 844, and religious vocabulary, i. 416, and teleology, xii. 229, and theology, i. 416–419, in Trinity doctrine, xii. 406.

Analogy (Butler), iii. 490–493; on future life, iii. 490, on redemption, iii. 490–493, on revelation, iii. 490–493.

Anagia (Kant), on time, xii. 542.

Anamaka (Persian mouth), ii. 129.

Anam-Melek (=Melek), i. 390, 391.

Ananakria (Eucharist), vii. 410.


Ananda, i. 419; and Buddha, i. 853, 853–854, on epics, i. 239, images, ii. 1257, temple, iii. 43, worship, xii. 50.

Ananda-Bhairavi, and Saktism, xii. 939.

Anandagiri, on Kalipaka, i. 210, ix. 93, on Sankaracharya, xii. 159, 189.

Ananda Svard (Rādha Śoamī gura), x. 559.

Anandatā.—See Midda.

Ananda (=Kāma), ii. 809.

Anandia of Shīra, i. 794; calendar (Armen.), ii. 71, on fire (Armen.), i. 709, on moon (Armen.), i. 797.

Anandias and Sapphira, iv. 716.

Anantes (Karaites), vii. 662, 669, 669, 669.

Anantasūdana (disciple of Rāmānanda), x. 570, 571.

Ananta Padmanāraka (=Visnu), Travancore cult, xii. 443.

Anant Chaudās (Hindu festival), ii. 561, xii. 418.

Anagrama (Esoter Island platform), x. 139.

Anaphora, x. 178, 179.

Anaphora (Egyptian), on invocation, xii. 410.

Anaphora of our Lord (Abyssinian), intercession, xii. 338, 338, interpretation, xii. 408, 413, 415.

Anāra (Brahā, Charm Tuesday), xii. 113.

Anaranajopara.—See Anurā-

Anarcharism, i. 421–423.

Anarchy, Anarchism, i. 419–419; Bakunin, i. 421, and emmanicipation, x. 279, Kropotkina, i. 422–423, Marx, i. 421, Netshajeff, x. 421–422, Proudhon, i. 429.

Anār (=Dasyu), xii. 312.

Anār (Papiras, on children), xii. 312–328, hymn to the Nile, iii. 39.

Anastasius (emperor), and Mono-

Anastasius (presbyter), Nestorianism, xii. 324.

Anath, Ani (Sem. goddess), xii. 703, and Anahita, i. 414, Canaanite, iii. 1835, Phoenician, ii. 852.

Anathem, iv. 3728, 717; against animals, v. 829, against arians, vi. 784, 391, 392.

Anati, (=Brazil demon), ii. 838.

Anatolia, i. 120; mountain-land, xii. 867, pastoral people, x. 663, Phrygians, x. 800–811, religion, x. 901, 911, Turkomans, xii. 491, Turks, xii. 481–482. See also Phrygians for subdivisions.

Anatolian, Paschal canon, iii. 89.

Anatomy, ii. 623; Hindu, xii. 773–774.

Anatta-lakkāhā Sutta, on existence, vii. 772.

Anat.—See Antu.

Anawarih (Burmese king), iii. 358, and Buddhists, iii. 358, and sref-worship, iii. 221, and serpent-worship, iii. 369.

Anagoras, i. 423–424, xii. 665–666; on other, i. 150–154, and sro-worship, i. 156, xii. 216, allegori-um, xii. 523, cosmogony, iv. 149, 561, 562, iii. 597, dualism, x. 100, 107, 108, 108, vi. 615, and sun and moon, xii. 283, Logos, xii. 154, metaphysics, xii. 283, Nous, x. 156, x. 423, xii. 424, xii. 659, x. 105, x. 615, xii. 609, xii. 216, philosophy, xii. 609, reason, x. 597, x. 934, theology, i. 156, xii. 216.

Anaximander, vii. 414, 415; cosmogony, x. 561, and sun and moon, xii. 283, on justice, x. 802, on life, x. 289, pantheism, x. 614.

Anaximenes, vii. 414, 415, 417; on fortune, xii. 296, pantheism, xii. 614.

Anachus (Carib mount), iii. 69.

Anabaher (Omaha historian), on singing as propitiation, x. 63.

Ancestral, Aetolian, i. 305, Australian, xii. 293, Chinese, i. 729, eponymous, i. 801, Sem., fraternal, xi. 117, Indian, vi. 695, 696, Iranian, xii. 729, oracular, i. 426, 429, reincarnation, i. 426, 429, Semitic, xii. 608, as snakes, x. 419.

Ancestor Theology of Religion, x. 427–428, xii. 129.

Ancestor-worship, i. 425–467.

321; Alphines, x. 229; Asy-
ANIMAL-WORSHIP—ANNUAL FESTIVALS

ANIMAL-WORSHIP, xii. 433—434; Tangus, xii. 476; Vedio, vii. 687—688.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (Akkino deity), v. 394.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (Greek sect), vi. 658.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (Jain) festival, x. 578.

ANIMIST (name for New Hebrides), language, ix. 632.

ANIMIST (African) name for Cherokees), ili. 503.

ANIMA (Australian deity), vi. 639.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (Koroktul children) hero) ii. 529.

ANKORE, ENKOLE (Africa), proper Mosoro, xix. 210—219, and 669; witchcraft, i. 632.

ANKHALI (Dravidian hero), store worship, ii. 129.

ANKARA (Chinese scholar), and Shan King, xii. 90.

ANKA (Kunama god), vi. 492.

ANKARA (Tolotyi), xii. 370—371.

ANKA (Indian festival), vi. 424.

ANKAKUTA (sacred hill), vii. 249.

ANKAL (Chin.), vii. 409; on Don-cult, xii. 333, on human sacrifice, i. 549.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (The Bamoo Books (Chin.), astronomy, xii. 750; mythology, xii. 785, sun, moon, and stars, xii. 784—785.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP (The Four Masters, on Conor, vi. 354.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP OF WU AND YANG, on human sacrifice, viii. 846.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP, on Arthur, ii. 49, on Merlin, vii. 567.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP, on image-worship (Polish), vii. 158.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP, xii. 537—544.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP, xi. 729.

ANIMAL-WORSHIP is 569; animals, vi. 528—539; birth, i. 543—544, boundary-stones, xii. 710, calendars, xii. 1108, demons and spirits, iii. 539—540, disease and medicine, i. 543—544; education (Buddh.), xii. 154, fortune—telling, i. 5249, gifts, vi. 202—230, hand, vi. 469, lycanthropy, v. 310, market, vi. 415—416, marriage, i. 544, mountain-spirits, vii. 865, name-soul, vii. 238, priest-sorcery, v. 541—542, savage races, vi. 255—256, stone-worship, vi. 866, superstitions, v. 542, tin, vi. 203—205, water-spirits, xi. 408, xii. 784.

ANNAPURNA (= Gauri, Rajput cult, v. 59, x. 566.

ANNAPURNA (= Musarais Oannes), (Bab.) hero, vi. 432.

ANNAPURNA (= Musarais Oannes), (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, vi. 492.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, vi. 432.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, vi. 432.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, vi. 432.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.

ANNAPURNA, (Bab.) hero, iv. 387, vi. 642.
and light, viii. 59, oracles, iv. 797-798, x. 128, propitiation. x. 398, Pythagoras and, x. 323-324, and Pytho, x. 407, Roman cult, iv. 554, x. 814, 840, 843, and serpent, iv. 407, 410, and Socrates, vi. 252, temples, i. 730, 736, 738, temple orientation, x. 77, reviving offerings, xii. 418, as war-god, xii. 695.

APOLLO, iv. 484, vi. 397, ix. 493, pillars, xii. 784.

APOLLO, iv. 484, vi. 397, ix. 493, pillars, xii. 784.

APOLLO ABRECHTSER, vi. 407.

APOLLO DELPHIC, iv. 406, 407, oracle, iv. 797-798, and purification, x. 489.

APOLLO DIOYNEUS, temple at Miletus, i. 730, 737.

APOLLO DISCIPLATES, oracle, x. 128.

APOLLO THE GUARDIAN, v. 739.

APOLLO HYPERBOREUS, Pythagoras and, x. 533-534.

APOLLO LATROS, vi. 547.

APOLLO KAIMOS, ix. 493.

APOLLO LEBEMOS (LAEBEMUS), inscriptions, iv. 777b.

APOLLO LYKHEMOS, iv. 399, 404.

APOLLO MALAKAS, vi. 547.

APOLLO MELAS, vi. 554.

APOLLO PAN, vi. 554.

APOLLO PALATINUS, vi. 547.

APOLLO PATROOS, vi. 547.

APOLLO SMITHYNIOS, i. 487, 489, 620-623, and totemism, xii. 404.

APOLLO SCRANUS, and lychnotha, vii. 206B.

APOLLO TEREUS, iv. 849.

APOLLO TERECKES, oracle, x. 128.

APOLLODORUS, and allegorical interpretation, i. 329, Bibliotheca, vi. 359, Deucalion and Pyrrha legend, iv. 554, on giants, vi. 193-194, on Gialal, iii. 384-385, on healing, vi. 539, 544, on Harkelades and Hippolyte, i. 371, Procles myth, vii. 223, on sirens, xi. 578, on soul (Homeric), x. 373, on heresy, iii. 322.

APOLLODOROS (a Greek of Damascus), architecture, i. 771.

APOLLODOROS (comic poet), iv. 484, 489, 611.

APOLLODOROS (Epicurean), v. 259.

APOLLODORA (Ecclesiast), iv. 554.

APOLLONIUS (disciples of Apollonius of Tyana), i. 610 (note).

APOLLONIUS (St. Moses), ix. 49.

APOLLONIUS (Neo-Byzantinian), ix. 309.

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS, Argonautica, vii. 173, cosmogony, iv. 149, love poetry, viii. 173.

APOLLONIUS RHODIUS (scholiast on), i. 610, ib. 659.

APOLLONIUS SYTANA, i. 609-611, xi. 1083, asceticism, viii. 896, 896, delirium, iv. 816, neo-Byzantinianism, ix. 309.

APOLLO, iv. 549.

APOLLOGETUS, i. 611-623, xii. 259, 297-298, anthropological attack, i. 620, argument from consciousness, i. 620, argument from design, i. 614, argument from influence of God, i. 620, Christianity and other religions, i. 6140, cosmological (epistemological) argument, i. 619, early Christian, i. 620, evolution of, i. 615, historical arguments, i. 616-617, metaphysical arguments, i. 616-620, miracles, i. 614-615, monism, i. 613-614, moral arguments, i. 613, 620-623, natural religion, i. 612-613, ontological argument, i. 619-620, physical arguments, i. 613-614, 614-61-4, psycho-philosophical arguments, i. 613, 616-620, psychological arguments, i. 613, 616, resurrection of Christ, i. 617, revealed religion, i. 618, spiritual arguments, i. 613-614, 623-625, suffering, i. 616, and typology, xii. 451-452.

APOLOGICAL DECLARATION (Covenanter), iv. 219.

APOLOGIA pro Vita sua (Newman), ix. 357, 359.

APOLOGISTS, allegory, i. 329-330, Christian, i. 614-623, cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 149-149, Grotius, vi. 664-664, Jewish, i. 359.

APOLOGY, and parable, i. 611-614.

APOLOGY (Abraham), iii. 388.

APOLOGY OF Aristotle, v. 568-569, and Barlaam and Josaphat, vi. 568-569, on Golden Rule, vi. 319.

APOLOGY (The Augustage Confession, 847, vii. 209B, on rite, i. 933.

APOLOGY of Nesterios. See Book of Heretics.

APOKIM, Eron (Abor evil spirit), i. 334.

APOKRAMA (Caro divinity), ii. 122.

APOPLEXY (Theodore of the Fathers, on episcopacy, x. 354).

APYT (Egypt, demon), iv. 558.

APRALEX, vii. 349-349.

APRATUS, Exposition of East Friesland, iii. 359.


APOSTLE, i. 629.

APOSTLES, i. 629, 633-639, vii. 659, 660-664, 601-672, on adiaphora, i. 111-112, and aniconism, i. 554, baptism, ii. 374, binding and loosing, i. 618-621, on brotherly love, ii. 673, communion with the dead, iii. 732, Confessors, iii. 314, doctrine of God, vi. 257, 258, relics, x. 659, and return of Christ, i. 637.


APOSTOLATE, i. 634, 635.

Apostolic cursa (papal bull), on Anglicans, i. 634.

APOSTOLIC AGE, i. 629, 633, 637, 640.

APOSTOLIC Canons, viii. 839, 839; on celibacy, iii. 273, on election of bishops, vii. 768, on unuchas, v. 536, on fastings, v. 767, on incense, vii. 209, on ordination, ix. 540, on sacerdotal dress, vii. 629, on usury, iv. 191.

APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN Church (America), xi. 329.

APOSTOLIC Church, xi. 129, 131, of brotherly love, ii. 873, 874, creation of, xx. 123, 123, discipline, iv. 715, 716, mission preaching, xx. 123, 125, salvation, xii. 191, and slavery, xii. 633, 634.

APOSTOLIC Church Order, on chastity, iv. 494, on ministry, vi. 681.

APOSTOLIC Constitutions, viii. 837, x. 178; abnegaturo, i. 396, on acrostics, i. 75, on Agape, i. 182, 171, 172, 174, on Ascension Day, v. 847, on binding and loosing, ii. 839, on celibacy, ii. 273, on chastity, iii. 499, 494, on Church prayer, iii. 609, on communication, iv. 719, on confirmation, iv. 39, on episcopacy, iii. 333, 334, on Eucharist, v. 549, 562, 554, on Eucharist in cemetery, i. 399, on fasting, v. 767, 765, on firstfruits, v. 45, on grace at meals, v. 374, on intercession, vi. 389, 360, 387, on invocation, vi. 409, 411, 418, 419, on laity in Church services, vii. 770, 771, on lay baptism, vi. 770, on lay preaching, vii. 495, on lip, v. 495, on martyrdom, vi. 33, on ministry, vii. 692, 675, (passim) on ordination, ix. 541, 543, 544, 545, on ordination, x. 51, on prayers, x. 179, on prayer for dead, x. 211, 212, 213, on Sabbath and Sunday, xii. 191, of Simm. i. 584, on simony, x. 529, on stations (pentential), vii. 654, on unction, xii. 312.

APOSTOLIC FAITH MOVEMENT, ix. 326.
ARABIS, MUN'TI AL-DIN IBN, viii. 907-909; and Bible, ix. 452; on God, viii. 908; on faith, vii. 362, 564, 567, on Extreme Unction, xii. 518, on faith, vi. 657, v. 650, on faith (apostolic), vii. 170, 180, on faith (at the reason of), vi. 636, on fete, v. 779, on God, v. 775, vi. 265-264, on grace, iii. 326, iv. 306, 308, 309, on heresy, xii. 254, on hope, v. 700, on humility, v. 870, hymns, vii. 224, on hypocrisy, vi. 64, and immaculate conception, vii. 160, on individuality, xii. 246-247, on inspiration of Bible, vii. 301-312, on intellect, viii. 371, on intellect and will, vii. 246-249, on intelligence, vii. 379, on intention (theological), vii. 381, on justification, vii. 616, on merit, viii. 564, on moderation, v. 700, on mysticism, ix. 295-297, on natural and revealed theology, i. 677-689, on nature, i. 215, on original sin, iii. 180-181, on papal absolutism, xii. 234, on passibility and impassibility, vii. 609, on peace, vi. 706, on perfection, x. 744, on power of the keys, ii. 620-621, x. 147, and prayer for the dead, iii. 739, on predetermination, x. 223, on pride, x. 277, on prophecy, ix. 96b, on Providence, x. 417, on purity, v. 516, on realism, vi. 384, on transcendence, vi. 91b, on suicide, vi. 609, on subjectio, x. 824, on summum philosophum, i. 658-657, on Summa Theologica, i. 215, on teleology, xii. 239, on transcendence, xii. 418, on theism, xii. 260-267, on Thomism, viii. 350-334, on time, xii. 344, on truth, viii. 374, on universal, vii. 429, on universals, v. 537a, on utility, xii. 551a, on virtues, vi. 430, 431, 432, on visions, ix. 189, on vows, vii. 631, on xenia, xii. 689, 690.

ARABISM, i. 530. See also ARABS.

ARABS, in Africa, i. 161, 162a, ancient, vii. 574-579, on Faisal, vi. 104, in Medina, v. 530. See also ARABIS.

ARABSISQUE, i. 677.

ARABS, in Africa, i. 161, 162a, ancient, vii. 574-579, on Faisal, vi. 104, in Medina, v. 530. See also ARABIS.

ARABSISQUE, i. 677.
ARBITRARINESS—ARES

ARBITRARINESS, i. 674a; of God, x. 228a.

ARRTATION, i. 674a—675a, xii. 443a—445a; in industry, v. 298a—299a; League of Nations, xiv. 787a, and strikes, x. 977a, treaties, xii. 445a—448a.

ARRTATION BORDS, v. 298a—299a.

ARES DE JUVAINVILLE, H., on Amen's verses, ii. 414b, on Bres, vii. 634a, on bull-cult (Celt.), iii. 299b, on Cuchulain, iii. 299b, on Dagda, iii. 283a, on Druids, v. 82a, 83a, 87a, 88a, on Elysium (Celt.), ii. 622b, on Formorians, iii. 282b, on hospitality (Irish), vi. 797a, on Inachar and Ischarbar, iii. 289a, on Morrigan, iii. 289b, on Picts, x. 4a, 5a, on Tethra, ii. 282a.

ARRESTED, T., on Supreme Being (Bantu), ii. 364a.

ARSTNT, E, and F. DAVNIS, on spitting (Bechuanas), xi. 101b, on totemism (Basoko), iv. 411b.

ARTEM (Gold Coast tribe), god, ix. 277a.

ARUBA (Bod. hell), vi. 139a, xi. 331a.

ARUBA (Ved. demon), x. 610a.

ARCIAX, ARCADIAN, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.

ARCIAX (Samarazaro), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX (Sidney), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, Ætgaran, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.

ARCIAXO (Samarazaro), vi. 10a.

ARCIAXO (Sidney), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, Ætgaran, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.

ARCIAXO (Samarazaro), vi. 10a.

ARCIAXO (Sidney), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, Ætgaran, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.

ARCIAXO (Samarazaro), vi. 10a.

ARCIAXO (Sidney), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, Ætgaran, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.

ARCIAXO (Samarazaro), vi. 10a.

ARCIAXO (Sidney), vi. 10a.

ARCIAX, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, on Ætgaran, ii. 167a.

ARCIAXO, Ætgaran, animal-headed gods, vi. 533a, animatism, vi. 400a, art. i. 870a, holy hill, xii. 783a, human sacrifice, vi. 402a, 416b, lyn- anthropology, xii. 260a, 214b, Pan-cult, vi. 411b, rain-making, xii. 709a, Zeus Lycaons, vi. 402a, 416b, 209a.
ART—ARTICLES

859. Goethe, vi. 304, Græco-Buddhist, l. 369—370, Groek, i. 868—871, vi. 412—413, 420b, guardian spirits and, i. 829—830, Hadis, vi. 477, Hit, in, vi. 494, 498, 499b, Hinda, l. 740—743, xi. 419, idolatry and, i. 848, Indian, i. 869—870, 740—743, vii. 143, ix. 607, 418, 419, ix. 436, Indian, i. 851—852, 863—866, Japanese, i. 886, Jātaka in, vi. 498, Jewish, i. 871—872, Johns in, i. 829, viii. 1439, magic and, i. 829—852, Malay Peninsula, i. 824, Melanie and, i. 825, 829—830, Mithraic, i. 872—874, and personification, i. 787—788, Egyptians, Phoenicians, i. 854—856, pictorial, i. 818—819, pre-Raphaelite, i. 856—857, primitive, i. 829—830, 827—828, prophetic, i. 819—820, Puritanism and, xi. 514, Reformation and, i. 838—839, and religion, i. 828—829, Semitic, i. 838—839, Shinto, i. 844, Siamese, x. 181, 482, Slave, x. 773—774, snake in, x. 418—419, Ainu, i. 863—868, 847—848, 849—850, Chr. v. 429, Jew, xii. 143, Teutonic, x. 869—883, Theophilies on, i. 843, Tibet, x. 244, Tobast on, xii. 372, totemism and, i. 829, Trinity in, vi. 333, Turkish, i. 876—879, veiled hands in, vi. 499, wings, vii. 740—742.

Art (Avestan day of month), i. 1289.


Art in Manuscripts, Christian, i. 860—861, Jewish, i. 872.

Art (Asha), xii. 863, 869—874.

Atha; Bridge of, foundationrite, ii. 850, vi. 114.

A技师 (Celt. bear god?), in. 299.

Arktflaırin Númán, vii. 104, xi. 615, 847—849; on abandonment of infants, l. 7, on Amurians of the world, 250, on Ardashir I., i. 774—776, and Dante, i. 844, on descent to Hades, iv. 649, on filial obedience, v. 749, ix. 474, on heaven, xi. 848, on hell, v. 749, ix. 474, xi. 563, 849, on hospitality, vi. 813, on idol-worship, xv. 154, on punishment in hell, v. 749, ix. 474, xi. 563, on purgatory, xi. 848—849, on state of the dead, xiv. 847—849.

Aratakinne, Aratakhon, See Aratakkon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon (Avestan day and month), ii. 1283, 1299.

Artavard (Armen. mythical prince), and end of world, i. 801.


Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakkon, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes, Aratakhon, Aratakkes, Aratakkhes.

ARTMONITES, textual criticism, i. 953.

Artotad, on fate, v. 791, on marriage, vi. 459, 462.

Artheur and Merlin, vii. 570.

Artheur, i. 1—7, iii. 291, and Avalon, iii. 688, 694, in Chronicles, ii. 481, ii. 491, i. 48, 53, in Cymric tradition, ii. 24—29, and magic cauldron, ii. 690, 694, in Romances, ii. 5—6.

Arther and Gorlan, lycanthropy, vii. 299.

Arthurlay Cycle, i. 1—7, iii. 291—329, vi. 59.

"Arther's Throne," i. 49.

Articles or Admonitions of the Synod of Breg (1532), iii. 859.

Articles of Association (Buddhist), vii. 827.

Articles, Eleven (Anglican), 1559, ii. 854.

Articles of the Faith (Presbyterian, 1590), iii. 873; on election, iii. 873; on universalism, xii. 534.

Articles (Fifteen Text) of Bishop Gardiner (1555), iii. 854.

Articles (Fifteen) of the Marburg Conference (1629), iii. 847, i. 313, on Eucharist, iii. 848.

Articles, Five (Anglican), 1558, iii. 854.

Articles (Five) of the Remonstrance, i. 809.

Articles (Forty-six) of Somerset (1660), iii. 882.

Articles, Forty-two (Danish, 1590), iii. 850.

Articles, Forty-two (Anglican, 1561—63), iii. 850—854; on Church, iii. 853, on election, ii. 231, on good works, iii. 853, on justification, iii. 853, on original sin, iii. 853, on sacraments, iii. 853, on Scripture, iii. 853, on universalism, xii. 531.

Articles, Four (Four) of Prague, vi. 887.

Articles, Nine Lambeth (1555), iii. 855.

Articles, Nineteen (Canadian Presbyterian congregationalist, and Methodist Churches, 1904—08), iii. 880—881.

Articles of the Palatine Union (1818), iii. 887.

Articles of Religion, Irish (10 Irish Articles), iii. 850—856; on celibacy, iii. 279.

Articles of Schismatical (1337), iii. 847—849; on discipline, iv. 719, on Eucharist, iii. 847—848, on justification by faith, iii. 849, on Mass, vii. 847, on papacy, i. 881, on transubstantiation, iii. 847—848.

Articles, Seven, of Hef (American, 1799—1801), iii. 856; on

ATONEMENT, DAY OF—See Day of Atonement

ATONING (Afric. tribe), disposal of the dead, iv. 420, gods, iv. 420.

ATONING (division of Arawaks), ii. 332.

ATONING (name of Adam), ii. 314.

ATONING (Utrupaihism), ii. 313, vi. 12, vi. 245-246, vi. 74.

ATONING (Vedic hero-god), vii. 909.

ATONING (Graic. Fate), i. 64, v. 799.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATTASA (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATONING (Bacchus, or Bacchus), xi. 98.

ATTAS. T. QUINTUS, drama, iv. 899.

ATTACHMENT, ii. 219.

ATTACHMENT (mythical people), and Utukkaranus, ii. 697, 698.


ATTACHMENT (Stoic), xi. 601.

ATTACHMENT (Panama, or Panaman), deification, iv. 827.

ATTAR, i. 322, also as a poet, in cult, vi. 674.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.

ATTAR, on Hasan al-Bashi, vi. 266.
the dead, ii. 71g, 71h, on commemorative Agape, i. 17g, 17h, on communion with the dead, iii. 73h, on concursus, ii. 82a, on commemorating the commemoration, on creation, iv. 229a, and discipline, iv. 71h, on divination, i. 78h, 78h, 79h, 79h, 80h, 81h, on Donatist baptism, 646, 641, iv. 84a, 84h, on dreams and sleep, v. 32a, on Dusici, iv. 75h, on education, v. 21a, 21b, 21b, 21h, on election, v. 26h, 26h, on emotions, v. 25a, on Epiphany, v. 33g, 32a, eschatology, v. 38g, 39g, ethics and morality, v. 4g, on Eschatar, i. 167g, 564a, 55g, 55g, 55g, 55g, 56g, 56g, xii. 73g, on Euchites, v. 57a, on eucharists, v. 61a, 62a, 62b, 62b, on eucharistic, vi. 69b, on faith-healing, v. 69a, on Fall, i. 62g, on family, v. 72a, on fasting, v. 76g, 76g, v. 76g, on feast, v. 76g, on festivals, v. 84g, 84g, 84g, 84g, on fortitude, xi. 41h, on free will, i. 151h, on God, vi. 261a, on golden rule, x. 21h, on grace, ii. 233a, 234a, v. 36a, 36a, 36a, xii. 72a, on Greek religion, vi. 34g, on Hermeticism, vi. 67h, on holiness, vi. 74g, on hope, vi. 77g, 78g, on hospital, vi. 80a, on humility, v. 81g, on hymns, vi. 17g, on idea, vii. 8g, on immortality, vi. 167h, on infallibility, v. 27a, on infant baptism, ii. 39a, 39g, on innocence, vi. 33g, on interpretation (theological), vi. 389g, 381a, on intercession, vi. 385g, 385g, 387a, and interpretation, vi. 391g, in v. 71a, on invocation, vi. 409a, and Jansenism, vi. 479a, on justice, vi. 431a, on justification, vi. 69g, 69h, on kenosis, vi. 66a, on knowledge, vi. 69g, 69h, on laity, vi. 76g, 77g, 77g, on love, vi. 169g, on Macedonism, vii. 226g, 229g, on magic, iii. 419g, 419g, on marriage, vii. 272g, 277g, on mammon, vii. 374g, on Manichaeism, vii. 395g, 396g, 396g, on martyrdom (Christian), xi. 84a, on martyrdom (theological), xi. 84a, on miracle, v. 68g, 68g, 68g, and mixed marriages, vii. 441g, and monasticism, vii. 719a, and music, ix. 19g, 31b, mysticism, ix. 22g, 23g, x. 70g, and nature, ix. 214g, on neo-Platonism, ix. 31g, on oath, ix. 43g, on original sin, ix. 479g, on original sin, ii. 399a, v. 169g, 189g, on peace, ix. 70g, 70h, and Pelagianism, ix. 70h, 711 (paean), on penance, ix.
BARONIIUS—RASILIDES

BARONIIUS, on Candlemas, iii. 19034, 1034, Martyrology, Romanus, iii. 501, xi. 573.

BARTHOLOMEUS, art. i. 2754, 3754, and Arianism, i. 7600, 7669, 7609, 7679, 7689, and Athanasius, ii. 7529, and Ateneos, i. 2163, and authority of Scripture, ii. 2193, on baptism, i. 2959, 3009, 3059, on baptismal grace, ii. 3099, on Christmas, iii. 6003, 6004, and Doctores of Tarsus, iii. 584, on Eucharist, iii. 2174, and Eunomianism, v. 5709, onfall, iii. 2169, on free will, iii. 2169, funeral, iv. 4579, on grace at meals, vi. 3759, 3759, and hospitals, vi. 8049, on Inquisition, iii. 2134, on invocation, vi. 4089, Kenosis, vi. 6839, 6849, on kingdom of heaven, ii. 2159, on knowledge of God, iii. 2199, and light symbolism, v. 549, Itany, vi. 789, on Macedonanism, vii. 2279, 2299, on S. Lazarus, vi. 6099, on penance, iii. 7119, 7149, 7169, 7199, on property, iii. 3839, on relics, x. 6549, on re-marriage, iii. 4099, vi. 4099, Rule, ii. 779, 7929, vi. 7899, x. 7119, and slavery, x. 6039, on Spirit (Holy), vi. 7899, on stations (penitential), vii. 8569, and tradition, iii. 2134, on Trinity, iii. 2149, on usury, x. 5509, on Virgin Mary, vii. 4789.

BASIL, THE MACEDONIAN, and marriage of slaves, x. 6049.

BASIL OF MANGAZETA (Siberian patro saint), vii. 4919, 4929.

BASIL OF SELEUCIA, on Christmas, iii. 5049.

BASILISANS (monks), vii. 789.

BARLICA, i. 6079, 7019, synagogues, i. 7439.

BARLICA LEBED, —See S. MARIA MAGNORE.

BARLIDES, ii. 4299-4339, Acts of Archelaus on, iii. 4319, sons, i. 1499, ii. 4339, 4349, Archons, iii. 4399, 4399, Christology, iv. 4329, 4339, Clement of Alexandria on, iii. 4319, 4319, 4329, Doccetism, iv. 839, 839, and Epiphanius, v. 339, Feast of Nativity, vi. 9019, on God, ii. 4399, 4399, Gospel, vi. 3519, Gnosticism, iii. 4349, 4399, ii. 4349, 4399, Indian influence, iii. 4329, Irenaeus on, i. 4239, 4339, ii. 4339, on martyrs, ii. 4339, on sin and suffering, ii. 4329, on Spirit (Holy), vii. 7999, triple Sonship, ii. 4299, 4339.

Black Day of Prayer, and religion, vii. 642.

Black Diemery of Phiali, l. 867.

Black Divinity (Malay), viii. 3643.

Black Division of man, v. 526, 527-529.

Blackfellows (Australian), maturation in mourning, iv. 431.

Blackfoot Indians, i. 319; abode of the blest, ii. 635, affections for children, iii. 624; animals, v. 628, bison-cult, i. 509, buffalo rocks, iii. 404; cannibalism, i. 190; charms and amulets, iii. 394; crotchety, iii. 435; creation myth, vi. 639-640, cross-symbol, iv. 339, death and disposal of dead, iv. 421, v. 708; eagle-burials, tabus, i. 613, and fall, v. 706, 702; future life, ii. 634, heroes and hero-gods, vi. 637, 639, hunting prohibitions, vi. 507, medicine-men, iii. 394; nameless spirits, ix. 839; noise, salutation, ix. 396, phallism, ix. 397, Plutarch, vii. 706, relics, x. 650, sacred marriage, ix. 829, salutations, ix. 396, smoke-offering, ix. 350, smoking for guardian spirits, vii. 629, stars, xii. 70, 71; stonework, x. 855, twine, iii. 526.

Black Fridge, i. 528, 705; phone in Korea, viii. 703.

Black Friends, i. 872, x. 712.

Blackfriars Bridge, foundation-sacrifices, vi. 113, 114.

Black God (Musaal), vi. 481.

Blackhall, Andrew, psalm, ix. 28.

Black Hand (U.S.A.), ii. 606.

Blackhead (Sac chief), divination, iv. 782.

Black Jews (Amer. sect) — See Church of God and Saints of Christ.

Black Jews (Malabar), vii. 553, 559.

Black Lake (Anuradhapura), l. 609.

Black-letter Days (Church of England), v. 839.

Black Magic, vii. 249; Chinese, vi. 290; 201; Indian, iv. 607, vi. 249; Japanese, vii. 299; saliva in, xi. 109.

Blackmail, ii. 669-669.


Black Ox Sacrifice (Zulu), v. 69.

Black Shoulders (Omaha), smoking to propitiate gods, 631.

Black Sisters, x. 712.

Black Stone (Mecca), l. 559, 655, 657, vi. 749, vii. 513, xi. 879.

Blackstone, W., on blasphemy, ii. 611, on bawling, ii. 834, on law, vii. 823, on rights, x. 711.

Black Tail, xii. 385; festivals, xii. 389.

Black Yajurveda, viii. 109.


Dharmakirti, viii. 109.

Grytha Sutras, viii. 109.


Bladder Festival (Eskimo), v. 899.

Blassingay, and Moravian Brothers, vi. 838.

Blaise (Sv.), (Russ. saint), ii. 239.

Blake, R. H., on divination (Irish), v. 500.

Blake, William (poet), art, i. 859, 859, mysticism, ix. 1039.

Blanc, Louis, State Socialism, i. 429.

Blanchard, Paul, architectural find, l. 749.

Blancs Manteaux (convent), vi. 867.

Blancas (Malay Pen.), abode of the blest, ii. 638, 381; birth, viii. 366; cosmology, viii. 361; disease and medicine, iv. 729, vii. 359; excoriation, vii. 365, 369; paranoia, viii. 124, possession, x. 899.

Blanchard, martyrdom, iii. 529, 609.

Blanford, George, and Socinus, xi. 601, Unitarianism, xi. 520, 521.

Blantyre (Africa), mission, viii. 737, sacrifice to dead, iv. 421, spirits, iv. 420.

Blaphemy, ii. 659-672, xi. 390.

Blasphemy, i. 102; in Church history, ii. 679, as crime, iii. 707, and expiation (Jew), v. 661, Jewish, vii. 661, vii. 155, ii. 677; NT, ii. 679, OT, ii. 679, punishment, iv. 159, xii. 383, as sin, xii. 669-679.

Bleakmane, Matthew, canon law, vi. 427, vi. 839.

Blackford, R., on 'God is love,' vi. 164.

Beatrice, Gertrude, Anabaptism, i. 407.

Beatyvskis, Helena Petrovna, and Theosophical Society, xi. 809, theosophy, xii. 313.

Bledstein, Fred (Welsh poet), ii. 418; on Arthur, ii. 4.

Blees, R., on glossolalia, iii. 370, and O'Toole, iv. 316.

Blegen, W. H. I., on Mungui, i. 164, ii. 365.

Blemmyes (Hautes), vi. 487.


Muhammadan, ii. 677-680.

Blessing, iv. 387-374; of bees, vii. 309, 310, before meals, (see Grace at Meals), conditional, iv. 372-373; Dinka, iv. 722, Eucharist, v. 540, Greek, vi. 689 (Keres), as invocation, iv. 370, Prayer-Book, x. 208, of priests, xii. 793.

Blessing of Bees (Anglo-Saxon), vi. 309, 310.

Blessing of Mozes, on Levites, x. 306, 309.

Blessing of the Priests (Jew), xii. 793.

Blessing the Waters (Ephesians), v. 323.


Blidemaars, Danish month, i. 139.

Blidemaars, Blida (Swedish month), i. 139.

Blidmaars, Blida (Swedish month), i. 139.

Blind, Blindness, ii. 710-714.

Blindness, education, ii. 712-714, psychology, ii. 711-712, statistics, ii. 710-711.

Blind and Lambs (parable), ii. 729.

Blind Man's Buff, i. 332, 496.

Bliss—See BLINDNESS, BLIND.

Bliss, F. J., and R. A. S. Macalister, on cisterns in Palestine, i. 177.

Blizegov (Baltic snow-god), v. 241.

Blu (Malay mythical being), vii. 634.

Bluchet, E., on Siberia, xi. 489.

BRAHMA-SĀKHYA PĀDHAYA, iii. 544, 548–549, sectarian marko, iii. 547.

BRAHMA SĀKHYA MĪŠA (Rādhā Sāmī), x. 599.

Brāhmaṇasūrya, Rāmnāţa’s commentary, x. 572.

Brahma Upaniṣad, on Āramaṇa, ii. 139.

Brahmanavidyāraṇa, vi. 1769, x. 448, x. 450, on Gaṇḍha, ii. 808, on Rādhā, x. 508, on sin, x. 668.

Brahma-Vidyā (=theosophy), xii. 203.

Brahma Vidyālīya (theological college), ii. 816, 821.

Brahmavimāla (abode of Brah- mā), i. 189.

Brahmā DEYATA (Ahrir marriage god), ii. 233.

Brahmprabandha (Brahma Samaj college of service), ii. 816.

Brahmottava (Brahma Samaj festival), ii. 818.

Brahms, J., Church music, i. 228, 239, 299, 313.


Bray, JAMES, and faith-healing, v. 700, and hypnotism, v. 413, vii. 590.

BRAID, vii. 594.

BRAIDING, tape, x. 713.

BRAILE PRINTING AND PUBLISHING Co., ii. 713.

Brooke, Sir Walter, ii. 715.

Brist, i. 563, 570; alcohol and, i. 2999, of men and animals, i. 570, size, x. 570.

BRAIN AND MIND, ii. 824–831, viii. 197; development, iv. 6828–6830.

Brainerd, David (Presbyterian missionary), viii. 729, 730.

Brainerd (Gr. monster), vi. 194, 195.

Bray, B. H. (Hamitoe), i. 169.

Brayman, architecture, i. 719.

Bray (Celt. god), iii. 257, 258, 259, and Elysium, iii. 659, 660, xi. 555, and Gwydion, ii. 6954, head, vi. 563, and magic cauldron, ii. 563.

Brax, Voyage of.—See Voyage of Brax.

Branch, Messiah, viii. 572, 573.

Branches and Twigs, i. 831–832, artificial brotherhood, i. 839, anderson, ii. 424 (note), ii. 425, divination, ii. 332, histrion, ii. 831, ritual, ii. 831, sacrifice, ii. 839, vegetation, ii. 832–833.

Brand (Isaac), vii. 706.

Brandon, J., on hair and nails, iv. 479, on harvest rites, v. 622, on honey as medicine, v. 770, on Skrove-tide, vii. 479, 479.

Brandon, J. and H. Ellis, on serfing funeral rite, xii. 574.

Brandes, LOTIS D., and Zionism, xii. 387.

Brandes, GEORGE, on Kierkegaard, viii. 674.

Branding, as adulatory punishment, i. 129, Chinese punishment, iv. 570, Indian pilgrims, x. 359, Mādvāchārī, vi. 234.

Brandt, W., on Mandean and Persian abodes of the blast, ii. 507.

Brandford, Benchara, on science, xii. 554, 560.

Branshaw (=Braun), iii. 329.

Brankovec (=Braun), vii. 566.

Brant, Sebastian, Narranesh, iii. 926, xvi. 539.

Brane (Celt. goddess), iii. 287, 288, 289, as love-goddess, vii. 165, and magic cauldron, ii. 694.

Brand, J., on painting, x. 670, on pigments, x. 199.

Brasenose College, grace at meals, vii. 373.

Brasidas (Gr. hero), xii. 769.

Brasenose magic (Chin.), viii. 550.

Brasemmen (Lower Niger), death and disposal of the dead, iv. 433, serpent-worship, xi. 433.

Brax, H. (Hermetic), vi. 629.

Brax, T. G., on Neuri, vi. 689, on Scythians, x. 558.

Braslawish Festival (Gr.), symbol, xii. 139.

Brawling, ii. 833–834.

Bray, Guy DE, Belpic Confession, iii. 567.
BROTHEL IN CHRIST"—BUDASAF

BROWNE, THOMAS, on Candlemas, ii. 1097, on love-knot, v. 745.

BROWNE (fairy), v. 679a, 682a.

BROWNING, Robert, on adoration, i. 116a, on divine love, vi. 108a, 109b, Easter Day, x. 355a-356b, on kindness, vii. 704b, on love, viii. 167a, mysticism, ix. 109b, on Parsa-
celsus, x. 299b, on sirens, xi. 578a, on suffering, xii. 9a, on unrealized ideal, viii. 503.

BROWNING, Settlement, xi. 424b.

BROWNING, ii. 874-879, viii. 592a, ix. 384b; and Men-
nonites, viii. 533a, and Pilgrim Fathers, x. 594.

BROWNETS (monsks), v. 783.

BRUCE, A. B., on certainty (religious), i. 331a, on im-
putation, viii. 182a, on progress by sacrifice, vi. 371b, on theories of resurrection of Christ, i. 617.

BRUCE, JAMES, on river-worship (Agape), ii. 169a.

'BRUCE'S LIBRARY' (Mid-lothian), ii. 206b.

Brücker, A., on Alpes, ii. 29a (no. 2), on cult of dead (Slav), i. 466b, on house-snafe (Slav), xi. 429b, on Laskowski, i. 31b (note), on Slav religion, ii. 14.

BRÜDEN (HOSTEL) of DA CHIKA, vi. 801a, xi. 535a.

BRÜDEN (HOSTEL) of DA DREGA, vi. 801b, xi. 535b.

BRÜDERMUNDER (Ch. sect), x. 329b.

BRUDERHOFF (Ch. sect), x. 329b.

Bruks, art prayer-books, i. 304b.

BRUCHSCH, H. C., on 'Books of Thoth,' ii. 792b, 793b.

BRÜLLUMA (glând choys mythical race), vii. 77b.

BRÜHL, J., on Jews of India and Persia, vi. 470b.

BRÜHN, JESUS, on demons and spirita (Malinké), iv. 557a.

BRÜN Embrecht (architect), i. 718a.

BRÜN, LEONARDO, anthropology, vi. 717b, Humanism, vi. 833.

BRÜNNER, H., on 'portion of the dead' (Testa), ii. 232.

BRUN, Eusebius, hymns, vi. 70b.

BRUNO, Giordano, i. 878-881; astronomy, i. 878-880; ethics and religion, ii. 880, on God and nature, ii. 880b, influence, ii. 880b-881b, on magical circle, viii. 324b, pantheism, x. 611b, theology, xii. 218b, on universals, ii. 880b, works, ii. 879b-880b.

BRUNSWICK, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 431b, life, vi. 409, rude stone monuments, x. 880.

BRUSHA, 'Green Mosque' (Yehiel Jami'), i. 733b, 754b.

BRUT (Layamon), on Merlin, viii. 558a-569a, on Picts, x. 2a.

BRUT Tywdd, on Merlin, viii. 568.

BRUTS, philosophy, ix. 844a.

BRUSK, and Grill stories, vi. 387.

BRUSSELL, Daniel, on cave-dwellers, vii. 270a.

BRUSSELL, John, on Celtic MSS, i. 843a.

BRYCK, on law, vii. 839a, on venality (Ambr.), iv. 124.

BESNITUS THE BYZANTINE, and music, ix. 97b.

BRESAC (St.), austerities, ii. 729.

BRYNHILD (Valkyr), iv. 633a, xii. 253a; in other world, vi. 829.

BRUNOLOUIS I, hymns, vi. 239.

BRISET (Sophist), xi. 689a.

BRIOT, ii. 278a, x. 2a, 4a; Elysiun, ii. 698a-699a, fairies, 

BRIQUE (language), ii. 1a.

B3 'ALIYAH (Muh. religious order), i. 12a, x. 724a.

BUKANAK (Celeb. goddess), ii. 286a, 293a.

BUANDIK (Australian tribe), cannibilism, i. 190a.

BURADITA, festivals, v. 855a.

BURELL, festivals (Char. festival), iii. 76b.

BUNNA (Rom. deity), iii. 306, ix. 248.

BUCUR (New Guinea), totemism, i. 474a.

BUCCHEURO (Etruscan ware), i. 869a.

BUCCO (character in Metallon), iv. 901a.

BUCK, Confessions, iii. 858.

BUCK, on Eucharist, v. 568a, 599a, and worship, xii. 774a.

BUCCEROS (rhinoceros bird), i. 595a.

BUDEROS, i. 505b, Celebes, i. 505b, Central Provinces, v. 6a.

BUCHANAN, F. (afterwards Hamilton), on Agric., i. 211b, on Alba, i. 233b, on Grima-

BUDAN, on divine right, iv. 219b, Humanism, vi. 833.

BUCHNER, F. K. C. Ludwig, materialism, ii. 174b, 175a, viii. 489a, rationalism, i. 558b-559b.

BUCHNER, Max, on fetishism, v. 859a.

BUKOR (Bermara), twins, xii. 499.

BUCK, Dudley (composer), iv. 269.

BUCK, V. DE, on Hieronymian Martyrology, iii. 578.

BUCK, R. M., on overseas, i. 585a.

BUCKINGHAM (George Villiers), and Land, vii. 802a.

BUCKINGHAM, John, and Wycher, xii. 218a, xi. 114a.

BUCKLAND, A. W., on serpentworship, xii. 409a.

BUCKLE, (Egyp. charm), iii. 432b.

BUCKLE, images of consecration, i. 144b, vii. 888b-889, xii. 450a-533.

BUDDHAF (=Josaphat), vi. 568a.
BUFFALO ROCKS (Blackfoot), i. 404.
BUFFON, G. L. L., on abiogenesis, i. 250, on dwarfs (Kinos), v. 1239-1242, and Encyclopedia, p. 207, on v. 616, on Kinos, v. 1233-1234.
BUG (Slav.'god'), xii. 592.
BUGENHAGEN, John, catechism, i. 249.
BUGER, Sophus, on reinaarment (Tent.), xii. 440.
BUGERT (Balchisthan), Nonathi (Balchisthan), n. 349, shriro, n. 349.
BUGS (New Guinea), x. 349.
BUFFALO (New Guinea), x. 349.
BUFFALO DANCE, xiv. 440.
BUFFALO, (Chant), x. 364.
BUFFALO (Celt.), x. 364.
BUFFALO (Celt.), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
BULGARIAN (Bulgarian), x. 364.
Canons of Hippolytus, on agape, i. 171a, 172a, 173b; on abstinence, i. 294a. art. i. 840a, on confirmation, iv. 73b; episcopacy, v. 333b, 343b; on fasting, v. 769b, 767a, 769b; on doctrine, iii. viii. 385b; on invocation, vii. 405b; on marriage, iii. 433b, on ministry, v. 569b-570b (passim), 671a on ordination, vii. 671a, in iii. 725b on prayer for dead, x. 210a, 210b; on union, xii. 512a.

Canons of History (Chin.).—See Shu King.

Canon of Heru (bk. ii. of Shu King), and astronomy, xii. 725b.

Canon, Epiphanius, v. 326b-327a. 'ECCLESIA' AND 'APOCYPHONAL,' ii. 571b.

Canonal Hours.—See Hours.

Canonical Judaism, and asceticism, ii. 590-595.

Canonical Rules, iv. 717b.

'Canons of Islam,' viii. 579b.

Canonicalization, iii. 209b-212a. A decking of Dehli, and Adventus Dei, iii. 140a-142b, and beatification, ii. 443b-444b (passim), Burial, iii. 79b. Christian, iii. 212b, vi. 831b. Eastern, xiii. 210b-211b. Muhammad, in India, xii. 724a; Western, iii. 209b-210b.

Canons of the Eastern (religious order), x. 697b.


Canons of Odes (Chin.), on eclipse, xii. 77b.

Canons of Permutations (Chin.).—See I-King.

Canons Regular, ii. 579b, x. 694b-695b, 710b.

Canons Regular of St. Augustine, x. 696b-697b.

Canons Regular of St. Maurice, x. 698b.

Canons of the Synod of Dori, iii. 852b, 868b-870b; on conversion, i. 860b, on perseverance of saints, iii. 860b-870b, on predestination, i. 868b-869b, on redemption, iii. 869b.

Canons of St. Victor (religious order), x. 697b.

Canons of St. Victor of Marcellinas, L. 699.

Cane (of the King, i. of Shu King), and astronomy, xii. 725b; flood story, iv. 554b.

'Canaanites' (Egypt.), iv. 459b.

'Canaanites' (Egypt) Serapeum, x. 549b.

Canopus (star), i. 114a, xii. 849b.

Canopus, Decree of.—See Decrees of Canopus.

Canovx, in marriage ceremony (Jew), vii. 462b.

Canst, skull, i. 554b.

Canstein, K. H. Vos, Bible cir., vii. 657b.

Cantharellus, daughters and inheritance, vii. 249b.

CanTERS, vb. 2:3c.

Cantebury, church, i. 706b; cemetery, vii. 305b.

Cantebury Tales (Chaucer), x. 204b.

Canticles, Song of Songs, v. 565b; allegorical interpretation, i. 339b, 351b, inspiration, vii. 349b, on love, vi. 164b, 182b, 183b.

Cantillation, Arab, ix. 54b. Jewish, ix. 51b, 52b, 53b.

Canticle.—See CANTICLE.

Canticles, Lexicon, v. 676b.

Canticle, on nature-worship (Teut.), ix. 253b.

Cantinial Macdonn, in Feiss Cycle, v. 833b, 837b.

Cao-Lan (branch of Man), xii. 382b; marriage, xii. 382b.

Capacities, and ability, i. 23b, and training, v. 176b-177b.

Cappanahms (S. Amer.), calend. vi. 201b.

Cape, J., on tauting, xii. 209b, 214b.

Cape Coast (W. Africa), gods, ix. 276b.

Cape Colony, missions (Prot.), vii. 720b.

Cape Flattery, deluge, iv. 544b, 549b, demon, v. 77b, whale dance, i. 531b.

Cape Hinchingbrook, strangers, vii. 724b.

Cape King William (New Guinea), state of the dead, vi. 820b.

Capek, Marius, on bronze, v. 577b, on physical science, vi. 216b.

Caperanais View of Ethiopia, v. 559b, 660b, 568b.

Caperos, and Cathari, i. 279b.

Cape York (Australia), artificial brotherhood, ii. 864b, inheritance, vi. 798b, initiation, i. 296b-297b, vii. 239b.

Capitania (Philippines), x. 840b-841b.

Capitall, iv. 774b, v. 296b, 296b, xii. 729b-729b; accumulation, i. 477b-478b, in communism, iii. 780b, and labour, i. 674b-675b, v. 150b-151b, 296b-296b, 296b-296b, x. 377a, and production, vi. 377a.

Capitale (architecture), Eolo, i. 729b, Byzantine, i. 702b, Corinthian, i. 730b, 769b, Doric, i. 729b, English Gothic, i. 710b, 719b; Greek, i. 729b, 729b-730b, 730b, 730b, Icosic, i. 729b-730b, 730b, Roman, i. 729b-730b, 730b, 730b.

Capitaleum, xi. 729b-730b, 730b, 730b.

Capital Punishment, viii. 836b.

Capitollis Angliarmati, vii. 836b.

Capitollis miracolii, xi. 747b.

Capitollis miracoli, xi. 747b.

Capitollis miracoli, xi. 747b.

Capitollis miracoli, xi. 747b.

Captivity, New Zealand, xii. 699b.

Captives, treatment, xii. 869b-880b.

Captivity of Israel, i. 203b, as judgment, v. 777b.

Captives, missions, viii. 713b, 714b-715b, 723ab, 725b, 725b.

Captive, Captivity (Chir. sect), xii. 814b.

'Car (Amen)' evil one), i. 730b.

Caro Ognatio.—See Carissimo.

Caracalla (Ross. emporor), viii. 769b.

Caracalla, and Walusius, xii. 699b.

Caradoc (Celt. god), iii. 238b, serpent story, xi. 410b.
CHANDWAND—CHARLEMAGNE

CHANDWAND, Khéka (wife of Bhalior), v. 109.
CHAND, N. (Tib.), xiii. 331.
CHANG (Chin. magician canonized as Yu Ti), iv. 377.
CHANG (Chin. giant), vi. 190.
CHANG HAI (Asi. leader), ix. 642.
CHANG-N (modern Sing-ân), Buddhist mission centre, viii. 701.
CHANG CH'ANG (Chin. hero), vi. 646.
CHANG, iii. 357–358; and identity, ix. 733; and immortality, vii. 179, 179a.
CHARINGCING, iii. 368–369; adult, iii. 301; definition, iii. 358–359; fairness and, iii. 358–361; v. 869, Jewish, v. 558, origin of belief, iii. 368–369; precautions against exchange, iii. 350; purpose of theft, iii. 360–361, conuny of stolen child, iii. 356–358; witches and, iii. 301.
CHANG-KING, vi. 315.
CHANG K'EI (Chin. deceased hero), xii. 603; 'Vow of the Peachgarden', xii. 647.
CHANG MIN-TAO, philosophy, ix. 329.
CHANG SHI-KIEN, and fate, v. 763.
CHANG-SKYA-HUI-HUI-THU (Lama), viii. 3787.
CHANG TAO-LING, Tzudom, xii. 201.
CHANGUINA-DORASHE (Chiquitai), v. 653.
CHAND (S. Amer.), serpents and treasure, xi. 4098; state of the dead, xi. 823.
CHANDUK (Nyanya-Supreme Being), iv. 420.
CHANG (Bed. shell instrument), ix. 15.
CHANDRABABA (Lingayat saint), viii. 718, ix. 68.
CHANDRASAGUNASINGHAR (Lingayat sacred book), viii. 69.
CHANNAM, Sivan (Travancore caste), xii. 442; shamanism, v. 2; stone-worship, xi. 571.
'CHANNEL THEORY OF SACRAGMENTS', i. 641.
CHANAYING, W. E., on miracles, xii. 529; on peace, xio. 701; on 'slavery', vi. 619; Unitarianism, xii. 528.
CHANCO (Ponape day), iii. 132.
CHANCO EN-KOMONO (Ponape day), iii. 132.
CHAN-DO (Ponape day), iii. 132.
CHANON DE ROLAND, vi. 8.
CHANGET, Anglican, ii. 259, Babylonia and Assyrian, iv. 134, Celtic, ix. 163; Christian, ix. 19–20, 262; Indian, iv. 442; Jewish, ix. 62; Muham.
CHANH, iii. 359.
CHANT, Chamor culli, iii. 359.
CHANGE, iii. 358–364; Greek, iv. 140, 146, 147; Hebrew, iv. 147, 148; Ptolemaic, iv. 147; Roman, iv. 176, Sanchunian, iv. 178.
CHAP-Books (Slavic), iii. 409.
CHAPEL, Égan, i. 142; at bridges, ii. 954; Korean, vii. 757.
CHAPPELLE-UX-SAINTE (France), skeleton, iv. 466, 466a.
CHARITY ON, ii. 373–374; bridial, iv. 333; divine, iv. 340; funeral, iv. 388–389; as offerings, iv. 389.
CHARITY OF THE DEAD, x. 854.
CHARITY OF THE FIVE WOUNDED, x. 854.
CHARITY OF THE SEVEN DOULOURS, x. 854.
CHARITY OF THANKSGIVING, x. 854.
CHAPMAN, J., on crime (Damara), iv. 370.
CHAPOTÓS (Bengal), and saliva, xi. 100.
CHAQUIS, John, canon law, vii. 837.
CHAR (Bed.), and law, vii. 837.
CHARLES HOUSES (English), architecture, i. 710.
CHARITABLE, iv. 354–356; beginnings, vi. 279, Buddhist, xi. 351; and emotions, viii. 81, and libertarianism, vii. 903; 904, 907; and reverence, x. 763; and sentiments, xi. 363; training, xi. 168.
CHAPARÁWM of a Happy Man (Pahlavi text), vii. 165.
CHARADE, vi. 769.
CHARAKA (Ind. medical writer), iv. 765, vii. 119.
CHARAKAS (Ind. mendicants), i. 269.
CHARAKS (Ind. bard caste), ii. 553–554; inviolability, ii. 553–
CHARAKS (Ind. mendicants), iv. 554; memorial stones, iv. 554, x. 823; suicide, iv. 554.
CHARAKS (branch of Banjara), ii. 374.
CHARAKS (Brahman mythical beings), i. 816.
CHARAKS (pasiim); miracles, iii. 366; works, iii. 368.
CHARAKS (prince), iii. 359–363; ethos and morality, iii. 367; gursculi, iii. 367, and images, iii. 368; literature, iii. 368, 'Logos' (abstract), iii. 374, Name of Deity, iii. 367, salvation, iii. 369–370, Supreme Deity, iii. 367.
CHAROCHE, J. M., and hypnotism, i. 69.
CHARDON, j., on Gabras, vi. 146, 150; 163; 155.
'CHARDON' (Jew.) (=metaphysics), iv. 245.
'CHARDOT' (Kabbâlî), vi. 652.
'CHARDOT OF ZEUS' (of Xerxes l.), i. 72.
'CHARITEE OR DE PROFIT' (sculpture), i. 369.
CHARLOT (Bav., Grace) and Heleus, iii. 372.
CHARUSA (Buddh.), iii. 368–372; x. 382–383; Catholic Apostolic Church, viii. 423; Catholic, i. 85; Faustine, iii. 370–371, vi. 703–704.
CHARUSMAKH MINISTRY, viii. 662–663.
CHARUSMAKH, ii. 372–373; in art, iii. 372, and Horst, vi. 709; vi. 709; 914, mythology, iii. 372, stone representations, i. 44; xi. 870; symbolism, iii. 372–373; in worship, iii. 373.
CHARURSA (Christian), iii. 373.
CHARUSMAKH, Chur, Christian Calderone, vi. 76, viii. 173.
CHARUSMAKH, iii. 373–374; ii. Chinese, iv. 407; Christian, iv. 374–375; v. 750; 750; v. 750; 750, ii. 602; Paris, iv. 649; and perfection (Chn.), iv. 735.
CHARUSMAKH, ARMENIAN, vii. 369–369; African, ii. 377; Agape, i. 174; Alton, iii. 374–377; American, iii. 378; Apollinarian, ii. 388–389; Biblical, v. 389–389; Christian, iii. 389–389; Egyptian, v. 831; Eskimo, iii. 378, European (early), iii. 379; gilds, iii. 380; Greek, iii. 383–385; Hebrew, iii. 380–381; Hindu, iii. 387–389; hospitals, iii. 382; Hospitals, x. 713; Hotten- toit, iii. 378; Indian idolatry, v. 239, 254; Jewish, iii. 389–391; 128; Kabyle, iii. 379; Melanesian and Polynesian, iii. 378, monasteries, iii. 348–360; Muslim, v. 503; vi. 737; NT, iii. 381; OT, iii. 386–381; Papuan, iii. 579; the pariah, iii. 384, primitive, iii. 379–380; as rightousness, iii. 791; Roman, iii. 391–392; Siberian, iii. 377–378, as substitute for sacrifice (Jew.), ii. 398; Turkish, iii. 377–378; Yakut, iii. 377.
'CHARTY SUFFER' (Agape), i. 167, 172, 179, 179.
'CHAREIPOKHYA (collection of fana-
bas), viii. 493.
CHAREIPOKHYA, bestiary, ii. 443; Bible influence, ii. 69; Bible-reading system, iv. 609, 609; on blasphemy, ii. 67; calendar, iii. 87; canonization, iii. 89; Capitularies, vi. 809; Catholic, ii. 607, and Christianity, viii. 707; on cremation (Saxon), ii. 17, and education, v.
CHILIANS—CHINA

CHILLAX, v. 358–359; Ana-
baptist, i. 406–407, 408.
CHILDE (tribe of Shannons),
iv. 739.
CHILLAMNAM—See CHIDAM-
BARAM.

CHILLICOTHE, WILLIAM, Ar-
minianism, i. 811, tolera-
tion, xii. 304a, 322.

CHILLIWACK (Amer.), disease and medici-

cine, iv. 739, shamanism,
iv. 759, xii 443–444.

CHILTON THE LACK-ARMONIAN, on
friendship, vi. 159, on jus-
tice, vi. 485.

CHIL Y NABARJO, on God (Land-
zeroite), ii. 511.

CHIMAKUM (Washington), disease and medici-

cine, iv. 737.

CHIMMEAS, Armenian (Zor.), i. 700–700a.

CHIMMIZAPAZU (Chibcha culture-
deity), i. 510.

CHINA, air-demons, i. 259, charms and
curses, ii. 239, creation of
flesh, xii. 34, death and dis-
posal of the dead, iii. 339,
349, iv. 604, divination, iii.
249, divorce, iv. 431, divi-
cism, iii. 301, future life, ii.
229b, gods, ii. 129, gods, ii. 229,
guardian spirits, ii. 26a, Kuk,
hieroglyphs, ii. 229, marriage,
ii. 33, 33a, Mith-
irk, xii. 422a, nuth, ii. 129a,
oath, iii. 29, origin tales, iii.
24, religion, ii. 123, slavery,
iii. 34, soul, iii. 33, souls,
animals, i. 494, spirits, ii.
23, 25a, state of the dead,
i. 494a, ii. 129, tasing, iii.
31, vendetta, ii. 132.

CHINA, CHINESE, i. 549, 552a;
abduction, i. 14, abomination,
iv. 19, a-borigines, i. 506,
sacrostics, i. 700, adoption,
iv. 107, v. 732a, adultery,
ii. 124, air-spirits, ii. 259,
altar, i. 337, 439, ancestor-
worship, xii. 472, "ancient
tablet," xii. 739, 739a.
animal-headed gods, vi. 533,
animism, i. 36, animating, ii.
558, architecture, ii. 690–
741, 870, art, i. 870–
880, atem, i. 176b, bap-
tismal rites, ii. 399, 371a,
Barnabite missions, ii. 421–
422b, bat, i. 609, birth, ii.
645–646, vi. 69, birth-hour
and birth-day, ii. 661, 665a,
blackmail, ii. 669, blessed-
ess, ii. 672–675, bleeding,
ii. 717, blood-brothership,
iv. 859, blood-covenant, xii.
444, 445, boots and medici-
ine, xii. 473b, book of wis-
dom, ii. 620, borrowed, ii. 669, bridges, i. 859, Buddhism,
i. 533–556, x. 299, 473a,
xii. 762a, in Burma, iii. 20,
calendars, iii. 691.
cannibal remedies, iii. 1006,
cannibal tales, iii. 208, canons
(sacred), iii. 509–509a,
charms, iii. 509, cattle, i.
509, celibacy, iii.

271b, changeling, iii. 362,
chastity, iii. 479a, 481, 482,
483, 490–491, Christianity,
v. 834, i. 457, Formosan
709, 703, 708, 707, 710–
711, 713, 716, 718, 730, 731a,
726b, 732a, 733a, 734a,
741–742, Church and State,
iv. 279, circumscription,
iii. 677, 678 (Mub.)
cook, i. 519a, dogs, ii. 699,
coffining, iv. 425b, coins, iii.
705, communion with the dead,
iv. 728–729, communion with
deity, vi. 751–752, congeal-
ing unshod feet, xii. 477,
convincing, iii. 819–819a,
816, vi. 731, communion
(Presbyterian Mission
Churches), iii. 872, Con-
fusianism, iv. 152, 159b,
iv. 354–355a, x. 471–472,
279–280, corruption, iv.
123, cosmogony and cos-
mosology, iv. 126, 153–154,
49, crimes and punish-
ments, iv. 309, 329, 329b, cul-
military heroes, xii. 692a,
darkness, vii. 484, death and dis-
posal of the dead, iv. 410a,
417, 428b, 429, 439,
450–454, xii. 670, demons
and spirits, xii. 429a,
iv. 501a, v. 876–877,
788–788b, descent to Hades,
iv. 651, disease and medi-
cine, iii. 717, divination,
iii. 551a, viii. 731a,
732a, 732b, iv. 786b,
divorce, iv. 731a, dog beliefs,
ii. 512, dog-sacrifices, ii. 519,
door amulets, iv. 850,
dead and death rites, iv.
831a, double, iv. 856a, 857,
858, 859, dog-boat, xii. 473a,
dragon superstition, i. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
733a, xii. 483a, xii. 492,
storm-gods, xi. 883,
strangers, xi. 888,
strife, xi. 902,
suicide, xi. 390,
sun, moon, and stars, xi. 74–76,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
suicide (Bud.); xii. 26,
sun, moon, and stars, xi. 74–76,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
sucidalism, iv. 232,
CHIRON. — See Chiron.

CHIRU (Lashai clan), village-stone, xi. 873.

Chisão (Koro). — Chías ci puq̱̓po cba (Aimia house-fetish), l. 2249.8.

CHIYUU, MU'TIN AL-DIN. — See Mu'TIN-DIN KÁSÁN CHIYÁT.

CHOKHRÁYÁNI, XI. 869.

CHITÁMBARA. — See Chitá-E-MBA.

CHITÁN (Bengal deity), H. 489.

CHITTÁRAI DEVÍ, CHITÁRÁYÍ DEVÍ, CHITÁRÁYÁ BIHÁNÁ (Ind. goddess of rage), ii. 312., v. 45., 74.

CHITON (Kachin spirit), ii. 229., 23.

CHITÁRA (subdivision of Smárta), xi. 631.; birth ceremony, iv. 609.

CHITRÁGUAL, Káyast cult, vii. 650., in Purádas, xi. 848.

CHITÁRI, mountain-spirits, vii. 852.

CHITÁ MAJ (Siam month), i. 139.

CHITTAHÓNG, adultery punishment by cutting off the ear, i. 136., artificial brotherhood, ii. 859., human sacrifice, vi. 831., nose-salutation, ix. 397.

CHITÁRAI NÁYÁDA. — See Váli-Náyáda.

CHITÁRAI NÁYÁDA (Chin. mountain shrine), pilgrimage, x. 17.

CHITÁRAI KÁMET RÁNCOTÁ (Aimia river-demon), l. 244.8.

CHITÁRAI GURU (Aimia river-demon), i. 244.

CHITÁRAI GURU (Aimia river-demon), vi. 859., sarcomphagl. i. 869.


CHÍWA-I-KO-KAT (Aimia goddess), l. 244.

CHÍWA-I-KO-KAT. — See Tünde-PAL.

CHÍCHÔ (Cossack hero), vi. 877.

CHÍCHÔ (Egypt. priest), x. 2018.

CHÎRÁI. — See Chîrâi.

CHÒTÁI. — See Sen Chòtái.

CHÓTÁI. — J. H., on Hague Conferences, xii. 4439.

CHÖTÁI (Columbia), cannibalism, iii. 209.


strangers, x. 885., suicide, iv. 419., sun-worship, iii. 567—568., temples, xii. 241.

CHÔTÁI (Bombay), life-stone, x. 873.

CHÔTÁI (Gr. dramatist), iv. 881.; and masks, vii. 489.

CHÔTÁI (Sulis, 5th cent.), vii. 759.

CHÔTÁI (classified Chins general), images, vii. 148.

CHÔTÁI (Egypt. month), ii. 553.; Osiran festivals, v. 869.

CHÔTÁI, l. 778., 78.; xi. 788., 789.

CHÔTÁI (Solomon Island), disposal of the dead, x. 683.; head hunting, x. 684., social organization, vi. 681.

CHÔTÁI, E. F. D., and Encyclopedia, v. 309.

CHÔTÁI (Manabobo), vi. 419.

CHÔTÁI, KÁSHI-KÁSHI, vi. 649.; and Myore, ix. 599—609.

CHÔTÁI (Itza), mountain-god, vii. 859.

CHÔTÁI, CHÔTÁI-DEITIES, ARAAM, l. 943., Bengal, ii. 489., Central Provinces, iii. 421., Bráválián, v. 12.

CHÔTÁI, TEMPERAMENT, xii. 773.

CHÔTÁI, KÉCHÔ-LIPÁNÁNT (Káka sect), xi. 399.

CHÔTÁI, CAUCÁSUS PEOPLE (Zulín), x. 871.

CHÔTÁI, PYRAMID OF, i. 618.

CHÔTÁI, KÁI-TAI (Tongking), disposal of dead, xi. 381.

CHÔTÁI (Syrians tribe), ix. 424., 425.

'CHOPPING JURY' (Benin), v. 811—852.

CHÔTÁI, TRUNDNISH (Missouri), exchange of fishes, vi. 860.

CHÔTÁI (Lutheran), i. 248.

CHÔTÁI, LA WORSHIP, i. 328.

CHÔTÁI, CAUSALMANS, calendar, iii. 133., festivals, v. 579.

CHÔTÁI, MÁL PAHÁIRÁ demon, vii. 345.

CHÔTÁI, CHORDÉVES (Unit. Prov. spirits), v. 59.

CHÔTÁI, KÉCHÔ-SA-RAVTHI (Aram. Wednesday), ii. 709.


'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.

'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.


'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.

'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.

'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.

'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.

'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.


'CHÓTÁI, RÉCSBÜCHES, v. 570., xi. 339.
CHURCH OF ENGLAND—CHURCH HISTORY

1767–1213, on beauty, ii. 446–449, on communion with the dead, ii. 729, on Odesseus's symbol, xii. 578, sensationalism, xii. 389–390, and slavery, xii. 603–604, and soul, xii. 734, on scythians, vii. 690.

CHURCH-FELLOWSHIP, Holy Spirit in, xi. 794.

CHURCH OF GREGORY, vi. 428.

CHURCH OF GOD (WINTHERNSIANI), xi. 329; feet-washing, v. 821.

CHURCH OF GOD (Adventist), v. 329; xi. 389.

CHURCH OF GOD AND SAINTS OF CHRIST (=: Black Jews), v. 320; feet-washing, v. 822; Judaizing, vi. 618.


CHURCH OF HELLAS, iv. 429.

Hussites, vii. 886-889.
Hutchinsonians, vii. 890.
iconecism, vii. 78-81.
Index, vii. 357-359, indul
In
bility, vii. 356-378, Inner
Int
Church, vii. 363-364, Inter
teria, vii. 388-389, In
vestiture Controversy, vii.
400-408, Irving and the Catholic Apostolic Church, vi
i.
Jesuits, vii. 500-505.
Knox, vii. 745-754.
Koran, vii. 766-772.
Laud, vii. 800-805.
Law, vii. 822-846.
Itauen, vii. 78-81.
Lullists, vii. 194.
Lutheranism, vii. 209-204.
 Macedonianism, vii. x.
Manichaeism, vii. 394.
Marcoism, vii. 407.
Martineau, vii. 472.
Maurice, viii. 699-700.
Menonites, vii. 551-554.
Methodists, vii. 725-744.
ministry, vii. 659-674.
mis
ions, vii. 709-749.
Modernism, vii. 769-769.
Molinism, vii. 774-775.
Moralism, vii. 779-781.
Monasticism, vii. 781-797.
Non
phytism, vii. 811-817.
No
ethetism, vii.
827-829.
Montanism, vii. 829-833.
Moravians, vii. 837-841.
Muggletonians, vii. 871.
Mysticism, vii. 880-889.
Nestorianism, ix. 323-329.
New
man, ix. 355-359.
Nonconformity, ix. 381-388.
Nor
ors, ix. 441-444.
Novantians, ix. 399-408.
Office, Holy, ix. 450-456.
Old Catholicism, ix. 483-486.
Optimism, ix. 490-509.
ordination, ix. 540-552.
orthodoxy, ix. 579-572.
Oxford Movement, ix. 589.
papacy, ix. 629-639.
Paulinas, ix. 743-757.
Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagian
ism, ix. 708-714.
penance, ix.
711-717.
Perfecti, ix.
757.
Persecution, vii. 472-762.
Philadelphia, ix. 839.
Persecution, ix. 839-837.
Pietism, ix. 86-89.
Pilgrim Fathers, ix. 32-35.
poetry, of the keys, ix. 145-146.
Prayer-Book, ix. 325-326.
Prayert inarianism, ix.
240-242.
Prester John, ix. 276-277.
Priscillianism, ix. 410.
Protestantism, ix. 410.
Puritanism, ix. 507-515.
Pusey, ix. 517-539.
Quietism, ix. 539-539.
Rastaf

ers, x. 579-580, Rationalism, x. 580-583, Reformation, x. 609-622, Reformed Church in America, x. 622-625, Reformed Church in the United States, x. 625-632, Reformed Episcopal Church, x. 639-652, religious orders, x. 683-713, restm, x. 743-747, revivals of religion, x. 753-757, revivalism, x. 781-782.
saints and martyrs, x. 902-915.
sacraments, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915. 
sacr
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
sacred singing, x. 902-915.
sacred
cedants, x. 902-915.
CHURCH YEAR—CIRCUMCISION

CHURCH YEAR.—See Christian Year.

CIRCUMCISION, vii. 55-58; xii. 140-142.

CIRCUMCISION, of women, Prayer-Book, x. 209a.

CIRCUMCISED, vii. 74b-77b.

CIRCUMCISE, iv. 455p; St. Michael, vi. 822f.

CIRCUMCISE (Ind. spirit), iv. 603a; Afghanistan, i. 139j; Bengal, i. 408; Central Provinces, i. 341a.

CIRCUMCISE (Aug. sacred objects), i. 258f; ii. 244f; 936v; iv. 387b-396p; vii. 111f, vi. 811a; xi. 429f; anointing, i. 653f; art. i. 822f.

CIRCUMCISE, architecture, i. 271f.

CIRCUMCISE (Tongking), calendar, iii. 114f.

CIRCUMCISE, (Jap.), masks, iv. 838f.

CIRCUMCISE (Funeral day), iii. 132f.

CIRCUMCISE, NAGPUR.—See COTTA NAGPUR.

CIRCUMCISE (Assam), ii. 754b; ethology, i. 133d; human sacrifice, ii. 754f, vi. 831a.

CIRCUMCISE, Family Instructions, v. 183f.

CIRCUMCISE, Siberian tribe, xi. 490f, 493f.

CIRCUMCISE, Chuvash, Chuvash, Tatar tribe, xii. 489f; bee-cult, i. 703b; Christianity, iii. 477f; consoling unfoolish feet, xii. 477f; divination, iv. 815f; divorce, v. 60f; naming ceremony, ii. 121f.

CUTE YUAN, on heavens (Chin.), vii. 247f.

CHYOKO (Kier), on death and disposal of the dead (Slav.), iv. 508f.

CHUANG-TSE.—See CHUANG-TSE.

CHWOLLSON, D. A., on Harranians, viii. 410f; on Shabans, vi. 513f.

CHYAVANA (Ind. mythical character), ii. 559f; and Asvin, ii. 800f; and Indra, iii. 804f.

CHYI JIK (Korean classic), on music, iii. 861f.

CIALLOS (Celt. intercalary month), iii. 79f.

CHILAN of CLONMACNOSE (87), subcontinents, ii. 729; Clonmacnoise tombstones, i. 840.

CHILAN of SAIDIB, hospitality, vi. 852f.

CIR (Mayan day symbol), ii. 128f.

CIBBER, COLLEY, The Projector, ix. 394f, 395f.

CICERONIZATION, ii. 232f, xii. 200f, 212f.

CICERO, on 'absolutes,' i. 40f; on adoption, i. 111f, 113f, 114f, on Aeneasidem, xii. 230f; on annesty, i. 309f; on augurant, i. 401f; on Aestus, xii. 229f; on Aristotle, i. 787f; on bribery and corruption, iv. 121f; on chastity, iv. 499f; on communion with deity (Rom.), iii. 770f; on cult of dead, i. 465f; on dancing, x. 360f; on death, vii. 309f, 311f; on divination, ii. 54f; iv. 822f; xiv. 384f, 839f, de Divinione, ix. 896f; on Druids, v. 84f; on education, v. 210f, 2124b, 213b, on Egyptian Mystery, vii. 374f; on enemy, v. 307f, 308f; on Episurus, v. 325f; on evil eye, v. 610f; on expansion and atonement, vi. 669f, 677f, 669f; on fa and te, in suppl., vi. 838f; on fate, v. 788f-789f, 789f-790f; on fortune, vi. 100f-101f; on friendship, ii. 132f, 137f; on gladiatorial combats, xii. 629f, on God (idea of), i. 573f, 620f-621f, on gratitude, vi. 301f; on happiness, vi. 519f; on Hermes, vi. 626f; on honesty, vi. 769f; on hospitality, vi. 808f, 811f; on hostis, vi. 808f; on human sacrifice (Gall.), v. 458f; on hypocrisy, vi. 63f; on industry, vi. 102f; on Jews, iii. 509f; on law, vi. 823f; on Les Gotzins, vii. 241f; on Megalitic games, x. 400f; on moderation, vii. 762f; on nature, ix. 247f; officium, ix. 886f; on omens, iv. 479f, 479f, on peace, xiv. 701f (note), on Petrarch, and, iv. 832f, on philosophy, iv. 883f, 884f, 885f, on priesthood, x. 309f; on propitiations, iv. 400f; on prostitution, x. 400f; on purity, x. 619f; on religion, vi. 868f, x. 874f; on sacrilege, x. 41f; on sirens, x. 577f, 578f; on slavery, x. 624f, 625f; on soul, xii. 748f; on Stoic ethics, iv. 833f; on suicide, x. 31f, x. 33f, on sunnium bonum, xii. 474f, teleology, xii. 210f, on temperance, x. 436f; on temple thefts, x. 837f, and war, xii. 682f, 685f.

CUCURBHISH, i. 124f; vii. 426f.

CUCURBHISH, i. 408f; on conversion, iv. 499f; on Communion, ii. 395f, 396f; and Armenians, i. 704f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.

CUCURBHISH, on Communion, ii. 395f; on Communion, ix. 542f; on Communion, iv. 408f; on Communion, iv. 499f; on Communion, v. 612f; on Communion, v. 865f; on Communion, iv. 234f.
Clemen, C., on baptism (Paul's teaching), x. 649, on Christ's descent to Hades, iv. 693, on Christ's resurrection, viii. 712, 574R, 579A.

Clemens I—See Clement of Rome.

Clement IV, and Roger Bacon, i. 329.

Clement V, on baptism, i. 389, 399, on canon law, viii. 837, Regesta, ii. 827.

Clement VI, and indulgences, vii. 254, Regesta, ii. 899.


Clement VIII, and Index, vii. 208, inscription on Loreto, viii. 140, and Etanias, viii. 80, and Molina, viii. 774.

Clement X, and indulgences, vii. 254, and Jansenism, viii. 479.

Clement XI, and Jansenism, viii. 775.

Clement XII, and Molina, viii. 774.

1. Clement, on Eucharist, xii. 773, and of the church authority, i. 589.

2. Clement, on baptism, i. 339, Christology, i. 102.

Clement Alexander, i. 313—315, 319, on Agape, i. 179, 304, and allegory, i. 330, on altar, i. 338, on angels, iv. 379, on asceticism, i. 79, on baptism, i. 337, on bare feet, xi. 474, 477, on Basilides, ii. 429, 438, 431—432, on Books of truth, ii. 703, on Catholicism, iii. 259, on cherubim, iii. 510, on Christmas, iii. 609, 604, on Church music, ix. 31, cosmogony and cosmolology, iv. 142, 147, on creation, iv. 142, on Danails, iv. 392, on death and judgment, Dositheus, iv. 834—835, on dress, v. 63, on education (Perse), vi. 269, on emotions, vi. 384, on Erasersites, vii. 301, on eucharist, viii. 388, 389, on ethics, i. 314—315, on Eucharist, v. 539, on faith and knowledge, i. 314—315, on fasting, v. 769, vi. 844, on Fourth Gospel, ii. 579, on Gnosticism, i. 314, 315, and medicine, ii. 578, on God, i. 314, 774, vii. 179, on Goths (apocryphal), vi. 346, 359, on grace at meals, vi. 374, hymn to Christ, vi. 609, vi. 99, on hymns (Orphic), vi. 42, on immanence, vi. 167, on Kardox, vii. 321, on kenosis, vi. 681, vi. 684, vi. 685, on kiss of peace, vi. 742, on Logos, i. 341, vi. 137, on martyr (Chr.), vi. 39, on society, viii. 680, 681, 661—663, on Mitra, vii. 629, on mysticism, ix. 91, on Nicodaimas, iii. 363, 369, on original sin, ix. 561, on penance, ix. 711, ix. 712, on perfection, ix. 720, on Persian hatred of idolatry, vii. 152, and Philo, i. 312, 314, on philosophy, ix. 586, on philosophy, i. 314, on psychology, i. 314, on salvation, i. 314, vi. 702, on serpent, vi. 409, and Sidonius, vi. 498, on slavery, vi. 603, on soul, i. 314, on Spirit (Holy), i. 314, on Sunday, xii. 106, on theology, i. 313, on universalism, xii. 590—591, and war, vi. 678, and Western Church, xii. 732.

Clement of Rome (—Clement I), on abysses (i. 544, on angels, iv. 578, Christology, vii. 533, on Church (apostolicity), iii. 629, on episcopacy, v. 333—334, on Eucharist, v. 549, 474, on humility of Christ, vi. 870, on inspiration, i. 589, on intercession, vii. 539, on prayer to Christ of Corinthis, ii. 891, on ministry, i. 638, viii. 699, 661, 662, 663, 670, on perfection, ix. 730, on prayer for the dead, x. 310.

Clemensia (Rom. Mercur.), ix. 798, 808.

Clementian Homilies, xii. 172, on binding and loosing, i. 619, on chastity, iii. 494, on Christmas, iii. 607, on inspiration, i. 589, on Simon Magus, vi. 620, 621, 822a, 823a.

Clementine Recognitions, xii. 172, on confirmation (Gyran), iv. 592, on cosmogony, iv. 148, on fasting, v. 789, on law and symbolism, v. 533, on Simon Magus, xi. 789, on theology, vi. 520, 622, 826, 828.

Chloris and Biron, v. 254.

Chloris of Lindus, on friendship, vi. 134—135.

Chlorides of Antipalma (Gr. hero), vi. 655.

Chlorothis (Gr. dramatist), iv. 681.

Chlergy, Basque, ii. 477, Cambodian, iii. 150, celibacy, i. 178, iv. 72, iv. 430—437, Cham (Cambodian), iii. 349, commonwealth, iii. 314, and life, vi. 150, 163 (French), Milton on vi. 649, spiritual marriage, i. 178. See also Mixterius.

Clericalism, and anti-clericalism, ii. 689—693, and Biblical interpretation, iii. 624, on Books, and Established Churches, iii. 669, 671, on laity, iii. 662, 639, and theology, iii. 691—692.

Clerical Regulations (Russian Church), x. 873.

Clerici, S., on wax effigy witchcraft, v. 599.

Clerics Regular, x. 699, 707, 711.

Clement-Ganss, C., on 'oracular mythology,' vii. 112—113, on Palmyrenes, ix. 504, 506.

Clelia (Sphincis Chilia), vii. 379.

Clifford, American, i. 379, ii. 653, 831, on bull-roarer, ii. 809, on pottery, i. 378, ii. 809.

Clifford, H., on Malays, ii. 238, on water-tiger (Malay), vi. 219.

Clifford, J. (composer), ii. 24a.

Clift, W. K., agnosticism, i. 181, 181—182, hylusism, vi. 491, on life, vii. 4a, on 'mind-stuff,' vii. 179.

Climate, i. 669—689.


Clor. (Muse), iv. 4, 54.

Clodphor and Lescippe (Achilles Tatius), viii. 7.

Clongians, tithe, vii. 531.

Climburnus (Umbrian river-god), ix. 248.

Clive (Captain), on human sacrifice (Ind.), vi. 850.

Clouca, Maximum, architecture, i. 99.

Cloches, Leonard Del, on Maria Dominica Lazzari, xi. 869.

Cloud, E., on tree-cult (Nigeria), i. 249.

Clouds, P., adoption, i. 111, 113—114, and birret, iv. 122, on slaves, vi. 629.

Cloudmacnose (Ireland), tombstones, i. 849.

'Close Sunday' (Sunday after Easter), v. 849.

Clotaire III, on Sunday, xii. 106.

Clothing, Japanese offering of, xii. 232—233, 469.

Cloth-making, vi. 503—504.

Clotho (Gr. Fate), i. 64v, v. 789.

Cloud, on personification, vi. 788.

Clouds, personification, it. 789—790.

Clough, E., on 'king's evil,' viii. 287.

Clubs (staves), xi. 819.


Cluff, S. O'Malley, and Plymouth Brethren, s. 849.

Clement, xi. 812, viii. 793, 794, 795; and art, i. 850.
monastic reforms, ii. 779, viii. 795, 796, 796a, and papacy, ix. 623.

CLUNY (Abbey of, foundation, vi. 1002, 1003.

CLYFTON, Richard (Pilgrim Father), x. 292.

CNDLANDS, healing dreams, vi. 560, medical school, vii. 543, 544, titles, xii. 351.

CROSSTON, altar, i. 462, architecture, i. 673, 680, 680a, 694, 694a, burial, iv. 425, 425, 425, 425a, chorus, i. 144, fab. i. 145, gothic, i. 146, god, i. 143, horn of consecration, i. 144, knot, i. 144, monastic, i. 145, palace as temple, i. 146, pillar-shrine, xii. 431, shrines, i. 145, votive offerings, i. 145, xii. 452, wreath, iv. 342. See also ESSEX.

CNY, on ordeal, xiii. 220.

'C o a c h t e r e d d i r e c t o r y', v. 783.

COAL (For Fisco abode of death), xi. 820.

COALS, for evil eye, v. 614.

COAST SALVIE, xi. 97-98, 493; the dead, xi. 98, 98, 98, 98, supernatural beings, xi. 97.

COAT (island), architecture, i. 658.

COAT (Mex. day symbol), iii. 124.

COATLITLUE, COATLITLUE (Mex. goddess), vii. 610, xii. 401.

COATES, Richard (Jew), i. 144.

COBREX, Richard Chartism, i. 473, and individualism, xii. 221, and phrenology, ix. 859.

COBREX, KERUA (Amazon tribe), cannibalism, ii. 114, iii. 203, 574, eating the ashes of the dead, i. 114, i. 574, magical stones, xi. 659, 659.

COCOLIS (S. Amer.), i. 385.

COBBA, Egyptian cult, v. 243.

COC, a branch of Man), xii. 381, 381, 381, 381, disposal of the dead, iv. 424, 425, xii. 388, 388, 388, feasts, xi. 383, funeral feast, iv. 426, sorcerers, xii. 382.

COCAINE, i. 413.

COCHINCHINA.—See COVENANT THEOLOGY.

COCHIN (John Koch), Covenant Theology, ii. 158, iv. 216, 223, 223, on patience, ix. 674, typology, xii. 502.

COCHRID (finger-amputation, ii. 253, infant exposure, i. 9.

COCHRAN, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 419, demons and spirits, ii. 129, 129, 130, games, vi. 169, Jews, vii. 557-559, outcasts, xii. 583.

COCHTAH, Angost (synchronae), v. 559.

COCHUA-China, Barsahite missions, ii. 422, calendar, xi. 111, 118, education (Bud.), v.

CLUNY-COINS, 129

Codex Carolinus, on Paulicians, ix. 695, 696, 697.

Codex Sinaiticus, ii. 583, vi. 429.

Codex Sinope, ii. 683.

Codex Theodosianus.—See THEODORIAN CODE.

Codex Vaticanus, ii. 583.

CODFISH-IN-THE-HEART (Nutka island), xii. 584.

CODICIS, PICTORIAL (Amer.), i. 378.

CODINUS, on fast-feeding (Byzan-
tine), v. 820.

COHN, R. H. (writer on Melanesians), on ancestor-worship, i. 431, on Australasian languages, ii. 237, on calendar, iii. 123, on cannibalism, i. 212, on charms and amulets, iii. 395, 395, on chief, vii. 709, on demons and spirits, ii. 242, iv. 555, 556, on disease and medicine, i. 429, iv. 265, on food for the dead, vi. 67, on ghosts, vii. 346, on hero-gods, vi. 631, on languages, ii. 237-238, on magic, iii. 394, on mana, viii. 375, 375, 375, on oracles, i. 438, on Oot, vi. 830, on sacrifice, viii. 531-533, on tabu, iv. 370, on tindalo, viii. 533, on witchcraft, i. 359.

CODRUS, KORCIOS, suicide, xii. 27, 697.

Coffe Clluydon (Welsh abode of death), ii. 29.

COFFLESIA, Pelagianism, ix. 704, 704, 704.

COFFLESIA, (Chr. sect), xii. 359.

COHEN, (Tupi mythical ancestor), ii. 237.

COEN, KOKIN (Aust. All-Father), iv. 490, iv. 490, 247.

COENIC, iii. 698-699.

COFESS, MATTIO, hymns, viii. 32.

COFFEE, v. 74.

COFFEE, in artificial brotherhood, ii. 689.


COFFAM, CHARLES, hymns, vii. 39.

COFFAM TEXTS (Egypt), viii. 92-94; on nature, ix. 219, on righteousness, x. 796.

COPIC CARMEN (Descartes), iv. 845.

COPULATION, v. 337-350 (passim); and belief, ii. 490-491.


COHEN, J. D. S. (Solomon), and Averroes' works, ii. 506.

COHN, J., and beauty, ii. 649.

COHNSOUS VERB, (Clot. law treatise), xxi. 829.

COMBATORE (Ind.), phallos, xi. 289, sacred marriage, ix. 289.

COINS, iii. 699-710, viii. 500;
COUNCIL, LATERAN—COUNCIL OF TVIN

2nd Council of Orleans (c. 536), on simony, xi 629, 628; on Sunday observance, xii 1059-1060.

3rd Council of Orleans (538), on concubinage, iii 817.

5th Council of Orleans (549), and hospitals, vi 866b; and lepers, vi 850.

Council of Paris (829), on concubinage, iii 817; on penance, xii 1198.

Council of Fatimutius, and doctio theology, i 69.

Council of Pisa (1409), iv 1983.

Council of Quercy (538), and hospitium, vi 805.

Council of Theodulf,—See Council, Trullan.

Council of Legazpi, iv 1824.

Council of Reformation.—See Council of Trent.

Council of Rheims (c. 625), and simony, xi 529, 528.

Council of Rheims (813), on penance, xi 719.

Council of Rheims (1049), iv 1934; and Cathari, i 279.

Council of Rheims (1418), on baptism, iii 338; and Bernardi and Gilbert controversy, iii 831.

Council of Rheims (1583), on Sunday observance, xii 1069.

Council of Rome (826), on concubinage, iii 817.

Council of Rome (1065), on celibacy, iii 274.

Council of Rome (1179), i 804.

Council of Saragossa (c. 380), on fasting, v 762, and Priscillianism, x 377ab.

Council of Sardica (343), and Arianism, i 770ab; Athanasius tried, ii 169; and infallibility, vi 371a-372a, and simony, xii 629.

Council of Sardes (359), and Arianism, ii 169.

Council of Shaophyan (447), i 804.

Council of Shemakavan (882), i 804.

Council of Sis (1243), i 804.

Council of Tarbes (1196), i 804.

1st Council of Toledo (c. 400), on concubinage, iii 817, vi 411.

2nd Council of Toledo (442), on inspiration (Bible), vi 339a.

3rd Council of Toledo (539), iv 1934; and Arianism, i 784ab, "Filique, bi 789; on penance, iv 719; and Spirit (Holy), x 769.

4th Council of Toledo (633), on canonical life, x 696; on Christ's descent to Hades, iv 650; on festivals, vi 846; and simony, xii 829.

11th Council of Toledo (679), and simony, xi 829.

17th Council of Toledo (694), on feast-washing, v 817a, 818, 845.

Council of Tours (1119), iv 1979; and Cathari, i 279.

Council of Tours (1299), iv 1979; and heresy, iv 719.

2nd Council of Tours (706), on fasting, v 760; on festivals, vi 848, 839.

Council of Tours (1163), iv 1979; and Cathari, i 279; and Nihilism, x 372a; and simony, xi 529, 528.

Council of Trent (1545-63), iv 199; on abstinence, i 14; and baptism, iii 399; 409; on Bible-reading, iii 608a; on binding and losiness, iii 621b; on calendar, iii 508; Catechism, iii 238; on celibacy, iii 277; on Church, viii 338; on concubinage, iii 818; on concursus, iii 518; on confirmation, iii 505; and discipline, vi 719; and dueling, vii 1199; on Eucharist, iii 804; on 567a, on Extreme unction, vi 719, on grace, vi 369, 371b; on grace and free will, vi 369, 370; and Index, vii 207; on indulgences, vi 329; on infallibility, vi 329; on invocation, vi 327; on justification, ii 389; on 560; on 819; on marriage, vii 207; on merit, xxii 839; on morality, iii 399; on original sin, iii 399; on papacy, iii 719; on penance, ii 849; on 719; on perfection, ii 719; on perseverance, ii 719; on pilgrimage, i 229; on prayer for the dead, ii 719; on redemption, ii 329; on relics, ii 369; on sacraments, iii 840-841; on 908; on 907; on saints and martyrs, i 121a; on sanctification, ii 182b; on satisfaction (penitential), iii 21b; on Scripture, iii 839; on 262; and simony, ii 827; and Spirit (Holy), vii 799; and Thomism, i 323ab.

Council of Trullan (620) (= Quinisext), iv 1934; on Apollinaris, i 679; on Calendars, vi 756, on canon, ii 576; on fasting, vi 849; on lay preaching, vii 717; and monasticism, ii 77; and simony, xi 529, 528; on stations, vii 856.

Council of Trullan (622), i 804.
Cursing and Blessing—Cyprian


Cursing and Blessing—Cyprian


Cursing Stones (Irish), xi. 867–868.

Curtin, J., on breath as life (Moclo), x. 727, on resuscitation (Moclo), xi. 727.

Curtis, N., on self-expression and art (Hop), xi. 508.

Curtis, S. I., on blood-revenge (Sem.), ii. 718, on oath (Muh.), iv. 430, on sacrifice (Sem.), ii. 329, on Spirit-Nation Marks, i. 143, on shrines (Syr.), xii. 789, on sprinkling of blood (Sem.), i. 559.

Curtius, M., desovit, vi. 859, viii. 538.

Curtius, Quintus, on altars, i. 347, on calendar (Pera), iii. 126.

Cutth—See Kurpitha.

Curvatura, in Greek architecture, i. 733–735.

Curwen, J. S., on Church music.

Curzon, G. M., on market (Anan.), viii. 410.

Cushing, F. H., on animism (Zulul), i. 539, on creation (Zulul), ii. 490, on fetishism (Zulul), vi. 509–601.

Cushites (= Hamites), i. 559, vi. 438; Low, vi. 400–410.

Cuscan, Robert (Pilgrim Father), x. 313, 329.

Custenanz, (division of Arawaks), ii. 133.


Custom of St. Augustine's,

Castorbury, on cock-fighting, xi. 479.

Custody, Law, Anglican, vii. 834, Greek, vii. 819.

Custody, Morality, Protogoras, x. 410.

Cut-throat—See Katchir.

Cut-the-flower—See Kerti.

Cutthebr—(St.) altar, i. 341, and foot-washing, x. 520.

Cutters (Celt. month), vii. 794.

Cutten, G. B., on conversion, iv. 110.

Cutting the Body.—See Mutilation.

'CUTTINGS for the DEAD,' i. 326, 327.

Cutuppet (name for Donatists), xi. 317.

Cutver, G. L. C. F. D., evolution, x. 617, on human races, i. 563.

Cutvto-ava (Mordvin tree-spirit).


Cutia Cufaruyld, vii. 567.

Cyanoegen, i. 278.

Cybele (votaries of Cybele), x. 127.

Cybeles (= the Great Mother)

Cyclus—See Cycles.

Cyclades, i. 141–1438 (pasism); cannibalistic remedies, i. 199, disease and medicine, i. 199, euphemism, viii. 387, lycanthropy, vii. 207.

Cyclops (Greek hero), vi. 654, xi. 404.

Cyclops, i. 141–1438 (pasism); cannibalistic remedies, i. 199, disease and medicine, i. 199, euphemism, viii. 387, lycanthropy, vii. 207. See also Kuran.

Cyclopes (calendar), Annamese, i. 110, Cambodian, i. 111, Cham, i. 111–113, Hindu, vi. 871, Javanese, i. 131b, Laos, i. 139, of Paraiy, Bana, vi. 871, of Seven Seers, vii. 871, Siamese, i. 132a–139.

Cyclic Theory of the Ages, i. 174–209.


Cyclone (Cyclops), i. 1069–1077; and cannibalism, ii. 628, and magic, vi. 373a.

Cynag (= Gypsies), vi. 439.

Cycnonicly—See Cynic-Divinity.

Cylinder of Cyrus, i. 709; on inscriptions.

Cylinder-Inscription of Sanskrit, on fate, vi. 778.

Cylinder-Seals (Bab.), i. 839.

Cymbals, v. 90–91; Arab, v. 91, ix. 56, Babylonian and Assyrian, i. 39, Chaldean, x. 91; Egyptian, i. 35, Hebrew v. 91, ix. 40, 41a, 42a, Indian, v. 90–91, Roman, v. 91, Slavic, ix. 83.

Cynic.—See Wales, Welsh.

Cynodel Brydd Mawr (Welsh poet), i. 418; on Arthur, ii. 49.


Cynops, ab Oxyno Eddyn (Welsh hero), ii. 2a.

Cyphagnostis, iv. 378.

Cyprie, vi. 430, 429.

Cyprus, on obscure, i. 39, on Agape, i. 173, on almsgiving, iii. 339, on altar (altar), i. 339, 341, altar to, i. 339, on Atonement, v. 644, on baptism, i. 641, x. 900–901, on baptismal grace, i. 398, 399, on baptism by blood, i. 411, on baptism and confirmation, i. 397, on baptism (kerycal), i. 399, on Bible-reading, i. 602, on binding and loosening, i. 620, on Christian nations, iii. 599, on Church, i. 221, commemoration of, i. 172, on commemoration of martyrs, iii. 718, on commemoration of Eucharist, i. 172, 179, on confirmation, vii. 711–728, on councils (Chr.), i. 182, on discipline, iv. 718, on episcopacy, vii. 333, on episcopes, i. 634, 640a, on Eucharist, i. 178, 179, v. 549, 550, vii. 767, on festivals of martyrs, v. 810, on 'hours,' xii. 709, 779, on infallibility, vi. 271, on infant baptism, ii. 392, on intercession, vii. 385, and invocation, vii. 509, and holy, x. 778, on martyrs (Chr.), iii. 718, vi. 851, vi. 530, 555, on ministry, vii. 662, 663, 654, 656, 669, 679, 670, and Novatian see, x. 490b, on penance, ix. 711, 714, 716, 719, on prayer,
ceremony, vi. 829, on Jesus Christ, vii. 534, on light and darkness, vii. 619, on marriage, vii. 457, on erudite, ix. 529-530, on Zoroastrianism, vi. 124.

**DATIUM** (Elam month = Tammuz), iii. 759.

DAITTA, Y. in NATYAMARA, Brahman Samaj journal, ii. 815.

DAITTA, Dr. in NATYAMARA, Brahman Samaj journal, ii. 815.

DAITTA, Erār cult, ii. 504.

DAMA Mānū, cult, ii. 504.

DĀTUGU, Śrīkāla, ii. 815.

DATOVILA (Ind. mint), footprint, i. 282.

DAYAN ISLANDS (Torea Straits), cicatization, iii. 219.

DAVAR, KARL, and Rotha, i. 859.

D'AvD JAHÍṬAṬ, shrines, xi. 709.


DAUGHTERS-IN-LAW, Hindu, vi. 738, Slavic, iii. 501, Teutonic and Slavic, vi. 759.

DAUGHTER OF THE SUN (Lesbik), ii. 36, xi. 108.

DAUJA (Florida deified man), worship, vii. 231.

AL-DAUJA, 'ĀBDU, and Shī‘a, ii. 330.

AL-DAUJA, MU‘TIZ, Shī‘a, ii. 329-339.

DAVAR (A. de Dauville Deslandes), on Gebara vi. 149, 150, 153.

DAUR (Tungusí tribe), iv. 1739.

DAYAKS (Ind. forest tribe), sunworship, v. 3.

DAYAWA (Philippine Islands god), xii. 249.

DAVENDIAN, JOHN, universalism, xii. 330.

DAVID (king of Israel), vii. 440, 441, 442, 443, 449; kingdom, vii. 262, sepulchral treasures, i. 446, typology, xii. 934, vov, xii. 565.

DAVID (THE PROPHET), FAST of (Mal.), v. 883.

DAVID (St.) (Dewi Sant), and British Church, iii. 639.

DAVID I. OF SCOTLAND, blood feud laws, ii. 724.

DAVID II. OF SCOTLAND.
DEATH—DEGENERATION

496, Muslim, x. 498; Navras, x. 498; Roman, x. 501; Teutonic, x. 504.

Death-dites, vi. 634; and
crem., ix. 524; riding, vi. 779; ships and boats in. x. 472—473.

Death-stones (Ind.), x. 573; Boubiris, x. 577; 887; 889; Indian, iv. 483; 484; Osron, ix. 605; Persia, iv. 502—503; Tibetans, iv. 516.

Death-warring, Celtic, x. 783; Japanese, iv. 609.

Debar, Jno. (Agro sky-god), vi. 488.

Debasing the coinage (Gr.), iv. 278.

Debata (Japane), vi. 249.

Debata iny (Battak puppetts), 624.

Debata na tolou (Toba Battak god), vi. 347.

Deleremy, iv. 511—513.

D8 Three, Michael—See Banius.

De Bouche, St. (Beza), x. 406; cave-exploration, iv. 4606.

Debrah, Nathar Tagore, ii. 58; 818—819; 829.

Debrah (Burial site), iii. 4.

Dokkari, Ebdal., viii. 527.

Debo (Nuba’s sickness expert), iv. 409.

Debrot, African, iv. 420; American (Norse), vii. 814; Babylonia, vii. 819; 822, xii. 549—559; Celebes, iv. 429; children in payment, vi. 719; Chinese, iv. 372; and death rites, iv. 429; European, iv. 429; Fantas, iv. 429; gambling, vi. 163; Greek, ii. 109; Hebrew, xii. 551; 626; and imprisonment, x. 343; and inducements, vii. 263; 293-294; 334; Jewish, xii. 554—559; and slavery, vi. 208.

Decalogue, i. 791; iv. 513—517; 443—449; 455; 483; 485; 486; 487; forms, iv. 518—519; government, vi. 516; worship, vi. 516; Judaism, viii. 518; Luther, viii. 256; meaning, vi. 514—519; monochoral, iv. 517; Moses and, vi. 510—517; Prayer Book, vi. 208; truthfulness, iv. 517-518.

Decalogues, (Heb.), vii. 823.

Decani (Egyp.), iii. 1009.

Decapitation (penalty), Chinese, iv. 270; Jewish, iv. 286.

Decap., ii. 778—789; Afr., ii. 2330; and Aurangzib, ii. 2223; architecture, i. 7423; Banjara, ii. 347; Bhaichoul, v. 109; Brahman, vi. 692—693; death taboo, iv. 484; demons and spirits, iv. 605; 609; 609; 609; dwarfs, v. 129; ecclesiastics, vi. 1913; Goshal, vi. 332; Hindues, vi. 669; honey, vi. 770; human sacrifice, v. 19; vi. 809; idols, vii. 514—518; Ramesh, x. 579; serpent-worship, x. 419—419; stone circles, x. 879; stone-worship, vi. 871; taunting, ii. 238; Vadda, ii. 332.


Decaying, vi. 221.

Decemviri sacris faciundis, x. 838.

Dechelle, J., x. 779; Study, xii. 209.

Deci, decio, i. 455; vii. 388; xii. 31; 654; 679.

Decimus Liberus (decaestat), x. 287.

Decision, iv. 517.

Decision, v. 4; Christians, x. 749.

Decet, C. C. Von der, on Pekono, x. 898.

Declamations, in education (Rom.), vi. 219—239.

Declaration of Names (Egypt.), x. 161—162.

Declaration of the Congregational Union of England and Wales (1835), iii. 880.

Declaration of Faith (Quaker-Richmond Conference—1857), vi. 143.

Declaration of Faith (U.S. Congregational Churches—1865), iii. 889.

Declaration of Faith of English People remaining at Amsterdam in Holland (1611), iii. 889.

Declaration of Faith of the Reformed Church of France (1872), iii. 895.

Decalogue of Indulgence (1687 and 1688), iv. 389.

Declaration of Paris (1856), on neutrality, ix. 330.

Declaration of Principles (Reformed Episcopal Church of America—1878), iii. 899—897.

Declaration of Turgenev, x. 819.

Declaration of Thurn, vi. 166.

Declaration of Turgenev (Dagepani), vi. 164.

Decile, L., on orange and king, vii. 709.

Decisal (African, ‘soul of executed criminals’), x. 516.

Decisal (John Baptist (29 Aug.), x. 770—849.

Decisar, A., and commemoration of the dead, iii. 720.

Decorated Period (architecture), i. 717—719.

Design (Decors), i. 889.

Decorative Impulse, and dress, v. 41; 42; tattu, vi. 213.

Decoy, in hunting and fishing, vi. 879—879.

Decree (Chinn.), and fate, x. 789.

Decree (of Sadducees), vii. 459.

Decree of Canopus, calendar reform, iii. 94; on priesthood, x. 50; 502; 509; 509.

Decree of Grotta, and Waldenses, xii. 779.

Deree on the Immaculate Conception of B. V. M. (Pius IX.), on papal infallibility, vii. 274.

Derec of Trent, on God, vi. 269.

Derec Synonorum Basiliarum, on slavery, vi. 609.

Derecules, ii. 850; and papacy, iv. 620; 622.

Dereck, Book of the.—See Book of the Dead.

Derecks (chorus) of pseudo-Ibsidore, x. 699.

Derecks pro Artemis (Eugenius iv’s bull), on confirmation, iv. 8—9.

Derecks Granarius, viii. 839; on confirmation, vii. 709.

Derecks, of animals (Buriat), iii. 134; and anointing, i. 559; of churches, i. 341; Greek, xii. 644; 649; 651; prayers, x. 1619; of prostitutes (Ind.), vi. 407; 408; Roman, xii. 650; Semitic, x. 269; See also Consecrations.

Dedications, coius, iii. 701—703; Greek, ii. 278.

Dedication Festival (Hebr.), v. 826—839.

Deduction, logical, vii. 281.

Deductive Logic, vii. 130—131.

Dedum (African god), v. 200.

Deer, i. 61; x. 146; American, i. 814; Japanese, x. 239.

Deer-Park (Isipatana), x. 14; 18; xi. 174; Buddha, ii. 889.

Deerpark Monument (Ireland), xii. 878.

De Fay, E., on Aeschylus, ii. 152; on Ophites, iii. 501.

Deferries, iv. 691—692; v. 619—619; castration, v. 639—639; eutanaisia, v. 698; and hooliganism, vi. 779.

Defens (Egypt), foundation, vi. 120.

Defensio (Hungarian—1559), iii. 879.

Defensive Alliances, and perpetual peace, xii. 689.

De Flacourt, E., on dancing (Madagascar), x. 304.

De Flurey, C. R., on bells (Celtic), vi. 30—30.

De For, Daniel, vii. 10; 12; x. 146; on Huguenots, vi. 825; on grand Officers of the Royal (Sackcloth with Diaperses, ix. 300).

Deforestation, of feet, ii. 234; of head, vi. 940.

Definiteness.—See Abnormalities.

Defter (Samaritan liturgy), vi. 68; vii. 46.

Defter, II. Insgesamt., vii. 63.

Degeneration, viii. 518—533; racial, v. 94—95; and old age, iv. 606.

DENNY, E. E., on blessing (Flora), iv. 308, on drums, vi. 920, on fetishism (W. Afr.), xi. 739, on gods (Bavill), xi. 369, on graffiti, xii. 283, on landmarks and boundaries (W. Afr.), xi. 790, on names (Bavill), xii. 131, on Naamti, xii. 369, on 'silent market' (Bavill), xii. 469.

DENKEY, James, on Atomement, v. 645, on faith, xii. 9, on historical Jesus, vi. 334, on knowledge, vii. 718, on obscurantism, iv. 441-443, on Providence, xii. 6, on salvation, vii. 722.

DENNIS, G., on Pans Subticcum, vi. 829.

DENMORE, Frances, on songs (Amer.), ix. 11, 1292.

D'ENTRECASTEAUX, ii. 230, capes, xiv. 474, on x. 462, sacred parts of vessels, xii. 474, spirit-mountains, viii. 864, stragers, xii. 462.

Denzinger, H., on inspiration of Bible, vii. 350.

Deo (Hin. sacred place), vi. 189.

Deo—See HVAC, ix. 239, DOLARE, iv. 841.

Deor (Dravidian village shrine), v. 9.

Deorah (Ind. goddess), Malabar cult, v. 39, viii. 344.

Deontology, vi. 641.

Deoropäis, iv. 641; pilgrimage, v. 229.

Dhir (Old English poem), on minstrels, ix. 59.

Deorali (Nepal sacred piles of stones), v. 12.

Doro and Aasani (Masahar ancestors), ix. 36.

Dorothee—See HEKCO.

DEPARTMENTAL GODS—See MOUNTAIN GODS, v. 269, 270, 271.

DEPENDENT ORIGINATION (Budd.), iv. 234, ix. 672, 850, and subtle origination, iv. 850.

Deposition (Egypt.), x. 477, 481.

Deposit insurance, vi. 369.

Deposition episcoporum, iii. 849, 853.

Deposition martyrium, iii. 849, 853, on Christianity, iii. 501-502.

Depreciation, in Arminianism and Calvinism, i. 810.

Depressions (Lithic), vii. 805.

Der Ghaiz Khan (Panjâb), Baluchis, xii. 3394-3401.

Deravâjî Sâvâvarâma, xii. 124.

Deravallaiyâ (= Derâvâwâ), x. 723.

Derbikes, cannibalism, viii. 209, 206.

Derrites—See BRIGHT, PLYMOUTH.

Derrishah, sin-eating, v. 573.

Dercito (form of Aratappu), iii. 194-195, 410, and Lâghun, iv. 387.

Derriday—See DUKAS.

Derolkâr (Jew. work), on science, iv. 43.

Derolkâr Zufîta (Taimudic tractate), on translations to heaven, i. 469.

Derenbarg, H., on 'Am, 'Ammi, i. 391, on festivals and fasts (Jew.), v. 889-891, on Minim, iii. 575.

Dershow, i. 52-53.

Dersketo—See DUKAS.

Derskho, and Bennerjes, i. 344.

Dervîsh (Moh. religious order), v. 233.

Aler-Dervîş, MClah l'-Aerel, and Derîvâ, x. 723.

Dr. B eruptus, on Aquinas, i. 650, 656.


Derviš, and shadow-plays, iv. 874.

Desacralization, firstfruits, iv. 12.

Des aîâ Deïy (Dravidian goddess), v. 7.

Desai (Parsi scholar), on Zoroastrianism and Achemenians, i. 731.

Desançãs, Loury, and Waldenses, xii. 673.

Desantis (Smart's sect), xi. 631.

Dessâtre de Lisbonne (Voltaire), xi. 631.

Desert (Arabic work), iv. 869.

Desaul, Dasyûl, Deswal (Munda god), v. 159, 169, 198, ix. 2.

Desfrancescón—See MAG-}

Descartes, iv. 643-648; on activity, i. 84, and Aquinas, i. 658, on being, ii. 458, on contemplation, i. 658, and dometic and domestic gods, and Cambridge Platonists, iii. 170-171, on cause, iii. 269, 269, on continuity, iv. 194, on creation, iv. 294, on dreams and sleep, iv. 30, on dualism, ii. 457, on time, i. 104, on ego, v. 227, 229, and Enlightenment, v. 310, on idea, vi. 84-85, on intuition, vii. 398, and Locke, x. 392, and logic (deductive), vii. 130-131, on matter, ii. 204, on necessity, vii. 613, on occasionalism, iv. 443, and private judgment, x. 348, and reason, x. 599, on representation, i. 551, on realism, ii. 270-271, on theory of knowledge, vii. 595-696.

Descant from gods, Greek, iv. 525, Semitic, iii. 199-200.


Descend of the goddess Iahrâ (Ahtar-}
for distinction, i. 372f., for gain, xii. 670f., of glory, xii.
375f., of good, i. 389f., Greek, iv. 688-672f., for immortality, ix.
232f., and need, ix. 260f.,
261f., personification (Gr.), ix., 662f., and pleasure, iv. 663f., 666f., of power, xii.
677f., and religion, iv. 665- 666f., Sidgwick, xii. 564f.,
Taeoson, xii. 108f., and value, iv. 660f., of utilitarianism, xii.
564f., 665f.
DESLANDES, A. DE DAULIER, on Gabars, vi. 149f., 150b., 153f.
DESMAIL, vi. 739f.
DESSLER, WOLFGANG CHRISTOPH, hymns, vi. 299f.
DESTA (Java 'month'), iii. 131f.
DESTINY. —See Fate.
DESTINY, BOOK OF. —See BOOK OF DESTINIES.
DESTRUCTION of Da Chocou's Hostel, vi. 801f., xi. 334f.
DESTRUCTION of Da Dergo's Hostel, vi. 801f., xi. 534f.
'DESTRUC'TION' THEORY (Masa), v. 570f.
DEVICES of Mankind (Egypt. work), on origin of evil, xi.
544f.
DEVAIL. —See DEBAUL.
DEVAIL (Manda goddess), v. 44f.
DEYAILLA, MARIA, i. 597f.
DETERMINABILIT Y and THEOLOGICAL JUDGMENT, v. 349f., 350f., 351f.
DETERMINATION, and abstraction, i. 51f.
DETERMINISM, i. 804f., vi. 799f., vii.
904-906f.; Ajívika, vi. 210f., 216f., and election, v.
259f., 259f., Gosāla, vi. 261f., 262f., and heredity, vi. 658f.,
799f., physical, v. 904f.,
905f., psychological, v. 905f., Tucker, xii. 500f.
DETAELABILIS AVATIUS, on usury, xii. 500f.
DETraction, i. 522f.
DETRANZA, L., on devotion, vi.
859f.-860f., and human sacrifice, vi. 859f.
DETRIMENT (pope), seals of letters, i. 829f.
DEUDE (Nicobar god), ix. 362f.
'DIEH EST HOMO', i. 370-371f.
DEUSSER, F., on ásanas, vii. 721f., on breath (Hin.), ii. 834f., on fate (Hin.), vi. 790f., on pantheism, vi. 610f., on soul (Hin.), vi. 479f., on Upánidos, iii. 555f., 544f.
DEUTEROS-ISAIAH. —See ISAIAH, SECOND.
DEUTHERO-GASTON. CODE, on divorce, on tithes, xii.
548f.
DEUTHEROSYNI, ii. 555f.-566f., vii.
445f., 447f., 449f., 450f.-451f.,
452f., 453f., 459f.; on firstfruits, vi. 47f., on forgiveness, vi.
627f., on priesthood, x. 309f.,
627f., x. 781f., on sin, x. 357f., and worship, xi.
799f., in xii. 137f., and changelings, iii.
361f., chesting of, ii. 851f.,
at child-birth, ii. 673f., and crosstroads, iv. 334f., in divination, iv. 789f., euphemistic names, v. 580f., goat form, i. 617f., horns, vi. 783f.,
Lithuanian, i. 111f., as river spirit, v. 821f.-833f., and serpent, xi. 403f., symbolism, xii.
137f., Zoroastrian, i. 237f.-238f.
DEVAIL'S ADVOCATE. —See ADVOCATE.
DEVAIL'S BRIDES, ii. 833f.
DEVAIL-RACING, CEYLOM, x. 129f.
DEVAILIAN, v. 699f., vii. 249f., xii.
289f., x. 125f., Madras and Coorg, xii. 239f., Tibet, xi.
334f.
DEVAIL BRINGING, Indian, iv. 608f.,
Koh, vii. 608f.
'DEVAILLAND,' ii. 239f.
'DEVAIL-MURDERS' (Nicobar), ix.
361f., 362f.
DEVAIL-MURDERS (NICOBARI), ii.
807f.
DEVAIL, MATTHIAS, and his Hungarian wife, vii. 879f.
DEVAI/AN, v. 677f.-679f.
DEVAIL, MANDA, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
DEVAIL, MANDA GODDESS, v. 44f.
terianism, x. 269a; Puritanism, x. 318-319; Qur'ān in, x. 546b; realists, v. 173-174; Reformed Church in America, x. 309; religion, xii. 111; 114, 415—418; religious orders, x. 710-715; reverence in, x. 737—738; Roman, xii. 269; Russian, x. 269a; Russian Church, x. 873—874; Scribes, xi. 274—279; self-realization, v. 167-170; Siamese, v. 185; Spartan, v. 189—187; Sunday Schools, xii. 111—114; suggestion in, x. 19—10; superstition, xii. 120; sympathy in, xii. 154—155; Tolstoy, xii. 370—372.

EDUCATION ACTS, ix. 352a.

EDUCATION (Provision of Meals), Act and poverty, x. 143a.

Education (Mishna), on; Hillel and Shammai, xii. 442.

EDWARD THE CONFESSOR, canonization, xii. 309a, and 'king's evil,' v. 757.

EDWARD (St.), ring legend, x. 637a.

EDWARD I. (Eng. king), chivalry, iii. 560; Church and State, iii. 841—845; and confiscation, iv. 111—112a, and crusade, iv. 350, and footwashing, v. 819; on Jewish question, iv. 352a.

EDWARD II., and foot-washing, v. 819a.

EDWARD III., chivalry, iii. 566a, and foot-washing, v. 819b.

EDWARD IV., and foot-washing, v. 819b.

EDWARD VI., and almsgiving, iii. 389a, and braiding, ii. 333a; Church and State, iii. 945; and nonconformity, ix. 382—383; Prayer-book, x. 209b.

EDWARD VII., and nonconformity, x. 382a.

EDWARDS, H. R., on saint-worship (Ind.), xi. 59a.

EDWARDS, JONATHAN, v. 221—222; and Arminianism, i. 828—830; backsliding, ii. 329; Calvinism and Arminianism, v. 224, 225a, 226, casuistry, iii. 245; congregationalism, iv. 249; and covenant theology, iv. 235, Eucharist, v. 225a, 224a, 225, 606a, and evangelism, v. 606—607; on giossaisia, iii. 371; on God, v. 223a—225a, 226b.

Awakening,' v. 759—760.


Idealism, v. 222—223.

on inerrancy, vi. 106, on imputation, vii. 181, on predestination, x. 233a, revivals of religion, v. 753—754, on sin, v. 224—224; on virtue, v. 225a, 225b, on will, v. 224—225a.

EDWARDS, JONATHAN JR., v. 223—227; on Atonement, ii. 153a.

EDWARDS, T. G., on charismata, iii. 390, on long-suffering, vii. 139.

ENCATL (Mex. day symbol), iii. 124a.

ERL, i. 514a.

EREMBARD, B. D., and OT criticism, iv. 318.

ESTON, market, viii. 421a.

ESFATE (New Hebrides).—See FATE.

ESHEL.—See 'Arabas EFENDI.

ESFENDIYAOUI.—See CALES AFSFENDI-

ESFENDIYAOUI.
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worship, ix. 204a, rock-temples, x. 269a, xii. 286b, 405b, 406b, 407b, 408b, 411a, serpant-worship, x. 402b-403b, shadow play, iv. 84a3, sheep-god, x. 527a, ship-models in tombs, x. 479a, 479b, sashes and sandals, x. 479a, 479b, shrines, x. 238a, sieve as cradle, x. 506b, silence, x. 512b, simony, x. 527a, sin, iii. 827b, 828b, 829b, 544b-545b, sky-gods, x. 556a, 556b, slavery, x. 482a, snake-faced gods, x. 410a, sneaking, ix. 386a, soul, ii. 379b, iv. 276b, 578b, 578b, 739a, vi. 431b-432a, soul-house, x. 756a-756b, spinx, x. 767b-768b, spinning, x. 102b, stone boxes, xii. 309b, stone-heaps, vii. 704a, stock-cult, i. 528b, string and thread making, vii. 503a, suicide, xii. 359a, sun, moon, and stars, xii. 48b-49b, puram cult, xii. 127b, swine, xii. 139a, symbolism, xii. 149b, 147b, syncretism, iv. 119a, 119b, xii. 156b, tabu, i. 492b, tabut, vi. 493b, vii. 205a, 209b, 212b, 213b, temple, iv. 704b-705b, xii. 385b, 421b-422b, 777b, theosophy, xii. 301b, Therapeutics, vii. 315b-319b, threshold rites, iv. 434b, 438b, 439b, tithes, xii. 347a, tortoises, vii. 301a, totemism, vii. 409a-409b, transmigration, xii. 431b-432b, trees, xii. 444b, tree-cult, xii. 449b, 450b, tribes, xii. 450b, twins, xii. 491b, 492b, 497b, 506b, uncanonical Gospels, iv. 114a, under world, vi. 242b, xii. 517a, ungulates, xII. 509b, uraeus, xii. 341a, wasps, xii. 639b, 249a, vam- 
phire, xii. 590b, war, war-gods, xii. 701b-703b, water, water-gods, xii. 710b-712b, wedding garments, vi. 64a, wife-lending, i. 125a, winnowing-spathe, vi. 764a, wisdom, iv. 762b-763b, xii. 742b-743b, women, vi. 493b-494b, worship, xii. 768a-768b, 782a.

EGYPT GENERAL MISSION. viii. 739a.

'EGYPTIAN, THE' (pseudo-

EGYPTIAN CHURCH, eschatology, x. 386b, fasting, x. 756b, in-
vocation, vii. 405b, 410b-411b, 412b, 413b, xii. 510b, 511b, 512b.

'EGYPTIAN CHURCH Order, on obe-

rennatio, i. 395b, on Agape, i.

EGYPTIAN CHURCH Order, on obe-
rennatio, i. 395b, on Agape, i.

171a, on chastity, iii. 439b, and eschatology, x. 386b, fasting, x. 756b, in-
vocation, vii. 405b, 410b-411b, 412b, 413b, xii. 510b, 511b, 512b.

EGYPTIAN CHURCH Order, on obe-
rennatio, i. 395b, on Agape, i.
EPHRAM—EPITLE DIOGNETUS

EPHRAM (son of Joseph), and Jacob, i. 115a.
EPHRAM (tribe of Israel), vii. 409.
EPHRAM OF EDESA OF NISIBIS, EPHRAME THE SYRIAN.—See Ephræm Syrus.
EPHRATA COMMUNITY, xi. 324a—325a.
EPHRAM SYRUS.—See Ephræm Syrus.
EPHRALYTS, YEH-THA (Terka), xii. 479a.
EPI (New Hebrides), incision, ix. 353a, language, ix. 353b.
EPITAPHS (Gr. fever-demon), iv. 593a.
EPIC OF CREATION (Bab.), ii. 314a.
EPICUM, comedy, iv. 882a. 

v. 418b. on demons, iv. 593a. 

on gods, i. 253a, on purity, x. 488a. on strong, xi. 576a.
EPICURUS (Ind.), vi. 900b—601b.

EPICLÈS, vii. 389a. 407b—413b.

EPICTA OF TARSOS, heroization, v. 305a.

EPITELES, xii. 413a.

v. 323b—324b; on apathy, i. 604a; and asceticism, ii. 80b (note), 89b, on baptism (prosecta, and benevolence, iii. 391a, on body and soul, ii. 771a—772a. 

on Christians, iii. 570a.

Cnicens, iv. 129a, v. 349b.

Cynics, i. 109a. 404b, iv. 380b.

v. 324a. ethics and morality, v. 324b—405a, on evil, vi. 324a. on fate, v. 789b, on friendship, vi. 730a. on the good and God, xi. 46b. on hope, vi. 781a—782a. 

and Marcus Aurelius, ii. 80a—89a. 

cyclus, ii. 299a—300a. 

philosophy, ix. 857b. on Stoicism, v. 327a. vi. 801a, on suicide, xi. 24a, on treat, xii. 464a.

EPHRAIM, i. 308a. v. 324a—330b. 

x. 386a; on ages of the world, i. 190a—197a. asceticism, ii. 109a. on conscience, iv. 40a. contentment, iv. 89a. cosmogony, iv. 100b. v. 329a. 

demons, iv. 329a, 

iv. 329a—330a. 


indians, v. 329a—330a. 

cardian, ii. 188a. vi. 602a. vi. 623a. 

Luther, xii. 190a—194a. 

philosophy, ix. 826a—829a. physics, ii. 327b. on reason, v. 594b—597a. 

and religion, vi. 422a. 

righteousness, x. 803a—804a. 

and sensationalism, v. 338a.

soul, v. 327b—328b. 

xi. 742b. 

and suicide, xii. 24a. 36b, summum bonum, xii. 47b. 

on wisdom, xii. 745a.

EPHRAEM, i. 308a. v. 324a—325a; asceticism, vi. 64a. on apathy, i. 604a, asceticism, ii. 109a. atomic theory, ii. 109a, 158b—159b, v. 327a. 

Onogian, v. 326b. on chastity, iii. 495b. on children, iii. 539b. on civilization, v. 328b. cosmogony, v. 328a. 

desire, iv. 669a, 671a, and divination, v. 759a. ethics and morality, v. 329b—330b. 499b—496b. on fate and free will, v. 339b, on fortune, vi. 80b. on friendship, v. 324b. on the gods, vi. 283a. on goodness, vi. 327b. hedonism, v. 322b. 


subjectivism, xii. 908b. theology, v. 328b—329b. 

EPITAPHS, xii. 350b.

v. 339b.

EPITAPHS (in Gr. drama), Euripides, v. 590b.

EPITH (Copt. and Egypt. month), ii. 995a.

EPITH (Jew, Epicureans), i. 623a. 624b. ii. 185a. vi. 662a. vi. 623b.

EPITHEMA, Buddhist missions, ii. 157a; and renunciation, iii. 304a. king, vii. 718a.

EPITHEMATICA, vi. 337b—338b; and Nonconformity, iv. 382a—383a, 385a—386a. 

v. 338a—339a.

Vallis viridem, xiii. 667b.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Amer.), preaching, x. 210a.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Scotland) canon law, vii. 841a—842a. 

844a, 845a. laity, vii. 772a, simony, xi. 627b—628b. tokens, xii. 339b.

EPISOPE, diocesan, vii. 673b—674b, Reformed Episcopal Church (England), x. 629a—631a.

EPISCOPI (-pom: Bishop), i. 785a. Arminianism, i. 808a. 810b. 813a. 814a. 815a. on perfection, i. 732a. 

Remonstrance, iii. 868a. on righteousness of God, i. 810a. 

and John Robinson, x. 305a. on subordination, xi. 910a.

EPISCOPIC FESTIVALS, i. 108a.

EPITHEMATICA, vii. 337b—338b.

EPITHEMATICA, vi. 337b—338b; and realism, vi. 910a, and mathematics, v. 347b—349b, and psychology, x. 424a, Schiller, 

mind, x. 237a. and sense-experience, v. 341a—342a.

EPITHEMATICA, in Apologiaeth, i. 617a, and apostolic succession, i. 677a, criticism, iv. 222b—223b.

EPITHEMATICA, vi. 337b—338b; and allegory, i. 312. 328a. on causality, iii. 244a. on Christ of the world, vii. 534a. 

Dorsetian, iv. 833a. 


EPITHEMATICA, vii. 337b—338b.

EPITHEMATICA, vii. 337b—338b; and allegory, i. 312. 328a. on causality, iii. 244a. on Christ of the world, vii. 534a. 

Dorsetian, iv. 833a. 

FIRZABAD (Persia), architecture, i. 748.
FISCHER, J. E., on Chud, ix. 576.
FISCHER, Kuno, on extension, xi. 761.
FISHER, R., on baptism (Lapp), ix. 170.
FISHER, R., on prayer (Lapp), x. 181.
FISKE, Jonathan, on baptism (Lapp), ix. 170, on prayer (Lapp), x. 181.
FJELLER, N., on baptism (Lapp), ix. 170, on prayer (Lapp), x. 181.
FIÜS, MUTIUS (Norse saga), v. 161.
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FIÜS, MUTIUS (Norse saga), v. 161.
FISHER, ERIC, on usury, xii. 554.
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FORELOCK—FOSTER

FORELOCK, shaving off, Cambodian, ill. 1234, Cham, ill. 349, Siamese, xi. 486–487.

FOREMANAGEMENT—See Predestination.

FORESTERS (friendly society), vii. 125, 130.

FOREST-GODS (Manipuri), viii. 129.

FOREST-SPIRITS, iv. 607; Bengal, ii. 483 b, Burmah, ill. 23, fairies, vi. 659; Finn, vi. 24; Lappl vi. 726; Mendocino, ill. 845 a, Ostyak, ix. 579; Slavic, ill. 629–629; Teutonic, iv. 634 a; vi. 486 a.

FOREWORSHIP, vi. 141.

FORGE (Lusail), viii. 198.

FORGERY, vi. 745.

FORGETFULNESS, vi. 71–72.

FORGETTING, vi. 73–75; baptism, ill. 328 a, 337 a, 339 a, 395 a–399 a, 401 a–403 a, Christian, vi. 78–79, divine, vi. 728–729, (Chur.), Ekelasite, i. 144, 267 a, and Eucharist, vi. 561 a, 562 a, 566 a, 569 a, 569 b, Hebrew, vi. 567–569, human, vi. 73–75; Jewish, (Heb.), 81–82 a, (Chr.), and imputation, vi. 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 218, 739; NT, vi. 78–80, and repentance, x. 734 b, 735–739; (Moh.), Riteschel, x. 739.

FORM, aesthetic, vi. 829–833, Plato, x. 569.

FORMAL DISCIPLINE, vii. 389.

FORMALISM (Scotic), xii. 637.

FORMAN, J. N., and Student Christian Movement, xii. 900.

FORM OF Government and Directory of Worship, on discipline, iv. 726.

FORM AND MATTER, Aristotle, i. 156 a, 157, 788–789, ii. 458 a, vi. 109, Scholasticism, x. 241–247.

FORMS OF NATURE, Boehme, ii. 780–781.

FORMOSA, ill. 239 a, vi. 83–87; aborigines, ill. 537 a, Ambo, vi. 829–87, amulets, ill. 397, ancestor-worship, vi. 87 a, bridge of judgment, ii. 853 a.

Eu-bean, vi. 869 b, eschatology, vi. 87, covenant, iv. 209 a, crimes and punishments, iv. 209 a, death and disposal of the dead, vi. 84, 850 a, demons and spirits, vi. 869 a, disease and medicine, vi. 84, 86, fairs, vi. 860 a, family, vi. 719 a, head, vi. 358 a, headband, vi. 634 a, inheritance, vi. 224 a, justice, iv. 250 a, Kale, vi. 826–826, Kweiling, vi. 69, marriage, vi. 86, mission, vi. 721 a, Prot., vii. 721 a, 748 b, music, ix. 7 a, Peopobans, vi. 54, Pilamites, vi. 86 a, Polynesian, vi. 84 a, prayer, vi. 86 b, priests, xii. 84 a, rewards and punishments, vi. 84 b, 86, serpent and woman, xi. 410 b, tooth-mutilation, ii. 234 a, vi. 234 a, Tylokok, vi. 85 a.

FORTE (Ottocelli's picture), iv. 209.

FORTUNE, i. 681 a, 699–1044 a; as chance, vi. 1034 a, deference, i. 1034, as Fate, vi. 102–103 a, as healing goddess, vi. 554 a, images, vi. 137 a, invocation, vii. 414 a, and Isia, vi. 103 a, and Pasthe, vi. 103 a, personification, iv. 797.

FORTEQUES, vi. 99 a.

FORTUNA, i. 681, 699.

FORTUNE MULLER, viii. 99.

FORTUNA PUBLICI ROMANI, vii. 99, 102.

FORTUNA REX, vii. 1039–1044.

FORTUNA ROMANORUM, viii. 99 a, de Fortuna Romanorum (Plutarch), vi. 102.

FORTUNATUS, VENANTIUS FORTUNATUS, i. 681 a, hymns, vii. 18.

FORTUNELLA, vii. 99 a; and All Fools' Day, i. 332 b, temple (Rome), i. 770.

FORTUNIBUSA, vii. 459.

FORTUNIS, viii. 89–104 a; Biblical and Christian, vii. 89–91, Chinese, vii. 93–95, Greek, vii. 95–96, 279 a, 94, Irish, vi. 98 a, Jewish, vi. 98–99 a, Muslim, vi. 511 a, path to, iv. 671 a, Ind., viii. 98–104 a, vi. 707.

FORTUNETELLING, Annamese, ii. 542 a, Chinese, vii. 92 a, viii. 226 a, Egyptian, iii. 101 a, Jewish, vi. 619, Russian, iv. 841 a, See also Divination, Palmistry.

FORTUNIO, A., on Cui de Vetigine, viii. 141.

FORTY LEATHER BOLLS ("Egyp.") viii. 846.

FORTY-Seven Ronin, harakiri, vii. 36–37.

FORTY-SIX Articles of Somerset (1566), ii. 882.

FORTY-Three Articles (Dutch, 1530), iii. 800.

FORTY-Two Articles (Anglican, 1551–52).—See Articles.

FORTY-Two Points of Doctrine (Bud.), on rosaries, x. 484.

FORES (Rom. god), i. 295.

FORUM NOVUM (near Parma), sortes, iv. 822 a.

FOSSACARI, GILES (bishop of Modena), cesthi, vi. 253 a, xii. 223.

FOSTER (Frisean god), vii. 249–250 a, human sacrifice, vi. 869.

FOSTER'S LAND (Frisean sanctuary), vi. 869, xii. 259.

FOZON-MAU (Rotuma month), i. 132.

FOSTER, C., on soapboad (Bab.), xii. 223 a.

FOSSILS, in chronology, i. 612 a, of man, vi. 569 a, skulls, vi. 569–569 a.

FOSSILS, in, See Fbaln, i.

FOSTER, MICHAEL, on life, viii. 93 a, on science, vi. 253–254 a, on taste (sense), xii. 384.
FRANZELIN AND KLEUTGEN.—FREEDOM

FRANZELIN AND KLEUTGEN, on infallibility, vii. 276.
Frothingham, i. 277.
Frothingham, iv. 2479.
FRASER, A. CAMPBELL, on Berkeley, ii. 277, on creation, iv. 277,
on faith and knowledge, xii. 277,
and solipsism, xi. 277.
FRASER, James, on Akbar, i. 277.
FRASER, James, of Bres, on conversion, iv. 277.
FRASER, John, on soul (Aust.), xi. 277.
FRASER, J. B., on Islam in Persia, ii. 141.
FRASER, River Thames, disease and medicine, iv. 277, double, iv. 277, fishing, vi. 277,
soul, iv. 277.
FRASHOO-BEREIT, (Austria), renunciation of world, iv. 277.
FULFORD. See FRASER, WALTER.
Frusiati, (Paris, i. 277, iv. 277.
FRYE, (Paris, i. 277, iv. 277.
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Egyptian, v. 473-476, and election, v. 259a, 259b, 261a, emancipation, v. 270-270b, and ethical idealism, v. 410-411, Green (R. H.), vi. 589a, Harnack, vi. 589a, and Holy Spirit, v. 469-470, and law, xi. 659-657, Milton, viii. 649a, 647a, mores, vii. 770-773, and Semitism, ix. 704a, and theism, vii. 904a, and obedience, ii. 439a, 440a, and omnipotence, vi. 129a-127a, and omniscience, vi. 127a, and protoformation, x. 228-230, 233a-234, 235a, private judgment, x. 346a-346b, and procreation, x. 354a, and religious, v. 279a, and responsibility, x. 739a, Spinoza, xi. 778-780, of thought (see Freethought), Tolstoy, xii. 372b; of will (see Free Will).

Free Enterprise, iii. 789a.

Free Gardeners (friendly society), vii. 126a.

Free Church in America, X. 623b.

Freemasonry, X. 623b.

Freemasonry, xii. 629a.

Free Martin, xi. 438a.

Freemasonry, vi. 118-120, 122a; vii. 129b, and Satanism, xi. 204a, 204a-205a, theosophy, xii. 301a.

Free Protestants, and German Catholics, iv. 67a.

Free Press, Miss Goodrich, on crystal-gazing, iv. 322-323a.

Reformed Episcopal Church of England.—See Reformed Episcopal Church.

Free Religious Association, xii. 629a.

Free-thought, xii. 309a.

Free-trade, xii. 726b; and protection, x. 155-157.

Free Will, v. 419b, vi. 124-127a; "Abd ar-Raszaq, x. 123a, and absolutism, xii. 123a, Anselm, i. 559a, Arya Samaj, ii. 546a, Augustinian Confessor, ill. 846b, and autonomy, ii. 256b; Biblical, vii. 907a, Calvinism, ill. 149b, Cappadocian theocracy, i. 216a, of Christ, i. 588b, Chrysostom, i. 557a, 591a, and concourse, ill. 812a-822a, Egyptian, v. 472-474a, and inassurance, vii. 849a, and immanseness, vii. 169a, 172a, Irishman, vi. 702a, and Jewish, vii. 558a, 584a, 585a-589a, Luxemburghianism, v. 904a, and libertarianism and necessitarianism, vii. 902a-907a, liberty (Chr.), vii. 907-911a, Lotze, viii. 148a, Mohism, vii. 778-776a, and motive, vi. 809a, Muslim, vi. 506a, and naturalism, vii. 125b, and omnipotence, vi. 129a-127a, and omniscience, vi. 127a, and Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism, x. 705b, 711a, Plato, i. 802a, and pluralism, vi. 125-126a, Seaditha, vii. 281a, synecrism, xii. 126a-124a, Theodore of Mopseustia, i. 589a, 591a, Theodoret, vii. 124a-127a, and theology, vii. 125a, and theology.

Freewill Baptists, feet-washing, v. 822a.

Frege, Gottlob, logic, x. 589a.

Frei.—See Freiburg.

Freki (Odin's wolf), iii. 317b, vi. 303b.

Freemasonry, x. 623a, and Reformed (Dutch).

Freimann, Michael, on gods (Slav.), xii. 593a.

French.—See France.

French Confession, Confessio Felicitatis, i. 964a.

French Congo.—See Congo, French.

French Land Architecture, xii. 715a-719a.

French Guiana.—See Guiana, French.

French Prophets (sect of Camisardes), xii. 176a.

French Revolution, cannibalism, iii. 203a, and emancipation, v. 279a, 279b, and Hegel, vi. 797a, and Jew, x. 380a, and Sunday observance, x. 109a-109a.

French-Sheeldon, Mrs., on dance, x. 388a.

Freiberger, (Gr.), v. 802a.

Freibaum, J., on flint weapons, i. 569a-567a.

Freiburg, J. H., type for blind, viii. 719a.

Freidrichstetten, i. 866a, vi. 700a.

Freimann, Michael, on Icelandic, iii. 149a.

Frencos, Germans, on Church music, ix. 329-330.

Frecones, Ajaeis, i. 258a, Caere, i. 864a, Chios, i. 963a, Corinto, i. 864a, Etrurica, i. 864a-865a, Eucharist, i. 339a, Muhammadan, i. 873a, Nazarenus, i. 880a, Quapu, i. 873b, and Vali, i. 864a, Fresh Air Homes (Church Army), iii. 631a.

Freilichtkunst.—See Art in Nature.


Freiburg, i. 123-124, and Flug (tent god), ii. 315, vi. 129a, vi. 380a-309a, 667a, 668a, vii. 254a, 816a, viii. 248a, 249a, 250a, in art, i. 838a, boat of, ii. 589a, Christmas cult, iii. 609a, as human sacrifice to, vi. 867a, images, vii. 157a, prayer to, x. 201b.

Freiburg, L. C. D. B., on Catholicism, (latomreck), xii. 129a.

Freya, Freia, Freia, FRIG, Fride, (Teut. goddess), i. 325b, 709a, vi. 829a, vii. 304a, viii. 139a, ix. 254a, xii. 248b, 249b.

Frei—See Frey.

Fries, ii. 611a, xii. 614b, xii. 711a.

"Fries' Heel" (stone circle), x. 574a.

Friesian John.—See Corvinus, John de Monte.

Friars Minor (Franciscans), 702a, 710a; Augustinians, xii. 321a, on blood of Christ, xii. 321a, and catacombs, ii. 248b, and Dominicans, xii. 321b, on religious poverty, xii. 321a.

Friars Minor Convulsive (Franciscans), x. 703a.

Friars Minor of the Regular Observance (Franciscans), x. 703a.

Fried, v., on note-taking (Matto Grosso), i. 376a.

Frisco.—See Frey.

Fruition-drums, v. 809-809b; British Guiana, vi. 907a, Nyikas, iv. 426a.

Friday, fastings, vi. 864a (Chri.), xii. 174a (W. Syr.), 177a (E. Syr.), Muslim, viii. 884a, Nestorian festal days, v. 823a, personification (Gr.), ix. 793a.

Friday Service (Moh.), x. 108b-109b, 1089b, 1090b-1094a.

Friedhofsbeurkraftige.—See Frühjahr.

Friedberg, Mithraic temples, i. 749a.

Friedlander, A. M., on music (Jew.), ix. 199a.

Friedlander, Israel, on Pharisees, ix. 831a.

Friedlander, M., on Mystics, ii. 624a, on Pharisees, ix. 831a-832a, on synagogues, xii. 702a.

Friedrichs, J., on Punicism, x. 609b, xii. 607a.

Friends, as name of Christians, iii. 574a.


Friends of God, v. 138-141a, apocalyptic, vi. 139a, asceticism, vi. 139a, inwardsness, vi. 139a, transnaturalism, vi. 138a-139a, and Waldensian, vi. 138a.

"Friends of God" (=Bogomil).

Friends of God from the Orient, vii. 139b-141a.

Friends of Light, iv. 674a; freethought, 141a.

Friendly Islands.—See Tonga.

Friendly Societies, vi. 127a-124a, xii. 406a; abstainers, i. 303b-314a; insurance, iii. 356b, 365b, 369b, Oddfellows, iv.
GEORGE OF ARELBA—GERMANY

GEORGE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN MISSION, AND MÜNDEN, i. 329.

GERMANY EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT CHURCH, xi. 329.

GERMANY, Romans (emperor), adoption by Tibetius, i. 112.

GERMANY, THERESIA, vii. 334.

GERHARD, HENRY, socialism, v. 673.

GERHARD, J. F. L., and OT criticism, iv. 316.

GERHARD, on witchcraft (Kaschn), i. 31.

GERONDIUS, georgians, xi. 433.

Bible, xii. 648, cabbalistic analogies, xii. 309.

Church of, iii. 428, copper work, i. 832.

Doukhobors, iv. 665.

Ethiopia, ii. 113.

Evangelicals, i. 832, mother-right, viii. 859, old age, ix. 463.

GÉRÔN, georgians, on Paul, islam, xiii. 695.

GÉRÔN, georgians, on Nicodemus, hymns, vii. 104.

GÉRÔN, PÉDÉRES, hymn, vii. 56.

GÉRÔN, J. G., on Buriaie, iii. 126.

GÉRÔN, ST., vii. 627.

GÉRÔN, G. (Hungary), Christianity, xii. 246.

GÉRÔN, RUSHER, sect, vii. 611.

GÉRÔN, JOSEPH, deluge story, iv. 594.

GÉRÔN, GEORGE, philosophy, iv. 565.

GEORGIAN CHURCH, viii. 585.

GEORGIAN CONFESSIONS, ii. 883.

GEORGIAN PROVERBS, x. 414.

GÉRÔN, POPE SYLVESTER, ii. 893.

GEORGIAN, ii. 293, bull, ii. 893, and Cathari, i. 379.

Privileges, ii. 893, and Scholasticism, xii. 242.

GÉRÔN, AURELIUS, physical science, vi. 215.

GÉRÔN, DE MONTRENÉ, and Grail romance, vi. 6.

GÉRÔN, CHINA, viii. 716.

GÉRÔN, J., on concursus, ii. 821.

GÉRÔN, PÉDÉRES, hymn, ix. 699.

GÉRÔN, CHURCH, mission to China, vii. 716.

GÉRÔN, J., on concursus, ii. 821.

GÉRÔN, PÉDÉRES, hymn, ix. 699.

GÉRÔN, PÉDÉRES, birthday, ii. 299.

GÉRÔN, DE MONTRENÉ, and Grail romance, vi. 6.

GÉRÔN, CHINA, viii. 716.

GÉRÔN, J., on concursus, ii. 821.

GÉRÔN, PÉDÉRES, hymn, ix. 699.

GÉRÔN, CHURCH, mission to China, vii. 716.

GERMANY.—See GERMANY.

GERMAN BAPTIST BRETHREN (in Dunks), xi. 324.

GERMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE KINGDOM OF SAXONY, iv. 670.

GERMAN CATHOLICISM, iv. 672.
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"GOAJRO-HERD'S RHYTHM," Buddha and, ii. 8829.

GOAJRO-SACRIFICE, Arya, ii. 41ab, Central Provinces, iii. 313ab, Dravidian, v. 3a, 4a, 14b, 19b, 19b, Good, v. 3a, Greek, iv. 765b, Rājagaha, vi. 643b, Liu-Prusian, ii. 41a, at IMAGINE vi. 14b (Ind.), Prahit, v. 14b, Thag, v. 14b.

GOABABIDAN, vi. 245ab; grindstone in birth rites, xii. 574b.

GOABILA GAJARDAI, viii. 109b, on ancestor-worship, ii. 239b, on birth ceremony, ii. 650b, 651b, on child marriage, iii. 229b, on commemoration feasts, ii. 229b, on divination, vi. 829b, on fasting, vii. 315b, on gōtrotas, vi. 356b, and marriage, vi. 450b, on name-giving, ix. 162b, 163b, spells, viii. 329b.

GOABNEARD, A. de, on toileration (Muh.), xii. 369b.

GOAB UN, vi. 243b, 306b, Anæmisian, ii. 293b, adoration of, ii. 117b–119b, advocate of, i. 141b, ἰερουσαλήμ, vi. 281b, Ammi, ii. 239b–240b, Ἀρματιλίαμ, i. 819b, of i. 477b–482b, ii. 764b, Anselm, i. 558b, anthropomorphism, vii. 277b–278b, (Egr), 279b, 280b–283b, (Antiochene theology, i. 860b, in Apologistes, i. 629b, 629b–629b, Iar, i. 664b, al-ʿArabi, iii. 439b, Arabic (pre-Islamic), vi. 249b–250b, arithrazinos, x. 229b, argument from general consent, i. 621b, Arianism, i. 786b, Aristotle, i. 789b–79b, vi. 282b, ix. 839b, Ark of, i. 791b–793b, Armenianism, i. 806b–809b, Aryan, ii. 15b–16b, Aryan Samaj, vi. 696b, Assyro-Babylonian, vi. 250b–252b, atheism, xii. 173b–179b, attributes, vii. 477b–479b, vi. 379b, vi. 729b–729b, Augustine, xii. 201b–202b, xii. 372b, Australian, vi. 423b–424b, authority of, ii. 259b–263b, Averroes, ii. 263b, 264b, iv. 882b, Avestan (Later), i. 293b, Avicenna, ii. 275b, Basileio, ii. 425b, Basque, i. 439b, battle with devil, i. 578b, Baxter, i. 440b, being of, i. 619b–613b, ii. 455b, benevolence, i. 477b–478b, Berkeley, ii. 856b, benevolence, ii. 440b, Baxter, vi. 268b, viii. 167b–172b, x. 227b, 239b, 254b, 255b, x. 379b–380b, xi. 725b, indulging in Christ, i. 109b, 588b, 589b, infinitude, i. 117b, vi. 282b, Inca-tural, vi. 379b, invincible, i. 605b, 607b, 608b, 609b, i. 405b, Iranian, vi. 290b–294b, Jain, i. 184b–187b, Japanese, vi. 294b–295b, Jewish, ii. 17b–18b, 295b–296b, vi. 814b, 582b,
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*GODDESS (LARIMET) SEATED* (coin-type), iii. 705*. God E, God F (Mayan MSS), iii. 456.

Goeau Matricul Psalter, ix. 27—28.


'God with the Firebrand' (Bah.), i. 692.

Godfrey of Bouillon, chivalry, iii. 569*, and first crusade, viii. 487—488.

'God's Hand' (Egyp. priest), x. 297.

Godhara (Bud. saint), suicide, xii. 636.


God and an Infant (Nestorius's saying), ix. 829—300.

Godiva Procession, v. 842*, x. 357.


God-Man, ii. 962.


Godolia (Welsh poem), on animal clays, iii. 297, on Arthur, ii. 2, on sacrifice, (Colt), xii. 104.

God P (Mayan MSS), iii. 457.

Godparente, iii. 441*, 449*, vi. 810—811.

'God's Wife' (Egyp. priestess), x. 299.

Godwin, William, Caleb Williams, vi. 114*, Malthusa, and iv. 372—373, and 'right of labour', vii. 639, and social justice, i. 429*, xii. 11*, 639.


'God's Wrath' (Men of God of Coke), viii. 549, 549.

Goj Ro (*Fedeemer*), xii. 139.

Gottrif, on lake-dwellings (Gaisjaro), viii. 774.

Gottsdrens, (Sycy. Apollo), xi. 277.

Gottschuch, John Henry, and Reformed (German) Church in U.S.A., xii. 629.

Gottz, L. K., on law (Russ.), vii. 884.

Goth and Masou, Yaq and Mali, in charms and amulets, iii. 459.

Gothz (Jap. month), iii. 114.

Gothz, N. V., fiction, xii. 126.

Goynefield (Welsh poets), ii. 418.

Gohain, Kanakacharu Borpaia, Anonymous, i. 229.

Gohamaya Mād (ind. goddess), v. 139.

Gohi (Jap. strips of paper), x. 103, 494.

Gohel Penu (Kandh god), viii. 619.

Gōichi (Icelandic month), iii. 139.

Goldman (Colt. god), ii. 289, 292, 293.

Goldels (Colte), iii. 279*, 1, 30*, 48.

'Going off to Another Place' (Nabata), xi. 504.

'Going under the turf' (Scand. ceremony), ii. 858, 867, 869.

Goor (Jewish month), iii. 139.

Görksmaled (Danoian month), x. 139.

Gokale, G. K., and education (Hind.), vi. 1309, and missions, vii. 749.

Gokarî, vi. 310.

Gokô (Jap. 5th watch), iii. 119.

Gokugusu (Jap. month), iii. 119.

Gokul, vi. 3104.

Gokulastha Gôâns, vii. 3109.

Banâsâ, ii. 342.

Gokulastha (Banâsa feast), i. 347.

Gokul Goãnî.—See Gôanskî.

Gôkûnâm (Vallabhacharya leader), xi. 564, 588*; in Bengal, ii. 4098, image, vi. 149, on initiation, xii. 639.

Gola (W. Africa), secret societies, x. 209, 236, 302, 303, 401, 789, women's societies, xi. 299, 302.

Gôk ch'ang Ch'ung Ch'ung (Dinka clan), totanism, iv. 709.

Golbery, S. M. X. de, on Pororoi society, xi. 288.

on incarnation of Vipûṇa, vii. 103, 193, on Kṛṣṇa, 195, 196, 1998, on Śūdras, xi. 91a, on Triratna, xii. 476.
Harâkâwy, Aâraham E., o. Theophraste, xii. 317.
Har Kishen (Sikh guru), xi. 508.
Harley, C. H., d interpretation (Avesta), vi. 396, on pontifical, xi. 564.
Harlot (Jew.), iii. 498.
Har-Mandar (Amritsar shrine), i. 300.
Harmen, Jakob (Arminius), i. 869.
Harmon D. W., and Babines, iii. 229, o. Carrier Indians, iii. 229, iv. 639.
Harmonâ, personification, i. 794, and snakes, xii. 409.
Harmonâna and Kadmos, vi. 629.
Harmonius, hymns, ii. 603, vi. 749.
Harmony, Golden Age, i. 193, 197, Pythagorean, x. 283, of spheres, x. 283.
Harmonic Society. Rapiftes, Economists (Amer. communistic society), iii. 786–787.
Harmanâck, A., o. Abrahâms, ii. 429, on Adoptionism, i. 1036, on Alexandrians, i. 795, on Arianism, i. 778, on Augustine, ii. 219, 229, on archbishop, of books of Acts, i. 629, on baptism, i. 392, 394, 403, 409, 409, x. 471, on Basilides, ii. 427, 429, on Bible, ii. 615, on Cappadocians, ii. 219, on casuistry, ii. 240, on certainty (religious), iii. 399, on Christ (names), iii. 573, 577, on Christianity (origin), ii. 382–383, 385, on Christianity (development), i. 687, 688, on Christianity in Egypt, iv. 114, on Christology, vi. 521, 544, on the Divine, i. 786, on gospel, vi. 333, on Gospels (apocryphal), vi. 359, on Hermas's Christology, i. 105, on Homonomy and Homochoniosis, i. 780, on infant baptism, iii. 392, 403, 409, on Josephus, vii. 577, on Lucian, i. 776, on Lucian and the earlier Roman Adoptionists, i. 584, on Luke, x. 629, on mission, vii. 667, on Odes of Solomon, iv. 321, on Paul and Judaism, li. 511, on religion and history, ii. 134, on RâthasabamÆ, vii. 819, on saint-cult (Christ.), vi. 55, 558, on Sayings of Jesus, xii. 414, on Semi-Arianism, xii. 379, on Simon Magus, xi. 569, on theology, ii. 354, and tradition, x. 354.
Harranâ, T., o. Arama Discipline, i. 679.
Harrison (Deacon), 402.
Haróa Ama (Muh. virgin saint), shrine, xi. 71.
Harunâ (Eulam god), xi. 342.
Haroûya, Harât (Iran province), death customs, iv. 697.
Harósh (Phoen. god), x. 893.
Harâyo, Babylonian and Assyrian, i. 130, Celtic, i. 156–166, Egyptian, ii. 841, ii. 342–343, Hebrew, i. 42–43, Japanese, i. 49, 51, Jewish, i. 51, primitive, i. 8, Teutonic, vii. 19.
Harphast (Icelandic month), iii. 139.
Harper, R. F. E., on pilgrimage (Bab.), x. 19, on priesthood (Bab.), x. 286, 288.
Harpton, T., on negation, xii. 269.
Harriêts, vi. 517–518, xii. 741; and Goggin, vi. 117.
Harriott (Greece-Egypt god), vii. 379–380.
Harịmparâ, Greek, x. 269.
Harî, (Sikh guru), xi. 508.
Harînâ, Harîânâlanâ, vi. 519, 580, 587; calendar, vi. 519, 520, dog-cult, i. 512, eating sacred animal, x. 896–897, fasts, x. 764, human sacrifice, vi. 520, initiation, vi. 520, Muhammadanism, vii. 942, Naluk cult, i. 311, philosophy, x. 872, pig customs, i. 520, xii. 132, possession, x. 123, sacramental animal, x. 896, Sim-cult, i. 309, 311, star-cult, vii. 920, xii. 131.
Harîlânâ (Geber), i. 259.
Harris, Howard (Methodist), x. 369, 364.
Harris, J. L. (Flemington Brother), ii. 844, 845.
Harris, J. R., o. cult of divine twins, xi. 589, x. 498, 499, on funeral custom (Armen.), xi. 570, on Odes of Solomon, x. 521, x. 133.
Harris, T. L., and Brotherhood of the New Life, ii. 757.
Harris, W. B., on morality (Berber), i. 162.
Harris, W. T., on Hegelianism, x. 309, 304.
Harrison, E., on Theogony, xii. 292.
Harrison, Frederic, on moral instruction, vi. 828, positivism, ii. 179, 180.
Harrison, Jane E., on asceticism (Gr.), ii. 793, on baptism, ii. 634, on Charites, iii. 373, on drama (Gr.), iv. 869, 870, on Erichthonius, i. 750, on Gracia, iii. 535, on Heracles, vii. 708, on Iâsos, vii. 697, 688, rationalism, x. 532, on sacred stones, x. 671.
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Riddies, vii. 172, vii. 700, 768, 768.
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fountain of youth, vii. 110, 113, 114, 115
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Jomtēngkis Soga, on human sacrifice, vi. 603, on temple (Gotland), xii. 257.
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Jomza, Abyssinian cult, xii. 760, symbolism, i. 584, xii. 135, 351.


Jomza, on Gēnoxa, on conscience, iv. 459, preaching, x. 221.

Jomza, (Itanvrace Muslma), xii. 442.

Jomza (Sr.), and Russian Church, x. 609.

Jomza and Ageroola, catechism, ii. 253.

Jonathan, Targum of, viii. 98.

Jones, Owen, preaching, x. 218.

Jones, Edward Burns, art. 1. 579.

Jones, E. E. Constance, utilitarianism, xii. 509.

Jones, Griffith, (Methodist in Wales), ix. 508.

Jones, H., on wealth, xii. 251.

Jones, Hastywell, on pilgrimage, x. 218.

Jones, H. Ewart, on eagles (Rom.), xii. 698.
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Joseph b. Mordekai Malinovski (Carite), vii. 670.

Joseph b. Mordekhai Tzokhi (Carite), on rites (Carite), vii. 49.
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KYODE-JIELLE (Lapp spirit), viii. 799.
KYOKEN (Jap. drama), iv. 888.
KYOT, Giotto, and Grail stories, vi. 285.
KYOTO (Japan), daisute, iv. 389.
KYUZER, ALICE, witch-trial, iv. 339.
KYZEROS (Greece), birth customs, ii. 638, 640, inheritance, vii. 294.
KYUTSI, Muro (leader in Shushi sect), vii. 459.
KYUSEN Myrfrin a Guendyl y chener (poem in Red Book of Hergest), viii. 867.
KYZYL (Siberian Tatars), xii. 479.
LAAS, E., Neo-Kantian, ix. 306.
LA BAERI, Jean de, and Labed, xii. 323.
LABARDES, xi. 223a.
LABARDEN, v. 779; pastoral peoples, ix. 669.
LABARDIS, (Bab. demon), possession, x. 136.
LABARDUS, iv. 773.
LABREI (Muhammadan Mysore, ix. 66.
LABREI MYS (Bab.), ii. 319.
LABEO, M. Antiquitus, on Etruscans, v. 332, 536, on law (Rom.), vi. 876.
LABOEK, Simon, iv. 904.
LABERONNIÈRE, LUCIEN, Modernism, vii. 765, 767.
LABEY, (Secre. society), xi. 2599.
LABEYRE, GUY DE, hymns, vii. 319.
LABOUR BIBEAUX, v. 209.
LABOUR, and capital, i. 674—675, v. 169—171, 296, 238, x. 377, dignity of, i. 197, and dist. iv. 222, iv. 774—775, economies, v. 159, 151.
ETHICAL Movement, v. 413, production (of wealth), x. 377—378; 'productive' and 'non-productive,' xii. 739.
Proudhon, on, iv. 426, settlements, and, iv. 428, skilled and unskilled, v. 154—155, sweated, 154, tradition, xii. 407—411, Vergil on, i. 197, as wealth, vii. 703.
LABOUR COLONIES, v. 306.
LABOUR EXCHANGES, v. 299, x. 146.
LABOUR HOMES, iii. 629—630.
LABOUR, Party, and Fabian Society, i. 673, 674, 675.
LABOUR REGISTERS, vii. 299.
LABOUR WEEKS, x. 429.
LABOUR, CARIBBEAN, 197; Eskimos, v. 392, 393, 394, liver, x. 373, missions, vii. 739, 739 (Moravian).
LABRAB (chief of the red-folk), and Elyasius, ii. 689.
LA BRUYÈRE, JEAN DE, on character, iii. 564.
LASSIN, ALEXANDER FRÉDÉRIC-VITICHT, mysticism, ix. 109—106.
LATHRBURTH, in art, viii. 675, as charm (Ind.), iii. 449.
LAGANDON (branch of Mayana), censers, iv. 307, 619.
LACREDONIANS, government, vii. 306.
LAMP-TO-BUILD (in Muslim architecture), i. 877—878, 879.
LACET, T. A., on schism, iv. 235.
LACHACER, J., teleology, xii. 229.
LACHES (Plato), x. 59.
LACHESIS (one of Gr. Fates), iv. 64, v. 737, 738, 739.
LACHEN—See BANDA, THE BAIROJ.
LACHEN (=Tell el-Rey), excavations, iii. 174.
LACHMANN, C., Biblical criticism, ii. 594.
LACHONIA (Greece), calendar, iii. 109, Eros-cult, vii. 170, keys, viii. 121.
LACORDAIRE, J. B. H., and Dominicans, x. 701.
LACOURTRE, TEREHES DE, on Shins (ethnology), ii. 133.
LACROIX, F., on Gypsies, vi. 461.
LACUS (Roman deity), iv. 248.
LACTANTIUS, on angels, iv. 579—580, on anger of God (i. 483), on Antichrist, i. 580, on crown, iv. 340, on diestification (Berber), ii. 312, ethnology, v. 386, 306; on Hermes Triuneus, vi. 296, 627, on human sacrifice (Celt.), xi. 89, on incense, vii. 209, on lights in worship, iii. 188, on persecution, i. 743, and re-marriage, vii. 439, on righteousness, x. 791, on Second Coming, xiii. 254, Sibyllic verses, vi. 499, on war, xii. 678.
LACTANTUS (masque, iii. 2299.
LACTUS CUCITIS, i. 444, x. 827.
LAD (branch of Banjara), iii. 347; Viru (hero procession), ii. 347.
LAD (lett. god), v. 539.
LADÃO (India), head-dress, x. 417, horns, vi. 704, inheritance, vii. 239, mountains and, vii. 823, xii. 85.
LADD, G. T., on argument from design, xii. 224, on attention, xii. 241, on conviction, iv. 11, on doubt, iv. 863, on happiness, vi. 619, on knowledge, vii. 388, on religion, xii. 374.
LADDER, Cambodian, iii. 150, in Mithraism, vii. 745.
LADIZE, F., on Agape and Eucharist, i. 167.
LADIES OF THE HOTEL-DIEU OF BAVANÉ, vi. 806.
LADRONES ISLANDS—See MARIE-ANNE ISLANDS.
LAD'S CLUBS, and hooliganism, vii. 779.
LADY, M., on sacrifice (Sem.), x. 37.
LADY, M. F., on age of the world (Iran.), i. 205, and interpretation (Avesta), xii. 206.
LADENBURG, on sacrifice, xii. 206.
LADENBURG, BASILA DE, on Basque marriage, iv. 357.
LAGA (Madi spirit), vi. 475.
LAGA (Tibetman god), xii. 465.
LAGAH BIR (Bhutia legendary hero), ii. 561.
LAGAHANA (Buru god), vi. 248.
LAGHY (Cassam峨 god), iii. 184.

LANGOR, A. H. SAVAGE, on Aius, i. 252.

LANOTTI, Tingitii, xii. 323. — 353.

LANDERT, BHEROS (of Paris), Hôtel Diex, vi. 809.

LAND OF SOULS (Indonesian), vii. 323. — 256. — the soul's journey, xiv. 244. — 245.

LANDTMAN, G., on journey of dead (Kiwai), ix. 341.

LAND, E. W., on birth ceremonies (Muhi), ii. 669. — on creeping under a sacred stone (Egypt), vi. 719. — on crystal-gazing (Egypt), iv. 517. — on dance (Mubatil), iv. 517. — on dance (Egypt), iv. 517. — on drama (Arab.), iv. 579. — on education (Muhi), v. 290. — on human sacrifice (Muhi), v. 290. — on evil eye (Egypt), v. 517. — on human sacrifice (Egypt), v. 832. — on sacrifice to the Nile-god, i. 842.

LAND, Poodle, S., on Aurangbri, ii. 233.


LAND, ANDREW, on ocherings, i. 298. — and animal legend, i. 298. — on creation, iv. 237. — and dreams and hallucinations (Aust.), vi. 458. — on ethics and morality (Mex.), v. 440. — on festivals (Muhi), v. 681. — on Heiti-Ehib and Tai-gaob, vii. 823. — on marriage (Sooi), v. 567. — on Passamaquoddy legends, i. 37. — on sacramental feasts (Gr.), iii. 777. — on Society for Psychological Research, x. 620. — on Spencer's Euhemerism, i. 428. — on totemism, iii. 777. (Gr.), x. 406. (Gr.), 406.

LANCI, COSIMO, and settlements, xi. 424.

LANI, HENRIETTE, reply to Lange. i. 179.

LANDDON, R., Church music, ix. 24.

LANDDON, S. H., on Word (Sumer and Bab.), xii. 749. — 753.

LANE, G., on fear, v. 799. — 800.


LANE, H. O., and H. SCHLAIFF, on righteousness (Egypt), x. 799.
LAVRISTIKAS (= Lokatistikas), vi. 139b.

LAUKRIA (section of Hindus), at Purī, iv. 609.

LAUFKAT (Slav god), iv. 243c.

LAULAU (Solomon Islands mythical island), ii. 853.

LAWNSPACH, C. W. L., on slavery (Roman), xi. 621a.

LAURENS, E., on spitting (English), xi. 1019.

LAVERNART (physician of Henry iv.), on King's evil, vi. 738a.

LAUROSAU (Roman mimes), iv. 904b.

LAVI, CARDINAL DE, mystic, vi. 100.

LAVIERE, R. J. DE, on Inquisition, vi. 331f.

LAVIEN (Teut. dwarf-king), vi. 623.

LUATIUM (Attica), inscription, vi. 677.

LUANGA, Iyanthropy, vi. 219.

LUATNI (Sicilian History of Ptolemaic), on monasticism, vi. 787.

LUUT (Rajaput hero), x. 566f.

LAVERTAL, Battle of, iii. 204f.

LAVETZ, JOHANN CAMPA, hymns, vi. 304, and Moses Mandelssohn, vi. 549f, 551f, on Paracelsus, vi. 296.

LAVIKESKA (Etruscan goddess), vi. 539f.

LA VILLEMARQUÉ, T. C. H. DE, on Breton poetry, ii. 412.

413f, on Chétien de Troyes ii. 9.

LATINISMUS (Italy), Venus cult, vi. 178.

LAVRISTIKAS (= Lokatistikas), vi. 139b.

LAUKRIA (section of Hindus), at Purī, iv. 609.

LAUFKAT (Slav god), iv. 243c.

LAULAU (Solomon Islands mythical island), ii. 853.

LAWNSPACH, C. W. L., on slavery (Roman), xi. 621a.

LAURENS, E., on spitting (English), xi. 1019.

LAVERNART (physician of Henry iv.), on King's evil, vi. 738a.

LAUROSAU (Roman mimes), iv. 904b.

LAVI, CARDINAL DE, mystic, vi. 100.

LAVIERE, R. J. DE, on Inquisition, vi. 331f.

LAVIEN (Teut. dwarf-king), vi. 623.

LUATIUM (Attica), inscription, vi. 677.

LUANGA, Iyanthropy, vi. 219.

LUATNI (Sicilian History of Ptolemaic), on monasticism, vi. 787.

LUUT (Rajaput hero), x. 566f.

LAVERTAL, Battle of, iii. 204f.

LAVETZ, JOHANN CAMPA, hymns, vi. 304, and Moses Mandelssohn, vi. 549f, 551f, on Paracelsus, vi. 296.

LAVIKESKA (Etruscan goddess), vi. 539f.

LA VILLEMARQUÉ, T. C. H. DE, on Breton poetry, ii. 412.

LIGHTFOOT, John, on Christ's descent to Hades, iv. 658.

LIGHTFOOT, J. B., on arkats, i. 188, on Apostolic succession, v. 333, on Celsus, i. 109, and Apocrypha, i. 167, 168, 169, 170, on Gospel of the Egyptians, vi. 350, on lay preaching, vii. 771, on priesthood (Chr.), vii. 775, on Salvation Army, xi. 159, on worship (Chr.), vii. 785.

LIGHT-ODES, American, i. 381, Babylonian, i. 319, Egyptian, viii. 63-64, Greek, viii. 75, Nasku, ii. 513, Persian, i. 64, 65, primitive, viii. 49-50, Semitic, viii. 63-64.

LIGHTHOUSE, symbolical, vii. 134.

LIGHT OF LAMBS, v. 549.


LIGHTNING, i. 369-371; Abipone, i. 29, Chinese, vii. 51, Etruscan, v. 537, Greek, v. 577, Hiades, i. 371, Malay, vii. 396, Navaho, i. 255, New Guinea, i. 351, Persian, i. 370, personalisation, i. 758, Pythagorean, i. 370, Roman, iv. 825, i. 247 (cult), i. 370, Tewa, i. 370, Tinghit, i. 370.


LIGHT-WORK, (architecture), Aegean, i. 681.

LIGHT OF THE WORLD, i. 1859.


LIGHTS, LIGURIA, i. 190, vi. 591; caves, ii. 267, iv. 421, cave-burial, iv. 421, religion, vii. 65.

LIGHTS (Burm. tribe), i. 19, ancestor-worship, i. 24, death and disposal of dead, i. 335, 341, marriage, ii. 82.

LIGHTS OF VULNERABILITY, Plato, v. 530.

L-RI, LI-CHI, Book of Rites, Record of Rites (Chin. classic), iv. 129, viii. 90, xii. 769; on chastity, iii. 409, 414, on divination, viii. 263, on dress, vii. 578, on death, v. 579, on education, v. 183, 185, on fasting, v. 170, on feasting, v. 501, on pestilence, vi. 48, on human sacrifice, vi. 846, on old age, iv. 406, 467, on prayer, iii. 551, on priesthood, x. 309, on purification, x. 470, 473, 473, on religions (Chin.), xii. 759, on reverence, xii. 759, on sacrifice, xii. 759, 81, on wisdom, xii. 744, on witchcraft, vi. 399.

LIDTKE (Sem. mouth =Tshi), iii. 709.

LIDKERS = (Dionysus), v. 755, P. 788.


LIEKNOFOERIA (Gr. festival), phallism, iv. 818.

LIE KWEI, code, vii. 309.

LILLO, Lucio (Calabrian astronomer), calendar reform, iii. 909.

LILITH (Heb. demon), iv. 369, 485, 515, Abyssinian cult, i. 589, and birth, ii. 655, 657, 658, iii. 309, and magic (Jew.), iii. 302.

LILLEY, F. R., on 'free martini', xi. 438.


LIFY, WILLIAM, Humanism, vi. 859.

LIEZERIUM, MARSAI (Sicily), seat, i. 767.

LIMASSOL INSCRIPTION (Phoen.), ix. 883.

LIMA (Sierre Leone), burial, iv. 296, women's secret societies, xi. 296.

LIM BOM KENG, on fate (Chin.), v. 784.

LIMBIRIA, P. XAV, Armenianism, i. 808, 814, on death of Christ, i. 810, on Paulicians and Albigenese, 1. 279, on pestilence, vii. 729.

LIMBO (D'Silva), ii. 494, artificial brotherhood, ii. 362, fear of ghosts, i. 426.

LIMBUS, iv. 659.

LIMES INFANTUM, iv. 659.

LIMBUS PATRUM, iv. 659, 659.

LIMITARIANS and UNIVERSALISTS, xii. 590.
LIMITATION, CONCENTRATION (Kabballâ), viii. 629 ff.
LIMITED ATONEMENT, v. 646 ff.
LIMITED CON♭A♭T, i. 298 ff.
LIMITED HUMANISM, iii. 169 ff., 170 ff., vi. 835 ff.
LINC^ELN, W. (Plymouth Brother), i. 849.
LINC^ELN, HUMANISM, vi. 712 ff., 715.
LINDISFAFSE, Gospels, art., i. 838 ff., 839 ff., 843 ff., 860.
LINDRE, mysticism, ix. 108 ff.
LINDER, R., on Yima's surge, ii. 704 ff.
LINDSAY, A. D., on perception (Kant), ix. 722 ff., 725 ff., teleo-
LINDSAY, T. M., on AnguJan Interim, viii. 889 ff., on benevo-
LINDSEY, THOMAS, Unitarianism, xii. 539 ff., 542.
LINDSEY, tribal ancestor-worship, i. 432 ff.
LINGA, LINGA-WORSHIP, i. 448 ff., v. 829 ff., 840, vi. 708 ff., 701 ff., in India, in 299 ff., 329 ff., 420 ff., 579 ff., 610 ff., anatentic, i. 559 ff., Cham, ii. 341, Dravidian, v. 12, 13, Elephantas, in 261 ff., 262 ff., LINGAS, viii. 69 ff., 75 ff., Nepal, ix. 322 ff., and posts, x. 95 ff., 95 ff., 96 ff., and serpent, xi. 415 ff., sym-
LINGAL.—See LINGO.
LINGANG, LANGWANTS (LING-
LINGA, Dund, x. 445 ff.; on os, i. 403 ff., 201 ff.
LINGO (Chin. capital punishment), iv. 270 ff.
LINGO (in the mythological region), vii. 75 ff., 78 ff., x. 693 ff., ague, vii. 706 ff., anim-
LINGO, (founder of New Skoptas), xii. 340 ff.
LINGO, oYDEN RAS (Ezra, deity), viii. 840 ff.
LINGO, (Kaboom spirit), ii. 275 ff.
LIST, FRIEDRICH, on mental
LORRIS—LOVE

All-Father, vi. 246; bull-roarer, ii. 889; cannibalism, iii. 198; dress, v. 444.
LORRIS, GUILLAUME DE, Roman de la Rose, ii. 866.
LÖSCHER, V. E, casuistry, iii. 245.
LOM (Polyen, mythical being), ii. 650.
LONERGAN, G. H., on prisoners of war, xi. 890.
LOS MAJOS (=Hawaiian islands), vi. 631.
LOST TEN TREES, and Sambatycon, xli. 167-189.
LOS VOS ROM, xii. 326.
LOZ, FERDINAND, on Arthur, ii. 4, 8, and Chrétien de Troyes, ii. 9, on Ficis Meritis, viii. 569.
LOTS, iv. 739; Buddhist, iv. 780, 787; Cletic, iv. 730-732; Christian, iv. 790, 791, iv. 512; Hebrew, vii. 442; Hind u, iv. 522; Japanese, iv. 904; Kabbala, vi. 20; Mahommedan, vi. 818; Nyanja, iv. 422; cordeal, iv. 511; Roman, iv. 820-823, 829; Teutonic, iv. 827; Tibetan, iv. 787.
LOTUL, J., on Breton literature, iv. 412-413, on calendar (Celtic), iii. 799, on Beatus, xvi. 81; and Chrétien de Troyes, ii. 62.
LOTULI (emperor of the West), on ordeal, ix. 533, and slavery, vi. 609.
LOTUS, (Alamak men), on slavery, vi. 630.
LOTUS, viii. 142-144; in art, i. 829; ii. 200; vi. 149; in cemagogy (Bud.), i. 100; Egyptian, vi. 142-144; Indian, vi. 142-144; in literature, vi. 142; in Buddhism, viii. 143; and phallicism, v. 829; and sun, viii. 144; symbolism, viii. 144; viii. 1454; 'Lotus-Eating,' viii. 144.
LOTUS-JEWEL FORMULA, viii. 539-559.
LOTUS, THE TRUE LORD, Saddharma-pundarika, viii. 585; 148; adoration of, x. 169-169, v. 177; in Avalokiteshvara, xli. 258; in bodhisatvas, ii. 745; Buddha, viii. 1459; on Buddhás, i. 996, 974, date, vii. 146; Docticism, iv. 838; episodes, vii. 147; epochs, v. 147; ethics and morality, v. 452; on Majuraja, vi. 408; on memory, vii. 147; on prayer, x. 186; on pregnancy, v. 244; on 'Pure Land,' ii. 701; salvation, viii. 147; on vehicles (Bud.), vi. 684; and vows, xli. 644, 649.
LOTUS, xi. viii. 149-149; aesthetic, viii. 147; on being, ii. 459, 457; on belief (logical), ii. 464; on causality, viii. 147; on charity, iii. 389-387; on common sense, iii. 729; on concep, iii. 799; on conditional immortality, vii. 179; on creation, iv. 239; on ego, v. 229; on evil, vi. 324; on free will, viii. 148, on God, i. 579, vi. 265; on good and evil, vi. 324; on immanence, vii. 171; on inference, viii. 280; on Infinita, vii. 147; on judgment, viii. 617; on logic, vii. 157; 159, 181; on mechanism, vii. 147; Mikrokosmos, vii. 147, on miracle, viii. 687; on mind, vii. 298; on pantheism, iv. 612, 613; on person of God, ii. 659; on personality of God, i. 579; on power, v. 148, on reality, v. 147-148, on space, x. 763; on subjectivism, vii. 909-900; on substance, xi. 139; on theology, xii. 222, 229, theistic, xii. 214-224, on three dimensions, xii. 759; on transcendental action, iii. 268; on universality, vii. 549; on validity, x. 777; on value, xii. 584; on value-judgments, x. 602.
LOCHUX (Dénie tribe), vi. 636; death pollution, x. 456; mob-right, viii. 529.
LOCHI, (Fin witch), viii. 641.
LOCHUS (St.). — See Louis IX.
LOUIS LE DÉCONTAINE. — See Louis I.
LOUIS THE PIOUS. — See Louis I.
LOUIS LE DÉCONTAINE, THE Pious (Fr. king), on blasphemy, ii. 679; and mysticism, vii. 794.
LOUIS VII, and clergy, i. 250, and second Crusade, iv. 3548.
LOUIS VII, and Cathari, i. 280, 289.
LOUIS IX, and art, i. 800, 800, on blasphemy, ii. 670, and miracle, iii. 599, and Crusades, iv. 350.
LOUIS XI, and 'king's evil,' vi. 739.
LOUIS XIII, and Huguenote, vii. 826-826, and slavery, x. 608.
LOUIS XIV, and Camisards, ii. 170, and Galician Assembly, iv. 269, and Jansenism, vii. 479; and 'king's evil,' vii. 739, and Protestants, ii. 670, and slavery, x. 610; Waldensian persecution, xii. 609-618.
LOUIS XV, feet-washing, v. 817.
LOUISIANA (Pacific Ocean), ii. 239; inheritance, vii. 292, 295.
LOUISIANA INDIANS, bison-cult, ii. 505; death and disposal of the dead, iv. 449; dog site, 512; dress, v. 699, and perpetual fire, i. 337; priests, v. 79.
LOUVRES, viii. 145-145.
LOUVILLE, C. A. D. ALLONVILLE
MADER-AKKA—MAGE PARAB

504, xi. 811b, xii. 206b, and survival after death, xii. 811b-
819, tauting, xii. 206b.
MADER-AKKA (Lapp goddess), vii. 796.
MADHAN-KUSSAN (Jaya week), vii. 131b.
MADHAV (Ganga king), and Buddhism, iv. 47b.
MADHAYAMA.—See MASIYA.
MADHAYAMA, MADHAYAKANTHA, MADHYAHAUSHODA, MADHYAMHAUSHA, MADHYAKANTHA.
MADHYAHAUSHA.—See MANDHA.
MADHYAPARAS, Madhyapradaya, MANDHA, Vidyaparasa.
MADHYAVIKSHA (abbot of Sringeri), x. 92a.
MADHYAVIKSHA (abbot of Sringeri), x. 92a.
MADHVA (Kalar god), vii. 337.
MADHVA, M. DAS (Banda, the Bairagi), x. 506a.
MADHUPURA (Mathur), xii. 494.
MADHAVAKANTA, MANDHAVAKANTA, MADHYADHUSHODA, Nandidattika, v. 23a, vi. 709, vii. 232a—233a, vii. 571a; in Assam, ii. 136a, 137a; at Kanyakumari, x. 552b.
MADHAVAKANTA, MANDHAVAKANTA, MADHYADHUSHODA, Nandidattika, v. 23a, vi. 709, vii. 232a—233a, vii. 571a; in Assam, ii. 136a, 137a; at Kanyakumari, x. 552b.
MADHAVIC, in Assam, ii. 136a, 137a; at Kanyakumari, x. 552b.
MADHAVIC, in Assam, ii. 136a, 137a; at Kanyakumari, x. 552b.
MADHWA, MANDHAVAFAL, MANDHAVAFAL, MADHYAHAUSHODA, MADHYAMRAVICHANDRA, MADHYAVIKSHA (abbot of Sringeri), x. 92a.
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MAHADEVASUBRAMANYA

MAHAKALI (Buddha), viii. 1067.

MAHAKAñNA, (mother of Buddha), ii. 881.

MAHAKAñKHA PATA (Siam. rainmaking ceremony), viii. 1066.

MAHAKAñNIGADA, Mahakarna, viii. 330.

MAHAKAYANA (temple near Mandalay), iv. 425.
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MEDITRINALIA—MELANESIANS 373

Medtrinalia (Rom. festival), x. 822.
Meb (Abysinian god), i. 573.
Medro, moren (Arthurian hero), ii. 420, 50.
Medros (Celt. god), iii. 293.
Medrosos (Egypt), temple, i. 723.
Medusa (Gorgon), vi. 339; evil eye, v. 609, wings, xii. 713.
Menon—See Morino.
Menker Mantou (Aigocongo god), i. 324.
Men-k-ke-gal (Bab. month), iii. 647.
Meneness, iii. 374, vili. 522, 523; and evolution, vili. 523, NT, vili. 521-523, OT, vili. 214; philosophical, vili. 522.
Meer Hasan Ali Mrs., on possession (Mush.), x. 1309.
'Meet for Steppings' (Quaker), vi. 144.
Meeting for Worship (Quaker), vi. 144.
Megaceras, ostracism, ix. 575.
Meiglauz, sacrilege, xi. 409.
Megalakos, Megakos (Bab. hero-king), i. 185, vii. 642.
Meigallos, Megakinos (Rom. games), viii. 859, xi. 835; drama, iv. 906; prostitution, x. 600.
Megalopolis (Greece), altar, i. 344; persification, iv. 793.
Megam, Lymnag (fusion of Khias and Gareo), mother-right, vi. 835.
Meigander, Confession, iii. 854.
Meigais, Megarians, dialectic, vili. 521-522, Diodorus Cronus, vili. 526, ethics and morality, v. 491, Eliade, vili. 522-523, Gigantomachia, vi. 168; ostracism, iv. 2758; philosophy, vili. 529, 530; Plato, vili. 523, scepticism, xi. 228; Stilpo, vili. 530; stone-cul, x. 493.
Megasthenes, on Ganges, vi. 178; on Hyperborei, ii. 699.
Meie Tetvait (Dordogne), ibidem de communization, xi. 412.
Meiers (Ind. caste), ix. 636.
Megaphoistos (Kallidassia), viii. 111.
Megiddo, Tell el-Muhterom (Palestine), child-sacrifice, i. 391; excavations, i. 177, 182; foundation sacrifice, iv. 129; high place, i. 351; vili. 681; human sacrifice, vili. 886; Israelites, iv. 440, 446, sacred rock, xi. 876.
Megilla (Talmud tractate), on chanting, ix. 62; on education, v. 186; on God's love for Israel, vili. 179; on old age, iv. 472-472; on prayer, x. 150; on priesthood, x. 204; on recording angel, x. 609; on righteousness, x. 809.
Megilath Talashik ('Roll of Events'), vii. 97, xi. 457; calendar, iii. 117; on fasting, v. 806; 880; on festivals, v. 880, 881.
Megillath, viii. 98.
Meheran (Armen. month), i. 802, iii. 747.
Meherkath (rock in Armenia), inscription, i. 794.
Meherres (Iroquois tribe), viii. 429.
Meherak (Aravak tribe), ii. 830; masquerades, i. 384.
Meherat—See Marrah.
Meha, Sf. P. (Parsi speaker), iv. 447.
Mehar (Ind. caste), ii. 551.
Mehat-yat (Egypt. watercy principle), vii. 719.
Men, G. F., on beauty, iv. 447.
Men, H. M. E., on animus, ii. 169.
Men (Qutter, goth), ii. 121.
Menia (Jap.), ii. 118; drama, iv. 569.
Menil (Welsh bard), ii. 418; on Gruffydd ab Cynan, ii. 49.
Menillet, A., on Minas, vii. 410.
Memarthes (Gr. month), iii. 107.
Mennard (Augustinian monk), mission to Livonia, vii. 792.
Mennigi, C. E., on tabu, vi. 743.
Menongo, A., on reality of universals, x. 599; on values, xii. 585.
Menon (king of Phrygia), in Attic legend, ii. 217.
Men (Rabbi), viii. 528-535; and Akiba, i. 274; vili. 693-694, on 'as ha-are, i. 339; 380, on death, viili. 525-526, and Eliesha ben Abuyah, viili. 524, and Gentiles, vili. 529, and Law, viili. 567, vili. 525, pilgrimage to tomb, x. 24, rationalism, vili. 625, and s'mikhlath, ii. 355, and Simeon ben Gamaliel II, vili. 524, on social duty, vili. 525, tomb, xi. 818.
Men ben Aida, on old age, iv. 479.
Men in Baruch (of Rothenburg), Talmudic responses, xii. 105.
Men, Riz. calendar, iii. 119; and Se'adiah, x. 279, and s'mikhal, ii. 554.
Men ben Samuel, and Kol Nidrè, xii. 669.
Men'goy (Palestine), architecture, i. 749.
Menahem, vii. 693.
Menahetes (Ind. tribe), viii. 402; day and night, vili. 498; demons and spirits, iv. 603; disposal of the dead, iv. 604; incubation, vili. 209; make-worship, xii. 413; theft of sacred stones, xii. 149.
Menimanteo (Dan. month), iii. 125.
Menoyg, Thomas, on 'sons of the Sun, i. 798.
Meke Meke (Easter Island god), vii. 133.
Meke (New Guinea tribe), vi. 344; chiefship, vii. 291; dress, v. 627, 628, 630; fasting, v. 761; market, viii. 417; mother-right, viii. 584; totemism, iv. 344.
Menkä (Burrn spirit), iii. 39.
Menka—See Merek.
Menkâfûdûd of Akhman (Fr. prophet's family), vi. 798.
Menkompe (Theogony), xii. 760.
Menkups (Gr. healing hero), vi. 769.
Menk. —See Miluna.
Melanchela, xi. 270.
Melancholic Temperament, xii. 21.
Melancholy, vi. 337, vili. 528-529; and exhaustion, vili. 527-528, moroseness, vili. 526; and sin, xii. 713; and spirituality, and personality, vili. 528-529, and pessimism, vili. 529, and sense of values, vili. 525, 527; and suicide, xii. 21-22.
Melanchthon, Philip, vi. 534; xii. 2039; adiaphorism, i. 636; Anabaptism, i. 505; and anti-nomianism, i. 852; on binding and loosing, ii. 621; Confessions, iii. 843-848; of sessions, v. 280; on Eucharist, v. 569; 569; exegesis, ii. 595; and Fuscus, iv. 858; on idea, iii. 84; and Interims, viii. 388; and Luther, iv. 134; xii. 203; and Pelagianism, xii. 159; and predestination, xii. 158, 159, 160, and Ratio divinae Interim, xii. 388-389; on sacraments, x. 909; on satisfaction (penitential), xi. 218; and Spirit (Holies), x. 806; and sympathy, xii. 168-169; on usury, xii. 553.
Melanesians, x. 239, 2378; 241-242, vili. 536-538, abodes of the blest, ii. 683-684, adultery, i. 123, xii. 239, agriculture, i. 239, 239, ancestor-worship, i. 443-444, iii. 531, xii. 239, ancestor-worship and idolatry, i. 431, animals in art, i. 489, art, i. 819, art, 826, and art, and totemism, i. 826, and human holiness, v. 730; avoidance (marriage), vii. 208, 207, bastards, vili. 510, Berlin, x. 349-350, birth, ii. 648, x. 243, blessing, iv. 367; boats in medicine, ix. 671; and broom, x. 665, brother and sister restrictions, vii. 706, 706, 707, Dakus, i. 349-350, calendar, iii. 132, cannibalism, x. 218, xii. 241-242, xii. 198, 208, 203, 204, 205.
circumcision (Egyp.), ii. 672B, dreams, v. 393, on fate, v. 797, inscriptions, iii. 762B, in a 393, Jerusalem Stela, v. 799A.

Meryn (Egypt, prince), Pyramid texts, vii. 92A.

Merynky, A., on chief (Bantu), ii. 356B.

Meryt (Egypt, water-goddess), vii. 712A.

Meryom (Hindu-Kush 'city of refuge'), ii. 556A.

Meryia (Kandh human goddess), v. 4T, 9T, 12T, iv. 844B, 851B-852A, v. 468, 469A-469B, xii. 544, 553A, v. 709A, on victim, v. 359, salvia of victim, xii. 102A.

Meryou.—See Mobyo.

Merian (Mandaeans).—See Hoyo.

Meridian (= Cerithiuns), iii. 318B.

Merynthus (= Cerithius), iii. 318B.

Meryt (Neb-he-cho), v. 398B.


Merdeval, Charles, on human sacrifice (Rom.), ii. 849A.

Merric, M., on abode of the best (Musa), ii. 684A, on Biblical (Masai), ii. 34A, iv. 12A, 433A, on hospitality (Musa), ii. 693B, in Maasai, ii. 482A, 483A.

Escalated (Palestine), sacred rock, vii. 577A.

Mereau, Johanna Elsehara von, Universalism, xii. 531A.


'Mehlin's Grave' (Carmathen).

'Mehlinus Amphosus,' vii. 567A, 568A, 569A.

'Mehlinus Acheius ('Calc- 

domus'), vii. 567A, 569A.

'Mehlinus Silvestres,' ii. 39B, v. 567A-568A.

Mebodach.—See Mabdu.

Mebon (Sudan), lycanthropy, xii. 218A.

Mebom (Palestine), pilgrimage, xii. 249A.

Mebot (Gr. ideal country), xx. 677A.

'Mebby-thought,' iv. 785A-790A.

Meburance (Church), vii. 569A, v. 424A, on gods (Teut.), iv. 249A, on sun-cults (Teut.), iv. 253A, on Valkyries, xii. 252A.

Meburyan Great, x. 183A.

'Meburet MS,' cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 177A.

Meburen, Martin, on atheism in Paris, ii. 177A.

Meburne, Richard, and 'the Friend of God from the Oberland,' iv. 140A-141A.

Mebung (Scilly Peninsula) (medicinal-man), v. 361A.

Mebur-Seeker (goddess of peak of Thebes), v. 278A, and Men, v. 244A, and serpent, v. 245A.


Mebury, Russia, tomb of Sanjar, i. 579A.

Mebury, J. T., on mathematics and epistemology, iv. 348A.

'Mebua (Basso month), iv. 697A.

Mebulion (Siam month), v. 136A.

Mebury (America), cliff-dwellings, i. 659A.

Mebuya (Colombian tribe), and origin of cannibalism, v. 208A-209A.

Mebexillo (Apache tribe), i. 614A, iv. 254A.

Mebuya, on Ochulhaim, iv. 354A.

Mebuya, Muse, ii. 4A.

Mebuya, Mus, ii. 4A.

Mebuya-Dek-Sa-Na (Bab. month), iv. 73A.


Mebuya, See Mabru.

Mebuya, FOCUS, architecture, iv. 764A.

Mebuya, Copt. and Egypt month, iii. 359A.

Mebuya, A (Muyayad fortified castle), iv. 870A.

Mebuya, See Mabru.

Mebuya, Masnamin (Jew. apostates), i. 623A.

Mebuya, (Copt. and Egypt month), iii. 359A.

Mebuya, (Ochulhaim), iv. 254A.

Mebuya, (Egypt. birth-goddess), iii. 646A.

Mebuya, (Bab. hero-king), xi. 73A.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.
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Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

Mebuya, F. A., hypostasis, i.

METIANS (Greece), blood-offerings. vii. 129.

METIE (Gr. drunkennesse personified), ix. 794.


METHOD (Ethics), xv. 508.


Method. Ethics (Sidgwick), xi. 508.


METHODIST EPISCopal CHURCHES. viii. 607. 608. missions. viii. 723. Sunday School n. 112.

METHODISM. iii. 651. viii. 612. missions. viii. 735. Sunday School vii. 112.

METHODIST NEW Connexion. viii. 607. 608. missions. viii. 735.


METHODIOUS (Sr.) of OLYMPUS. "psalm of the virgins". vii. 69.

METHODISM. iii. 651. viii. 612. mission to Czechia. vii. 737. and Russian Church. i. 677.

METHOD OF S. STULPINE. catechism. ii. 323.

MÉT. (Chin. philosopher), ix. 505. 506.

MÉDES. (in Orphic cosmogony). ix. 147.

MÉTÉOR (Athen. astronomer). calendar. ii. 629. 634. 694. 1073.

MÉTÉOR (architecture). i. 729.

MÉTÉORUS (astronomer). calendar. ii. 629. 634. 694. 1073.

MÉTÉORUS. Avestan. ii. 270. Slavic. ix. 577. 584.

MÉTÉORIC CATECHISM by the Wedderburns. ii. 871.

MÉTÉORISMANI. viii. 84.

MÉTÉORUS (mines). iv. 902.

MÉTÉORUS (Epístorean). v. 232.

MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.

MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.

MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.

MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.

MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.
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MÉTÉORUSCH. xi. 224.
MYSTERY

MYSTERY, and adoration, i. 1174-
and dream, v. 3299 -3300.
and priesthood, x. 2589-2599.
MYSTERY-PLAYS, Breton, ii. 4139-
Eusebian, ix. 780.
Mexican (modern), i. 2031.
origin, ii. 2439. See also MI-

ece-PLAYS.

MYSTICISM, Mystics, iii. 3299-
3406.
in Egypt, v. 409-411.
in India, i. 1206.
in China, vii. 773-775.
in Japan, vii. 866-867.
in cosmology, iv. 1563.
in Bohemia, i. 1539.
in Sweden, i. 1542.
in France, vi. 1548.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in America, vi. 1650.
in Egypt, iii. 4309-4311.
in the West, vi. 2591.
in English, vii. 2469.
in Egypt, iv. 398-399.
in Ethiopia, iv. 1209.
in Central Europe, ii. 1553.
in India, v. 2074.
in China, iv. 361-367.
in Java, iii. 4529.
in Egypt, ii. 1204.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 362-367.
in India, v. 2062.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in China, iv. 351.
in Egypt, iv. 389-390.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
in Egypt, iv. 389.
in Ethiopia, iv. 389.
in China, iv. 351.
in India, v. 2067.
in Russia, iv. 1586-1587.
422a, Slavic, xii. 102a, Sophocles, vi. 414a, and shah, xii. 325a, (Amur.) sun, 627b-632a. (prem.) sun and moon in xii. 77b-78b. (Chin.) 83b-84b. (Hin.) 88b (Jap.) 165a. (Slav.) 505a. (Bashk.) sun, moon, and stars, xii. 115a. swan, xii. 125b-126b. sweat, xii. 127b. (Egypt.) syncretism and xii. 157b. Tai, xii. 350b. Tanganar, i. 34b. Tantric, ii. 14b. xii. 249b-254b. Tibet, xii. 755b-758b. Titanic, xii. 244b-247b. Tung, xii. 303b. Touching, xii. 346b. transformation, xii. 318b. Tangus, xii. 474b. Vedic, i. 682b-683b. vi. 585b. vi. 629b-610b. "year-spirit," xii. 119b.

MYTHOLOGICAL CYCLE (Irish), iii. 284a.

MYTHOS (Gnostic), vi. 235b-237b.

MYTHIÄSM (Jews in Cochin), vi. 555a.

NÁ (Karen spirits), iii. 209b.

NÁ AROLO LÁ (Agaok king), vi. 128b.

NAAS (Ophite serpent), xi. 405a.

NAASINES (Gnostic sect), vi. 234b, 236b, 239b, ix. 600b, 601b. Hymn, vi. 231b-232b, 241b. Jesus and Steve, vi. 237b. serpent-worship, vi. 405b. Supreme God, vi. 239b.

NASBAKhH (Vedic hymn), vi. 231b-232b, 243b.

NAAMBAH Nelson, ii. 409b.

NAADWR. —See NAADKH.

NAARAJ (Nabateans), ix. 195b.

NAATIKE, i. 121b-222b. xii. 165b-166b. altars, i. 352b, and Edomites, v. 164b, i. 125b-128b. fortune, vi. 899b, gods, ix. 124a, xii. 169b, inscriptions, i. 609b (note), ix. 124b, xii. 166b, kings, xii. 125b-126b, and neophytes, xii. 752b, woman, ix. 129b.

NabaCCAN agriculture (Ibn Waddakhy), i. 290b, i. 567b.

NÁBÁH-DÁSÁ. (Nabateans), ii. 549b.

NÁBHÁN (sultans of Pate, Zanzibar), xii. 84b.

NÁBLÍN (Nabatea), i. 118b-121b. (mysterious hero), vi. 609b.

NÁSH (Jain patriarch), i. 588b.

NÁNIKA (Burut prophet), vii. 248b.

NÁNIQÁT (tomb of David), vi. 809b.

NÁRÍHÁ (Arabic poet), i. 659b, 660b; on Wadd, i. 669b, viii. 180b.

NÁRIKÁSÁ (tomb of Moses), vii. 160b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of Reuben), xii. 325b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb near Rashiyah), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of unknown man at Sinai), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of Jethro's father), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁN (Arab, i. 71b-72b. (Ghans), xii. 615b-617b. (dreams, vi. 518b.

NÁROBAKH. —See NÁROBAKH.

NÁROBAKH DUNDUS (nee-Bab. king), xii. 759b. lahar-cult, xii. 429b, 431b, 432b.

NÁSÁH (Sem. month name), iii. 74b.

NÁSÁH (Jain god), iii. 75b.

NÁSÁH (Bab. god), i. 186b, 189b, 198b. ii. 310b, 313b, vi. 682b-610b. "year-spirit," xii. 119b.


MYTHOLOGICAL CYCLE (Irish), iii. 284a.

MYTHOS (Gnostic), vi. 235b-237b.

MYTHIISM (Jews in Cochin), vi. 555a.

NÁ (Karen spirits), iii. 209b.

NÁ AROLO LÁ (Agaok king), vi. 128b.

NAAS (Ophite serpent), xi. 405a.

NAASINES (Gnostic sect), vi. 234b, 236b, 239b, ix. 600b, 601b. Hymn, vi. 231b-232b, 241b. Jesus and Steve, vi. 237b. serpent-worship, vi. 405b. Supreme God, vi. 239b.

NASBAKH (Vedic hymn), vi. 231b-232b, 243b.

NAAMBAH Nelson, ii. 409b.

NAADWR. —See NAADKH.

NAARAJ (Nabateans), ix. 195b.

NAATIKE, i. 121b-222b. xii. 165b-166b. altars, i. 352b, and Edomites, v. 164b, i. 125b-128b. fortune, vi. 899b, gods, ix. 124a, xii. 169b, inscriptions, i. 609b (note), ix. 124b, xii. 166b, kings, xii. 125b-126b, and neophytes, xii. 752b, woman, ix. 129b.

NabaCCAN agriculture (Ibn Waddakhy), i. 290b, i. 567b.

NÁBÁH-DÁSÁ. (Nabateans), ii. 549b.

NÁBHÁN (sultans of Pate, Zanzibar), xii. 84b.

NÁBLÍN (Nabatea), i. 118b-121b. (mysterious hero), vi. 609b.

NÁSH (Jain patriarch), i. 588b.

NÁNIKA (Burut prophet), vii. 248b.

NÁNIQÁT (tomb of David), vi. 809b.

NÁRIKÁSÁ (tomb of Moses), vii. 160b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of Reuben), xii. 325b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb near Rashiyah), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of unknown man at Sinai), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁ (tomb of Jethro's father), xii. 309b.

NÁRIKÁN (Arab, i. 71b-72b. (Ghans), xii. 615b-617b. (dreams, vi. 518b.

NÁROBAKH. —See NÁROBAKH.

NÁROBAKH DUNDUS (nee-Bab. king), xii. 759b. lahar-cult, xii. 429b, 431b, 432b.

NÁSÁH (Sem. month name), iii. 74b.

NÁSÁH (Jain god), iii. 75b.

NÁSÁH (Bab. god), i. 186b, 189b, 198b. ii. 310b, 313b, vi. 682b-610b. "year-spirit," xii. 119b.
NAME (NAMES) OF GOD—NARAS

NAME (NAMES) OF GOD, vii. 757—
in amulets, iii. 424 (Jew.),
Babylonian, ii. 361,
i. 142—143, Charan Dasis,
i. 367; Egyptian, vi. 189,'
i. 104—105; Jewish (see
NAME OF GOD [Jew.]), in
magic, vii. 292 (Muh.),
ii. 302; ix. 177 (Jew.),
Muhammadan, ii. 458;
i. 299; ix. 406,
i. 332; Samarian, ii. 370,
Teutonic, i. 371;
i. 410—411, 652,
Vedic, ii. 615,
Yehez, vi. 309.
i. 291a; ii. 309.
NAME (NAMES) OF GOD, vii. 757—
in amulets, iii. 424 (Jew.),
Babylonian, ii. 361,
i. 142—143, Charan Dasis,
i. 367; Egyptian, vi. 189,
i. 104—105; Jewish (see
NAME OF GOD [Jew.]), in
magic, vii. 292 (Muh.),
ii. 302; ix. 177 (Jew.),
Muhammadan, ii. 458;
i. 299; ix. 406,
i. 332; Samarian, ii. 370,
Teutonic, i. 371;
i. 410—411, 652,
Vedic, ii. 615,
Yehez, vi. 309.

NAME OF GOD (Jew.), ii. 671,
i. 299—298, ix. 177—178,
adoration, i. 119; in charms
and amulets, iii. 424;
in divination, iii. 313—314,
in magic, iii. 202, ix. 177,
profanation, ix. 177—178,
sanctification, i. 177—178.

NAME OF JESUS, in charms, iii.
429.

NAMELESS GODS, ix. 105—108;
African, ii. 178, 179;
American, i. 178, 179,
Aryan, ii. 30, 37; Augs WARRANTY,
i. 178; Australian, ii. 178,
180—181; Californian, ix. 179;
Celtic, ii. 37, 38;
Chinese, i. 179; Christian,
i. 120; epithet-names, i.
178—180; Edom, i. 179;
Etruscan, i. 178; Eupœum,
i. 179; Greek, i. 178—179,
180; Japanese, i. 178;
Persian, i. 178; Roman,
ix. 179—179, 180; Semitic,
i. 179, 180; Somer GEDY,
i. 179—179, 180; Teutonic, i.
37, 38; Thracian, i. 179;
unknown gods, ii. 189,
Zula, i. 178.

NAMELESS SPIRITS, i. 180.
NAME-SOUL, ii. 139—162;
Egyptian, i. 151, 154—155.

NAMNYOPLAK (Madhava), ii. 137.
NAMNYE, fertility rites, v. 428.
NAMNYTHI (Pavali text), vi. 105.
NAMNYUKU (New Hebrides tribe),
state of the dead, xi. 829.
NAMNYUKU (Bab god), as
plague-god, vii. 471, vi. 801,
in under world, iii. 316—319.

NAMES, (Bengal), skeletons, i.
545—550.
NANA OF ERECH.—See INNANNA.
ix. 2434 (Mugh.), Wang Yang-ming, xii. 674, and wealth, xii. 720.

NATURE (Anon.), v. 280.

NATURE FEISTS (Th.), v. 892a.

NATURE-GODS, Aegaean, i. 147a, Ainu, i. 241-244a, aigo-gods, i. 252-257a, and ancestor-cult, i. 458, Arab, i. 600-601, Babylonian, ix. 71a, xii. 187-191, Canaanite, i. 181, Celto, i. 278, xii. 747-748, communion with, xii. 747-748, contact, earth-gods, v. 127-131, Egyptian, viii. 435, 450, and fetishism, viii. 705, Horse, vi. 790a, human form, i. 573, Iranian, vii. 419-420, Isia, vii. 433a, 436a, Jewish, xii. 329, xii. 469-467a, Lapp, vii. 769a-769, Mordvin, viii. 844-845a, Mund, ix. 275, primitive, xii. 378a, Semitic, i. 491, sky-god, xi. 388-388a, Tammuz, xii. 197-191, water-gods, xii. 795a.

Nature of the Non-Existent (Gorgias of Leocritus), vi. 688.

NATURE-PALMS, i. 117a.


NATURE-PALMS, i. 117.


NATURE-WORDS, i. 202a.

Asyrian, i. 166a, Aegaean, i. 141a, 142a, 147a, African, i. 275a, Ainu, i. 249a, Ani, x. 580-580, and animism, x. 203a, x. 209-209, Apache, i. 602a, Aryan, ii. 39-39, Bantu, ii. 306-306a, Bashgil, ii. 409a, 418a, Burial, i. 10a, Burmese, ii. 22a-23a, Celto, iii. 290-290a, v. 102a, Chinese, i. 709, and fetishism, vi. 388a, Garo, i. 123a, Hebrew, vii. 411, 444a, Hopi, vi. 78a, Hungarian, vii. 787a-787, Indonesian, viii. 249a, Korean, vii. 750-750, Lithuanian and Lettish, ix. 119a, Magi, vi. 245a, and magic, vi. 250a, Malay Archipelago, viii. 345a, mountains, viii. 663-668a, Muslim, ix. 243a-244a, origin, x. 282-282a, Fanjāb, iii. 570-570, phallicism, vii. 815-815a, Rajput, v. 566a, Semitic, i. 157a, trees and plants, xii. 448-447a, Tupi, x. 545a, See also Nature-words, Moon-worship, etc.

NATURE-WORDS, iii. 335, 837a;
NEVI (Bibl. sky-spirit), ill. 218.
NEBUKHUR, A., and M. STERN, on persecution of Jews, xviii. 804; xix. 359, 367, 876; v. 452.
NEBEL, M. on tatu, xii. 214.
NEBUCHADNEZZAR (Babylonian), on historic, xvii. 179, 177, missions, xvii. 703, 706-707, xix. 332, xii. 176, Nebuchadnezzar, xvii. 179, 177, and Muhammad, xii. 367, ordination, x. 560, and Pelemanian, x. 703-704, in Persian empire, xii. 326, pilgrimage, x. 218, and Presbyter John, x. 229, 233, mace-riding, x. 550, in Roman empire, xiii. 330-332, sacraments, x. 550, Simon, xii. 572, 529, slavery, x. 580, Saba, xii. 540, xii. 175, Tanach, xii. 553, St. Theodoric of Mopsuestia, i. 1530, 428, Turke, xii. 490, 491, unction, xii. 510, 511, 512, 513, 515, 516, vestments, xii. 555.
NESTORIUS, i. 589, xi. 324-326, 327-331, i. 324-327, xii. 327, xii. 330, on Eucharist, i. 593-594, saying about God and an infant, xii. 329-330, writings, xii. 331.
NESTOR, i. 585, xii. 312-313, 613, 615.
NEZU (Ewe deity), i. 279.
NET (Celt. god), ill. 233, 293.
NET (Ganges), i. 577.
NETSU DEVI RAJATRA (Nepal festival), x. 886.
NETT. (Brahm. See Brahma.)
NETT. (G. Muse), i. 46.
NETHERLANDS ISLAND, abode of the best, Theodore of Stann and creation, i. 408, skulls, vi. 536.
NETHERLANDS NEW GUNKA.—See NEW GUNKA.
NETHER WORLD.—See UNDER WORLD.
NETNIM, NETTELNS, i. 332-334, xii. 311, xii. 332-333.
NETTÖVSI (Etruscan Neptune), x. 354.
NETTÖVSI (Celt war-god), ill. 282, 283.
NETTÖYSI, SÄPSÖG SOGLAŚSE (Russ. sect), xii. 333.
NETTY (Ved. deity), xii. 300.
NETTÖ, TEEMI, terrorism, i. 421, 422.
NETTÖ, CHARLES, and Zismian, xii. 809.
NETTÖ, WENANSAŠI'S commentary, i. 702.
NETTÖ, R. L., Neo-Hegelianism, i. 300, 304.
NETTÖ, ZIMIAN (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, HUATZE (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, STEN, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, HUATZE, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, BHATTO (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, BHATTO, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, BHATTO, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, BHATTO, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
NETTÖ, BHATTO, (Mex. king), justice, xii. 810.
Newton, Isaac, alchemy, i. 297, and atomic theory, ii. 204, and Encyclopaedists, v. 302, fluxions, v. 545, on force, i. 614, vi. 708–711, and immaterial, vi. 168, and natural law, vi. 806, Second Advent, xi. 259, on space (finite), xi. 762, on time, xii. 390.

Newton, John, evangelicism, iii. 651, v. 603, hymns, vi. 35, preaching, x. 217.

New Visaya, xi. 543.

New World—See America.


New Year's Eve, Japanese, iii. 116, Tibetan, vi. 894.

New Year, Fast of (Benzisrael), xi. 471.


New York Society for Ethical Culture, v. 412, 419, 414.


NEXT (Tiinggi group), totemism, xii. 399.

Next-of-Kin, in adoption (Gr.), i. 108, 110, in ancestor-worship (Aryan), ii. 254–256, inheritance, iii. 3044, (Gr.), 307, (Heb.).


Nis Peroks (Amer. tribe), charms and amulets, iii. 405, chastity, iv. 478, disposal of the dead, iv. 422, disease and medicines, iv. 740, hair, v. 602, state of the dead, ii. 635, twins, xii. 490.

Nyah (Cross River gol.), ix. 280.

Nya (Afr. secret society), iii. 207.


Nygam (Ivy Coast gol.), vi. 511.

Nyabana—See Ubandu.

Nyago (Aust. tribe), abode of the blest, ii. 681, cannibalism, ii. 396, hunting, vii. 979.

Nyaku (Polyneisan hero), i. 207.

Nyagriroda (Samoyed clan), xi. 176.

Nyakol (Pokomo tribe), x. 340.

Nyapata (Assam tribe), festival, v. 69.

Nyukum (New S. Wales), burial, xii. 811.

Nyongali (Eddystone Is. octopus), vii. 684.


Nyukari (Baro), dress, v. 429.

Nyoro (Fjord wind-spirit), iv. 337.

Nyori (Tongan), i. 705, 707, clans, v. 705, fish ancestor, iv. 707, totemism, iv. 706, 707.

Ngonge (Bone), v. 603.

Ngoa (New Guinea monster), x. 347.

Ngoaung (Negro), death rite, iv. 419.

Ngoglo (Samoyed clan), xi. 176.

Nguna (New Hebrides), xii. 353, totemism, xii. 353.

Ngumkonde—See Nguni.

Ngutu (Chin. month), iii. 83.

Nambequitas (Brazil), norextending, ix. 397.

Naral (Arab. month), xii. 110.

Niagara Falls, human sacrifice, ii. 849, 850.

Nam (Indo-China), divorce, ii. 226, funeral feasts, ii. 227, morality, ii. 226.

Nacam Allah, on Afghan, i. 139.

Niam-Niam, Xander (Afr. tribe), i. 162, ii. 239, cannibalism, iii. 239, conjugal love, vi. 155, death and disposal of the dead, ii. 418, 429, drones, v. 44, 45, drinking, vii. 77, girdle, vii. 238, heads as trophies, vi. 534, mammalization, iv. 418, ordeal, vi. 311, teeth as necklaces, ii. 209.

Nasir (Malay Archipelago), ii. 227, 228, abode of the gods, vi. 259, adultery punishment, vii. 479, vi. 479, x. 13, after life, i. 108, ancestor-worship, ii. 238, animal-worship, vii. 393, ant-propitiation, i. 488, birth charms, x. 244, blood feud, ii. 729, chief god, vii. 2429.
NIFUR—NOGAT DAM

NIFUR (mountain of Media), v. 229b.

NIGUETTA.—See NICETAS.

NIGUETAS-CANON (A. Amer.), language, i. 378.

NIGUERREDI, NIGUERREDI (Buddhist), i. 139a., xi. 820f., 821a.; viii. 554.

NIGUIGANDI (Avestan book), ii. 240f.; on almsgiving, vi. 819c., on penitence, i. 106f., on proselytism, vii. 784.

NIGUREI (Sikh sect), xi. 618f.

NIGUERREDI.—See NIGUERREDI.

NIGUETAS.—See NIGUETAS.

NIGUETAS-FLAMEN'S Inquiry into the Principles of Non-evo (Ava- ghoza), i. 150f.

NIGUTUS (Bod. god), symbolism, xii. 140.

NIGYAR (Armen. month), iii. 71.

NIMBALA, NIMBALINS (Sikh order), i. 949., iv. 370f.—376a., xi. 511.

NIMMALLI (Kashmir goddess), vii. 635f.; and birth, vii. 636f.

NIMMAM-A-RATSA (Budd. heavenly beings), i. 189.

NIMMAR (Buddhist goddess), vi. 706f., xii. 99.

NIROTHA (Ved. treatise), viii. 113f.; and widows and property, vi. 575f.

NIRVANA, i. 90f., 98a., ii. 889 (note), iv. 238f.—237a., vii. 212a., iv. 370f.—379b.; and abode of the bliss, ii. 657f., as annihilistic, i. 584a., ii. 224a., iv. 378f.—379a.; Buddha in, i. 928f.—929f., on earth, ii. 221a. (note), ii. 222f. (note), iv. 378f.—379a., Jain, iv. 471f., in the lap of Blake, i. 222b.—224b., ii. 70f., vii. 513f., iv. 378f.—379a., Mahayana, iii. 354f., in veneration, ii. 369f., and worship, ii. 839 (note), and suicide, ii. 329f., theosophy, xii. 31f., Vedantist, i. 45.

NISARA (Buddh., goddess), iii. 112.

NISARA (Buddh., a demoness), vi. 189f., vii. 74f., 75a.

NISAN (Heb. month), iii. 109.

NISAN (Jew. month), iii. 117.

NISHAKI (Ind. aboriginal race), ii. 234f.; Bihis, ii. 554f., and Suddas, x. 915.

NISHAN-AWALIS (Sikh confederacy), vii. 610.

NISHINAM (California tribe), blood-feud, ii. 723a., cannibalism, in 107f., covenants, iii. 509f., festivals, ii. 655f., 684f., 699f., anthropology, vii. 219f.

NISI (Ind. demon), iv. 602.

NITRA (Turk. Asia), monasteries, ii. 68a., vii. 76.

NIKANTA CHATTOPADHYAYA, on drama (Ind.), i. 887.

NIKAS (Bak mountain), in flood Nineveh, ii. 315f.

NIKAS (division of Tashshiana), xii. 465.

NIKAK, NIKAAT (Celt. water- spirits), iii. 230b., 748c., iv. 574.

NIKAK, NIKE-PAS (Erza god), vi. 844.

NIKAK, NIKE-AVA, (Erza goddess), vii. 844a.

NIKAK-AWAY (Lippman-Mühllhausen), vi. 1037f.; and Rosicrucianism, xii. 107.

NIKAN ISLANDERS (Bismarck Arch.), blood-feud, i. 721f., 723b., on law, i. 959, on fire, vi. 880.

NIKAN, H., on orientation, x. 75f., 77f., 78f., 79f.

NIKKI-NO-NOAK (Karaite), vii. 663f.

NIKKI, H. HARRAHAM OF AYILA (pseudo-Messiah), vii. 583.


NIKOHMAH (Buddhist, preaches), xii. 221.

NIKOHNES (Bulgaria), fire-walking, vii. 637.

NIKOTHAB, AINA, DEMON, vi. 2430.

NIKOTHI KISI (Pacific), circumcision, iii. 669.

NIKOTHI KISI (Greenland), v. 117.

NIKOTHI KISI, AMAN KUMATI (Buddhist spirit), viii. 72.

NIKOTHI KISI (Pacific), island, abode of the bliss, vi. 628.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAGISTER, Pedella Lupina, xiv. 764.

NIKOTHI KISI, and Nimkwa, vii. 54.

NIKOTHI KISI, KAVAVALAS (Ind. demons), iv. 391.

NIKOTHI KISI, GILYAKOS, vii. 221f.

NIKOTHI KISI, and serpent, ii. 412.

NIKOTHI KISI, SEE SIRWAL.

NIKOTHI KISI, NIXON, F. R., on Romanian religion, iv. 240.

NIKOTHI KISI, NYOYEA (Aryan free love), ii. 690.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, PAIET, (Pers. poet), Lititah el Majnun, vii. 56.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.

NIKOTHI KISI, MAMDAMOS, i. 1996f., Bagh-rich, vi. 905f., 223.

NIKOTHI KISI, ADEL-DIN-ARBADEH, on Allah, i. 237.
ORDER OF THE HOLY SEPULCHRE, x. 699.

ORDER OF VITALIS, on art in monasteries, i. 849.

ORDER OF ST. JAMES OF COMpostRE, x. 698.

ORDER OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM (Knights Hospitallers), x. 698.

ORDER OF ST. LAVABUS, x. 699.

ORDER OF MERCY, x. 700, 706.

ORDER OF MONTESA, x. 699.

ORDER OF THE SENSANTS OF MARY, x. 706.

ORDER OF THE SWORD, x. 698.

ORDER OF THE TEMPLE (Knights Templars), x. 698.

ORDER OF TURTUN KNIGHTS. See Turtun Knights.

ORDER OF ST. THOMAS OF CANTERBURY, x. 698.


ORDER OF REGULATIONS FOR SOLDIERS OF THE SALVATION ARMY, iii. 890.

ORDINAL, xii. 841, ix. 544, 546, 549, 296, 298, 298a, 290d.

Ordinarium (Amiens). Christmas Tracts, ii. 348.

ORDINATION, x. 393, 394, xii. 660, 670-673, ix. 540-541.

abbat, ii. 9.

Acta, i. 630.

Anglican, ix. 544, 545-546.

Armianian rite, ix. 544-545, 547-548, 549-549a, 550, 551.

Baptist, iii. 552-553.

Ch, iii. 218-219, 320.

Dutch rite, ix. 546.

English, xii. 644.

Greek, xii. 644.

Indo-Chinese rite, ix. 546.

Irish, xii. 652.

Japanese Church, xii. 652.

Jewish, xii. 652.

Lithuanian, ix. 546.

Low Church, xii. 652.

Macedonian, xii. 652.

Methodist, xii. 602.

Missions, xii.

Norwegian, xii. 547.

Presbyterian, ix. 543.

Russian, xii. 549.

Scandinavian rite, ix. 547.

Scottish, xii. 547.

Sikh, xii.

Eastern Churches, xiv.

and in the Church, xiv.

Festivals (Catholic), xiv.

Gallican, xii. 549.

German Reformed, xii. 547.

Greek, xii. 547.

Greek Church, xiv.

Jacobite, xii. 549.

Jewish, xii. 552.

Latin, xii. 549.

Maronite, xii. 550.

Methodist, xii. 602.

Missions, xii.

Norda, xii. 549.

Norwegian, xii. 547.

Presbyterian, xii. 549.

Russian, xii. 549.

Swedish, xii. 547.

Swedish (Jesuit) rite, xii. 547.

Toda, xii. 532.

Tonsure, xii. 537.

Unction, xii. 541.

Ungarian, xii.

Vatican, xii. 549.

Greek, xii.

Roman, ix. 456.

Roman Catholic, ix. 494.
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OVAMBO—PACIFIC ISLANDS

OVEN, MARIA A. On fasting (Musaquekis), v. 783—782.

OVEN, RICHARD. On Australian and European craniology, i. 569, on evidence of cannibalism in Scotland, iii. 267.

OVEN, ROBERT. I. 637—638; and atheism, ii. 180, on character, vi. 944, and Chartism, iii. 473, and communism, iii. 779, 789, 781, materialism, vi. 684 (note), socialism, xi. 637—638, and Trade Unions, xii. 408.

OWEN, i. 828—829, x. 3678; Amin, i. 524, x. 3678; American, i. 523, x. 3678; Arab, i. 672, Arapaho, x. 3678; Asian, i. 524, Australian, i. 524, Bantu, i. 523, Bechuanaland, i. 524, Brazilian, i. 524, Buria, i. 524, Californian, i. 524, Chinese, i. 524, Creek, i. 524, European, i. 524, Fijian, i. 524, Galia, i. 524, Greek, i. 524, Indian, i. 524, Jewish, i. 524, Kambo, i. 524, Lithuanian, i. 524, Malagasy, i. 524, Malay, i. 524, Navaho, x. 3678; Ojibwa, i. 524, Pawnee, i. 524, Roman, i. 524, Samoan, x. 3678; Shetland, x. 3678; Teutonic, i. 524, Thessalian, x. 3678; Wogul, i. 523, Yao, x. 3678; Zulu, i. 524.

OWNHAM (collective), xi. 647.

OWAR-SEE-CHEE (Algonquin religious dance), i. 328.

OX, Banjara, i. 347, Bantu, ii. 355—356, Ber, i. 604, Greek, i. 398, ii. 2789, iii. 767, iv. 164, Indian, ii. 347, 350, primavera, i. 384 (Zor), Roman, ii. 390, sacrifice, ii. 41 (Aryan), iii. 767 (Gr.), iv. 164 (Gr.), skull as charm, ii. 2789 (Gr.), Zoroastrian, iii. 384.

OXENHAM, H. N. On Grotius's theory ofstonement, vi. 442.

OXFORD, aichamby, i. 2068, architecture, i. 778, "lych" bell, vi. 310.

OXFORD Mission to Calcutta (1891), volume 730.


OXVYN, in aborigines experiments, i. 269.

OXYHALIS, "flowery," iv. 554.

OXYRHYNCHUS LOGIA—See LOGIA.

OZYRHYNCHUS PAPYRI, iv. 114, x. 349; on honey, vi. 771, prayer, x. 177.

OY-TORBA goddess, ix. 279, 280.

OYAMPY (division of Tupi-Guarani), ii. 837.

OYTON (troops of Paleontology), i. 439, iv. 837, vii. 411—422.

OYUKI (Yoruba wind-god), i. 3706.

O-YOUHE (Wang Yang-ming), ix. 872.

OYUN (Uijin, iv. 311.

P (Preists' Code), i. 566, 586.

PACIFIC ISLANDS, on altars in Tabarane, i. 359, on antediluvians, i. 699.

PACIFICA (Oceanography, iv. 154—159, on creation, iv. 229, on Deluge, iv. 535, 553, on festivals, v. 8639, 8649, 8659, on firstfruits, vi. 479, on forgiveness, vi. 799, 77, on Nith time, ix. 3329, 3334, 3344, on priesthood, xi. 3109, 3115, 3116.

PA (Jaya day), —See PAING.

PAASAI (Edel), vi. 481.

PABSAIKH (Paibasa-Sumipida), ix. 672.

PACHICHAMAC (Inca god), i. 382, 470, iv. 744, 170, ix. 160.

PACHICHAMAC (Inca place-name), i. 473, -architecture, i. 688, House of the Virgin of the Sun, i. 690, Arch., ii. 711, Temple of the Sun, i. 688.

PACHICHAMAC (Inca Mother Earth), v. 130, iv. 893.

PACHI-POCOT—See PACHACAY FOCUS QUILLA.

PACHICAMAC (Inca creator god), iv. 803.

PACHICAYACUH (Viracocha), i. 470, iv. 803.

PACHICAYACUH (=Viracocha), i. 470, iv. 803.

PACHICAYACUH (=Pachacayacu), i. 470, iv. 803.

PACHICAYACUH (=Viracocha), i. 470, iv. 803.

PACHICONEN (Transperuvian god), i. 744.

PA-CELIN-TOU-TO (Chin. monk), v. 469.

PACHOCHIS (St.), ii. 799, 872, iv. 117, 706, 734, 758, 844, rules, ii. 67, 706.

PACHYPERITAS—See PACHYPERITAS.

PACIFIC BAYONIC BEACHES, on penance, i. 7129, 7139.

PACIFIC COAST INDIANS, architecture, i. 690, 655, sacerdotalities, ii. 2270, culture heroes, vii. 635, disease and medicine, iv. 736, 737, 738, divination, iv. 739, fishing, vi. 5370, pottery, ii. 275, sweat-house, xii. 128, tabu, x. 490, tabu, xii. 212.

PACIFIC ISLANDS, augmenting rite, vi. 733, cannibalism, ii. 2069, drinks, v. 733, firewalking, vi. 380, food, vi. 625, holiness sacrifices, vi. 733, knotted cords, xii. 698, regalia, i. 634, tabu, x. 87.

PACIFIC ISLANDS, augmenting rite, vi. 733, cannibalism, ii. 2069, drinks, v. 733, firewalking, vi. 380, food, vi. 625, holiness sacrifices, vi. 733, knotted cords, xii. 698, regalia, i. 634, tabu, x. 87.

PACIFIC ISLANDS, augmenting rite, vi. 733, cannibalism, ii. 2069, drinks, v. 733, firewalking, vi. 380, food, vi. 625, holiness sacrifices, vi. 733, knotted cords, xii. 698, regalia, i. 634, tabu, x. 87.
PAPUASIA—PARAMAHAMSAS

PAPYRUS, Bulaq, on adultery, i. 157*, on chastity, i. 497*, on children, iii. 59*, 379, hymn to Amen, vii. 39.
PAPYRUS, Ebers.—See Ebers Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Harris.—See Harris Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Heart Medical.—See Heart Medical Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Hu-nefer.—See Hu-nefer Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Kahun.—See Kahun Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Lee et Rollin, magic, vii. 364.
PAPYRUS, Leyden.—See Leyden Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, med. Berlin.—See Berlin Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, med. London.—See London Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Nefiensi, on confession, i. 828a.
PAPYRUS, Nekht, hymn, vii. 38.
PAPYRUS, of Min, confession, i. 827*—838.
PAPYRUS, d'Orbigny, on family (Egypt.), v. 481*.
PAPYRUS, Petersburg, and death, ii. 293*—295, iii. 328.
PAPYRUS, Priests, on adultery, i. 129*; on children, iii. 53*; on ethics and morality, v. 470*—474, 481*—483, 484*; on fate, v. 473*; on glory, v. 448*; on life and death, vii. 229*—232, on pride, v. 438.
PAPYRUS, Resinier.—See Resinier Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Rollier.—See Rollier Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Tchernko.—See Tchernko Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Turia.—See Turia Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, of Una, on chastity, i. 407.
PAPYRUS, Westcar.—See Westcar Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, of Ani.—See Ani, Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, Berlin.—See Berlin Papyruses.
PAPYRUS, British Museum 10309, on ethics and morality (Egypt.), v. 479, 481*—483.

PARADISE, iv. 661*, 832a, v. 335; of Amitâbha, ii. 257* (note), in catacombs, xii. 137*—138, earthly, ii. 699* (Gr.), Egypt-
Japanese Buddhist, ii. 701*—702, Jewish, i. 203*, xi. 147, Malay Peninsula, ii. 691a, 692, Muhammadan, v. 370*, xi. 509*, perfume, vii. 201*, Semitic, i. 705*, symbol, xi. 157*—158, Tibetan, xi. 854*.
Paradise Lost (Milton), vii. 646*, 947*.
Paradise Regained (Milton), vii. 847*.
PARADOX, ix. 332a.
PARAHITAS, PARHEYS (Ind. tribe), goat, v. 13*, totemism, i. 406*.
PARIAH, i. 631*, See Pariah.
PARÍLKA, on suicide, xii. 25*.
PARALLELS, PSYCHO-PHYSICAL.—See Psycho-Physical Parallels.
PARALLELS (Plutarch), x. 70*.
PARALYSES, PARALYSIS, ii. 827*, iv. 521*.
PARALYSES, general, vii. 344*—345, 846*; and alcohol, i. 301*.
PARABHOBHUDDHA.—See Aki-Buddha.
PARAMAHÂSA (Râmakirti), x. 639*.
PARAMAHÂSMAS (Hin. ascetics), i. 211*, ix. 339*.
PARIJAT, on Pandchayat (Parsi), ix. 644.

PARK RÁM (Panjáb god), ix. 609.

PARKHÉM (Brahmos), i. 695.

PAXÉVA (procuror of Mahádvra), four vals, i. 264.

PAYSÁNAVÁTH (Jain arhat), i. 62., ii. 499.

PÁRÁNÁTH (Cūd, i. 639, and serpent, xi. 415, temple, x. 522.

PÁRTÁV, SYNOD of, x. 804.

PARTHENOGENESIS, i. 650—651, xi. 433, casul, ix. 659, juvenile, ix. 650, partial, ix. 650, pathological, ix. 650, seasonal, ix. 650.

PARTHÉNUS, love-stories, viii. 173.

PARTHÉNUS (Athens), architecture, i. 728, 729, 733, 734, 735, 736, art, i. 869, sculpture, i. 896, vi. 413.

PARTHÉNUS (Tarsus), architecture, i. 766, 767, 768, 769, inscriptions, i. 569, coin, i. 707, concubine, ii. 812, 813, defacement of kings, i. 528, 529, enslav:, ii. 389, religion, ix. 653, sculpture, ii. 881, 882, vi. 153, and Turks, xii. 479.

PARTHOLÁN (Celt, mythical personage), i. 231, de Partibus Animalium (Aristotle), mechanism, and teleology, xii. 217.

PARTICULARISM, xii. 239.

PARTIES (political), i. 815—816.

PARTNERSHIP, and usury, xii. 551.

PARTUSSE, C. On Cross River Negroes, i. 280,

PÁRTÁVA (Ved, mountain deity), i, 699.

PARÉTAS (section of Atta), ii. 106.

PÁRÁVÁNT (Ind, goddess), i. 813.

PÉNGAL (Bengal cult), i. 492, Bhav cult, ii. 559, Dravidian cult, i. 75, 78, Elephants, sculpture, i. 243, 246, Collar, cult, i. 333, Ring, cult, i. 710, 712, image at Amarnáth, i. 370, and lotus, vii. 143, Pañjáb, cult, i. 74, in Parávána, i. 452.

PÁRTÁVA-KÁNTAG (Tulasí-Dása), xii. 479—471.

PÁRTÁVA (Sacred forest spirit), x. 177.

PÁRTÁVA (Eichenbach), i. 6. 8, 389, 389.

PÁRTÁVALÓGHORÓS (On Dághavatír, i. 459.

PÁRÁBAGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBAGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.

PÁRÁBÁGÁNA (Persia), i. 701, sculpture, i. 881.
PESSIMISM, ix. 839–838; 838–
811; Buddhist, vi. 321–
3224; vii. 211; ix. 804–806;
Chinese, ix. 856; Egyptian, v. 476–;
I. 806–810; Hindu, vi.
712; Hume, ix. 808; Indian,
ix. 811–814; Jewish, vii.
590; Maâri, viii. 224;
Old Testament, viii. 806–810,
and optimism, ix. 808–811,
and predestinaton, x. 230;
Teut., and problem of suffer-
ing, xi. 19–31; Schopenhauer,
i. 808–909; vi. 250–252.

PESTALOZZI, J. H., on education,
v. 169, 173, 175, on individ-
uality, vi. 235.

PESTILENCE, demon, iv. 627–
629; Slav., vols. xii. 633
(Gr. and Rom.).

PESTUMOUXIOYXIX (=Pasa-
maquoddy), i. 319.

PETER (Egypt. love-goddess), viii.
182.

PETACCAVs (Chibchas), iii. 514.

PETELIEN (Syracuse ostracism),
i. 676–678.

Petalathu, on abortion (Hin.),
i. 514, on ghosts (Bud.), xi.
841–843, on birth, vii. 830,
on Moggallâna, viii. 769.

PETAVIE, E., on conditional im-
ortality, i. 675.

PETAVUS (Jesusi), and Roman
Church, i. 755–758.

PET-ER (Egypt. hero-god), vi.
511–512.

PETE-ER (Syracuse), vii.
670–671.

PETEER (Orphic), xii.
325–326.

PETER (St.), adoption by Cor-
nelles, i. 118, on binding and
loosing, i. 638, ii. 610–
621, call, i. 634, festivals,
v. 847, 848, 856–858, on home
life, vi. 769, and infall-
ibility, vi. 370, 279, and
Judaising, vi. 609, 610,
611, on justification, vii.
615, 616, marriage, iii.
611, and paper, vii. 620,
621, 626, and Paul, ix.
683, 684, 685, 695, 690, x.
520–521, 621, 625, 645,
politics, vii. 629, power of the
kings, vii. 123, x. 149–187,
and presbyters, i. 637, and
Simon Magus, xi. 619, 620–
621, 624, 625, on soul,
xi. 734, on supremne, xii.
385, 386.

PETEER (St.) (Russian Church
metropolitan), i. 868.

PETEER (king of Asron), and
Gellara, i. 284–285.

PETEER X (Tear), catechism, iii.
253–
1 Peter, ii. 575, 574; on baptiz-
ation, ii. 573, 574, and com-
mission with God, iii. 757–
758, criticism of, iv. 323,
eschatology, v. 387, Second
Coming, x. 285.

2 Peter, i. 574, and commis-
ion with God, iii. 759, es-
chatology, v. 387, Second
Coming, x. 285.

PETEER ABEILL. – See ABEILL.
PIETTE—PINDAR

PIETTE, E., and altruism, ili. 379, and écoles de commande ment, xi. 812, on cannibalism, ill. 197, and excasions (see evi dence for agriculture), i. 229-230, and painted stone age, see Mas d'Ajill, i. 823, xi. 812.


PIJU—See SWINE.


PILOW, K., 626; Annaense, i. 541, Lithuanian, iii. 54.

PILOT, SAMUEL (Karaite), vii. 671-672.

PILOTES—See PYROMES.

PIGGINI, LURI, on pile-structures (Hungary), vii. 789, on terre maire (Italy), vii. 770, 789.

PIKE, ALBERT (head of Palladist), vii. 294, 2055.

PIKARDO (= Bechghud), vi. 888.

PIKULLER (Old Prus. god), ix. 488.

PIKULI, K. C., and Baroda, ii. 423.

PILAMITUS (FOMORUS)—See AML.

PILAS (Switzerland), Devil's Bridge, i. 831.


"PILGRIMS, THE" (society of Americans in England), x. 342.

PILGRIMS, CHINESE, on serpent worship (Ind.), xi. 41F, see FA/HIAN, HI TEN-TEIANG, L-TING.

PILGRIMAGE, x. 19-28; Adams' i. 577, 888; Abbot, i. 270, Allahabad, i. 327a, Amarkantak, i. 370, Aŭmber, i. 371, Arab, i. 667-669, v. 141, 145; Babion, v. 129, 136, Badarían, i. 526, Bani, ii. 349, Banjara, ii. 347, 348, Banares, i. 466, 469, Badkist, x. 137-138, Egyptian, i. 369a, i. 825, 828; Amy, x. 19-20, 25c (Ind.), ii. 19, Xvoinese, i. 16, Celtic, ii. 726, Ceylon, i. 169, Chinese, ii. 556, 17, Christian, iv. 369, 18-28, Egyptian, i. 369a, 859, 859, v. 796, England, x. 19-20, Esthokur, v. 798, 809, feet Watson, v. 874, France, x. 214, Germany, x. 214, Gypsy, vi. 461, 462, 463, HARDWART, v. 515, 517, BAKER and JONES, x. 245, 346, Hindu, i. 466, 468, v. 859, and expedition, x. 859, (festival), vi. 369a, 369, 469, 470, x. 222, x. 223, x. 230, (festival), vi. 369a, 369, 469, 470, x. 222, x. 223, x. 230.

PILGRIM'S PROGRESS (Byun), ii. 809a, 900D, 901.

PILIKAM (Bab. saint), vi. 73.

PILLA, LOKKURÁNYA, on Bhagawan, vi. 376.

PILLAY, P. SUNDARAM, on Tamil literature, viii. 91.

PILLAI (Arunasala supreme god), i. 336, 344, v. 547, v. 179, abode, ii. 656.

PILLAR, vi. 678, v. 448, Aegae, i. 143, 145, Celtic, i. 840; Greek, vi. 784, Hamilt, v. 341, and phialism, v. 829, v. 700, v. 701, (Hin.), Padygian, i. 400, Semitic, i. 398, 341, x. 878, stone, xi. 878 (Gr.), See also PILES AND POSTS.

"PILLARS OF THE HOUSE" (Aegae), i. 143.

"PILLAR ROOMS" (Aegae), i. 822.

"PILLARS OF SHAMELESSNESS," ii. 827.

Pillars of Society (Isern), vii. 77.

PILSHEK, W. B., on attention, ii. 488.

PILSFUL (cassuaries), iii. 243.

PILUM NUMS (Rom. protecting spirit), ii. 648, iv. 859, x. 859.

PILYCOSSIS (Old Prus. god), ix. 488.

PILKITES (Slav. earth-dwelling), ix. 488.

PIMA (N. America), bloodshed, xii. 706, butterfly creator, i. 306, calendar, iii. 60, cosmogony, i. 848, crystals, ii. 858, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 436, death pollution, i. 457, vii. 706, deluge, iv. 547, 547, i. 306, festival, iii. 727, forgetting, ii. 739, 739, drinking, iv. 343, eagle, ii. 638, eagle beliefs, i. 518, iv. 547, i. 306, festivity, iii. 727, fishing, iv. 343, hair-cutting in mourning, iv. 769, iv. 379, philosophy, vi. 674, purification, iv. 543, xii. 706, state of the dead, xii. 823, "Tawin drinka", ii. 674, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823, xii. 823.

Pius, as offering, i. 333, iii. 748 (Cell.)

Pine, P. G. T., on Gypsies (Carpin thian), iv. 409.

Pince, T. H., on factory (Bab.), v. 728, on orientation (Bab.), vii. 145.

PINEAPPLE TRIBES (Ind. religious ceremony), ii. 239, 27.

PINCARABLE (On Chang), xi. 379, in Aspromont, iv. 391, on Apolls and asceticism, xii. 314, on Charity, iii. 379, on Deukalion's flood, iv. 354, in Dike, iv. 802, eschatology, v. 375, ethics and morality, v. 457, 488, on fate, v. 788, x. 379, on fortune, vi. 928, on frugality, vii. 28, 39, on friendship, vi. 28, on gree (Gre.), vi. 169, on God, vi. 28, x. 36-37, on Greek religion, iv. 414-415, on guardian spirit, iv. 691, on happiness, vi. 263, 268, on heroization, iv. 693, on hope, vi. 783, on Horn, xii. 708, on Hyperborea, vii. 58, on Islands of the Blest, ii. 697, on jealousy of the gods, v. 27, on justice, vi. 150, on life, vi. 29, 27, on magic in healing, vi. 540, on man, x. 36, 37, x. 36, x. 37, on milk and honey, vii. 37, 36, x. 36, 37, on prayer, x. 153, x. 154.
saliva, xi. 108, on 'serpent's egg', iii. 418, on Slava, xi. 658, on suicide, (Hyperborean), ix. 480, on sun-worship, (N. Afr.), ii. 596, on Venetian, (Necas), xi. 596, on year, (Cell.), iii. 787, on yeast, (Rom.), vii. 889, on Zoroaster, (date). i. 208.

PLINY THE YOUNGER, on Agape, i. 163, in Apologiae, i. 617, on children, (Rom.), iii. 746, on Christians, ii. 379, on demestica, ii. 749, on education, (Rom.), v. 208, in 214, on gladiatorial combats, xi. 624, on hymns (Syr. Chr.), v. 126, on infant exposure, i. 54, on infernal, vii. 257, 258, on liberality, iii. 925, on sacramentum, 904, on slaves, xi. 657, on suicide, xi. 318-323, on Sunday, xii. 104, on worship, (Chr.), xii. 764.

PLINY, H. N. Celtic birth customs, i. 6489.

PLUTARCH, ix. 309=317, 219; and asceticism, ii. 69, 69, 88, 98, on beauty, i. 159, ii. 440, on being, i. 450, on communion with deity, vii. 739, viii. 629, on conversation, vii. 729, on consciousness, i. 83, on cosmos, vii. 967, on ecstasy, v. 168, i. 440, on Epocondal, iii. 597, on enthusiasm, v. 317, on Enthusia, v. 317, on ethos, v. 416, 406, on extension, iii. 317, on extended, iii. 317, and Gnostics, iii. 317, on God, i. 179, vii. 700, on Good, ii. 82, 52, on immortality, i. 316, on individuals, ii. 213, on intuitionism, i. 39, on Logos, vii. 135, and love, vii. 173, and materialism, ix. 310, on mediumship, vii. 702-701, on metaphysics, vii. 397, on mysticism, ii. 317, on nature, iii. 317, and oversoul, iii. 384, on pantheism, iii. 612, on perspective, iii. 610-611, on philosophy, vi. 864, on Plato, iii. 316, on prayer, ix. 316, on psychology, v. 313-317, on reason, iii. 399, on salvation, vii. 700-701, on science, iii. 312, 313, 318, 319, on space, iii. 312, vii. 700, 761, on space, iii. 312, on space, vi. 709, on suicide, viii. 209, on time, iii. 311-312, on transmission, xiii. 434.

PLUCKITT, E. H., on Agape, materials, i. 174.

PLUMBEUS, F. C., on Pythagoreanism, xi. 786-787, on passion, xi. 786-787, on purification, ii. 378-379, on Pythagoreanism, ii. 392, on religion, x. 724, on sacrifice, xi. 80 (Cell.), 29-21 (Iran.), on satyr, xi. 211, on sacerdotal ritual, vii. 219, 220, 221, on slander, iii. 580, on soul, vii. 71, on state of the dead, iv. 589, on Stereia, i. 699, on suicide epidemics, ii. 29, on superstition, xii. 121, on syncretism, xii. 125, on temple (Cell.), i. 699, on Thebes and Athens, i. 371, on women (Gaul), v. 457.

PLUTARCH OF AThENS, and Academy, i. 67, Neo-Platonism, xii. 317.

PIETRO, and keys of Hades, vii. 12.

PLUTONIAN, vi. 549.

PLUTOS (Gr. wealth personified), i. 794.


PLUTUS, V(espul), (Jupiter), v. 247.

PLYMOUTH BRETHREN.—See BRETHREN, PLYMOUTH.

PLYMOUTH CONGREGATION, MASSACHUSETTS, i. 326-329.

PLYMOUTH PLANTATION, x. 332-34.

PLYMPTONIA (Gr. festival), cab. iii. 259, Agraclis, ii. 293, on vegetation, i. 485.

PNEUMatics and HEMATICS, xi. 381.

PNEUMATOPHILACII (heretics), vi. 707; Macedonianism, vii. 227, 227-228, 229, 229.

PNEUMONIA, acute, in alcoholics, i. 301, on friendship, (Athens), altar, i. 344.

PO (Cent. Aser. goddess), iii. 568.

PO (Folv. under world), ii. 682, on 108-109, xii. 518.

PO DÉSYN (Chann solar deity), iii. 345.

PO ÉLÉNAZ, (Choan god), iii. 345.

PO ÉLÉNAZ, (Choan god), iii. 345.

PO ÉLÉNAZ, (Choan god), iii. 345.

PO ÉLÉNAZ, (Choan god), iii. 345.

PO ÉLÉNAZ, (Choan goddess), iii. 345.

POMAC (Mayan feast), viii. 569.

POCH, R., on skulls (New Guinea), i. 346, on totemism (New Guinea), ix. 346.

POCHE (Chan goddess), iii. 569.

POCHAFO (Chan goddess), iii. 569.

POCHAFO (Chan goddess), iii. 569.

POCHAFO (Chan goddess), iii. 569.

PODBURGASKILL, on soul (Buriat), ii. 38.
Yoruba, x. 975. See also PILLAR
Poland (Slav god), x. 538.
Possidiano ( Apollinarist), xi. 318.
Possidius (Theomist), xii. 321-329.
Possidius Silvius, calendar, ill. 885, on festivals, v. 849.
Posner, i. 606; and Academy, i. 608 (note), conversion, iv. 1059, and Plato, x. 614.
Poem (Lyth. heart-god), ii. 316 (note), ix. 241.
Poem, American, xii. 797; Berkeley, il. 500; Burial, ill. 1106; Chinese, xii. 77; Hindu, xii. 842; Japanese, xii. 89.
Poldi, Remo, Virtuoso, (Barnabite missionary), ii. 421.
Polis (Gr. city-state), and religion, v. 404-405.
Polemies, "Ceremonies, and tabii, v. 736.
Polemies, x. 58-97; Aristotle, i. 304; Arrian, xii. 267; Athanasius, ill. 583; Bithynian, xii. 190; civil rights, ii. 681-688; communion, iii. 776; Divine Right, v. 608-682; Eusenian, v. 358-366; Fabian Society, v. 673-676; government, iv. 350-364; Greek, v. 739; Greek, xii. 262; individualism, iv. 224; infallibility, v. 257; 269-269; internationality, v. 359-360; Laos, tue; Locke, v. 118-119; loyalty, v. 155-166; Mencius, xii. 543; Middle Ages, xii. 99-100; Mill (John Stuart), vii. 614; origin and solidity, v. 597-598; Plutarch, x. 739; rebellion, revolution, x. 598-559; Renaissance, v. 106-111; Roman, xii. 221; Sidgwick, xi. 504; sophists, vii. 690-691; State, v. 814-817; Taoism, xii. 189; theocracy, v. 258-269; and utilitarianism, x. 1024.
Polemic (Aristotelian), i. 790; xix.
Polemical Economy. See Economic.
Polemical Economy, (John Stuart Mill), v. 649.
Polemical Zionism, Herzl and, xii. 867-867.
Polemic (party in Greek Orthodox Church), vi. 427.
Polemics (Plato), x. 57; 580; 59; on custom, xii. 783.
Polemic, Aristotle, i. 790.
Polemic, Christian, iii. 599-600.
Sidgwick, xi. 505.
Polemics, Christian, ii. 17, marriage, iii. 501.
Polemi, Jacob, casuistry, ix. 243.
Polemi, A. W., "On the Castle of Perserverance," v. 582.
Polemi, F. C., on miracle plays, vii. 634.
Polemi, F., on contract, iv. 909.
Polemi, F. and F. W. Mantland, on imprisonment, x. 344.
Polemi, T. (Mah.), vii. 888-889.
Polemi, American, xii. 628-629, death (see Death-Political), by outcasts, ix. 352-360.
Polemi, on altar, i. 343; on heresy, x. 39; and masked, viii. 436.
Polemi and Castor. See Castor and Polemi.
Polemi, A. W., xii. 797; on Assam, i. 136; on cannibalism, xii. 201 (Sumatra), 202 (Java), 203 (Tataar), on Prester John, x. 279; and slavery, xi. 600.
Polemi ( = Marco and his relatives), and missions, v. 709; 710.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
Polemi, Pol. Pol. (= Reread), ii. 469.
emperors and popes, ii. 855, 856.
Pontifical, ix. 544.
Pontifical College, vii. 886.
Pontifical of Dunstan, on union, xii. 310.
Pontifical of Egbert, on abbet conversion, i. 87, on union, vii. 315.
Pontifical of Magdalen College, on extreme unction, xii. 514.
Pontifical Romanum, on confirmation, iv. 10, on coronation, ix. 639, on union, xii. 513.
Pontificia (episcopal ornaments), i. 9.
Pontifical, xii. 544, 545–546.
Pontius Pilatus, and Zealots, ii. 851, 852.
Pontivy (France), rock-stones, xi. 106.
Post (Cham god), ii. 652.
Post (Asia Minor), Amhikulate, i. 419, Christianity, i. 629, monasteries, ii. 706.
Post (Lataes, Christian Tabars, xii. 451, agriculture, i. 222, animal-worship, i. 469.
Postwar, Parnass (Cent. Ind. 709), in iii. 1006.
'Pony' (Zulu fetish), v. 901.
Poo-yo-ye-gwe (Shihia), xii. 490.
Pools, sacred (Melanesia), viii. 535.
Portrait (W.H.), Anglo-Jerusalem, i. 482.
Poe Olun (Cham god), iii. 344.
Pooins, ant-hill dance, i. 501, College, v. 162, grist-stone in birth-rites, xii. 874, Prathbhan Samaj, x. 105, water-worship, xii. 719.
'Poo Motor' (=Christians), iii. 674.
Pooe Celestial Heimitts (Chronological order), i. 1022.
Pooe, (Chromological order), i. 107.
Pooe Heimitts of Angelo Claro (Ch. religious order), i. 2734.
Pooe Law Boards, x. 142.
Pooe Men of Lombardy, vi. 629, 621.
Pooe Man of Lombardy, vi. 629, 621.
Pooe Men of Lyons, iii. 574, vi. 620, x. 618, xii. 667; Waldo and, xii. 466.
Pooe Poets, xii. 67.
Pooe, (Chromological order), i. 327, 350 (parvix), Greek, i. 327, Jewish, iii. 391.
Pooe Robin's Almanac, on All Souls Day, i. 231, on Pancake day, xii. 742.
'Pooe soils' (= spirits), feeding at Carnival, iii. 217.
Pooe Ovul (Cham god), xii. 343.
Pooe Ovulian (Cham god), xii. 343.
Pooe (Mayan month), iii. 129.
Pooe, market, vii. 418.
Pooe (Cham god, iii. 129.
Pooe, adoration of, i. 121, as Antichrist, i. 581, in Armenian Church, i. 803, and

Poé, A., optimism, ix. 808, syncretism, xii. 107.
Poé, G. O., on Kurz, vii. 91, on buddhism, viii. 91, on Savism, vii. 99.
Poé, W., on certainty (religious), ii. 219, 330, on holiness (ascetic), vi. 746, on perfection, vi. 790, 791, 792, 793.
Poé (To the prophet), x. 281.
Poélichant, Poélichant (=Cathars), vii. 619, x. 697, xii. 446.
Poëlar-tree, vii. 412.
Polelton (Romon festival), xii. 194, xii. 837.
Pooe, A., (Russ epic hero), vi. 665.
Pooe (Bishop and King Harald, Godrom, hot iron ordeal, xii. 531.
Pooe, (Tolkein), calendar, xii. 114.
Pooe Islanders, xii. 294; dancing, xii. 294, demons, ii. 294, human sacrifice, ii. 294, round dances and dances, ii. 294.
Pooe Ram (defied Cham king), xii. 342, 343.
Pooe Rasullah (Cham god), xii. 342, 343.
Pooe Raya (Cham god), xii. 342, 343.
Pooe of Xeres, vii. 162.
Pooe, Espani, cult, i. 352, totologicalism, xii. 352.
Pooe Troit (=Twich Twrth), x. 34, 40, xii. 294, 299.
Pooe, John, and Philadelphia, xii. 393.
Pooe, Porcius, ('Sagittarius'), xii. 593, 594; images, vii. 159.
Pooe, Porcius, ('Sagittarius'), xii. 593, 594; images, vii. 159.
Pooe (Ethiopian under world), xii. 494.
Pooe, Porcius, ('Sagittarius'), xii. 593, 594; images, vii. 159.
Pooe (Ethiopian under world), xii. 494.
Pooe, Porcius, ('Sagittarius'), xii. 593, 594; images, vii. 159.
Pooe (Ethiopian under world), xii. 494.
Pooe, Porcius, ('Sagittarius'), xii. 593, 594; images, vii. 159.
Pooe (Ethiopian under world), xii. 494.
RAMANUJAS—RAPPITES

RAMÉSVARA (Brähmanical cave at Ellora), v. 2709.
RAMÉSVARAL (island), i. 879; architecture, i. 7432.
RAMÉSAWAR (Gāya), v. 181; evil spirits, vi. 1809.
RAMÉXIQU (in Chibcha mythology), v. 1709.
RAM KRIKIN PAHRAKHISA, and Kusa Kaul, Chanda Sen, ii. 8292.
RAMILA (Palestine), Sūfi monas-
tery, i. 1099.
Rām Loa ('Play of Rāma'), x. 5749.
RAMA (Adāl), ii. 2599.
RAMMOHAN RAY, RAMAHOYA
R1, RAMAHOY, and RONU
(India), ii. 2494; believers, x. 8239; and Brahmsa Samaj, vi. 8144—8159; and missions (Chp.), viii. 739; and Upasi-

Rāmā Prakāsha, (Ind. sea-god), xii. 7179.
RĀMA-TASKAS ('coins of Rāma'), iii. 7089.
RĀMĀWATS. — See RĀMĀNĐA-
Rāmāyana. (Hin. lit.), vii. 6079; xii. 1109; v. 5749—
5789; on abhiseka of Rāma, i. 2498; on Agastya, i. 1818; on asceticism, ii. 919; on Babu, vii. 609; on descent to Hades, iv. 6539; on Diti, iv. 3909; and drams, iv. 8579; on fate, v. 7699; on Gaṅga, Gaṅges, vii. 7599; on God, vii. 2499; on heroes, vii. 6096; 6619; Kanaore, vii. 969; on karmā, xii. 5019; on Kṛṣṇa, vii. 1979; on Mahārāma, iv. 1899; on ordeal, ix. 5249; on pantheism, ix. 639; on priesthood, x. 3169; on Rāma incarnation, vii. 7939; on salvation to monarch, xi. 1009; Tamil, vii. 999; on Uttarmakura, ii. 6999.
RĀMAYA. — See EKANTADA-
RĀMAYA.
RĀMAZĀN BABĀNIL KICHER
BĀIRĀM (Turk Ramadan festival), v. 8399.
RAMBA (clan of Niel Dinka), iv. 599.
RAMBAM. — See Maimonides.
RAMBAN. — See Nahmanides.
RAMBLER. — Ultramontanism, xii. 5999.
RAM CHANDRA BUDHAGOGH, and Brahmsa Samaj, ii. 8149; 8199; 8199.
Rāma-charita-mānas. — See Rāma-
charita-mānas.
RAMḌAS (Sikh guru), and Am-
ritsar, iii. 3999; vi. 5079; and Gurdwara.
RĀMDĀT, RĀMDĀS (Sikh sect), iii. 5099; 5119.
RĀMDĀSPER (= Amitsar), vi. 5999.
RĀMDĀS UDAŚ, vii. 5059.
RĀMDĪT PIR (Hind. sect), xii. 3319.
RAMBESS. — See RAMES.
RAMŚEHWAR BHATT, on Tokārām, vi. 2699.
RAMANJAS. — See RAMES.
RAMESWARA (Brähmanical cave at Ellora), v. 2709.
RAMESWARAL (island), i. 879; architecture, i. 7432.
RAMESWAR (Gāya), v. 181; evil spirits, vi. 1809.
RAMESXIQU (in Chibcha mythology), v. 1709.
RAM KRIKIN PAHRAKHISA, and Kusa Kaul, Chanda Sen, ii. 8292.
RAMILA (Palestine), Sūfi monas-
tery, i. 1099.
Rām Loa ('Play of Rāma'), x. 5749.
RAMAN (Adāl), ii. 2599.
RAMMOHAN RAY, RAMAHOYA
R1, RAMAHOY, and RONU
(India), ii. 2494; believers, x. 8239; and Brahmsa Samaj, vi. 8144—8159; and missions (Chp.), viii. 739; and Upasi-

Rāmā Prakāsha, (Ind. sea-god), xii. 7179.
RĀMA-TASKAS ('coins of Rāma'), iii. 7089.
RĀMĀWATS. — See RĀMĀNĐA-
Rāmāyana. (Hin. lit.), vii. 6079; xii. 1109; v. 5749—
5789; on abhiseka of Rāma, i. 2498; on Agastya, i. 1818; on asceticism, ii. 919; on Babu, vii. 609; on descent to Hades, iv. 6539; on Diti, iv. 3909; and drams, iv. 8579; on fate, v. 7699; on Gaṅga, Gaṅges, vii. 7599; on God, vii. 2499; on heroes, vii. 6096; 6619; Kanaore, vii. 969; on karmā, xii. 5019; on Kṛṣṇa, vii. 1979; on Mahārāma, iv. 1899; on ordeal, ix. 5249; on pantheism, ix. 639; on priesthood, x. 3169; on Rāma incarnation, vii. 7939; on salvation to monarch, xi. 1009; Tamil, vii. 999; on Uttarmakura, ii. 6999.
RĀMAYA. — See EKANTADA-
RĀMAYA.
RĀMAZĀN BABĀNIL KICHER
BĀIRĀM (Turk Ramadan festival), v. 8399.
RAMBA (clan of Niel Dinka), iv. 599.
RAMBAM. — See Maimonides.
RAMBAN. — See Nahmanides.
RAMBLER. — Ultramontanism, xii. 5999.
RAM CHANDRA BUDHAGOGH, and Brahmsa Samaj, ii. 8149; 8199; 8199.
Rāma-charita-mānas. — See Rāma-
charita-mānas.
RAMḌAS (Sikh guru), and Am-
ritsar, iii. 3999; vi. 5079; and Gurdwara.
RĀMDĀT, RĀMDĀS (Sikh sect), iii. 5099; 5119.
RĀMDĀSPER (= Amitsar), vi. 5999.
RĀMDĀS UDAŚ, vii. 5059.
RĀMDĪT PIR (Hind. sect), xii. 3319.
RAMBESS. — See RAMES.
RAMŚEHWAR BHATT, on Tokārām, vi. 2699.
RAMANJAS. — See RAMES.
RAMESWARA (Brähmanical cave at Ellora), v. 2709.
RAMESWARAL (island), i. 879; architecture, i. 7432.
RAMESWAR (Gāya), v. 181; evil spirits, vi. 1809.
RAMESXIQU (in Chibcha mythology), v. 1709.
RAM KRIKIN PAHRAKHISA, and Kusa Kaul, Chanda Sen, ii. 8292.
RAMILA (Palestine), Sūfi monas-
tery, i. 1099.
Rām Loa ('Play of Rāma'), x. 5749.

Reformation (Israel), viii. 443, 449-449, 459, 454, 455, 455.

Reformation (Oriental), vii. 621, x. 349, 349-354, and drunkenness, v. 399.

Reformed Catholic Churches (New York), xi. 329.

Reformed Catholic Churches (Italy), iii. 849.

Reformed Churches, x. 620-621; Christ's descent to Hades, iv. 657-658, Church government, x. 619-620, Confessions, iii. 849-850, communion tokens, xii. 359, congregationalism, iv. 266, and divorce, viii. 439-440, ii. 617, in-183, In-157, Kenosis, iv. 659-660, and Mass, x. 617, military service, xii. 659, mystification, xii. 617, oration, xii. 617, sacraments, x. 617, sanctification, xii. 182-183, Scriptum, x. 621, Second Coming, xii. 659, and Salvation, xii. 659, sovereignty (divine), xii. 759, Spirit (Holy), x. 800-801, and synod, xii. 161-165, tokens, xii. 359, Trinity, x. 617, worship, xii. 774.

Reformed Church in America, viii. 628-629.

Reformed Church of England (see Reformed Episcopal Church in the United Kingdom).

Reformed Church in France, x. 259-258.

Reformed Church in the United States (German Reformed Church), x. 260, 625-629.

Reformed Christians (Tent- pists), vii. 441.

Reformed Dutch Churches in New York and New Jersey, x. 622-629.

Reformed Dutch Churches in North America, x. 628-629.

Reformed Episcopal Church of America, x. 631; Declaration of Principles, iii. 859-859.

Reformed Episcopal Church of Great Britain, x. 632.

Reformed Episcopal Church in the United Kingdom (Reformed Church of England), x. 629, 631-632, xii. 326; psalmody, xii. 276.

Reformed Presbyterian Church (Cameronian), tokens, xii. 359.

Reformed Presbyterian Church of New York, tokens, xii. 359.

'Reformation Presbytery,' x. 259.

'Reformers,' (Disciples of Christ), iv. 719-714.

'Reform Judaism,' (Rabbi), x. 624.

Reform Society (China), xii. 319.

'Refrenser Sunday,' v. 779.

Regale (organs), xii. 329.

Regale, x. 634; Gallicanism, vi. 182.

Regale, x. 639-639; bracelets, x. 677, in election of kings, x. 642, investiture, x. 637, orb, x. 638, relic of dead kings, x. 639-634, rings, x. 678, royal fetishes, x. 632-639, sacredness, iv. 341, sceptre, x. 639-639, symbol of kingship, x. 634-639, and tree cult, xii. 414, umbrella, x. 637.

Regard for Life—See Life.

Recaatia (Samal), v. 887.

Regem (Sem. 'blessed god'), ii. 289.

Regeneration, x. 659-649; Arminianism, i. 809, and baptism, iv. 379, 399, 399, 399, 399, 401, 403, x. 647-648, Boehme, ii. 782-783, Calvin, xii. 161, Christian, x. 17-18, efficient cause, x. 642-649, Hindu, x. 646, Jesus Christ and, vii. 529-529, Jewish, x. 644, and justification, ii. 403, Mennonite, vii. 659, mysticism, x. 649-649, OT, x. 639, Pajonik, x. 816, and perseverance, iv. 769, 770, physiology, x. 641, Stoic, x. 641, Stoic, x. 644, subsidiary causes, x. 643-644, Swedenborg, xii. 131, 132, syner- ginism, x. 649-649.

Regeneration (biological), i. 601.


Regula, i. 649, 659, 789, vii. 839.

Regestigrapha (Rom. festival), x. 829, 879, 837.

Regilla (wife of Hercules Atticus), epigram, xii. 677.

Regional (bishop of Arras), and Canthari, i. 279-277.


Regio di Parma, and magic, x. 329.

Regional (Eddi poem), i. 161.

Regionaltaus Jorn, calendar, ii. 85, and 'Jacob's staff,' vii. 899.

Regions Beyond (mission), vii. 739.

Rémi, S., occasionalism, iv. 449-449.

Registration of experience, vii. 4.

Regimi Domini, i. 391.

Regnald, P., and interpretation (Ved.), vii. 369.

Regina Port (Finn epic hero), vii. 649.

Regolamento (Rule of Redemp- torists), viii. 579.

Regrete (Lyric), x. 609.

Regula Antonii, viii. 789.

Regula Benedicti, ii. 77.

Regula Consensoria Monachorum, viii. 789.

Regulae secreti auctoris, viii. 789.

Regulae Sanctorum Pauli et Stephani, viii. 789.

Regulae, duratio, ii. 109.

Regulus, dress, v. 629.

Reyn, on Thor images, vii. 149.

Reyna (form of Hinduism), viii. 99.

Reynia (Venetian goddess), vii. 469.

Rey, H., on mime (Rom.), vii. 929.

Reichsamt (Germany), non- sension, viii. 799.

Reid, Archibald, and organ, v. 624.

Reid, Thomas, and egoism, x. 679, and motive, v. 899, 899, 899, 899, 899, x. 264, and power, x. 145, realism, x. 849, and space, x. 769, and universality, x. 517.

Reid, William, and Plymouth Brethren, ii. 849.

Reiferfust, A., on concordats, iii. 907.

Regius of Law, ii. 200, and theism, xii. 293.

Reilly, J. R., and Reformed (Ger- man) Church in U.S.A., x. 629.


Rein, J. J., on elements (Jap.), iii. 119, on Japanese, vii. 481.

Reinach, Salomon, on amphidromia, x. 648, on cave paintings, i. 829, 829, on comparison with deity (Gr.), iii. 767, on Druids, v. 829-839, on Druids and idolatry, v. 129, on images, i. 319, on relics, i. 329, on religion, x. 769, on rude stone monuments, x. 899, on sacrifices, x. 39, on serpent- cult, iii. 397, (Celt.), v. 400, (Paleolithic), on Silenos, x. 514, on veneration of saints (Ch.), x. 689, on woman and serpent, x. 417.

Reinard de Vos (W. van Utenhove), x. 769.

Reinart's Historie (continuation of Reinart de Vos), x. 764.

Reinarta, Fulpes (version of Reymond story), x. 769.

Renaud, J. T., on aura of Yma, vii. 709.

Renunciation.—See MEDITA- TION.

Reindeer (Tungus), xii. 749, 749, 749.
RIGEDŽADÓN, on dreams, v. 393.
RILD, RISE (Nyika tribe), x. 424, 425.
RING. See RISO.
RISI, JACOB, on holiness in (New York), v. 777.
RISTBLÄTT (Cham festival), x. 349.
RINGKÖVINGAR (Buddhist Sutra), x. 492.
RISUKY- (Buddhist), x. 349.
RISU—See RSG.
RISLEY, H. H., on Ahir population, x. 349.
RISO. See RSG.
RISU—See RSG.
SACRAMENT OF THE PRAYER-OIL—SACRIFICE

151, vi. 557, Litany, viii. 89.
SACRED HEART OF MARY, viii. 89.
SACRED HEART TO MARY, viii. 89.
SACRED INNOCENT IN catechists, xii. 139.
SACRED LAVES OF THE AGNUS, on Silesia, xii. 119.
SACRED MARRIAGE.—See MARRIAGE.
SACRED MARRIAGE.
SACRED NUMBERS.—See NUMBERS.
SACRED OBJECTS, sanctifying, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED PARTS OF VESSELS, xi. 474.
SACRED SHIPS AND BOATS, xi. 474.
SACRED SHIRT AND DIBBLE (Zor.), vi. 235.
SACRED STONES, x. 59, 514.
SACRED TREES, x. 58, 514.
SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.
SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.
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SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.
SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.
SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.
SACRED TREES, i. 559, Canaanite, iii. 189.
SACRED TREES, i. 359, 434, 344.

SALVATION ARMY—SAMOA

SAMAN-DEWIIYA, SAMAATA, SUMATA, (deity of Adam's Peak), i. 87-88.
SAMAATA (Assam, history), ii. 135.
SAMAATA (Adam's Peak), i. 87-88.
SAMAATA (Ind. tribe), marriage rites, viii. 2899.
SAMBANDHAR (Ind. poet), hymns, viii. 919.
SAMBARA (Budd, hell), ii. 6399.
SAMBARA (Ultra gade), i. 579.
SAMBATON, SABBATON, xi. 167-168.
SAMBHAR DEO (Cen. Prov. god), i. 1151.
SAMBHAT (Lapland), images and idols, viii. 1498, 1590.
SAMBHU (Colombia), fetishes, v. 9039.
SAMBHATA (Budd, hell), vii. 6390.
SAMBALE (Celt. festival), iii. 3907, 514, 2990, v. 8390, 8409, fairies, v. 681, 8390.
SAMAD (summer period of Celt year), ii. 909.
SAMBHATA (Medina), i. 875, viii. 518.
AL-SAM, S B AH (Arab actor), iv. 877.
SAMBHARA (see Sambhara), sambhara, on ancestor worship (Koreat), viii. 7699, on holy places (Koreat), viii. 7699.
SAMBHARA (see Sambhara), sambhara, on ancestor worship (Koreat), viii. 7699, on holy places (Koreat), viii. 7699.
SAMBHALI, goa, 11497.
SAMBHALI (Jew. angel of death), li. 549, iv. 4979, viii. 419.
SAMBHANYAH (branch of Khal- wathyynah), v. 7269.
SAMBHALIKA RATA (Satta, on nirvana), iv. 2369.
SAMBHARY (Jap. author), ed., 59, 78; Supranomo Monogogynia.
SAMBHARYAS (Budd, sect), vi. 689, viii. 188-189.
SAMBHARY (in Tembe myth), vii. 167.
SAMBHARY (v. 457, 4589; 169-169; love-worship, viii. 1629, sacred places, xii. 2379.
SAMBHALI, NAVADAR LANDS, ii. 2369; abode of the blest, ii. 6829, adulteries punishment, ii. 1549, animal manifestation of gods, i. 4899, animal possession, i. 4979, 2989, 5099, iii. 3099, animal tabu, i. 9099, animal-worship, i. 4899, bird omen, ii. 2439, blood-feud, iii. 7999, 7299, butterfly god, i. 5099, cannibalism, iii. 1099, 1979, 2099, canoe-building and launching, vi. 4799, canoe burial, x. 4799, ceremonial combats, i. 1109, chastity, iii. 4799, 4799, circumcisions, iii. 6099, 6699, 6099, 6199, covens, x. 811, 819, covering of mouth, vii. 8399, Creoles, vi. 6399, crimes and punishments, iv.

SEMARGLA, ZEMTKEIJA (Slav goddess), x. 333.

SEMERE (Malay Pen.), circumcision, phil., 367.

SEMENTIVE (Rom. festival), invocation of earth-goddess, x. 130.

SEMERIA, GIOVANNI, Modernism, vii. 760.

SEMERE (New Guinea spirits), ix. 342.

SERMI, ANZIS, HOMOJONI, ix. 780, 781, ii. 169, xi. 318, 374, 378, 787.

SERMI JATRI (Kandhi festival), vii. 347.

SEMINOLES, ix. 61, xi. 376, 379, breath, ii. 838, children, vi. 176, continuity, ii. 397, death, ii. 836, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 422, 432, xi. 377, dress, xi. 377, festivals, v. 90, xi. 467, superstition, x. 467, religious beliefs, xi. 376, soul, ii. 838, state of the dead, xii. 321, tribal society, xi. 376.

SEM-PHALAJANM, ii. 700-711, grace, vi. 369, 371.

SEMIBAKIR (mythical queen of Assyria), x. 109, 166; in Armenia, i. 704.

SEMIS, PARAPATTERIS, JOHN ROBINSON, x. 305.

SUKHADA (Sumatra), xii. 240, 262.
SUKHARASA, yi. 100, 110.

SUKHADANA (disciple of Rima-
anda), y. 579, 571.
SUKHAB (Savita mendicante), x. 864, 867.
SUKHAVATI (Bud., Western Par-
dise), i. 98, 99, ii. 689, iv. 1389; Avalokita and, i. 258, 259, Japanese, i. 701.
Sukhāvīṭā (Bud. work), ii. 258, viii. 894; on Avaloka-
kitā and Amitābha, i. 258, 259; on life of a Buddha, i. 90, on righteousness, x. 779, on Western Paradise (Sukhāvatī), y. 701.
SUKHO (Egypt, sacred crocodile), offering to, ii. 59.
SUKHODAGOPATAM—See Rudra
SINGH.
SUKHā (Talmudic tractate), on abusa, i. 54, on fate, v. 739, on fasting, v. 894, on priesthood, x. 324, on righteousness, x. 803, on Shamai, xi. 447.
SUKHAITHEL—See TARNACLES, FEAST OF.
SUKLIS (sub-castes of Bengal
Tartis), ii. 233.
SUKRA—See KAVITĀ, UŚIRAS.
SUKRA-HARA (Jap. dwarf god), i. 701, vi. 669, xi. 465, 467.
SUKRAS (Suras, deities), xi. 464.
SUKRAS (Jap. Wednesday), iii. 117.
SUKRAS (man who fed Buddha), ii. 882.
SUKRAS (Afr. pastoral people), x. 665; agriculture, ix. 668, animal husbandry, x. 669, dress, ix. 664, dwellings, ix. 664, feast, x. 666, food beliefs, x. 578, grass, ix. 667, kowry, vi. 769, 771, inheritance, vi. 293, men and cattle, ix. 667, milk, ix. 667, prayer, x. 566, 574, 666, state of the dead, xii. 771.
SUKRA (British Cham Friday), iii. 701.
SUKRA-DVA, and Purānas, iii. 369.
SUKRAMA (Kasite god of war), xii. 701.
SUKRAMŚA (In. collection of tales, viii. 119, x. 119.
SUKTO-DAS (Hind. saint), and Charan-Das, iii. 369.
SUKRA (paradise of Amitābha), xii. 258.
TAYLOR—TELEOLOGY

psychology, xii. 237-238, on science and philosophy, xy. 259; in Socrates, xy. 665.
TAYLOR, C., on Socrates, xy. 449.
TAYLOR, George, on Amis (Fortessa), vi. 89.
TAYLOR, Graham, on settlements, xy. 424, 425.
TAYLOR, Jeremy, on almsgiving, x. 889, on Aristophanes, i. 811, on Cambridge Platonism, ill. 167, 170, on casuistry, ill. 245, on despair, xy. 780, on fasting, xy. 699, on heresy, xii. 324, on original sin, xii. 662, on sobriety, xy. 633.
TAYLOR, J. (Plymouth Brother), xy. 477.
TAYLOR, J. Hudson (Ch. missionary), viii. 731, 741.
TAYLOR, Meade, on cromlechs (Duncom), xii. 126.
TAYLOR, Nathaniel W., on New England Theology, v. 226, 227.
TAYLOR, R., on Mâni, xy. 639, on tabu, xii. 182.
TAYLOR, Thomas, and Society of Friends, vi. 144.
TAYLOR, W. E., on Nyika, ix. 429.
TAYLOR, Cyllene, on hospitality (Bab.), xy. 517.
TAYLOR-SCHICHER, Collection (Genizah), vi. 888.
TATT (Egypt. goddess), x. 761.
TATUMVANAR (Sarva poet), v. 238.
TATYAF (name of Pharaoh Mansa), x. 549.
TAX, M. A., and Tatyibiyah, x. 723.
TATYNTYCHUS, TAUHTYNYTH (Mub. religious order), x. 7224.
(T)EARI (Abbey king), on Assyrian gods, xii. 57.
TALEMOPATOS, PWS (Burm. feast), iii. 39.
TASSET (Barber Scorpion), vi. 810.
TENAKA (Assiniboine chief), x. 437.
TEntirat Agaga, i. 167.
TERRYBRES.——See CHERRYBRES.
TETHYS (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 859.
TERTIUS, V. G., and Telespy, xii. 373.
TETHRONHOK, Church music, ix. 314.
TET-MA-LO (Chemul), ii. 470.
TET-MAY, CHEKI (Mordvin god), xy. 152.
TICHINGIANK (= Gypsies), vi. 409.
TICHURASHERS.——See TICHURASHER.
TILGER-SHUBS (Gen. deity), x. 481.
TOCAMANA (Hopi snake-nait), xi. 401.
TIA, v. 794.
TIGER-BROTHERS (Ch. religious order), v. 710.
Teaching of Psalms, on life, viii. 228-229.
TIEGHE (Okatistat), ii. 69-70.
TI-AKA-IA-ROE (Mangaian supreme being), xii. 243.
TRAP (= Easter Island), v. 131-134.
TRASHADERAJ (Zor. Armen. festi- va), i. 789.
TRASH (Bab. month), ill. 329.
TRASH (Heb. month), ill. 109.
TRASH (Jew. month), ill. 117.
TRASH (= Tetheth), ill. 795.
TRASH (Persian), on adorers, i. 127, on circumcision, i. 672, 674, 675.
TRAPY (Mex. day symbol), iii. 129.
TRAPYCE (Mex. moon-god), iv. 168, v. 814.
TRAPYCEL (Mex. feast), vii. 619.
TRAPYCE (Mex. month), ill. 125.
TRAPYCEL, FLYING PANThER (Kickapo), i. 324.
TRAPYCELL (= Takanas).
TERAS (Hamites), i. 160, 162.
TERRAN (Hamites), v. 487.
TERRIS, xii. 215; as amulet, xii. 215, filing, ii. 234, viii. 206 (Malay Pen.), x. 442, knocking out, ii. 233-234, 248 (Aust.), x. 448, mutilation, xii. 215, as ornament, xii. 215, as relics, xii. 834, xii. 615, xii. 615, and soul-substance (Indo.), vii. 234, as trophy, v. 534, xii. 219.
TETEFTUM, in divination, iv. 779.
TETJATUT (Umbrian god), v. 460.
TETJATUT (Welsh goddess), v. 460.
TETJATUT (Sikh guru), vii. 509; Jajaitasi (part of Gurudw), vi. 390.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Germany), 'Antichristus' ('miracle play'), v. 189.
TETJATUT, DECLARATION OF, iii. 804.
TETJATUT (Abyss. demon), i. 35.
TETJATUT (Cola god), and magical cauldron, i. 694, xii. 210.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Sikh guru), vii. 509; Jajaitasi (part of Gurudw), vi. 390.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Germany), 'Antichristus' ('miracle play'), v. 189.
TETJATUT, DECLARATION OF, iii. 804.
TETJATUT (Abyss. demon), i. 35.
TETJATUT (Cola god), and magical cauldron, i. 694, xii. 210.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Sikh guru), vii. 509; Jajaitasi (part of Gurudw), vi. 390.
TETJATUT (Germany), 'Antichristus' ('miracle play'), v. 189.
TETJATUT, DECLARATION OF, iii. 804.
TETJATUT (Abyss. demon), i. 35.
TETJATUT (Cola god), and magical cauldron, i. 694, xii. 210.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Sikh guru), vii. 509; Jajaitasi (part of Gurudw), vi. 390.
TETJATUT (Germany), 'Antichristus' ('miracle play'), v. 189.
TETJATUT, DECLARATION OF, iii. 804.
TETJATUT (Abyss. demon), i. 35.
TETJATUT (Cola god), and magical cauldron, i. 694, xii. 210.
TETJATUT (Greek, Saut., and Zignium), xii. 489.
TETJATUT (Sikh guru), vii. 509; Jajaitasi (part of Gurudw), vi. 390.
TETJATUT (Germany), 'Antichristus' ('miracle play'), v. 189.
TETJATUT, DECLARATION OF, iii. 804.
TETJATUT (Abyss. demon), i. 35.
TETJATUT (Cola god), and magical cauldron, i. 694, xii. 210.
Testament of Jacob, on Levites, x. 305.

Testament of Joseph, on long-suffering, vii. 139.

Testament of our Lord, xii. 173.

on abracadabra, i. 39, on Acapulco, i. 171, on Antichrist. i. 39.

on baptism (lay), vii. 720.

on chasms, vii. 495.

on fasting, vii. 767.

on fasting, v. 776.

on fasting, vi. 358, 380, 387.

on invocation, viii. 408, 411, 412, 413.

on laity in church services, vii. 771.

on laity in baptism, vii. 770.

on lay preachers, vii. 771.

on light symbolism, vii. 63.

on light tabu, iv. 290.

on ministry, viii. 601, 674.

on ordination, ix. 641, 642, 643, 651, 652.

on prayers, x. 179.

on preaching of the dead, vii. 210, 211, 212.

onunction, viii. 512.

Testament of Solomon, conjunctions, iv. 438.

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, i. 556.

on Beisar, i. 575.

on conscience, iv. 42.

on demons and spirits, iv. 500, 604.

on dreams, iv. 812.

on dualism, v. 113.

on exegesis, v. 379, 381.

on Messias, vii. 576.

See also Testament of our Lord.

Testamentum Domini.—See Testament of our Lord.

Testard, Paul, Amyraldism, i. 406.

Test Articles (Fifteen) of Bishop Gardiner (1555), i. 854.

Tests Island (of New Guinea), i. 406.

Testimonies of the Lord (Amana Society), i. 362–363.

Tet (Egyptian prince), Pyramid text, viii. 629.

Teta (Egyptian saint), xi. 769.

Tet-Tah (Maori month), i. 133.

Teta-Sheka (Egyptian queen) (Sele), on offerings to dead, i. 443.

Tet-Tau-Mut-Rati, Te-Tau-Poai (Society Islands seasons), i. 133.

Tetemaryer (Melan. month), i. 133.

Tetepsen (Egyptian water-god), xi. 710.

Tetys-Inian (Mex. goddess), vi. 614.

Tetys-feast, vi. 616.

Tetramorph.—See Tetramorphs.

Te-Triha (Fomorian king), ii. 268.

Teuthis (Gr. goddess), iv. 149.

Teyten (Dakota), liver, x. 376.

Teyten (Sac. priest), vii. 711.

Spider beliefs, i. 628.

Te-Toru (Maori month), iii. 133.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.

Tetrabiblos, or Quadrupletus (I t oly m y), astrology, xii. 855.
TOAR (Celebes god), i. 254, vii. 248.
TOARITI (New Guinea), gifts, vi. 199, hunting prohibitions, vi. 879, spirits, ii. 342.
TOBOSU (American), i. 735, vi. 529, ix. 468, Huichol, vi. 829, Huron, i. 333, Ojibwa, ii. 458, as sacrifice, i. 335, Siamese, vi. 451.
TOBARA (Celebes tribe), orientation, x. 86.
TOHIA B. MOSES, HAU-MAT'IK (Karaite translator), vii. 667.
TOLEY, BOOK OF, Abijah story, i. 239, Adamahwagi, ii. 596, on Asmodeus, iv. 600-601, on magic, vii. 302, Median folk-story, vii. 244.
TOBONARK (Celebes tribe), sacred poles, x. 99.
TOBOSKARAPAS, DAKA (Celebes tribe), ii. 479.
TOBOSKARAPAS, DAKA (Malay Archipelago), vi. 79, 78, 273, 500, 409, 156, 359, 358, 557, 379, 378, 354, 353, sacramental meal, x. 899, sacred days and numbers, iii. 368-367, sacrifice and offerings, iii. 359, second husband, i. 123, an-eating, xi. 572, snake-bite cure, x. 417, snake superstitions, x. 418, social organization, x. 664, xii. 354, sorcery, xii. 337, state of the dead, vi. 824, stone circles, iv. 481, sun-myth, vi. 712, tattung, xii. 211, temples, xii. 240, villages, xi. 664, 669, water-spirits, xii. 718, women, x. 607, x. 499.
TOH, JACOPO DA, HYMNS, vii. 319.
TOH, R. ASALI, x. 631.
To'ENTH (Malay mythical being), viii. 301.
TOHATA (Rom. drama), iv. 899, 909.
TOHBO (Ewe god), iv. 279.
TOHORI-TSIREBUR (Gold Coast god), vi. 279.
TOHIO (Quiché thunder-god), iii. 304, 309, ix. 170, x. 110.
TOHOMI (Nuakhoan tribe), ix. 61.
TURKISH-

TURKISH (Jap. poet), on nature, ix. 239.

TURKISH—See TURKISH.

Tu (Poly. god), x. 1069.

Tu—See Pau.

Tuan Mac Garaill (Caith.) (in Celt. mythology), ii. 281, 283, xii. 431.

Turkeg, i. 169; 169a; bloodfeud, i. 729; concubinage, ii. 813; divination, ii. 513; inheritance, ii. 259; mountain-cult, ii. 506; pastoral, ix. 669; spirits, ix. 669; and strangers, x. 839; 849.

Tucul—See DIAT.

Tucatha Dé Dáinain, iii. 281, 282, 283, 289; and Elidium, ii. 690; and magic mist, i. 690.

Tubu (Samoyed tribe), xi. 173.

Tugorbon (in alcoholics, i. 301.

Tucul, Lucius, and Academy, xi. 229.

Tug-tug tribes (New Guinea), inheritance, vil. 289; 294; 296; property, vil. 298; 298; spirits, vil. 298; 296; widows, vil. 294.

Tugubristor (Rom. festival), x. 829.

Tudor school, on Simon Mago-Paul, xi. 521; 522; 523.

Tubu (Tongan god), xii. 239.

Tudor, or Austr. Island, xii. 239.

Tuduba (Malayan secret society, i. 326.

Tugubu (Brazil tribe), ii. 839; ash of dead, ii. 114; monkey mask, i. 323. Cf. Tuku.

Tukut (Rom. comedy), chastity ordeal, iii. 497; ix. 589.

Tuculcha (Tutsian death deity), v. 539.

TUCUN (on amiability and charity, iii. 374; utilitarianism, i. 599; 599a.

Tucumby, Anthony, catechisms, ii. 289; 870; 871.

Tucum's (S. America), lycanthropy, vil. 213; 214, 401.

Tugubu (group of Chibchas), iii. 514.

Tudor, Wesley, i. 419.

Tu, on Church music, ix. 24.

Tu Drekiti (Fijian king), iii. 209.

Tuferen (Muh. philosopher), vi. 72; 74; astronomy, vii. 95; and Averroes, ii. 262; on Aricanus, ii. 278; Beccas, vi. 319; on evolution and man, i. 423; philosophy, vii. 72; 73; ix. 811, 882.

Tugubu, Tugubu, Tugubu, or Kaja (New Guinea), i. 340; and cannibalism, i. 241; slave-raiding, i. 241.

Tugubu, qm. (175).

Tugubu, Dei (Booja's goddess), ii. 347.

Tugubu, Dei (Australia), bird-catching, vi. 876; 879.

Tugubu, Dei (Aust. All-Father), vi. 244.

Tugubu, Dei (Bunyu hero-god), ii. 599.

Tugubu, in Travancore, xii. 449.

Tugubu, Koi (New Guinea) ruler of dead), ix. 349.

Tugubu, Koi (New Guinea), in Cairo, i. 757; 879; vii. 901.

Tugubu, Koi, viii. 901.

Tugubu—See Tukut.

Tugubu (Trobrander islanders spiritland), ix. 344; xi. 829.

Tugubu (Somali smith-tribe), ix. 349.

Tugubu (Aust. bogy), ii. 246; 899; 899.

Tugubu, Koi (Muh. reformers), vii. 74; 74; Book of Jafir, vii. 339; as Mahdi, vii. 74; vii. 79; vii. 339.

Tugubu, Koi (Poly. god), vi. 175.

Tugubu, Koi (Crs. Africa), iron beliefs, i. 321; lynxanthropy, viii. 212; mantic belief, i. 322.

Tugubu, Koi (Ladrones month), iii. 139.

Tugubu, Koi (Africa), death myth, v. 707.

Tugubu, Koi (Mongol tribe), vii. 809; 808.

Tugubu Island (New Guinea), ghosts, ix. 344; temples, xii. 340.

Tugubu, Koi (Aina mermaids), i. 349.

Tugubu, Koi (Mordvin tree-spirit), viii. 845.

Tugubu, Koi (New Guinea spirit), ix. 344; xi. 829.

Tugubu, Koi (death, and disposal of the dead, iv. 429.

Tugubu, Koi (Lamotrek month), iii. 139.

Tugubu, Koi (and bridge of judgment, v. 899.

Tugubu, Koi (Aust. bull-roarer being), ii. 899.

Tugubu, Koi (Chin. philosopher), ix. 349.

Tugubu, Koi (Chin. farmer), viii. 389; 384.

Tugubu, Koi (original inhabitants of Kobaor, trading, vi. 209.

Tugubu, Koi (Koja Kaja), vi. 459; iv. 476; altruism, ii. 377; 378; amulets, ii. 379; animal-cult, i. 479; bear, i. 479; bird, i. 479; burial, i. 479; divination, x. 777; dog oat, i. 512; duelling, v. 119; eagle, vii. 479.
ethnology, ii. 114; xii. 473-474; fox, xii. 476; gifts, vi. 208; gods and spirits, xii. 476-478; initiation, xii. 479; marriage, xii. 479; oath, i. 512; ix. 431-434; ornamentation, xii. 475; pastoral, ix. 633; possession, x. 124; porpoises, i. 514; reindeer, xii. 474-476; sacrifice, xii. 475; seduction punishment, xii. 476; shamanism, ii. 47, iv. 777; ix. 124; wolf belief, i. 513.

TUNGUSIZED YAKUT—TURKOMANS
TUNGUSIZED YAKUT, xii. 474.
TUNGUS-YAKeT, xii. 474.
TUNGUS-YOREH (Chin. god), iv. 14.
TUNIS (N. Africa), architecture, i. 743; 745-746, 750, 752, 752, circumference, ii. 678, education (Muslim), v. 207; Jews, in, vi. 509, 511; missions (Prot.), vii. 233, 734; mission, ii. 103; occupation, x. 126; puppets, i. 477; purification, x. 464; Qaübü mosque, i. 749; tatzu, xii. 479-480; Yituna mosque, i. 743-745.
TUNISHA (N. Africa), cave-dwellers, ii. 270; pottery, vii. 502, 505; woman's work, iv. 504.
TUR (Pero), circumcision, iii. 627.
TUNKERS.—See DUKKAR DANS.
TUNKOTCHURE (Kupa Autumn dance), vi. 851.
TUN-LIN (Chin. commentator on Kos), xi. 2004.
TUNNENDE, Simon, music, ix. 60.
TUNTO (Ainu sailor), i. 249.
TUNYA (Ekimo Zelo), i. 257.
TUONella (Finn under world), xii. 517.
TUOS-PAS (Mordvin spirit), viii. 849.
TUPA.—See TUPAN.
TUPAC YUPANQUI (Inca), and divinity of sun, iii. 743.
TUPAN (Tupi god), i. 889; 893, 837; and Jurupari, ii. 835.
TUPENDO (Africa), cannibalism, iii. 204.
TUPI (S. America), ages of the world, i. 130; 1820, 220, 620, 675, 675, 675, 782, chieftainship, ii. 816, concubinage, iii. 511, cosmogony, iv. 173, deluge, iv. 549, eclipse myth, i. 493; gods, i. 332, 383, vi. 614, mouth as trophy, vi. 534, old age, iv. 650; on origin of cannibalism, viii. 399; puberty, i. 479; 485, strangers, xi. 844, 847, 884, Tupan, i. 389; 389, iv. 384, vii. 838.
TUPU-GUANILI (Brazil), ii. 837-838; ix. 632-633; breath, ii. 833; cosmogony, iv. 837; gods, i. 834; i. 874, spirits, ii. 848. See also TUR and GUANILI.
TUPINAMBA (Brazil), blood-feud, ii. 721; state of the dead, ii. 859, 823, 823; temples, xii. 241.
TUPINAMBRA (Brazil), chieftainship, vii. 818.
Tür (Jacob ben Asher), vii. 858.
TURACOOGHE (Chibcha mythical bird), iii. 613.
TURAMA DELTA TRIBES (New Guinea), i. 341.
TURAN, ethnology, i. 120.
TURANIANs, xii. 475-478; fear of dead shaman, i. 420; and Hindu, iii. 208; Zoroastrianism, vii. 749.
TURAYUF, on amulets (Abys), iii. 909.
TURB (Australia), bull-roarer, ii. 909; cannibalism, iii. 901; TURCO-TATARS, fastenage, iv. 105-105.
TURBIL DE DIE, and Waldenses, xii. 874.
TURBAN DEPRESSION (Cent. Asia), pastoral peoples, i. 662, 665.
TURF-ARCH BORDAL (Sao), ii. 839-839; ix. 631-631.
TURGUS (Syr. hymn), vii. 145.
TURKOFRED, IVAN S., and culture, iv. 300; on family (Russ), i. 703; 703, novels, i. 119, 119; on superstition (Russ), iv. 815.
TURGOT, A. R. J., on ages of the world, i. 130; economy, i. 149; 149, and Encyclopédie, v. 304; 305; and Enlightenment, v. 315; on fast-washing, v. 820; and lawfulness, v. 824; note, vi. 643.
TURI, TULI (in Polyen mythology), iv. 175.
TURK (Pushchaj), ix. 604.
Turms (Jew. code of law), vii. 209.
TURIN (Italy), eclipse, x. 365.
TURK (Popul), vii. 492; on ages of the world, i. 192; on chastity, ii. 497; on death, vi. 249; on fate, vi. 472; on love-songs, 181; on magic, vi. 263; on purification, x. 490.
TURISAS (Finn god), vi. 248.
TURKS (Turkey), xii. 460; xii. 476-483; adoption, i. 1066; in Asia, i. 162; Altai origin, xii. 478; animal domestication, ii. 13; architecture, i. 755-755; 759-759; art, i. 879; bells, vi. 319; Caucasus, xii. 811; Central Asia, iii. 146; 146, on chastity, iii. 487; children, v. 744; circumcision, iii. 660; 662; 678; coins, iii. 607; and Dalmatia, Baghidas, ii. 392-309; dress, vi. 49; drums, v. 93; earthworship, iii. 10; education, i. 158; Jew, ii. 209; Russia; (Muslim), ethnology, ii. 119; xii. 474-479; evil eye, v.
"Two Brothers Who Envied Their Cadette" : "Ubebedrol

Tychon (Gr. spirit of good luck), iv. 693.

Tychon (Treasure), i. 318, ii. 563, seven hermeneutic rules. i. 318, typology, xii. 503.

Tychon and Jewa in China, ii. 658.

Tychonis.—See Tychonius.

Tye, Christopher (composer), ix. 220, 239, 243.

Tyi-wara (Abf. secret society), xi. 292.

Tylor, E. B., on ancestor-worship, i. 425, 429, 427, 430, on aboriginalism, i. 241, on bones, ii. 704, on cucurva, iv. 639, on descent to Hades, iv. 649, on demons, v. 329, 379, on daemons (Madagascar), v. 129, on ethnology, v. 628, on fastiag, v. 759, on fetishism, v. 899, 899, 897, 898, on hair-cutting in mourning, i. 447, on hero-gods (Polyn.), vi. 639, on Khanuwh (Tlingit god), i. 400, on kissing, vi. 759, on kneeling, vi. 10, on magic, iii. 390, viii. 245, on merit, viii. 506, on names, ix. 130, 132, 169, on nature, ix. 430, 432, 434, on ordeal, ix. 412, 516, on ornament, v. 79, 89, 87, on plough, i. 229, on priesthood, vi. 299, on range, v. 554, on sacrifice, i. 719, ix. 1, 39, on sensationalism, xi. 357, on slavery, v. 453, on soul, xii. 728, xi. 829, on stone-worship (Society Islands), i. 407, 49, on strangers, vi. 889, on sweat-house (Delaware), ii. 1239, on Tasmanians, ii. 244, on wheels, i. 229.

Tyndale, William.—See Tyn-

Tyndall, John, on aboriginalism, i. 258, on agnosticism, ii. 181, 182, hylozoism, vi. 491, on pragmatism, i. 179, on poets, xiv. 254.

Typhoos (Gr. giant), vi. 195, 269.

Typhon (Gr. serpent-god), xi. 404, 407.

Tychon (Eastern Church Liturgy), v. 139.

Typhonic (Eastern Church Liturgy), i. 404, 405, 406, 407.

Typhon (Greek myths), ix. 103.

Typhonology, i. 318, ii. 318, 394, xii. 504, 504; and allegory, xii. 504, 501, and art, xii. 504, 503, Madanai, viii. 357.

Tyr (Norse sky-god), ii. 33, xii. 249.

Tyranicide, Jesuits and, vii. 902—909.

Tyranhine (Peripatetic), i. 787.

Tyre (Phoenixia), Ashart-sit, ii. 117, fate of Melqart, i. 769.

Tyre and Sidon, luxury, viii. 594.

Tyrbol, birth customs, i. 637, 642, breath, i. 639, death and disposal of the dead, i. 639, iv. 290, 434, 440, food for the dead, iv. 69, godparents, i. 642, bare beliefs, i. 618, incense, vi. 207, purifications, iv. 349, 440, sacrifice, i. 333, tree-spirits, vi. 487, xii. 492, worn, i. 633.

Tyrole (Ireland), stone idol, vi. 729.

Tyrrell, George, Modernism, vi. 769, 769, on Roman Catholic theories of Christen- lian, iii. 589.

Tzapotla Tenan (Mex. medical doctrine), vi. 740.

Tzol (Mayan month), ii. 125.

Tzintzales (Guatemala), doer-cult, i. 511.

Tzitzets (Gr. man of letters), on Greek religion, vi. 399, on weapons ritual, xi. 218, 220, on Thargelia, vi. 858, xi. 219.

Tzu Ssu or K'ung Chi, Chung Fang, vii. 910, 310, and the mean, vii. 90, 509.

Tzu-en-siu (China), pagoda, i. 589.

Tzutekaya (C. Amer. deities), iii. 582.

Uachtun Akan (Mayan god of the dead), vii. 506.

Uachus (Egypt. priest), will of, vii. 302.

Ualareh (New Guinea spirit), vi. 943.

Uanakas (C. Amer. tribe), disposal of the dead, vii. 422.

Uap Island.—See Yap.

Uamakula (Pareo creatures), iv. 438.

Uaphet (Sem. war-goddess), viii. 703.

Uaupes, Uapes (Brazil), i. 338; birth customs, ii. 639, 648, calendar, iii. 69, chiefship, vii. 816, iv. 781, * divine stones, v. 905,Mexico, xv. 730, fetishism, vii. 899, funeral customs, vii. 374, Jurupari, i. 384, vii. 858—866, xii. 829, Juru- parui pipes, i. 538, ix. 69, music, ix. 69, 54, 59, patriarchs, viii. 816, 503; oratory, viii. 831, 503, 504, 506, 507, 574, state of the dead, xi. 829, trumpets, ix. 69.

Uaykar (Tupi-Guarani fish-deity), ii. 837.

Uarb (Parsis ancestor), ii. 179.

U-iot (Egypt. war-goddess), v. 402, xii. 402.

Uara (Egypt. magician), i. 127, ii. 76.

Uaradzo (Mab. savior), ii. 119.

Uaradzali, Sa'id ibn Ahmad (Mabdi), i. 239, 224, xii. 456.

Uarid Azlul Akhir (Mab. saint), viii. 857.


Uaridzidah (Mab). iii. 849, xii. 506—509 (passim).

Uchichista-Ganapaty (deity of Ganganpata sect), vii. 179—181.

Uchino (Japan), funeral service, iv. 492—496.

Ucujafes (S. Amer. tribe), abode of the blest, ii. 859.

Uchusko (Sak.), canonization, ii. 209, v. 851.

Udan (Mt.), Agaggar cult, ii. 506.

Udasshe (Budd. manual), vi. 87; on egoism, vi. 232, on Nir- vana, ix. 378.

Udassseera (Budd. anthropology), ii. 187.

Udasis (Sikh order), ii. 94, vi. 511, xii. 504—506; in Dehra, iv. 629.

Udadana, Udayanacharya, atomic theory, ii. 292, Vaisiskis-Niyaya, iv. 424.

Udd—See Wadd.


Udehbo Lill, Vadhedi Lill (Indus god), xi. 572.

Udehulu-Burjait (Buriat gods), v. 73.

Udehula Brumara (ch. 3 of Brhadranyaka Upanisad), xii. 549.

Udho Dasa.—See Udayana Dasa.

Udn, Audhe (early Chr. settler in Iceland), xiii. 382.

Udny—See Swift.

Udupa Parnass (book of Mahabharata), viii. 229.

Udyaotara, on atomic theory, ii. 201.

Udyaotara, on atomic theory, ii. 201.

Uejo, Uen (Lonely Is.), baptismal rite, ii. 399, v. 802, chastity, i. 123, ii. 478, feasting, v. 802.

Uepish (China), cannibalism, ii. 201.

Uetecuhtli, Uetecoztli (Mex. sacred dog), x. 329.

Uetebolot (Mex. god), viii. 613.
UNFORTUNATE TRAVELLER—UNIVERSALITY

630. Queen's Labour Depôts, i. 626, 627, settlements and, xi. 4257.

UNFORGETTABLE (name of God), Euenoiaaniam, v. 575—576.

UNCHI (Aust. tribe), mumificiation, iv. 4182.

UN GOGONA (Melan. month), iii. 1230.

UNHAPPY EXISTENCES (Bad), iv. 133—134.

UNI (Ettruscan deity), v. 534—535, 536.

UNIATs, x. 572—573, 5845, xi. 226—274; Armenian, vii. 838; xii. 174; canon law, vii. 586; Chaldæan, xii. 164—178; 174; Extreme Unction, v. 672; Greek, v. 672; xii. 174—175; Maronites (see Maronites), tombs, x. 859; Syrian, xii. 174.

UNIFORM (military), v. 569.


UNITED IN BULL, and Janus, viii. 479—480, 489—490.

'UNIO ECCLESIASTICA' (U.S.A.), iv. 478.

Union, with Christ, v. 549—567; (passim), of churches, viii. 593—634, with God (Christ's), iii. 806—807; with souls, xii. 178—179, by spitting, xi. 1008—1010.

UNION OF BRENT, x. 872—873.

'UNIVERSA CHIERA LIBERA IN ITALIA,' xi. 6739.

UNION OF ETHICAL SOCIETIES, viii. 832—833.

UNION OF EVANGELICAL CHURCHES (France), x. 2392.

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES AMIES DE LA JEUNE FILLE, vi. 8098.

UNION OF LANDS, TooKE, ii. 236; spirits, iv. 567.

UNION STATEMENT (1860), iii. 883—884.

UNIS (Eub. king), possession, i. 492.

UNITARIANISM, iii. 389—390, 391, 393—396, xii. 519—527; in America, i. 519—520, xi. 520—527, and Ariantism, vii. 764—765, 780; Biddle and Locke, xii. 522—523; Buddhist, i. 93, in colonies, xii. 527; Confessions, iii. 889—890, in England, x. 302—303, 521—525, in France, xii. 527, free-thought, vi. 1227, Friends of the Temple, xii. 141—142, in Germany, xii. 527, in Holland, xii. 527, and Logos, xii. 137—138, Martinian, xii. 472—474, xii. 524—525, preaching, xii. 524—525, and Belemian, xii. 523—524, Socinianism, xii. 605—606, xii. 520—521, in Switzerland, xii. 522—523, Universalism, xii. 534—535, 539.

UNITARIAN CHURCH (France), xii. 533—534.

UNITARIAN CHURCH FOR PROMOTING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE AND THE PRACTICE OF VIRTUE BY THE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS, xii. 525.

UNITARIAN THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL (Berkeley, California), xii. 626—627.

UNITAS FRATERNUM, UNITED BRETHREN—See MORAVIANS.

UNITED ASSOCIATION CONGRESSIONAL, tokens, xii. 359.

UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST (Maryland), xii. 359; foot-washing, v. 822.

UNITED FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, x. 259; evangelicalism, xii. 606—607, missions, viii. 735—736.

UNITED GENERAL SAVOY PLACE (London), x. 259; evangelicalism, xii. 606—607, missions, viii. 735—736, preaching, x. 259, tokens, xii. 359.

UNITED PROVINCE OF ASIA AND OXYRHOUM, 1596—1622, ii. 535—539, Mission, viii. 739, preaching, x. 259.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN AMERICA, confused, viii. 726—727, missions, viii. 726—727, preaching, x. 259.

UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (Scotland), x. 259; evangelicalism, xii. 606—607, missions, viii. 739, preaching, x. 259.

UNITED PROVINCES OF ASIA AND OXYRHOUM, ii. 535—539; Mission, viii. 739, preaching, x. 259.

UNITED SUCCESSION CHURCH, xii. 525.

UNITED SOCIETY OF BELIEVERS IN CHRIST'S SECOND APPEARING—See Shakers.

UNITED SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOUR, ix. 572—573.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA—See AMERICA (United States).

UNITED ZION'S CHILDREN (River Brethren), foot-washing, v. 822.

UNITES, UNITORS (native Armen missionaries), i. 807.

UNITY, OF CHRISTIAN faith, i. 618—619, and duality, x. 779 (personalism), x. 719 (Plat., Farab., i. 765—766, Ignatius on, i. 638, of the human composite, xii. 321, 323 (Thomian), of knowledge, i. 439, Marcus Aurelius, xii. 412—413, and multiplicity, v. 759—760 (Muth.), personalism, ix. 735—736, and plurality, v. 759—760 (Muth.), ix. 735—736 (personalism), Thomian, xii. 321, 323, of the universe, xii. 412—413 (Marcus Aurelius), xii. 306, 310—312 (theology).

UNITY OF CHURCH, iii. 624—625, 628; Disciples of Christ, iv. 719; schism, vi. 232—233.

UNITY OF GOD, i. 1038—1044, 719; Anselm on, i. 559, Ariantism, ix. 740—740, Jewish, vi. 299—299, Mahommedan, vi. 299—299, vii. 570—576, and personalism, xiii. 748, Philo on, i. 311, theosophy, xii. 301.

Universalism (Rom. Cath. newspaper), xii. 539—540.

Universalism, xii. 506—508.

Universalis—See Universalism.

Universalism, ii. 230—231.

Universalism (—society of worship of universe), Chinese, iv. 128—138.

Universalism, Universalist Atonement, v. 649, vi. 529—530, 759; xii. 529—530; American, xii. 530—531, Becan, xii. 530, Cappadocian theology, xii. 529—530, 532, 535—536, 538—539, German, xii. 530—531, 'hypothetical,' i. 404—406, vi. 759, xii. 530, Methodism, xii. 529—530, 532, 534—535, Mission, xii. 529—530, 532, 534—535, xii. 529—530, 532, 534, 535, 536.

Universalist Church, xii. 533.

Universalistic Eriodism, vi. 519.

WALPI—WARD

WALPI, Hopi, vi. 780, 760.
WALPOLE, Horace, Castle of Otranto, i. 11, on John Wesley, xii. 727.
WALPURGIS NIGHT, witches, iv. 331, 333.
WAMBARE NAUMBERT, and Augustine, ii. 223.
WALAS, Léon, economics, v. 147.
WALINGHAM, Our Lady of (Nordfolk), pilgrimage, x. 299.
WALTON, DE MONTAGNE, "In difference," i. 91.
WALKHARRLED, on loyalty, v. 520.
WALKER, W., on Bible translation (Germ.), ii. 689.
WALTON, Izaak, on Hooker, v. 772–773, on Nowell, iii. 282.
WALUMBE (Baganda god of death), vi. 55, xi. 820.
WA-MUKA, See MUKA.
WANNA (C. Afr. tribe), looks and key, vii. 121.
WAMGUWES (E. Afr. tribe), black animals in rain-making, i. 489, elephants abode of ancestors, i. 614, iron beliefs, i. 521, rain-making, i. 489, x. 563.
WAMIRA (New Guinea), cannibalism, ix. 20, death and disposal of the dead, ix. 345a.
WANTUM (Amer. strings of beads used as money), i. 379, vii. 827, x. 49b.
WANDERER OF PRUT, martyrology, iii. 874.
WANDERERS. See CAMERONIANS.
WANDERING DEMONS (Amanz), i. 500.
WANDER- SOUL, Ewe, i. 282.
WANDER, J. A. W., xi. 811–812; -divining, xi. 812, in divination (Ger.), ii. 832, divining-rod, xi. 812.
WANDER, Greek, vii. 271, 283.
WANDER, Japanese, vii. 299.
WANDER, Jewish, iv. 810, as magical circles, vii. 324, pointing-stick, xi. 811–812.
WANDER, Ronan, vii. 283.
WANDS OF OFFICE, xi. 812; -divination, i. 565b, 822, vi. 500, x. 635b.
WANDS, Differential, i. 811–812, 235, of laws, x. 813, 814, of sale, vii. 813, 814, of sacred, vi. 813, 814, of sacred, x. 813, 814.
WANDERER (Aust. evil being), ii. 240.
WANDERING CRIB (Congo tribe), names, ix. 132, 133.
WANGEN (Switzerland), agricultural remains, i. 227.
WANG FEN-YAN, WANG SHEN, WANG WEI-MING (= Wang Yang-ming), vii. 673.
WANG XIAO-MING (Chin. statesman), xi. 673–675; philosophy, ix. 857, 872, (in Japan), xii. 676–674.
WANGZHOU (= Manzhou), vi. 339.
WANKA, WANKITA, See NTika.
WAIENTHIN NAT, PEB NAT (Burm. spirit), iii. 234, 256.
WANTONNESS, FREED FROM, i. 909.
WAMANYWESE (E. Afr. tribe), anointing, i. 529, artificial brotherhood, i. 853a, con cubining, iii. 816, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 429, drinking, vi. 784, elephants, i. 345, gifts, vi. 199, heads of animals, vii. 537, house-building, vi. 504, lyceanthropy, vii. 212, mother-right, viii. 820, strangers, vii. 855, twins, ii. 458.
WANAYO (C. Afr. tribe), artificial brotherhood, ii. 857, king, vii. 78.
WA-PALANG (Burm. group of tribes), iii. 199.
WAPENAKE, ii. 839.
WAPNANS, WAPNAST (Guiana tribe), ii. 835, vi. 451, crystals, vii. 869, dwellings, i. 878.
WAPOKOTO, SeePokomo.
WAPO (California tribe), deluge story, iv. 549b, 557.
WAQAWO (Galla Supreme Being), i. 569, vi. 461, vii. 271, xi. 581, xii. 449.
WAQXI, on al-Uru, vi. 249, on Muhammad, viii. 872.
WANGEN (Switzerland), agricultural remains, i. 227.
WA-YAO.—See YAO.

Way of the Blessed Life (Fichte), iv. 908.

Way of the Gods (Jap.), xi. 469.

Way's Edbö (on Lev.), viii. 627.

Wayland, Francis, casuistry, iii. 618.


Wayland Smith (in Scand. myth), viii. 689.

Wayland (Welsh), iv. 269.

Waxanos (S. Amer. tribe), abode of the blest, ii. 689.

Wazambo (Afr. tribe), artificial brotherhood, ii. 868, 861.

Waxon (bishop of Liège), and Cathari, i. 379.

Wazes (Egypt. sea personified), ix. 792.

Wazliz, xii. 719—723; acquisition, i. 574—689, appropriation, vi. 643—avorece, ii. 261—262; capital, x. 377—479; xii. 720—721; Chinese, vi. 5; Christian aspect, xii. 729—729; distribution, i. 68; x. 145—150; economic aspect, xii. 729—721; ethical aspect, xii. 729; land and Kingdom of God, xii. 732; labour, x. 376—377, xii. 730; land, xii. 729; mammon, vii. 737; and money, xii. 721; personification, i. 794; production, x. 376—379; xii. 643; real, xii. 722—723; as reward, x. 762; values (doctrine), xii. 722—723.

Wealth-god (Chin.), vi. 924.

Wealth of Nations (Adam Smith), v. 149—149; xii. 719.

Wehring, v. 549.

Wehr, C. C. J., on rationalism, x. 599.

Wehr, Robert C., on Mormon polygamy, vi. 909.

Wehr, Sidney, in employment, v. 297—298; Fabian Society, vi. 679; in socialism, x. 649.

Wehr, W. W., casuistry, iii. 426.

Wehr, A., on bhakti and Christianity, i. 547; on BHAGAVATA, ii. 500; on raja-yoga, i. 539.

Wehr, Thomas, Gunterianism, vi. 459.

Weber, Hutton, on man's house (Afr.), x. 309; on secret societies, xii. 209.

We-da (Nishinam festival), xii. 689.

Weada (New Guinea), death and disposal of the dead, ix. 345; stone circles, ix. 345.

Weidbrun, John and Robert, Are Obespasion of god and Saiinaii Sangu, x. 369; xii. 274.

Wedding-cake, i. 61; Slav, vii. 471.

Wedgewood, Julian, on ideal, xii. 899.

Wednesday past (Chr.), v. 769; 844; E. Syrian, xii. 177; W. Syrian, xii. 177.

Weeds, i. 631; Arab, ii. 127; Babylonian, ii. 639; xii. 611; x. 890; Buddhist, xii. 725; Celtic, ii. 829; Cham, ii. 115; Christian, ii. 639; European, xii. 103—104; Hebrew, ii. 106; Hindu, iii. 61; Japanese, ii. 159; Jewish, ii. 639; Christian, iii. 236; Muslim, iii. 127; Roman, iii. 629; Slav, iii. 138.

Weeds, Frast of, i. 109; ii. 800; 578—589; Phrygian, ii. 834; pilgrimage, xii. 234.

Week of Prayer (Evangelical harmony), x. 602.

Weekly parts, Christian, x. 765; 767; 768; 844; Hebrew, v. 867.

Weer, J. H., on secret societies (Lower Congo), ix. 294; on splitting (Lower Congo), xii. 101.

Weepers' (Muh. ascetics), ii. 100.

Weeping Mother (Sunl. lament), xii. 749; on word, xii. 769; 701.

Weertis, trial of, v. 829.

Weheb, C., on Sirens, i. 579.

Weibe, Valentine, theurgy, xii. 320.

Weihau-wa (China), black magic, vii. 786.

Weidner, H., on Sarapiamists and Christian monks, xii. 794.

Weilhold, K., on chastity (Teut.), iii. 499; on men of law (Scand.), vii. 889.

Weis, on accommodation, x. 638; on adaptation, i. 900; on duration of life, i. 181; on embryology, ii. 633; on environment, v. 321—325; on evolution, i. 690; on fertilization, ii. 635; on germinal selection, i. 999; on homology, i. 599—599; on immortality of property, i. 629; on regeneration (biological), x. 601; on struggle for existence, x. 899.

Weiss, on Biblical criticism, x. 601.

Weiss, George Michael, and Reformed (German) Church in C.S.A., xii. 629.

Weiss, I. H., and Jewish history, xii. 829; Talmud, xii. 101.

Weiss, Johannes, on gospel, v. 233—234; liberal theology, xii. 527; on St. Paul, v. 908.

Weiss, F. H., on Tower of Babylon, i. 609.

Weiss, Michael, hymns, vii. 294.

Weiss, Michael, an ancient German law abstruse, on destruction of trees, v. 456.

Weito (Chin. protector of Buddhists), festivals, v. 849.

Weiyue (Chin. month), vi. 839.

Weimann, Jacob, and Zionism, xii. 809; 803.

Weizsäcker, C. von, on Christians (names applied to), iii. 574; liberal theology, xii. 839.

Weipfatt, Weipfons, Weipfens (Lith. wind-god), ii. 329; x. 715; xii. 241; image, i. 409.

Welband, W., on Võčm. language, x. 689.

Welch, A. C., on worship (Heb.), xii. 7004.

Welton, J., Church music, ix. 188.

Welward, Wilier, (Slavic people), cannibalism, ii. 204.

Welwitschia, xii. 722—723; Aristotle, i. 789; 780; Eucalyptus, i. 379; xii. 771; xii. 772; and happiness, vi. 611.

Wells, Benjamin, vii. 679; and healing, ii. 839; Hingla, vii. 716; Indian, xii. 719; offerings of spiders, ii. 833; iii. 748; Celta, oracular, vii. 910; and serpents, x. 4162.

Wevers, J. H., on secret societies (Lower Congo), ix. 294; on splitting (Lower Congo), xii. 101.
White (races), cannabis' ab-700]
White, Edward, on amputation, i. 547. See White Division.
White, James (founder of ' New and Lander House of Israel'), v. 319, vi. 756.
White, Jeremiah, universalism, xii. 623.
White Bear (Zuni fetish), v. 901.
White Book of Rhydelerch (Welsh MS), ii. 24, 417.
White Div (Mazandaran demon), viii. 507.
White Divinity (Malay deity), viii. 354.
White Division, Caucasion Divi-529.
White Elephant, Sadhan, Sinnamon, viii. 507.
White Elephants, Borneo, viii. 353-362, Siamese, xi. 485.
White Fathers, viii. 723, x. 709, 712.
White Fella, Grenoble, viii. 609.
White, Frank, on anti-hill worship, viii. 723.
White Friars, ii. 872, x. 712.
Whitehead, A. R., on time, xii. 343, 344.
Whitehead, H., on ant-hill worship (Hin.), vi. 926, on boundary-stones (Ind.), x. 872, on village-stones (Ind.), viii. 353.
White Horse Temple (Loyang), viii. 704.
White House Peace (Ye-tha), xi. 478.
White Jews (Malabar), v. 558-559.
White Loch of Ravenstone pass, censing, viii. 776.
White Lotus (Chin. sect.), x. 479, xi. 310-311a, 311b, persecution, xi. 314.
White Mountain Convent, iv. 229.
White Ointment from the Tree of Life' (Ophite), ii. 554.
White Prana' (Malayo-Siamese race), disposal of the dead, viii. 369.
White Russians, xi. 489.
White, Robert, church music, i. 224, 226-24, 24.
Whiten, G., on religious cer-329.
Wini, U (Nepali god), vi. 399.
Widener, Gaultier, hymns, ix. 24.
Wichita (Caddoan tribe), birth customs, ii. 640, cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 129, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 422, 425a, games, vi. 158, 169, grave houses, i. 639, Great Bear, xii. 711, night and day myth, xii. 69.
Wicked, extinction of, i. 549, 547-549.
Wicklow (Co. Ireland), spitting on children, xi. 101.
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WITCH-DOCTOR—WOLSTON


WITCH-DOCTOR, Hottentot, vi. 821, Negro, ix. 2812, 2820, 2826.

WITCH OF ENDOR, iv. 811, xi. 7510.

WITCHES' ENVEJGE (take in A puea, Metamorphosis), vi. 2879.

WITCHES' WHEEL, (Rom.), viii. 2379.

WITHE, GEORGE, hymns, vi. 339, WITHE, GEORGE, Erastianism, v. 300.42.

WITHESSHA, III. 695.

WITNESS OF ABERIA, on Escharist, vi. 2399.

WITNESS, in artificial brotherhood, vii. 3006, Chinese, ix. 317, trees, stones, etc., ix. 898.


WITTO (S. Amer. tribe), state of the dead, xi. 8229.

WITTO, II., and the Covenants, iii. 197, vi. 2293.

WITT, JOHN DE, and Spinoza, x. 770.

WITTENBERG Catechism (1537), iii. 8418.
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Yoseb.HALALTA—YULGEN

Young People's Society of Christian Endeavour.—See Christian Endeavour.
Young Rabbit (Siouan hero-god), vi. 409.
Young Women's Christian Association, xii. 838-841; missions, vii. 742; in Myore, ix. 284.
Ypomôno (Toitôrj), xii. 369-370.
Ypapantiti (Domeuf), iii. 100.
Ypapanti Ad S. Martiun (Wordmen), ii. 190.
Ypà (Teut. heroine), vi. 668.
Ymás (Solomon Is.), vi. 650; life after death, viii. 537; sacrifice, viii. 532; social organization, vii. 681.
Y St. Georges (Welsh Grail story), vi. 369.
Yut (Chin. sage), vi. 640.
Yut, Th'ongny ou, and fate, v. 735.
Yuâlapiti (group of Atiwak), ii. 393.
Yuan Chiwang.—See Hueen Tiang.
Yuan-hui (Chin. commentator on Koja), xii. 390.
Yuan Shih-Kai (president of China republic), and cult of military heroes, v. 604; and missions, vii. 714; and old age, ix. 469; sacrifice in Temple of Heaven, vii. 707.
Yura Pâik (Choctaw supreme being), vii. 607.
Yuehbeiu-yuâ (Chebea mythical woman), ii. 814.
Yurmiel (Samoyed sky-god), vi. 581.
Yúcan, viii. 504; adultery punishments, i. 239; agriculture, i. 230; animal corn spirit, i. 430; architecture, i. 630—637; ashes to discover guardian deities, ii. 114; astrology, i. 679, 677; ball games, x. 67; (astronomical features), baptismal rites, xii. 294; calendar, i. 124—125; chastity, ii. 239; circumcision, ii. 670; confession, ii. 370; continence, iii. 425; crimes and punishments, v. 316; crosses, iii. 339; crystal-gazing, i. 434; iv. 735; vi. 868; disease and medicine, iv. 735, 740; divining crystals, i. 434; iv. 739; vi. 803; drama, iv. 672; drinks, v. 74; feasts, vi. 369; feeling of texts, ii. 234; lyric poetry, ii. 213; minutiae, vii. 108; pottery, i. 829; priests, vi. 509; priest-king, vi. 510; salvia in salutation, i. 101, 164, 529, 530; uncharitable punishment, iii. 484; virgin priesthood, iii. 484, 485; war, ii. 832; war mask, vii. 378; Yurch (California tribe), charms and amulets, iii. 403; dancing, x. 369; firstfruits, viii. 392; initiation, iii. 309-304; mother-right, viii. 682; salt tabu, viii. 692; secret society, xi. 309-304; t'wi-ins, x. 669.
Yû-chû, Nu-chû (Tungus race), xii. 474.
Yu Chiao Li (Chin. romantic novel), vi. 59.
Yu Kefei (Josephat), vii. 568.
Yuddha-banda (bkl. vi. of Kâma-yâna), x. 577.
Yugodah of Hamadan (pseudo-Mesbaun), viii. 669.
Yudhîshthîra (Ind. legendary king), i. 161; ascetics, i. 209; mousseâda, ii. 169; descent to Hades, vi. 653.
Yuhi-ch (Yu-hi-ch), Kûshâsan, and Râjputa, x. 569, xii. 479.
Yuen Dynasty (Chin.), architect, u. 694.
Yugashimâ (in Bud. cosmology), iv. 129.
Yü Hwang Shang-ti (supreme Taoist god), xii. 201, 762.
Yuen (Aust. tribe), All-Father, ii. 589; v. 249; bull-roarer ceremony, ii. 866; divination, x. 575; puberty, x. 441; tataug, xii. 211; totism, viii. 572.
Yuriben, Hosse (Jap. phil.), vi. 579.
Yuet (Eakinos), v. 392.
Yukarli (Palo-Siberian people), iv. 490; 493; ethnology, ii. 119; old age, ix. 463; social organization, vi. 494.
Yukutuk-Hokka-Tenhu (Buriat spirit), ii. 59.
Yuki (California tribe), dancing, x. 361; Green Corn Dance, iii. 689; hero-god, vii. 643; rattlesnake-doctor, xii. 142; strangers, xii. 849.
Yukichifukuwa, and Japan, v. 483.
Yukuma, blood-letting, iv. 734; eclipse, x. 369; liberality, vi. 898; old age, x. 464; state of the dead, xii. 822.
Yukutâm (follower of Chuaran Dâi), xii. 369.
Yuk-ku-na-la (Poom devil), iii. 834.
Yulando (New Guinea), dispersal of the dead, ix. 344; life-token, viii. 459.
Yulang (Turk. god), xii. 482; sacrifice, xi. 442; xii. 482-483.
YUMA (California and New Mexico tribe), abode of the blest, in 836, 838, hunting, vi. 874; mother-right, vi. 852; mourning, iii. 143; old age, ix. 469; trading with wives, i. 114.

YUMBA (Cheremiss sky-god), vi. 581.

YUMALA (Lapp sky-god), xi. 381.

YUMANAS (Brazil), baptismal rites, ii. 370; name-giving, iv. 132; x. 182.

YUMAS (S. Amer. tribe), mummi- fication, iv. 423.

Yumbar-teki (Zahbin), vi. 6.

Yub (Tongking), calendar, ii. 114.

Yug, E., on fertilization, iii. 631.

Yug-Min (China), emperor, and missions, vii. 717.

Yung-nung-ao, pagoda, i. 695.

Yung-wo-kun (temple in Feking), i. 693.

Yunes (S. Amer. tribe), culture- heroes, vi. 641.

Yunnan (China, province), death and disposal of the dead, in 402; circumcision, vi. 417; hag- hammedanism, vii. 891; ordeal, ix. 58, strangers, xi. 885.

Yunus (railed of Muh. sect), vii. 882.

Yunus b. Abdu, asceticism, ii. 169.

Yunus (Sheban), asceticism, ii. 169.

Yunus (Sheban), asceticism, ii. 169.

Yunus (Tuareg), asceticism, ii. 169.
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bull-roarer, ii. 806 (note), calendar, iii. 659, cassia, i. 378–379, charms and amulets, iii. 407a, 457a, children, iii. 624a, children's societies, iii. 529a, colour symbolism, xii. 870a, communal dancing society, xii. 871b–872a, communion with the dead, i. 434a, cosmogony and cosmology, iv. 128b, creation, v. 127a, cremation, iv. 424b, crystals, x. 869b, crystal-gazing, i. 434b, curing societies, xii. 871b, dancing, i. 821a, x. 362a, xii. 871b–872a, death and disposal of the dead, iv. 429b, 424b, disease and medicine, iv. 759b, 739b, 740b–741a, drama, iv. 869b, drinking, v. 79a, eagle, i. 513b, earth-goddess, v. 129b, fasting, v. 762b, feather sticks, iii. 713a, xii. 870b, fetishes, i. 889b, 900b–901b, xi. 9a, xii. 870b, fraternities, xii. 870b–871a, games, vi. 167a, God, vi. 247b, hair of dead, vi. 476b, hang, vi. 498b, herogods, vi. 641b, hierarchal system, xii. 872a, hunters' society, xii. 571a, inheritance, vi. 339b, initiation, ii. 369b, x. 544a, xii. 871b, journey of souls, i. 433b, Kachina, ii. 821a, liver, x. 570a, locks and keys, viii. 121b, maize rites, xii. 868b, masks, xii. 870b, Milky Way, xii. 69b, name-giving, ii. 369b, number symbolism, xii. 870b, origin beliefs, xii. 869b, painting, i. 823b, philosophy, ix. 849b, points of the compass, xii. 870b, pottery, vi. 502a, prayers, xii. 870b, prayer-plumes, iii. 743b, xii. 870b, priesthood, xii. 872b, puppets, x. 447a, rain-making, vi. 167b, x. 562b, xii. 632b, rain-scorpion, xi. 401a, sacred mental drinking, v. 901b, sand-altars, i. 338a, secret societies, xi. 334b, 303b, serpent, xi. 408b, 409b, smoking to produce rain, x. 632b, snake-charming, i. 334b, social organization, xii. 870b–873b, soul as flame, xii. 727b, spirits of the dead, xii. 729b, 730b, stars, xii. 71a, state of the dead, xii. 824b, string and thread-making, vi. 503b, sun, xii. 68b, Supreme Being, xii. 898b, sweet-house, xii. 139b, "Tale of the Two Sons: Children, v. 900b–901b, telepathy, xii. 730b, turtle customs, i. 530b, twin herogods, vi. 641b, veiling, v. 54a, warrior societies, xii. 871a, witchcraft, xii. 868b–869b, women and inheritance, vii. 294a.

Zewa, Lazarovitch, viii. 884a; and Jewish history, viii. 102a.

Zwingli, Ulrich (Huldreich), iii. 147b, 501b, xii. 734b, 872b–876b; Anabaptists, i. 407b, on baptism, ii. 409b, on Catabaptists, ii. 404b, on celibacy, ii. 275b, and charity, iii. 385b, on Christ's descent to Hades, iv. 657b; Confessions, iii. 857b–859b, and discipline, iv. 719b, on immorality, vii. 168b, preaching, x. 216b, on sin, xii. 549b, toleration, xii. 563b, and worship, xii. 774b.

Zwinglianism, Confessions, iii. 857–861b, Erastianism, v. 309b–313b, 364b, xii. 873b–876b, Eucharist, iii. 857b, xii. 564b, 566a–567b, 567b, 569ab, 569a; Zydov (Slav god), vi. 593b; Zylle (Slav goddess), xi. 594b–595a.
INDEX TO FOREIGN WORDS

AFRICAN

abamo.—See ibambo.
abba (Somali protector), viii. 428v.
abha (Yoruba devil spirit), ix. 230v.
abuth (Abys. devil of evil eye), i. 576v., v. 611v., vi. 497v., vii. 211v.—212v.
abuk (Galla monster), i. 576v.
abus (Ba-Huna soul), iv. 859v.
abur (Dinka shrines), iv. 710v.
abur (Bangala disease spirit), iv. 728v.
abur (Bavenda family or clan priest), ii. 362v.
abur (Baronga ancestral mana), iii. 359v.
abur (Mpongwe spirit of deceased strangers), i. 360v.
abur (Mpongwe spirit of ancestors), ii. 360v., iv. 329v.
abur (plur. abambo) (Mpongwe spirit of ancestors), ii. 360v., iv. 329v.
abur (plur. abambo) (Mpongwe spirit of ancestors), ii. 360v., iv. 329v.
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abur (plur. abambo) (Mpongwe spirit of deceased strangers), i. 360v.
INDEX TO FOREIGN WORDS

miririz (Braz. initiation on 3rd March), ill. 699.
mišila (Mosquito drink), v. 749.
mišihongouri (Hopi ceremony), ill. 698.
mitikut (Menomini society of shamans), xi. 448.
mitimaca (Inca colonists), i. 4739.
mukumukum (Brazil sacred stones), v. 909.
nacon (Mayan war-chief), viii. 508.
nawal (Brazilian macaw), i. 496-497, ill. 248.
ngab (Brazilian oracular tree), ii. 409, 489.
nama (Huichol ceremonial ‘mat’), vi. 829.
nanigüe (Paraguayan evil), ill. 834.
naunalak (Kwakiutl shaman), xii. 602.
neakta (Huichol symbolic object), vi. 829.
ne-ka-ña-ña (Gg. Carrier Ind. swooning), iv. 639.
nemontem (Mex. ‘supernumerary’ days), ill. 129, 309.
ne-ta (Mex. ‘Dew Shadow’), iv. 639.
nc-sul (Déné soul), iv. 640.
niman (Hopi ceremony), ill. 67.
ninarme (Goshenite imps), ill. 302.
nomahonos (Omaha prayer rite), x. 158.
nkapsetélé (Thompson River spring house), ill. 67.
oczakay (Ojibwa guardian spirit), i. 433.
oclo (Peru women under vow of chastity), vii. 489.
ocna (Mayam feast), iii. 398, viii. 605.
cieron, aporos (Iroquois tidelary spirit), i. 433, iv. 857, vii. 421-422.
cóki (Algonquin spiritual power), viii. 403, 404.
cok (Huron ‘possessing supernatural qualities’), ill. 405, vi. 900.
col (Mex. migrant), i. 533.
olotshugu (Mex. ‘serpent-plant’), i. 434.
ocmount (Mex. ‘puke priests’), viii. 619.
ondence (Huron ‘wishes of the soul’), vii. 585.
oamnian (Huron charms), iii. 402, vi. 900.
onnorharo, lonwogrogo (Huron exorcising rite), vi. 860.
colonaide (Cherokee crystals), i. 434.
citi (Hopi summer snake-ceremony), ill. 67.
ogon, akhas (hostile orenda), ii. 185, 421, iv. 559.
ototenam (Ojibwa, ‘his brother-sister kin’), xii. 393.
oparos (Iroquois marons).
oparroco (Inca object of worship), i. 471, 473.
pachau (Inca class =100 purico), i. 479.
pachac-osmayoq (Inca centurion), i. 479.
pachacu wanasac (Peru ‘indicators of time’), ill. 699.
pagis (Brazilian priests), ii. 836.
pakah (Hopi ‘prayer house’), xii. 240.
palinari (Guiana drink), v. 74.
palos (Kwakiutl shaman), xii. 789.
palos (Brazilian initiation on 4th May), ill. 699.
pazed (Brazilian oracular tree), ii. 836, 839, iv. 781.
peas (Guiana protective spirit), vi. 432.
pendeloquies (Argentine charmers), iii. 409.
peyote, peyotl (Mex. intoxicating plant), iv. 739, 739, vii. 829-830, iv. 81.
piechak (Brazilian priests), i. 434, iv. 719.
pirlina-sara (Peru fetish), v. 902.
pisichi (Paraguayan hereafter), ii. 633.
pisgah (Mex. ‘system of architecture’), i. 639.
poltaches (British Columbian, vi. 198, Carrier Indian, iii. 229, dress as ceremony, vi. 426, Haida, vi. 719, Huia, v. 595, and property, v. 721, Thompson River Indians, ill. 67.
postem (Hopi ceremony), ill. 67.
pueblo (New Mexican and Arizona communal dwelling), i. 600, vi. 783.
pulque (Mex. drink), v. 73.
puric (Inca class of people), i. 479.
pudlukon (Hopi ‘rabbit-stick’), vi. 739.
pukikin (Estimo class of shamans), v. 409.
quasquachitlan (Mex. ‘old priests’), viii. 616.
quiamama (Peru fetish), v. 902.
quipu, quipus (Peru knotted strings as mnemonic records), i. 376, vii. 745, viii. 426, x. 587.
quiquamayoqo (Inca registrars), i. 479.
ruckilie (Abipone dunks), i. 296.
saranama (Peru fetish), v. 902.
sirupni (Zuni priest), vii. 609, iv. 20.
vestik (Zapotec sorcery), iv. 567.
shukwau (Zuni game), vi. 167.
showkan (Zuni fraternity), vi. 167.
sikiri (Hopi ceremonial object), v. 829.
siou (Songish shaman), iv. 739.
siyapuk (Hopi symbol), vi. 787.
sokumon (Hopi winter-solstice ceremony), i. 67.
soquond (Songish shamans), iv. 739.
silka (guardian spirit), xii. 409.
sima (Hupa local gods), vi. 882.
 Friends (Greenland shades), i. 257.
temecalli (Mex. ‘sweat houses’), v. 81.
tecallii (Mex. ‘sweat houses’), i. 259, 309, 376, 389, xii. 218.
tepoztlan, teoeteh (Mex. ‘guardians of the idols’), vi. 616.
tec (Mex. ‘divinity’ name for dead), i. 436.
techoquil (Mex. ‘guardians of the idols’), vii. 616.
tepaxto (Mex. ‘sacred object’), x. 329.
tepilicul (Mex. idols), xii. 456.
tepoztal (Aztec drum), iv. 190.
tichosichim (Nutka prayer for life), xii. 593.
tihua (Hopis), vi. 749.
timeek (Greenland trolls), i. 257.
ti, tiyi (Omaha house), i. 684.
tipek (Hopi totemic emblems), i. 309.
tixtla (Apache drink), i. 601, vi. 602, vii. 729.
tikamex (Aleut animals), i. 309.
tlachihoci (Mex. ceremonial object), vi. 839.
tlaco tlacaxacuel (Mex. priests), x. 239.
tlacoacual (Mex. priests), viii. 616.
tlacoacual (Mex. lower grade of priests), x. 329.
tlacoacual (Mex. neophytes), x. 329.
tlahcual (Mex. upper grade of priests), x. 329.
tlatonii (Mex. king), x. 329.
tlemacacual (Mex. priests), viii. 616.
tlema (Tlingit guardian-spirit), xi. 448.
tlukwana (Nutka wolf-ritual), xi. 896.
tole (Hunche temple), xii. 241.
olta (Inca mounds for dead), i. 471.
tone (Zapotec soul), iv. 858.
tonamach (Mex. and Mayan horoscopes), i. 277, ii. 124, x. 329, vii. 668.
topina (Hopi house of worship), x. 329.
torsak (plur. tornasakt) (Estimo guardian-spirit), i. 433, 496, x. 394, xii. 442.
torquenok (Betoondu ‘night-fire, moon’), i. 269.
tor-thompek (Betoondu ‘day-fire, sun’), x. 269.
totex tlacazacui (Mex. priests), x. 329.
toyotlaylalual (Mex. cannibalistic food), ii. 204.
troyek (Nukatminitation), ii. 590.
tsigiho (Menomini jugglers), xi. 444.
tuncipricio (Inca viceroy), i. 479.
tuhi (Mayan ‘sweat houses’), x. 739.
tum (Mayan ‘stone’ 306 days), iii. 129.
tum-ga-lib (Estimo shaman), xi. 443.
tuylarp (Mex. ‘sacred object’), vii. 616.
tunsendidi (Hupa autumn dance), vi. 881.
tupulak (Eskimo monsters), iii. 4028, vii. 218, xi. 4438.
tupp-e'ak (Mayan ceremony), iii. 3028, vii. 5005.

tri底蕴 (Apache fetishes), v. 899.

ucquayri (Brazil initiation on 2nd Feb.), iii. 69.

u'pita (Mexican initiation on 6th Nov.), iii. 69.

u'wina (Mayan 'month'), iii. 1258.

u'lli (Mex. unguent), i. 538.

ulu (Huichol ceremonial arrows), vi. 825.

umari (Brazil initiation on 5th July), iii. 69.

tunyungche (Californian temples), ii. 1018, vii. 241.

villas us (Inca chief priest), i. 4724.

villas (Inca priests), i. 4724.

vooool (Koodo' devil-worship), ix. 2077, xii. 940-941; cannibalism, iii. 2035, 2045; lycanthropy, viii. 2135, serpent-worship, xii. 4009, vampire, iii. 2058.

wacano, wacano (Ojibwa shaman), iv. 4597, xi. 4438.

waktu'senawi (Hopi children's dance), vi. 787.

wakasontak (Sioux power), i. 3818, 3852, 4320; vi. 9729, vi. 3777-3778, 3852, 4054, iv. 2059, 5566, x. 553, 544, xii. 5784.

wakasontako (Algonquin 'dreamers of the gods,' priests), iv. 782.

wampum (New Mexican strings of beads used as money), i. 3797, 8275, vi. 409-509.

wanga (Omaha tribal rites), xi. 5774.

wegeum (Algonquin dwelling), i. 5849.

weidige (Ute and Apache hut), i. 6014, 6839.

windioto (Ojibwa canibals), ix. 4579.

windigozaon (Ojibwa cannibal cult), iv. 4597.

ziocda (Mayan forest spirits), v. 877.

xou kolu bin (Mayan 'day without name'), iii. 1295, 3006, xii. 3019.

zinotari (Mayan forest spirits), v. 877.

yu'urak (Inca song), i. 4724.

yurari (Inca harvest song), i. 4724.

yacche (Mayan sacred tree), i. 439.

yebichawini (Navaho healing rite), i. 8253, vii. 734.

yai (Navaho gods in human form), vii. 2509.

yek (Tlingit supernatural power), i. 2059, 2075.

yungya (Navaho assembly day), ii. 67.

zaras (Mayan crystal), i. 434.

ezentsi (Navaho divinities), i. 8259.

African

a'banu al-daualah (' Sons of the Empire,' followers of Ahmad al-Ewdani), ii. 1895.

a'du (Muh. call to prayer), i. 7087, ix. 545, x. 1965.

aqris ( demons), i. 2599, 5706 (note).

a'hit (Moecirian curse), iv. 3797.

a'kal (people of the book), vii. 829.

a'qal (states, conditions), i. 677.

a'afa ( 'wait upon,' worship), vii. 2494.

a'idariyath (special inheritance case), vi. 5738.

a'jim (modes of existence), ii. 2035.

a'mir al-mu'sinin (' commander of the faithful,' title of Arab Khalifas), vii. 7229 (note).

a'du (moments), ii. 2035.

a'dab. —See mudh.

a'taq (hair of newborn infants, sacrifices of hair of infants), ii. 6599, 6099-6098, x. 71.

a'd (intelligence), ix. 8808, xii. 58.

a'd (conditional curse), iv. 1642, iv. 3729-3739, vi. 71, ix. 4308.

a'id (sage, diviner), i. 6718, xii. 5157, x. 1398.

a'ndbat (male relatives on paternal side), vii. 8791-8792.

a'dar (relica), i. 6621.

a'd (time), i. 6638.

a'wr (nakedness that may not be uncovered), iii. 469.

a'yad al-kif (inscriptions), iii. 400.

a'gur (robbers), ii. 3309.

b'd (camel), iii. 179.

al-Bakkiti (class of Muh. ascetics), ii. 1000.

b'd (substance, affirmation of universal consciousness), iii. 7129, vii. 438, xii. 179.

baraks (holliness), vii. 378.

ba-sh'ah (in accord with ordinances of Muh. law), xi. 703.

b'sarna ( = bisimmah), ii. 687.
AUSTRALIAN

A t c h e r i n g (Arunta, Kaitij, and Unmatjera mythical past), i. 2934.
Anbiringah-tinta (ceremony of breaking the arm-bone), ii. 7911.
A r a k u t a (Arunta youth circumcised, but not sub-incised), ii. 889.
A r i l h a (Arunta sub-incision operation), i. 2988, ill. 6609, 6699, v. 8624.
A r a m b u s a n g a (Arunta double), iv. 8582, v. 6892.
A t u n g u l l a n (Arunta 'vulva-thist'), i. 1283.
B o r a (initiatory ceremonies), i. 8224.
B u s g e c e (Wiradjuri spirit), ii. 2474.
C h o i (soul), ii. 2477, 6392.
Ch ur i ng a (sacred instrument of stone or wood), i. 2299, 5599, 8282, ii. 2244, 8009, iv. 3656-3696, vi. 7354, vii. 1119, xi. 6518, xi. 8124, xi. 4294.
Ch ur i ng a i d i n i k a (sacred rock-drawing), iii. 3686.
Churings (sacred portable sacred stone or stick), ii. 8904, iv. 3656-3696.
D o c e (Euhaliyai soul), ii. 2477.
E r i t t u n g u n g a (Arunta sacred storehouse), ii. 1014, iv. 3656.
E r i t o (spying of giri), v. 6582.
I l a p u r i n g a (female avenger), i. 6122.
I n s e r i t o n (Arunta ancestors), i. 2988.
I n s t a l l a (Arunta pointing stick), xi. 8118, 8124.

B ABY L O N I A N - A S S Y R I A N (Including SUMERIAN)

8 (a)
A K a k k a s (priest), x. 2988.
A b u t u t (symbol ?), xii. 1504.
A d-dig, A d-dig (sum. 'forbidden thing, sacred possession of a deity'), xi. 5299.
A d-dim (ghost), iv. 6892.
A h a z a (demon), iv. 5702.
A h i m a s (kind of ghost), i. 4379.
A l a d (sum. colossal bull), ii. 8879.
A l a d (sum. 'bull'), ii. 8884.
A n e l a u s (tree-born person), vii. 8187.
A n d u (word, 'affair'), xii. 7499.
A n z u l l a (abomination), xii. 5328.
A n u n a k a (water-spirits), xii. 7095.
A n a s a (wrongdoing), xi. 5328, 5339.
A n a s i (sum. and Sem. priest), x. 2377.
A s p a l a (son?), i. 1142.
A s p a l a t a (sonship, 'share'), i. 1142.
A s p a t a (the deep, ocean), i. 539.
A r a t l i (see life).
A r u n t a (see anu).

3 (b)
g i g (Sum. 'unclean,' 'worthless'), v. 6386.
g i l l u (evil spirit), iv. 5700.
g i l l u s i l l u (presumably tummura-cutter), x. 2359-2389, 2587.

7 (d)
d u p p a a s p a t i i s u, d u p p a a m a r t h u s u (tablet of sonship), i. 1148.
d u p p a i a t (tablet of fate), i. 7039, v. 7788.

1 (c)
U d (Sum. 'anger spirit'), xii. 7519.
D a-fal-galam (sum. 'evil day,' Bab Sabbath), x. 8809.
U r u - g a l l u (great protector, name of priest), x. 2858-2878.
U r u-s i i (magical circle, ban), viii. 2239.
W a r d u s i i (slave), vii. 8188.
W a r d u s i i (herded animal, scapgoat), xii. 2239.
W i s k u (kind of ghost, demon of the sea), i. 4379, 4399, v. 5700, vii. 7059.

Z i (ši) (Sum. life, soul), xi. 7499.
INDEX TO FOREIGN WORDS

zémaštù.—See SAL-NU-BAR.
zur.—See kigala.

(1)

šatú ('to sin'), xi. 532a.
šaratús (woman consecrated to deity), vi. 573a.

(2)

šikšù ('abomination'), x. 532a.
škrà (prayers of preparation), x. 164a–165a.
šâm. ešam (Sum. = amdiu), xii. 749a, 751a.

(3)

šiarag (Sum. 'place where one gives to drink' communion with the dead), iv. 445a.
ši-lof (Sum. 'death-mournings'), iii. 77a.
šigala, birítu (space or platform), i. 690a.
šigala, zur (Sum. space or platform), i. 690a.
šidimari (decorations of temple), ii. 692a.
šidimari (boundary-stone), xii. 146a.
šalé (deacon, singer), ix. 14a, x. 287a.
šentu (group, family), v. 721a.
šentu (Sum. 'breaking of bread'), iv. 445a.
šalad-luš (Sum. 'act-place', 'to cleanse', a priest), x. 287a.
šupparu ('atonement'), iv. 743a, v. 649a.
širabí (guardian bulls), ii. 887a.
šas-lo (Sum. 'prostration, 'priest' prayers'), x. 1028a.
šébdù (boat), x. 384a, 385a.
štut, štutu (righteousness), x. 777a.

(4)

šakur, šakurú (demons), iv. 570a.
šiš, šištu, ardat šiš (triad of demons), iv. 571a.
lamas (colossal bulls), ii. 887a, 888a.
lamasu (kindly spirit appealed to at end of invocation), iv. 576a.

(5)

šamit (curse, tabu), iv. 741a, v. 639a, 639b.

šamitu (under a curse, a sinner), v. 639a.
šammu (Sum. ['loud voice', 'form', the word], xii. 751a–
752a).
šammar (palace or temple guard), vi. 672a–673a.
šammar pari (sodomite), vi. 672a.
šammar (ner-še-ga, 'seeker' possessed by demon), v. 638a.
šamtu (priest of ceremonies and ritual), x. 286b.
šad-dù-dù-ba (Sum. 'the horned animal which alleviates pain', 'scapogast'), xii. 222a–223a.
šadé edimmu ('raiser of the ghost'), iv. 569a.
šadéšu (free, of plebeian status), vi. 819a.
šadínwá (priest of ceremonies and ritual), x. 286b.
šadu (mishitu, 'justice'), x. 777.
šadditkašu ('one tossing to and fro', possessed by demon), v. 638a.

(6)

šam-bà-di (the redemption, atonement prayers), x. 164a.
šammat (Sum. 'overturning', 'transgression'), x. 532a.
šammata (Sum. 'perversion, disturbance of legal order'), x. 532a.
šám-tú (Sum. 'casting' or 'throwing' of a curse), vi. 639a.
šu-nu (Sum. 'woman of a god, female hierodoulus'), vi. 637a.
šu-nu (life, soul), xi. 749a.
šépí (a treasure, secret knowledge, mystery), ix. 71a.
šéru (singer, musician-priest), ix. 13a–14a, x. 287a.

BASQUE

(1)

sakrak (Sum. 'seer, prophet'), vi. 673a.
SAL-sikurù (Sum. 'vowed woman'), vi. 673a.
SAL-NU-BAR (Sum. 'seed-purifying', 'seed forgetful'), vi. 673a.
SAL-NU-GIG (Sum. 'holy one'), vi. 673a.

(2)

šar (p)
šar (p): šar (p), šar (p), šar (p), šar (p).

(3)

šà (p)
šà (p): šà (p), šà (p), šà (p), šà (p).

(4)

šo (p)
šo (p): šo (p), šo (p), šo (p), šo (p).

SAL-ŠEKAL (Sum. = mantikà-tis, 'one tossing to and fro', possessed by demon), v. 638a.
šità (decision of gods), ix. 71a.
šà (p): šà (p), šà (p), šà (p), šà (p).

(5)

šà (p): šà (p), šà (p), šà (p), šà (p).

(6)

šà (p): šà (p), šà (p), šà (p), šà (p).

ACHI (dance), ii. 437a.
cori ('naked'), ii. 430a (note).
guano, guana ('of the night'), ii. 436a (note).

BAKU (of the height'), ii. 436a.
karit (bear dance), ii. 436a–437a.
keraru (inclined to talk ravingly), ii. 436a (note).

JOJO (master'), ii. 436a.
sche (servant'), ii. 436a (note).
servon ('deaconesses'), ii. 437a.
zanatzein (horse dance), ii. 437a.
CAUCASIAN RACES

abetos-khati ('image-lord'), xii. 485a.

blyndis h'khatu (Ossetic house-spirit), ix. 573a.

chiroi (Ossetic worship-eaake), ix. 573a.

dasturi (lekanosii (priest), xii. 485a.

dcvarri (Ossetic saints and sanctu-
aries), ix. 573a.

budad (Khvir'sorocero), xii. 485a.

kehai (place of prayer), xii. 485a.

ekvveliari ('valley-elder'), xii. 485a.

khid (Ossetic 'service of the
dead'), ix. 573a. 574a.

khid (priest), xii. 485a.

kud (Ossetic 'worship'), ix. 573a.

necelkhi (sorceress), xii. 485a.

mbelxav (Khvir'sorocero), xii. 485a.

narexivi ('defiled'), xii. 485a.

giris akhara ('keeping of silence'), xii. 485a.

szpiras khano ('reopening of the
mouth'), xii. 485a.

shirirti (priest), xii. 485a.

szynklia (Ossetic chief feast of
dead), ix. 574a.

tel covari (memorial feast), xii. 485a.

CELTIC

aenach (Ir. 'fair'), viii. 423a.

as sidhe (Ir. 'men of the mound,
fairies'), ii. 682a. 682a, iv. 573a.

afanc (Welsh water-monster), iv. 573a.

airbre Druid (Ir. 'Druid's hedges'), iii. 303a, viii. 258a.

altrn (Ir. 'father-spirit'),

't-godfather'), iii. 530a.

asrrou (Breton 'a lord'), iii. 530a.

bacis (Ir. 'ecstasy'), prophecy.

basci (Ir. 'carniile'), iii. 303a.

ban-folt (Ir. 'divine-
ness'), vi. 877.

ban-sile (Ir. 'bannee',
woman-fairy'), iv. 573a.

bancathain (Ir. 'divine-ness'), vi. 877.

baridi caderiog (Welsh 'charged
bard'), ii. 416a.

baird teula (Welsh 'bard of the
house-host or retinue'), ii. 416a.

bairdi yspadl (Welsh 'bards
receiving entertainment'), ii.

416a.

baird, bairdiach (Ir. public hos-
net-comptroller), vi. 801a.

bile (Ir. sacred trees), iii. 294a.

briomar (Breton verwolf), iv.

747a.

brom cait (Gaol. 'the question'),

vii. 543a.

broadbwr (Welsh 'judges'), iv.

263a.

brethren (Ir. 'judge', 'advocate'),

vii. 829a.

brooks (Scott. circular towers), vi.

191.

brudan, brudan (Ir. hostel, asylum),

ii. 142a.

brudan (Welsh 'vaticinia'), iv.

418a.

brough (Ir. 'hospital'),

vi. 801a.

bruagaid cabach (Ir. 'hundred hos-
pital'), vii. 801a.

bruagaid lechek (Ir. 'hospital of the
kneading trough'), vi.

801a.

brehfran, breugaid, breugaid (Ir.

'public hospitalizer'), vi. 801a.

broadchir (Ir. 'yellow plague'),

iv. 748a.

bullion (Ir. 'bulls' whorls or
wall'), xi. 877a.

buboch (Welsh goblin), iv. 573a.

caisleach (Gaol. 'house', emboli-
ism of the corn-spirit), vi. 523a.

caisleach bealtine (Gaol. 'Beltsane
fair', or 'old woman'), v.

840a. 842a.

casca mna gan (Gaol. giant's
castle), vii. 191a.

cawil (Welsh fine paid to
king), iv. 262a.

cawil (Gaol. circumambulation
to left, 'withershins'), iii.

150a.

celle du (Ir. 'compasion', 'faithful
servant of God'), iv. 357a.

ceuid (Ir. 'innovation'), ii. 415a.

corney (Welsh bards of the
lower grade'), ii. 416a.

cotin (Ir. common lands), vii.

298a.

coticynhies (Ir. 'a fifteen night,
fornightly'), iii. 829a.

corpy-daire (Ir. 'body-price'), ii.

729a. 729a.

corpy-craid (Ir. image used in
magic), vii. 155a.

corpy (Welsh 'chayr'), iv. 577a.

coryl (Ir. 'musical branch'),

iv. 168.

cranhon (Ir. 'lots or部eal'), xii.

619.

crommy chroch (Ir. 'bloody cre-
cent'), an idol').—See CEN-

CRACGH In General Index.

culford (Welsh bard'), iv. 417a.

cumlock (Ir. box to hold precious
MS.), iv. 843a.

cumal (Ir. 'female bond-slave,
equivalent in value of three
cows', a fine'), vi. 298a.

cwlfwyd (Welsh story-teller), ii.

417a.

dainse side (Ir. fairies'), vi. 679a.

683.

dasir, dasi (Gaol. 'holy round,
circumambulation towards
right'), iii. 659a.

diron (Ir. 'house of the
cork-weaver'), ii. 417a.

derygi (Welsh 'sheep'), ii.

417a.

deryg, demydion (Welsh shee),

ii. 417a.

diol (Welsh 'revenge'), ii. 725a.

dilib (Ir. 'divinable land'), ii. 298a.

diogal (Ir. 'revenge'), ii. 725a.

dirr-fin (Ir. 'honour-price'), iv.

264a.

diruis, diruv (Welsh 'composition,
"Fine"'), ii. 725a.

druaid (Ir. "men of the
cork-weaver,' i. 294a.

druaid (Ir. 'sacred place of the
cork,' Druidic'), i. 294a.

druaid (Ir. "men of the
cork-weaver,' i. 294a.

druadi (Ir. 'sacred place of the
cork,' Druidic'), i. 294a.

druadi (Ir. 'sacred place of the

cork,' Druidic'), i. 294a.

easid (Welsh soul), iv. 574a.

ennoch (Ir. 'honour-price'), ii.

725a.

eyllwyn (Welsh 'stanzas'), ii.

417a.

eric (Ir. 'composition'), ii. 725a.

729a.

eric-fin (Ir. 'body-price'), iv.

264a.

feath faida (Ir. 'the wild beast's
cry'), spell), vii. 406a.

famhwar, famhwar (Gaol. 'giant'),

vi. 191a.

faith (Ir. 'vates, prophet'), v.

839.

fich (Ir. 'feud'), ii. 725a.
ile (Ir. poet), ii. 415a.

flid (Ir. learned poets, diviners),

iii. 304a. 302a.

fr side (Ir. men of the fairy-
mounds'), iii. 258a.

fis-fath (Gaol. charm), vi. 406a.

famhwar, famhwar (Gaol. 'giant'),

vi. 191a.

galad (Welsh 'body-price,
compensation for murder'), ii.

725a. 724a.

goan (Ir. poet), ii. 415a.

geis, plur. geose (Ir. spell, tabu),

ii. 300a. 301a. 853a.

geis. — See geis.

geis. — See geis.
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CHINESE

ch'ien (ceremonial purity), x. 470a.
ch'ai fei (fattening robbers), x. 478a.
ch'i hsien (fattening hearts), x. 479a.
ch'iao kung (fattening pilgrims), x. 473a.
ch'eng-huang-miao (guardian temple), i. 669a.
ch'ênsiu (true man), highest grade of Taoist, x. 473a.
ch'i (sorcerers), vii. 269a.
ch'i (worship), xii. 766a.
ch'i—See k'î.
chiao (pieces of bamboo used in divination), xiii. 762a.
ch'ieh-lan-tie (shrine for guardian god), i. 669a.
ch'i (wisdom), x. 487a, xii. 744a.
ch'i (matter), xii. 260a.
chi (sprites), xii. 577a.
ch'ing-ch'eng, i. 108a.
ch'ing-chang (respect and look up to), xii. 769a.
ch'i sei chih ch'in (ceremonial purification), x. 473a.
ch'i-lung (sacred hall), i. 669a.
ch'iu-chang, chien-mên (ninefold system of architecture), i. 669a.
ch'en-lia-chien (part of temple), i. 689a.
ch'i-jên (degree), i. 689a.
ch'ien-feng-lo (part of temple), i. 689a.
ch'ung-pao (salute with reverence), xii. 769a.
chung-sheng-tzu (part of temple), i. 689a.
EGYPTIAN (INCLUDING Coptic)
FINN, LAPP, AND MORDVIN

adda-namina (Lapp new name), ix. 170a.
haldek (Lapp 'familiar spirit'), x. 181.
im-baba (Mordvin priestess), viii. 847.
im-''aa (Mordvin priest), vii. 847.
jaunu (Lapp 'god'), vii. 259.
juodes (Lapp incantation), x. 181-
kal'itsti (Finn spirit), vi. 24.
kirkhonaitija, kirkkomosanaitija (Finn tutelary spirit), vii. 24.
kirkosnaithi (Finn 'church-folk,' spirit), vi. 24.
kuatti (Finn spirit), vi. 239.
laugola (Lapp baptismal ceremony), il. 372.
maanaitija (Finn earth-spirit), vi. 24.
metsainaitija, metasinaitia (Finn forest-spirit), vii. 847.
myulas (Lapp magic action, drumming), x. 182.
noysa, noida, noide, noide (Lapp shaman), i. 181, vii. 799.
pojasnaitia (Finn 'smithy-folk,' spirit), vi. 24.
porra (Finn domestic spirit), vi. 239.
pojasnai (Finn 'holy stones,' idol), x. 181.
pojasnai (Finn 'season of harvest'), ii. 939, ix. 792.
shen (companions), ii. 103.
sokai (communion), il. 671, x. 300.
sokaim, sokai (body, vital power), ii. 764, vi. 241, i. 190.
sokbami (sokbami), il. 529.
soku (rosary), x. 853, 852-853.
suus (anointing, physician), ii. 671-672, vi. 758, vii. 297, x. 300.
suten-iskai (formula of prayer for dead), i. 442.
tau:tao, ta o (Ethiopian Church unity), i. 58.
tet, thet (girdle of laces, divine protection), i. 726, vi. 100.
tetrameniesia (seasons), ii. 92.
tukai (die cliff'), ii. 649.
torii (periods of night), iii. 92.
utrow (opening of the mouth), vi. 758, vi. 76.
kapow (family registers), vii. 301.
ut (hieroglyph for power), i. 882.
usat (column), il. 433.
siha (the washed,' priestess), vii. 101.
siha (the clean of both hands, priestess), See wib'.
siha (the clean of both hands, priestess), See sib.
siha (the clean of both hands, priestess), See wib'.
siha (the clean of both hands, priestess), See wib'.
siha (the clean of both hands, priestess), See wib'.
nteuna (spirits), vi. 584.
uthu (stand for offering), i. 342.
uzu (sacred eye), iii. 432--433, vi. 629.
uzu, usun (hours), i. 92.
uzu, usun (watchmen), i. 99.
za (vital fluid), ii. 765, vii. 711.
za (vital fluid), ii. 765, vii. 711.
za (vital fluid), ii. 765, vii. 711.
sasu, shay (sacred eye), i. 342--433, vi. 629.
shay (sacred eye), i. 342--433, vi. 629.
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βδέλυγμα τήν ἐγκώμιον ("abomination of desolation"), i. 673, 579.
βίτος ("regular [sacrament]"), i. 629.
βιομοσαίος (person who has died a violent death), and magic, iii. 425, viii. 228.
βόδος (hole in the ground), vi. 264.
βορεάριον (head of ox), vi. 794.
βοδί (will), ii. 709.
βολοντισ (Homeric "end of the day's farm-work"), iii. 106.
βοσνία (sacrifice of oxen), i. 609, x. 899.
βρογιώνας (wolves), viii. 206.
βρόδος (Abyss), i. 547.
βρυσμός (altar), i. 339, 338, 343, xii. 780-783.
βαίνω (to wend), i. 579.
βάδες (marriage), vii. 449, 449.
βαρέη (birthday feast), ii. 669.
βαρέα (funeral feast), ii. 660, iv. 479.
βάρη (gifts of tongue), iii. 379.
βάρη (begotten), iii. 214.
βασίλειον (jubing), and origin of comedy, iv. 889.
βασιλέας, βασιλεστής (cherish), i. 471.
βασιλεία (gloria), iii. 193.
βαρηγάμος (to speak with tongues), iii. 369, 370.
βαρθός ("know theeselv"), iv. 489.
βαρθός (immediate vision of truth), i. 213, iii. 369, iv. 231, vii. 377; Pauline, iv. 72.
βαρικά (magic), iii. 418, vii. 271, 278.
βαρικοί (parents), ii. 239.
βαρόφ (public prosecution), ii. 192.
βαρόφ (indictment for theft), vi. 278.
βαρώσια (indictment for wanton assault), iv. 278.
βαρυ (griffin), iii. 206.
γυναικερία (regiment of women), v. 209.
γυναικείον (divine intimation of Socrates), vii. 283.
δαιμόνιον (spiritual power), ii. 548, iv. 591, vi. 278, xi. 212.
δαιμονία (festival), i. 608-609, 610.
δαιμός (bind), ii. 619.
δαιμός (late afternoon), iii. 103.
δαίμονα (Hecate's supper), iv. 339, vii. 509.
δεσμευθέν (person reported dead and found alive), x. 484.
δασκαλικός (slander), i. 588.
δασκάλα (accusation), i. 596.
δασκάλος (covenanter), iv. 219.
δασμός = κωρυγήμα, iii. 368, 369.
δαστοφ (chasm), i. 548.
δανέα (discursive reason), i. 95.
δανή τής νυχτος, iii. 214.
δανέαξια (instruction), iii. 369, 369.
δανέαξιον (righteousness), x. 787, 800.
δανέαξιον ἧδον (righteousness of God), Pauline, x. 787-789.
δανέαξιον ("justify," "account righteous", vii. 410.
δανέαξιον (righteousness), x. 804.
δανείο (right, use and wont), vii. 823, x. 38, xi. 548-549, 552, xii. 800.
δανείον κωρυγήμα, dānae (magic fleece), v. 651, vi. 528.
δανεστῇ (Dacca, Tocca) (Dacchias), iv. 824.
δανεστή (scrutiny), iv. 279.
δανεστή (belief), iv. 60.
δανεστή (good reputation), vii. 29.
δανεστή τής ἔρεις (887), vii. 848.
δανεστή (veneration of saints), i. 116, 121.
δανεστή (slave), vi. 609, 613.
δανεστή (order of angels), iv. 583.
δανεστή (potentiality), ii. 771.
δανεστή (athletic excellence), vii. 229.
δανεστή (spring), iii. 1059.
δανεστή (betrothal), vii. 449-449.
δανεστή (dedication of building), iv. 793.
δανεστή (incumbition), iv. 793.
δανεστή (incumbition), i. 49, iv. 793.
δανεστή (temperance, self-control), ii. 548, vi. 303, 3209, 4097, xii. 239.
δανεστή (machine to roll out corpse in theatre), iv. 883.
δανεστή (hymn in honour of victor, liturgical hymn), vii. 9.
δανεστή (gifts, bride-price), vi. 210, vii. 447.
δανεστή (form), ii. 771; and i1d2, viii. 81, 83.
δανεστή (idol), vi. 403, vi. 403.
δανεστή (Heliaca), x. 612.
δανεστή (false), i. 198, v. 789.
δανεστή (matchless), iv. 594.
δανεστή (peace), i. 724.
δανεστή (process for impeachment of traitors), iv. 278-276.
δανεστή (images of Hecate), iii. 339.
δανεστή (church), i. 639, iii. 671-678; and ευαγεία, iii. 671-678.
δανεστή (chosen), iii. 145.
δανεστή (procession of Spirit), iii. 214.
δανεστή (conflagration), i. 198, 196, v. 376.
δανεστή (ecstasy), v. 127.
δανεστή (litany), vii. 789.
δανεστή (ritual of Hecate), i. 779.
δανεστή (funeral procession), ii. 20.
δανεστή ("altar"), iii. 368.
δανεστή (liberal-minded man), vii. 707.
δανεστή (hymn), viii. 789.
δανεστή (offering to the dead), x. 39, xii. 785.
δανεστή (offer)
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ādaskāmikāl (tank-spirits), xii. 710A.
ādābnu (resplendent), i. 190A, 206A.
adānām (turned towards), stage in career of bodhisattva), i. 749A.
adābhūt (consecration rite), i. 209A, 213A.
adābaka (consecration rite), i. 209A, 213A.
adābaka (child born under asterism Mūla), xii. 470A.
adakā (improvable) stage in career of bodhisattva), i. 748A.
adābā (religious custom), iv. 377A.
adābhāgyābhāmya (resort to a teacher or mediator), i. 161A.
adābhātya (practiser), i. 319A.
adābhāsā (doing a thing because a teacher or preceptor has done it), iv. 181A.
adābhāta (pious devotee), iv. 827A.

INDIAN

ādakā (command of God to Keshab Chandra Sen), ii. 819A.
adārma (Jain subtle substance), iv. 609A.
adāmuṣṭyāghāśāmi (stage of preparation for career of bodhisattva), i. 749A.
adāpata (one desiring supremacy), i. 238A.
adāpata (resolution), i. 740A.
adānapata (priest), i. 312A, 313A.
adāna (lesion), i. 518.
adānapata (seeing of the sun), ii. 543A.
adāna (sympathy), v. 234A.
adāna (what is not seen), merit and demerit in previous existence, fate), ii. 200A, 790A.
adānākā (neutral feeling), ii. 519.
adānākā (neutral feeling), ii. 519.
adānākā (neutral feeling), ii. 519.
adānā (non-dualism), i. 128A, 159A.
adānā (doctrine of non-duality), ii. 544A.
adānā (monism), i. 47.
adānā (about absoluteism, crime), i. 50A.

ādānā (shepherd), i. 832.

ādānā (representation, idol), vii. 128A.
ādānā (charm), i. 204A.
ādānā (abscess), ii. 534A, 544A.
ādānā (Hades), i. 54A.
ādānā (hymn of praise), vi. 41A, 43A.
ādānā (acquire merit), vii. 574A.
ādānā (dairy, distribution of food), iii. 301A.
ādānā (form, idol), vii. 128A.
ādānā (Talmud supplementary notes), viii. 100A.
ādānā (treatise), iv. 41A.
ādānā (prayer, supplication), viii. 43A, 191A, 192A.
ādānā (phylacteries), vi. 619A, iv. 934A, 194A.
ādānā (improvement), xii. 437A, 439A, 449A.
ādānā (emaciation), viii. 721A.
ādānā (court of the sun), iii. 12.
ādānā (consecrative act), vii. 309A.
ādānā (divine names), i. 188A.
ādānā (horn r.), iv. 42A.
r =
ādānā (seer), iv. 819A.
ādānā (great lord), ii. 233A.
ādānā (asury interest), xii. 559A.
ādānā (holy spirit), i. 119A, xi. 789A, 790A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.

-agū (fire kindler), xii. 141A.
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Vineya.—See General Index. Vina(y)akachaturthi (festival), ii. 336B. vindu, bindu (creative force), xi. 94b.

vīpaka (retribution), vii. 670b. viṣṇu. See viṣṇu. viṣṇu (hero-procession), ii. 347b. viṣṇī (spirits of unmarried ancestors), i. 452a, iv. 603a. viṣṇya (energy), ii. 751b–752a. viṣṇihāsita (doctrine of qualified non-duality), ii. 543b.

Vīṣṇupada (= footprints of Viṣṇu), vi. 904b, vii. 183a. viṣṇu (type of actor), iv. 885a. viṣṇukt (marriage), viii. 450b. viṣṇarrī (unaccountable assumption of the phenomenal in thought), i. 137b.

viṣṇarta, viṣṇara (= renovation, revolution), i. 188b, 202a. viṣṇurāthadāśā (incalculable months of renovation), i. 158b. viṣṇurājñāyinī, viṣṇuññājñāyinī (period of duration), i. 202a. viṣṇurājanātha prārūdhā (period of duration), i. 189b. vṛata (yowa), xii. 659a–657a.

vṛatā (monk), viii. 803a. vṛddhi stāta (birth impurity), x. 437b–449b. vṛjiputra, vṛjiputraḥ (Vaisali heretical monks), iv. 153a.

vṛchārā (bull-yowl), xii. 659b. vṛpekṣa (scope-ballock), i. 459b. vṛṣṭī (mystic syllables), ii. 89a, iv. 157b. vṛṣtri-bhuma (burnt sacrifice), i. 110b.

স্ত্রী মা (Burm. water ordeals), i. 29b. yāṣṭikā (Burm. libation), iii. 26a. yāṣṭikā (Burm. lucky days), iii. 26a.

yoga (= concentration, devotion to God), i. 541a, 543a, 802a. yasthī (Burm. festival), ii. 792a, viii. 313b, ix. 117b, x. 454a, 714a, xii. 194b, 832b–833b.
yogakṣema (security), i. 229a. yogamāṇḍala (yoga-sleep), iii. 833a. yogī, yogī (ascetic), ii. 93b–94b, viii. 803b, x. 832a; and breathing, ii. 839b, yoga, magic, viii. 280b, rosaries, x. 826b, Rīkharas, x. 836b–867. Yādavas, viii. 89b.

yogyas (rock-spirits, waterfall spirits), i. 253a, xii. 71b. yogini (= female yogī, witches), xii. 833b.

yoni (symbol of female principle), i. 603a. yonā (Burm. village-saving ceremony), iii. 28a. yonan (Burm. village), iii. 21a. yonāsages (of the world), i. 300a–302a.

yāpa (sacred post), ii. 45a. yāprakāsita (= ascent of the post, ceremony in rajayapa), xii. 61b.

yuvāraṣṭi (heir-apparent), i. 21a. yuvāsaṅgh (Burm. village-nats), iii. 26b. yuvāsaṅgh (Burm. divining rod), iii. 29b.

yavata (Burm. rest-houses), i. 29b. yoz (Burm. pagoda), iii. 42a. zieppa (Burm. veranda), i. 42b. zuaro (Malabar girdle), vi. 228b.

INDO-CHINESE

dētra (Cambodian teachers), iii. 157b.
dō thnom (Cambodian sorcerer-sorceresses), i. 158a.
dāk (Cambodian good spirits), iii. 157b–159a.
dākhus (Cambodian priestess), iii. 158a–157.
dālik Molok (Cambodian Pāli), xii. 159b.
darāhō (Cambodian priest), iii. 157a.
dakōtā (Cham priest), iii. 343a.
dhānāi (Cambodian soul of person dying violent death), i. 158a.
dōō (wizard-doctor), vii. 223b.
dōū (Cham priestly caste), iii. 343b.
dōū (Siam. temple), xii. 244a.
dōmvar (Cham huts of leaves), iii. 343b.
dōmar (Cham festival), iii. 343b.
dōmenē (Cham deacon-sacristan), iii. 343a.
dōk (Cambodian shrines), iii. 380a.
dōk (Andaman jungle world), i. 463a.
dōk (Andaman persons endowed with spirits of ancestors), i. 468a.

c̄a (Annam diease spirits), i. 468a.

chēnghu (Annam. spirit), i. 540a.
chē-hō (Annam. soul), i. 540a.
con-hō (Annam. soul), i. 540a.
con-i (Annam. spirit), i. 540a.
con-khō (Annam. spirit), i. 540a.
con-trām (Annam. fabulous buffalo), i. 541a.

dhāra (Cham ceremony), i. 343a.
dhāra (Tongking cosmic system), i. 380b.
dōm (Brahman feather-pebbles), vi. 218a.
dō-en kōh (Siam. 'defective months'), ii. 135b.
dō-en zhōn (Siam. complete months), ii. 136b.
dō-toh (Siam. complete month), i. 136b.

dō (Nicobar N.E. monsoon), i. 344a.

gōs (Cham 'eaglewood'), i. 344a.
gōs (Nicobar 'magical picture'), ii. 397b, ii. 302a.

gōn (Tongking subtals soul), xii. 380b.

ghēri (Cambodian royal astrologers), i. 111b.

ghēri (Nicobar ghosts), i. 363a.

gō (Nicobar good spirits), i. 363b.

gōi (Nicobar evil spirits), i. 363b.

gō (Cham priestesses), i. 343b.

gō (Cham huts of leaves), iii. 343b.

gō (Cham festival), iii. 343b.

kō (Nicobar image), iii. 343b.

kō (Cham priest), iii. 343b.

kō (Tongking cosmic system), i. 380b.

kō (Tongking subtals soul), xii. 380b.

kō (Nicobar 'novice'), i. 363b.

kō (Annam. spirit), i. 540a.

kō (Nicobar 'novice'), i. 363b.

kō (Annam. spirit), i. 540a.
ITALIAN (including ETRUSCAN AND EARLY ITALIC)—JAPANESE

aiusina kinto (Etruscan soul of dead), v. 553.
bucccher (Etruscan style of vase), v. 553.
cocozzi di luna (horned shell amulet for toothache), v. 613.
commodi dell' Arte (modern parallel of Atlantes), iv. 901.
cimurata (spig of rue amulet), v. 613.
frater aliis dies (Umbrion brotherhood), v. 459.
gryazi (comic amuleta), v. 613.
jestatori (person with evil eye), v. 609.
jestatori di bambini (person with evil eye with special power over children), v. 611.
jestatura (evil eye), v. 608.
jestatura sospensiva (evil eye with power of obstruction), v. 611.
lax (Etruscan goddesses), v. 539.
lusco (Etruscan kingly), v. 451.
mancacho (evil eye), v. 608.
manto cornuta (gesture against evil eye), v. 493.

Japanese

bissu (four-stringed instrument, like violon), ix. 49.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
busu (coin used as amulet), v. 490.
bushido (way of the ideal knight), iv. 889.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
ghasimos (gate of Bodhi), v. 490.
sangaku ('Chinese dance'), iv. 889.
sankai ('threefold taking of refuge'), iv. 494.
sankai ('worship of the Three Precious Things'), iv. 499.
sarugai ('monkey dance'), iv. 888, iv. 499.
sarugami ('monkey-god' ['possession']); iv. 499.
sarugami ('bundle of dried fish'), i. 250.
sei ('baked').
sei ('drama connected with apparitions'), iv. 889.
sokutai ('karabira'), xiii. 36.
shakuhachi ('musical instrument'), i. 61.
shari ('relics used as amulets'), iii. 45.
shi ('see uji').
shibai ('kabuki'), iv. 890.
shibai ('fourfold invitation'), iv. 890.
shido ('see bashi').
shinsen ('straw rope'), x. 496.
shinjii ('See kami').
shinju ('dying between two parties', 'form of suicide'), xii. 37.
shinjin ('drama of good wanes'), iv. 889.
shike ('gates of religious practices'), iv. 496.
shikou ('collar removal'), iv. 496.
shiku ('Ainu club'), i. 246.
shibi ('kabuki'), iv. 890.
shiki ('funeral procession'), iv. 496.
shinbun ('Ainu bunch of grass'), i. 246.
ta ('drama of dramatic dance'), iv. 889.
tamakuro ('ancestral tablets'), iv. 496, 499, 487.
sumire ('three-stringed instrument'), iv. 496.
sangaku ('Chinese dance'), iv. 889.
alumens (consecrated cloth serving as altar), i. 341.
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litterae decratae (letters containing decisions on points of law), i. 804.
litterae cum fibro canopus (letters in which the bulla hangs by hemp cords), ii. 893.
litterae cum fibro serico (letters in which the bulla hangs by silk cords), ii. 893.
litterator (elementary teacher), v. 216.
litus (rod of augur), x. 635, xii. 451.
lobodotorium (shelter for cripples and invalids), vi. 805.
locos religiosas (feared or revered places), x. 827.
locos sacer (sanctified places), x. 827.
localia (inches, in catacombs), iii. 249, 715.
locura (insanity), x. 810, xii. 810, xii. 811.
lodi (games), i. 29, iv. 905, 906, x. 834, xii. 810, xii. 811.
lodi sacrae (funeral games on ninth day), i. 464.
Luperici (priests), x. 834, 824, 829, 841.
Luperci Fabiani, x. 834.
Luperci Iulii, x. 834.
Luperci Quinctiales, x. 834.
lustratio (purification), iv. 621, x. 601, 827, 823-824.
lustratio agraria, x. 827, 847.
lustratio pagi, x. 501.
Lysithea.—See magasida.

magnas annas (world-year), i. 197-199.
magnas annas (world-year), vi. 903.
magister (teacher), iv. 2974.
mamalia (classes of animal), i. 895, 895.
mamam (legal power), vi. 464.
martyropolia (lists of saints’ days), vi. 590-575.
mathematici (alchemists), iv. 794, 828, 826.
mater, matronas, materas.—See General Index.
matricularii (officials in charge of fountaining), iii. 107.
matrii (boys whose mothers are alive), ii. 96.
matrium (tomb), iv. 1006.
matrium annuum (yearly), i. 199.
matrium (tombstone), iii. 719.
mater (sab who makes what elements were placed), ii. 659.
mater Domini, matres Dominae (altar), i. 339.
materix (prostitute), x. 409.
miles (grade in Mithraism), vii. 750.
mindia (mimes), iv. 902.
mimes (mime), iv. 904-905, viii. 293.
miraculum consummatorum (dismissal of catechumens [rite]), iii. 255.
mocochia (adultery, sins of flesh), i. 133.
mola aures (firstfruit cakes), i. 581, iv. 42, 379, xii. 809.
motus proprius (species of papal brief), x. 895.
musa exeremosit (housekeepers of clergy), i. 179, 179.
musa (fine), x. 869.
mundium (husband's authority), v. 729.
mundus (underground chamber, trench for offerings to dead), i. 454, iv. 29, v. 358, viii. 98.
musus ('treat'), iv. 121.
musus ob obsequium (simony), x. 525, 526.
musus a lingua (simony), x. 525, 526.
musus a manu (simony), x. 525.
musus (jewelled girdles), vi. 229.
musus (jewelled girdles), vi. 329.
musus (simony), ii. 534.

N. (= nefastus dies, day on which no civil business may be done), i. 139.
natalicia, natalitia (anniversaries), ii. 783, xii. 715.
natura (nature), iv. 2449-2459.
nekyomantia, i. 456, viii. 274, 279, 309, 288-287, 288.
necrori (servants of the Cesar of god), iii. 504.
nosoconium (hospital), vi. 805, 806.
novendiales (coenosis) (meal to dead on ninth day), ii. 229.
nudipedalia (procession and ritual), i. 59.
nunus, nunna (robes, raiment), x. 834.
nundinas (groups of eight days), iii. 90.
obex (doctrine), x. 906-907.
offer (primitive earthware vessels), i. 59.
oper supererogationis (works of supererogation), i. 91.
ornas (riges in attitude of prayer), i. 148, xii. 138.
orum (sacred), iv. 229.
orbis, orbis (heirless old people), iv. 477.
oristic oblati (appointment of bishop), i. 8.
orphankonothium (home for orphans), vi. 804.
Oscas, persona (play in which characters were fixed), iv. 901.
oseca (portion of body buried when nest cremated), i. 469, iv. 507.
ossidipium (gathering of the bones), x. 501.
nosti (Etruscan portent), iv. 829, v. 537-539.
panicor (agree about value), ii. 729.
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Simodis.—See Kiarotis.

Simikara (imagens), i. 149b, 693a.
v. 150, 756a.
sodales Augusti (priest), x. 334a, xi. 812a.
sodales fatales (priest), x. 333a.
sodales Titi (priest), ii. 7a, x. 254a, 354a, xi. 812a.
sodales Titiens (priest), ii. 7a, x. 841a.
solidiores, solidiiores (brotherhoods which served the gods), vii. 218.
soldiarii (men who vow to die with their king), ix. 9a.
solennia mortis (feasts to the dead), ii. 259.
solum (tomb), iii. 249a.
solus (diving rod), iv. 821a—822a.
sorite Apostolorum, iv. 799a—791a.
sorites Euthyc, iv. 780.
sorites de plan, iv. 791a.
sorites Koranici, iv. 818a.
sorites pere brevis, iv. 794.
sorites Suborico, iv. 799a, 826a.
sorites Vergiliani, iv. 790, 828a.
soriti (divaerum ablot), iv. 790.
spectaculum admissulum, ii. 29a.
specto (taking apaches), x. 839a.
sphaceum (Mithraeum cave-temple), i. 744a, vii. 757.
spheris (other-sel), i. 232a.
sphoetis (spells of enemy leader slain by leader of Roman army), xii. 454a, 696a, 697.
sponsonia (betrothal), viii. 437a.
sponsonia (per), xii. 448a—459a.
sportula (dole of food), vii. 212.
statio (station), x. 855a.
stemma (lines on imanges giving genealogical succession), viii. 485a.
stenas (gift of small brass coin), vi. 215a.
stridere (sounds in magic), viii. 280a.
stridere (foot of screech owl), vii. 280a.
stringa, stringa (sew or), iii. 289a, 360a, v. 554a, viii. 276a, 280a, 284a, x. 367.
stringa, stringa (sew or), iii. 289a, 360a, v. 554a, viii. 276a, 280a, 284a, x. 367.
stripa, stripa (a canoe), iv. 824a—825a.
strips (sew or), iii. 289a, 360a, v. 554a, viii. 276a, 280a, 284a, x. 367.

MELANEASIAN AND POLYNESIAN

agni (New Guinea board to which skulls are suspended), ix. 341a.
apibi-cult (New Guinea development of head-hunting), ix. 329a.
si—See ams.
aiwa (Hawaiian chief god), vi. 530a.
ain (Hawaiian high-bom), vi. 321a.
amira, amira (Dayak soul), vii. 347a.
aimos, amirs ( protruding eyes), viii. 346a.
dinok (Malay suicide), viii. 350a.
ado (Hawaiian power of praying to death), vi. 531a.
asian (Ole Duen spirit of the dead, vii. 349a.
as (Tora's spirit of the dead), vii. 349a.
aspara-balaik (Java coincidences of years), ii. 119.
unio (Philippine spirit), iv. 740a.
unio (Tora's spirit of heroes), viii. 346a.
unio (Sarawak helpful spirit), iv. 728a, vii. 347a.
unio (Hawaiian place of oracles), vii. 351a.
unio (Hawaiian spirit), iii. 242a.
unio (or cult of New Guinea), vii. 348a.
avi (Melan. 'religion-soul'), iv. 859a.
avapi (San Cristoval ghost), i. 493a.
avesto—See ams.
avapi (Malbing totem), iv. 834a.
avapi (New Guinea shaman), ii. 242a.
babig (Malay demon), viii. 365a.
bahus-cult (New Guinea), iv. 346—347a.
halam (New Guinea bull-roarer), iv. 347a.
barisina (New Guinea totem), ix. 345a.
beghe (Nias' spirit), vii. 346a.
beghe (Batan's spirit), vii. 346a.
belebana (Dayak sacred ear-not pole), iv. 240a.
belan (Kaningi shaman), viii. 346a.
bemba (Dayak soul), viii. 345a.
belehi (Dutch E. Ind. ancestral spirit), iv. 856a.
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PERSIAN (including PARI)

ashuras (gods), vi. 291n-292n.
ata (Magian priest), x. 321a.
adar (part of temple where fire is), ix. 645b.
adar (betrothal ceremony), vii. 455c.
adar (altar slab), i. 347b, 348a, iv. 648b.
adidurats (betrothal ceremony), ix. 455b.
afet (consecration), ix. 649b.
afetina ('h o m a g e') (funeral prayers), i. 455b, ix. 267b, x. 459c.
si (seventh-month day, Parsi celebration), ii. 681a.
sigiri (Parsi temple), i. 648b.
a., akho ('life', 'vital force', 'nature'), ix. 867b, 868b.
soilo (Melan. form of divination), iv. 777a.
susa (Koita [New Guinea] ghost), ix. 344b.
sumangul, sumangul. —See sumangul.
supae (Melan. society), vii. 535b.
sunamangul (Babar 'double'), iv. 854b.
tobars (New British ghosts), ix. 337b.
tokobunatu-a-tea (Polyn. national temples), xii. 240f.
todar (New Ireland guardian spirit), ix. 337b.
thaghaungra (Nias water-spirits), vii. 347b.
tago (New Guinea mask spirits), ix. 347b.
taio (Polyn. blood-brother), ii. 677b, 678b.
talasman (Banks Is. charm), iv. 728b.
talesmaur (Banks Is. vampire), i. 309b, iii. 210a.
tanamu (Babon Is. sacred being connected with weather), x. 782b.
tamusa-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tamusa (Banks Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tamu (Babon Is. sacred being connected with wealth), iv. 728b.
tan (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tan (Babon Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tamaa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with weather), x. 782b.
tanamu (Banks Is. vampire), i. 309b, iii. 210a.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tanamu (Banks Is. sacred being connected with weather), iv. 728b.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tanamu (Banks Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tanamu (Banks Is. sacred being connected with weather), iv. 728b.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tan (Babon Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tanamu (Banks Is. vampire), i. 309b, iii. 210a.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tanamu (Banks Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tanamu (Banks Is. sacred being connected with weather), iv. 728b.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
tanamu (Banks Is. secret society), ii. 329b.
tanamu (Banks Is. sacred being connected with weather), iv. 728b.
tanamu-versa (Babon Is. sacred being connected with crop), x. 782b.
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SCRO (decisioning judge), vi. 853.

PHOENICIAN

cippi ('sign-post, lit. *hands*'), ii. 348.

SIEMIAN RACES

gamondo (Tungus mischievous spirit), xii. 479.
garan (Tungus water-spirit), xili. 769.
haba, hao (Samoyed domestic god), xii. 176, 176b.
hamen (Tungus shaman), xii. 479.
harp (Tungus malevolent spirit), xii. 479.
hooma (Tungus man), xii. 479.
idaqa (Burut londis), xi. 79.
tisan (Samoyed soul-life), xi. 176.

SIBERIAN RACES

adus (Burut souls of children), iii. 9.
adyk (Burut consecrated animals), iii. 19.
altai (Oystak household spirit), iv. 579b.
amsi (Gilyak 'friends,' relatives on mother's side), vi. 224.
arbungs (Tungus shaman's spirit), xii. 479.
aseuris (Burut beings living under mountain Sumer), iii. 3a.
banelot (Oystak medicine-man), iv. 579.
bokhidoll (Burut souls), iii. 81-99.
boo (Burut and Mongolian shaman), iii. 19.
buman shulun (Burut fetish-stones), iii. 10.
buris (Tungus mischievous spirits), xii. 479.
burkhan (Burut gods), iii. 9.
chulupdy (Tungus mischievous spirit), xii. 479.

dakhal (Burut soul of poor, iii. 9.
doloi (Burut rite), iii. 14.
domora (Oystak stringed instrument), iv. 577.
dorekhi (Tungus earth-spirits), xii. 479.

eskay (Oystak deities), iv. 579.
efir (Tungus shaman's spirit), xii. 479.

kuk (Tungus bear ceremony), xii. 479.
kurmis (= ongon), iii. 12.
manogkatais (Burut monsters), ii. 4.
mangus (Burut semi-man), ii. 70.
miraguda (Tungus shaman's spirit), xii. 479.
mortai-khober (Burut horse-staves), iii. 13-16.
mundzino (Samoyed rainbow), xii. 12.
mu-shasu (Burut souls of young women and girls), iii. 8.

SIBERIAN RACES

nadus ongon (Burut tarry-making ongones), iii. 13.
narsh (Gilyak guests at bear-festival), iii. 509.

niguk (Gilyak blood relations, relatives on father's side), vi. 224.
nikko (Oystak *medicine-man*), iv. 579.
nun (Samoyed spirit-gods), ii. 121a, xi. 174, 175b.

oktongoi (Burut sky), iii. 3.
orongoi (Burut god), iii. 12-13.

pho (Burut spirit-gods), ii. 121a, xii. 174, 175b.

sacil (Burut fetial), iii. 10.
seblophiai (Burut stones from heaven), iii. 9.

SIBERIAN RACES

sko (Gilyak bear), iii. 121.

kome (Oystak animal soul), xii. 479.
SLAVIC

ciutars (Lith. house-dragon), xi. 425a.
assasia (Old Pruss. Spring), iii. 137a.
bichar (magician), iii. 456a.
balalaika (stringed instrument), ix. 628a.
bassich (bathroom domovy), iv. 627a.
béda (distress), iv. 626a.
bé solatenny (midday demon), iv. 627a.
bud (Wend 'will-o'-the-wisp'), iv. 629a.
býg ('god'), vi. 302a.
búsky (Lith. house-water-spirit), iv. 629a.
bodášahlisht (God's plain, messenger of death), iv. 627a.
brukši (marriage in recognized sense), v. 75o.
bratetno ('brotherhood, vengeance'), ii. 733a.
bubny (tambourines), iv. 59a.
barby (heroic songs), vi. 664a.
carofar (magician), iii. 456a.
carofarika (female magicians), iii. 456a.
cástl (Russ. fate), ii. 62a.
cesta (gilda), ii. 725a.
chłéb-sól (Russ. 'bread-salt'), vi. 819a.
chłémik (battle-sheld domovy), iv. 627a.
chóski (rosary), v. 859a.
contúne (temples), i. 773a.
dél, dědlo ('grandfather', name given to household god), iv. 627a, 627a-628a.
dél (harvest-spirit), iv. 630a.
děduška domovy (Russ. 'grandfather of the house'), i. 606a, v. 628a.
děvě ženy (Bohem. female spirits), iv. 628a.
drobrecht (domestic spirit), iv. 628a.
doljž (Polish and Little Russ. fate, fortune), ii. 626a, 53a, vi. 626a.
domovy, domorek (household spirits), ii. 24a, iv. 627a-627b, v. 683a, vi. 115a, xi. 429a.
domora (stringed instrument), ix. 586a.
duďka (musical pipe), ix. 59a.
domuše (diviners), ii. 55a.
duny (Little Russ. heroic songs), vi. 666a.
dorovny (yard domovy), iv. 627a.
dzúdny ('ancestors'), i. 466a, vi. 237a, 258a.
dziewcuony (Polish female wood spirits), iv. 628a.
dzar (Little Russ. water spirit), iv. 629a.
gaduński (Russ. fortune-telling), iv. 814a, 815a.
gréjotu (Lith. house-snakes), vi. 420a, 421a.
plau (Old Slav 'head, man-slaughter'), ii. 733a.
gódski-ta (parents), ii. 25a, 28a.
غل (Bacho-Slav year), iii. 137a.
gors ('misery'), iv. 626a.
gorka malek (wood-hag), iv. 625a.
głéporedar (Wend 'lord of the house, snake'), ii. 25a (note).
geopodar (mister of the stranger'), iv. 819a.
ğıgoza (Wend 'lady of the house, snake'), ii. 25a (note).
goś (Old Slav 'guest'), v. 818a, 819a.
guduk (stringed instrument), v. 58a-59a.
gusara (popular singers), vi. 666a.
gust (zither), vi. 666a, iv. 57a, 573a.
halutannas ('those who know the secrets of the underworld'), iv. 816a.
hatsuman (Bohem. water-spirit), iv. 628a.
hejžal (Bohem. 'wild man, forest spirit'), iv. 628a.
horkoširček (Bohem. household spirit), iv. 627, 628a.
hromice (Czech boundary, burial mound), ii. 259a.
idska ('possession'), iv. 628a.
jezdić (Serb. spirit), iv. 624a.
komuná (White Russ. food for the dead), ii. 277a.
kupala (pagan temples or idols), i. 773a.
kupál (Tungus amulet), xii. 470a.
kujá (onion), iii. 129a.
ukhan-tarim (Burjat water cure), iii. 114a.
wiet (Osyth soul), vi. 579a.
wit (Burjat thick cow's milk), iii. 45a.
yaxsik (Burjat consecrated animals), iii. 13a.
yaks (witch-animal), i. 492a, vi. 218a.
yada (Burjat fetish-stones), iii. 4a, 10a.
začkaš-bes (Burjat abode of wicked), ii. 8a.
zayané (Burjats devotes), iii. 7a.
zya (Burjat kind of sorcery), iii. 13a.

kranšy, krokšy (Russ. Christmas spirit), iv. 630a.
kaška (bird hatched from cock's egg), iii. 666a.
kaška (Lith. domestic spirits), v. 638a.
kipišorna (Russ. tormenting spirit), iv. 624a.
kirout (Old Pruss. priest), iv. 487a.
klics (White Russ. 'cakes'), ii. 27b.
kletnica (Morian spirit), iv. 530a.
kipisato ('possession'), iv. 626a.
klíkš 'i (possessed'), iv. 818a.
kobes (Wend 'goat'), iv. 628a.
kobas (stringed instrument), vi. 669a, ii. 589a.
kobars (Little Russ. singers), vi. 606a.
koldun, koldún (Russ. sorcerer), iii. 466a, vi. 309a.
koldáž (Russ. Christmas spirit), iv. 630a.
koldás (Russ. period between Christmas and Epiphany), iv. 818a; divination, iv. 815a.
See also General Index.
kroda (Old Ch. Slav = rogus, fornas'), i. 254a.
krobinč. - See kroškšy.
kroškšy. (Old Pruss. diviners), ii. 54a.
krýj (hag who torments children), iv. 629a.
krieš (Old Pruss. priest), ii. 43a, iv. 487a, 496a.
kriuš krovíčto (Old Pruss. high priest), iv. 487a, 489a.
kruš (Old Slav 'blood, man-slaughter'), i. 733a.
kudes (Russ. 'magic, Christmas period'), ii. 47a (note).
kuděněš, kuděněkú (Russ. sorcerer), iii. 465a, vi. 309a.
kup (Serb. pestilence demon), iv. 625a.
kunč (Old Russ. marriageable girl), v. 709a.
kupal (Russ. festival of the bath), v. 890a.
kupal (Russ. puppet), ii. 485a.
kurip (Russ. sepulchral mound), iv. 609a.
SYRIAC

därēkān (saints' days), i. 173a.
hasṣā pious ones), v. 409a.
kīmrā (priest), i. 801b.

TEUTONIC

Begriff (Ger. 'notion'), vi. 579b.
bergsbau (Norse 'mountain-dweller, giant'), iv. 634a.
bergjard (Norse 'lord of the mountain, giant'), iv. 634a.
bergkrieger (Norse 'cliff-giants'), ii. 290b.
Besnvung (Ger. 'shaking of the body'), i. 363a.
Beszerung (Ger. 'testimonies'), i. 369a.
bultnir (sorcery), iv. 632a.
bullen (Scand. sortilege twigs), ii. 831a.
bōsa Rīk (Ger. evil eye), v. 604b.
bötād (Swedish 'abode-tree'), v. 480b.
brandir (Norse 'sparkling jewel, Freyja's necklace'), v. 639a.
Besängwot (Ger. 'tom-cat'), field-spirit, iv. 634a.
Buscherower (Ger. wood-spirits), iv. 631a.
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dvergmi (‘dwarf-speech’), xii. 241.
ciherjar (souls of warriors slain in battle), xii. 758.
este burg (giant’s castle), vi. 191.
Eostre (Ang.-Sax. Dawn), ii. 34.
See also General Index.
estaEy (Scand. giant-monster), xii. 254.
ert (inherited property, Scand. ‘wake’), i. 467.
erfd (Scand. funeral feast), i. 467, vi. 891.
ese ge cog (Ang.-Sax. ‘witches’ shot’, ‘humbago’), ii. 19.
ese (Ang.-Sax. ‘spirits’), ii. 159.
Pangere (Germ. ‘wood-spirits’), iv. 634.
finbolver (Norse three years’ winter with no summer), i. 269, ii. 703.
fosegrím (Norse water-spirit), iv. 634.
frt (Scand. ‘fasternage’), vi. 108.
fredu, frethro (‘price of peace’), vi. 670.
fuli (attendant spirit), i. 496, ii. 520, vi. 631, vii. 633, xii. 398, vii. 765.
fulgiskö (‘hamingja’), vii. 765.
fuldr (incarnation charm), ix. 59.
garder (Scand. ‘house-guardian’), iv. 639.
Gisckefen (Mid. Germ. ‘makers, women of fate’), ii. 168.
gast (Goth. guest), vi. 815, 816.
gewi (Goth. ‘peace’), ii. 729.
Geratesale (Germ. ‘barley-gaff, field-spirit’), iv. 634.
gild (Old Norse ‘payment’), vi. 214.
gild (Goth. ‘tribute’), vi. 214.
gérkkisinn (Old Norse ‘glass heaven, paradise’), ii. 709.
Gloos (Scand. ‘gloow-sow’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
gode (Norse priest), ii. 43.
Got (Old High Germ. ‘God’), ii. 194, 195.
got (Old Norse priest), ii. 43, xii. 254.
gothark (Old Norse priesthood), iv. 634.
grim (Norse water-spirit), iv. 634.
gryk (man-eating female demon), vii. 765.
gryia (Goth. priest), ii. 43.
Gr (Goth. ‘God’), ii. 43.
gryjjar (Norse female deities), vi. 269.
gry (Norse giants), xii. 256.
See also gild.
glyia (Icelandic ‘priests’), vi. 269.
haem (Ang.-Sax. ‘shrine’), xii. 254.
Hafereck (Germ. ‘oat-goat’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
Halefeuer (Germ. ‘bomfire’), xii. 227.
Halka (Goth. ‘place of concealment, grave’), ii. 30.
hamingja, hamingjur (soul, female tutelary genius), i. 467, ii. 529, vi. 734, vi. 764.
hamramme (‘one who can change his shape’), iv. 631.
harn (Old High Germ. ‘shrine’), xii. 254.
heypen (Scand. ghost, goblin), iv. 639, vi. 754.
Hauskohold (Germ. ‘brownie’), iv. 649.
he (Old Norse realm of the dead, goddess of the dead), ii. 30, 707, 709, 833, viii. 44, xi. 784.
he (Ang.-Sax. realm of the dead), ii. 30.
Helf (Old High Germ. realm of the dead), ii. 30.
Hergerudsok (Norse ‘the Lord’s goat’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
heze (witch), iv. 639.
Hezenachus (Germ. ‘witches’ shot’, ‘humbago’), ii. 15.
Himmelsbriebe (Germ. ‘amulets’), ii. 417.
Hox (sacral blood), ii. 54, xii. 250.
hof (‘temple’), xii. 256–257.
and horgfr, xii. 257.
Hogynodi (Yule feast), iii. 609.
Holmolecular (Germ. ‘forest-spirits’), iv. 634.
hör, högr (Icelandic sanctuary).
korsagy (Old Norse illegitimate son), ii. 662.
krînxhaur (‘frost-giant’), xii. 256.
krînxy (Old Norse illegitimate son), ii. 662.
hug (Old Norse ‘mind’), ii. 52, vi. 755.
Hüesnabenen (Netherlands cairns), vi. 104.
Hües encliffe (giant’s castle), xii. 191.
Huxagales (Goth. altar), i. 334, 354.
Hüchen (Germ. spirit), iv. 639.
Ida (name for Valkyries in Norse culture), xii. 252.
Jof, Jofuna (Old Norse ‘land of living men’), ii. 709, 709.
Jotnar, thurrer (giants), xii. 191, xii. 254, xii. 254–255, 255.
Juld (midwinter sacrifice), ii. 609.
Julde (Scand. monster), ii. 609.
Juldiov (Dan. Christmas pastrv), ii. 609.
Julidiov (Dan. pig offered to Frey at Christmas), ii. 609.
Julidiov (Dan. ghost), ii. 609.
Kenninga (Norse and Icelandic composite appellation), ii. 162.
Kinderbrunnen (Germ. ‘children’s wells’), iv. 663.
Kinderse (Germ. ‘children’s lakes’), iv. 663.
Klobastermann (Germ. ‘tree-spirit’), iv. 633–634, vi. 489.
Kobold (Germ. ‘house-goblin’, ii. 24, vi. 633.
Kornmueller (Germ. ‘wood-spirit’), iv. 634.
Kornmuffel (Germ. ‘corn-spirit’), iv. 634.
Krieg (Germ. ‘war’), xii. 674.
Kusih (Dan. priest), ii. 2554.
Kynfyggja (Old Norse soul of the tribe), ii. 52.
Landstatter (soul of soil, tutelary spirit), iv. 254, xii. 254.
Langhui (hall of temple), iii. 889.
Liljeldar (‘light elves’), ii. 674.
Lura (Scand. horn), vi. 609.
Makre (nightmare), xii. 599.
Maks (‘swift’, ‘power’), vi. 732.
Mørjgra (Icelandic ‘sea-monster’), iv. 639.
Mertizmanni (water-beings), iv. 639.
Mettersperng (Germ. ‘butcher’s leap’), iii. 227.
Middag (Ang.-Sax. world), ii. 252.
Moorarter (Germ. forest-spirits), iv. 634.
München (water-beings), iv. 669.
Næbbrod — See coban.
Nœrenna-wong (Ang.-Sax. paradise), ii. 30.
Nis (water-spirit), iv. 635, vi. 685.
Nornir (Old Norse women of fate), ii. 30, 609, vii. 633, viii. 454, xii. 125, 254, 255.
Ochisear (Old Norse ‘acres of the not-dead, abode of the blest’), ii. 703, 709, 710.
Oeg-lege (Ang.-Sax. ‘fateful plight’), xii. 675.
Porcelldasen (Germ. masks worn in Porthka-race), iii. 228.
Poltergeist (Germ. house-fairy), v. 609.
Reccho (Old High Germ. ‘exile’), ii. 349.
Reginnoklar (‘holy pegs’), xii. 259.
Rekar (Old Norse ‘exile’), ii. 349.
Ri (Germ. ‘monsters’), xii. 251.
Risvin (giant’s castle), vii. 191.
Rexenmann (Germ. ‘rave-ant’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
Rokkenmakh (Germ. ‘rave-ant’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
Roggenraute (Germ. ‘rave-ant’, field-spirit), iv. 634.
Rold (Germ. ‘bird’, iv. 634.
Schachenmänn (Germ. ‘shai’-männ’, miners guardian-spirit), iv. 634.
Schuld (Germ. ‘fine’), ii. 49.
TIBETAN—TURKISH

Schwerrbiese (Germ. amulets), II. 417.
scôp (bard !), ix. 69.
sed (charms), ix. 39.
sedOkrana (corroceas), ix. 59.
shai (Goth. 'fine') II. 499.
sêra ('cleans', 'baptize'), II. 416.
skogsfriar (Scwd. wood-nymphs), iv. 639.
Skrinet (Icelandic sea-monster'), IV. 635.
staff (talara), i. 339, 354, xii. 259a.
storjumare (Scand. 'great governors', slaves), x. 181.
Streckersheu (Germ. stretching-shears), II. 228.
Stromkari (Swed. 'river-man'), iv. 639, v. 699.
tâles, tâlos (Hungarian 'wise man', priest), vi. 579.
ting (gathering of the people), xii. 254, 255.
truarar—See ßâsnetar.
Thybdora (Old Norse illegitimate son), ii. 699.
ths, tetons (Ang.-Sax. giant, monster), xii. 251.
tivar (Old High Germ. 'gods'), ii. 57.
tonde (Swed. 'house-spirit'), iv. 633, v. 683.

gompas (small lamasseries), II. 277, xii. 333.
Ean-ma (lady teacher), i. 99.
Ean-po (teacher), i. 99.
Eor-lo (wheel), x. 850.
Erö (capability of expanding precepts), i. 99.
Iha (good spirit'), iv. 635, 639.
loh-pön (teacher, professor), i. 99.
tang (knowledge of precepts), i. 99.
tang-stra (Travel Tengr. prayer-yells), x. 205.
myon (banquet), v. 892.
myon (divination manual), iv. 787.
myon (divination manual), iv. 787.

TIBETAN

abaja (Yakut relatives), xii. 827.
abosuylar (Yakut evil spirits), xii. 829.
abasuy-yugadä (Yakut autumn festivals), xii. 829, 829a.
aga (Yakut 'eldest father'), xii. 827.
agaa (Yakut clans), xii. 827.
agala (Tatar evil spirits), i. 120.
agala-yugadä (Yakut spring festivals), xii. 829, 829a.
ase (spirits), xii. 492.
au (Kirga group of yurts), xii. 492.
bolorg (Yakut winter house), xii. 827.
cele (spirits), xii. 492.
ichaa (Yakut 'owner-spirit'), xii. 829.
imade (kitchens for the poor), i. 759.
is (Yakut father's younger brother), xii. 827.

TURKISH

abaka (Yakut relatives), xii. 827.
abosula (Yakut evil spirits), xii. 829.
abosul-yugad (Yakut autumn festivals), xii. 829, 829a.
aga (Yakut 'eldest father'), xii. 827.
agaa (Yakut clans), xii. 827.
agala (Tatar evil spirits), i. 120.
agala-yugad (Yakut spring festivals), xii. 829, 829a.
ase (spirits), xii. 492.
au (Kirga group of yurts), xii. 492.
bolorg (Yakut winter house), xii. 827.
cele (spirits), xii. 492.
ichaa (Yakut 'owner-spirit'), xii. 829.
imade (kitchens for the poor), i. 759.
is (Yakut father's younger brother), xii. 827.

irdé-bhan (Tatar familiar spirit), ii. 129.
kalkam (l'bird-price'), xii. 489.
kamal (shaman), iii. 15, xii. 492.
kāra-nemu (spirits), xii. 492.
khša (Yakutian winter houses), xii. 491.
koummnud. —See kumypus.
kumakal (divination by sheep-dung), iv. 817.
kumapa (mare's milk), v. 75, xii. 829, 829a.
kurenas (spirits), xii. 492.
kut (soul), xii. 492.
kwat (dead Turk with talons), i. 257.
majdz (Turk. word for Salor hot-water cauld.), ix. 530.
nasénès (Yakut group of clans), xii. 827.

phren-ba ('string of beads', rosary), x. 899.
phurba, purba (nail used against demons), iv. 639, 899.
pür-pa, pür-bu, phurba (three-corned dagger), iv. 639, 899.
šab-ba (earth-owners', spirits), iv. 639.
šuyasmas-giz (Lord who looks'), Avalokiteśvara, ii. 257.
tán-tā (pur, Tell Beads), x. 850.
šu-pa (calculators', divining monks), iv. 786.
za-dr (turning away the face of the devouring devil), iv. 811.

rogery (spirits), xii. 482.
san (Yakut relatives in third degree), xii. 827.
san (soul), xii. 482.
san (hand shadow), xii. 482, 828.
san (Yakut bride-price), xii. 827.
san (soul), xii. 482.
san (Yakut group of clans), xii. 827.
san (Yakut summer house), xii. 826.
san (sensation, conscience), iv. 46.
san (sensation, conscience), iv. 46.
san (Kirga hut), xii. 481.
san (Kirga group of yurts), xii. 481.
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OLD TESTAMENT

| Gn, iv. 159, 154a-155a | Ca, ii. 565a |
| Gn 1, iv. 159a | Is, iv. 200a |
| Gn 1-2, iv. 159a-159b | Is 6, iii. 729a |
| Gn 2, iv. 161-169a | Is 74b, vii. 571b-572a |
| Gn 2 and 3, ii. 704a | Is 9b, vi. 572a |
| Gn 3, v. 701-702a | Is 112a, vii. 572a-573a |
| Gn 3, vi. 571a | Is 30b, xii. 358a |
| Gn 4, v. 607a | Is 40b, ii. 774a |
| Gn 51, ii. 711a | Is 53, vii. 583b-584a, viii. 574a |
| Gn 49b, vi. 573a-574a | Is 60a, vi. 702a |
| Ex 23b, vii. 410b (note) | Jer 21b, x. 522b-533a |
| Ex 20b-25a, iv. 613b-614b | Jer 39b, viii. 572a |
| Ex 24b, iii. 771a | Jer 50b, viii. 572a |
| Lv 18, viii. 442a | Jer 29b, x. 387a |
| Lv 24b-25a, iv. 676a, 677a | Jer 44b-45a, x. 332b-333a |
| Nu 51, iv. [P], vi. 720a | La, ii. 568a |
| Nu 51, i. 136b | Ech, ii. 569a |
| Nu 16, xi. 30b | Ech 1-3a, iii. 772a |
| Nu 21b, i. 720a | Ech 29b-30a, 31a. 5, ii. 709a |
| Nu 24b, vili. 574a | Dn, ii. 569a |
| Dt, ii. 569b-569a, vii. 447a, 450a-451b | De, vi. 517a |
| Dt 5b-6a, iv. 512b-514a | Da, viii. 574a |
| Dt 18b, viii. 574a | Da 21b, x. 304a |
| Dt 21b, x. 304a | Da 22b-24b, i. 136a |
| Dt 23b, vii. 574a | Da 30b, vi. 574a |
| Dt 30b, vii. 574a | I S 1, i. 771a |
| I S 3b, i. 701a | I S 12b, x. 704a |
| I S 4b, i. 701a | I S 16b-24, iii. 772a |
| I S 21b-24, iii. 773a | I S 21b-24, iii. 733a |

APOCRYPHA

| Wis, vii. 590a | Str, ii. 567a, 568a |
| 2 Es 4b, v. 703a | Str 25b, v. 709a |
| 2 Es 6b-32, iv. 163b | | |
| Jth, viii. 590a | |

NEW TESTAMENT

| Mt, ii. 574b-575a, 575a, vi. 337a-338 | Mt 27b, iv. 662a |
| Mt 3b, x. 784a | Mt 28b, x. 380a-381a |
| Mt 5a, x. 784a | Mk ii. 570a, vi. 339a-340a |
| Mt 7a, x. 784a | 339 |
| Mt 7b, x. 784a | 349 |
| Mt 10b-11a, x. 784a | Mk 7b, ix. 669a |
| Mt 11b-12a, x. 784a | Mk 8b, vi. 382a, 389a |
| Mt 12b, x. 784a | Mk 10b-14a, viii. 458a |
| Mt 12a, x. 784a | Mk 10b, vii. 609b-610a |
| Mt 13b, x. 784a | Mk 13, v. 382b-383a |
| Mt 13b, x. 784a | Mk 13b-14a, ii. 358a |
| Mt 14b, x. 784a | Mk 16b, iii. 371a |
| Mt 16b, vili. 409a | Lk, ii. 576a, vii. 337a |
| Mt 18b, x. 389a | Lk 14, ii. 359a |
| Mt 18b, x. 389a | Lk 15, viii. 376a |
| Mt 18b, x. 389a | Lk 15, viii. 376a |
| Mt 18b, x. 389a | Lk 15, viii. 376a |
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Lk 164, viii. 375a.
Lk 164, viii. 375ab.
Lk 164, viii. 435a6.
Lk 164, viii. 387a.
Lk 164, viii. 199.
Lk 214, vi. 382a.
Jn. ii. 570a–576a, vi. 238ab, 340a–343a.
Ja 34ii. 341a, 393a.
Ja 134–17, vi. 815a.
Ja 144, viii. 199, 140a.
Ja 154, viii. 199, 140a.
Ja 164, viii. 199.
Ja 164, x. 789a.
Ja 174, viii. 681a.
Ac. ii. 575a, 597a.
Ac. ii. 575a, 597a.
Ac. ii. 323–326.
Ac. ii. 323–326.
Ac. ii. 167a.
Ac. ii. 167a.
Ac. ii. 167a.
Ac. ii. 167a.
Ac. ii. 167a.
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AL-ASHARI, MISSIONS (Muhammadan), MUHAMMADANISM (in India), PERSECUTION (Muhammadan), SAINTS AND MARTYRS (Muhammadan in India), TOLERATION (Muhammadan).

ABSEDALE (FRANK DAWES VAN), Newark, New Jersey.

ANGEL DANCERS.

ASHIDA (KEIJI), M.A. (Yale), S.T.B. (Harvard).
Professor in the Theological Department of Doshisha University, Kyoto.

JAPAN.

Vicar of Rudham, Norfolk; Donnellan Lecturer, Trinity College, Dublin; author of Prehistoric Archaeology and the Old Testament.

CUP-AND-RING MARKINGS.

ASTON (WILLIAM GEORGE), M.A., D.Litt., C.M.G.
Late Japanese Secretary of H.M. Legation, Tokyo; author of History of Japanese Literature, Shinto.

ABANDONMENT AND EXPOSURE (Japanese), ADOPITION (Japanese), ALTAR (Japanese), ARCHITECTURE (Shinto), ART (Shinto), CRIMES AND PUNISHMENTS (Japanese), FETISHISM (Introductory), SHINTO.

ATKINSON (THOMAS DENHALL), F.R.1.B.A.
Architect in general practice and to the Dean and Chapter of Winchester Cathedral and the Warden and Fellows of Winchester College; Doncaster Surveyor; formerly Surveyor to the Dean and Chapter of Ely.

POINTS OF THE COMPASS.

AXON (WILLIAM EDWARD ARMITAGE), LL.D.
Late Deputy Chief Librarian of the Manchester Free Libraries.

KING'S EVIL.

BACHMANN (WILHELM), D.Phil. (Leipaig), Diplom. Rabbiner (Breslau).
Professor und Direktor der Landes-Rabbinerschule in Budapest; Ritter des Ordens der Eichenernen Krone, III Klasse.

GENIZAH.

BAKKER (JAMES).
Follow of the Royal Astronomical Society; Minister of the United Free Church at Edinburgh; author of Land and People of the Bible (1914), Life of the Ancient East (1923).

BEBOS, CONFESSION (Egyptian), CREED (Egyptian), HYMN (Egyptian), IMAGES AND IDOLS (Egyptian), LITERATURE (Egyptian), MANETHO, MUSIC (Egyptian), NATURE (Egyptian), SPHINX.
BAILLIE (JAMES BAILLIE), O.B.E., M.A., (Edin. and Camb.), D.Phil. (Edin.), LL.D. (Aber.).
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Leeds; formerly Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen; author of *Hegel's Logic* (1901), *The Idealistic Construction of Experience* (1906), *Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind* (1910), *Studies in Hegelian Nature* (1911).
Absolute, Absolutism, Ethical Idealism, Hegel.

BALCH (ALFRED EMES), M.A. (Lond.).
Wesleyan Minister; Member of the Probationers' Board of Examiners, Examiner in Literature and Philosophy; author of *An Introduction to the Study of Christian Ethics*, and other works.
Self-sacrifice.

BALDWIN (JAMES MARK), M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc., LL.D.
Formerly Professor of Philosophy and Psychology in Johns Hopkins University; Foreign Correspondent of the Institute of France; author of *Mental Development, Thinking and Things*; editor of the Dictionary of Philosophy and Psychology.
Accommodation, Affection, Alter, Object, Organic Selection, Panaciasm.

BALL (JAMES Dyer), I.S.O., M.R.A.S., M.Ch.
Br. F.R.A.S.

Principal of Theological College, Richmond.
Lullists.

BARBER (HENRY), M.A.
Lecturer in Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh.
Act, Action, Berkeley, Certainty, Conformity, Duty, Locke.

BARNES (WILLIAM EMERY), D.D.
Fellow of Peterhouse, and Hulsean Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge.
Athenasius.

BARNES (THOMAS), M.A. (Oxon.).
Vicar of Hilkenstone, Staffordshire.
Abbot of Unreason, Alchemy (European), All Fools' Day, Candlemas, Grace at Meals, Michaelmas, Presbyter John, Shrove-tide, Trees and Plants.

BARTLETT (JAMES VERSON), D.D.
Professor of Church History in Mansfield College, Oxford; author of *The Apostolic Age* (1900); joint-author of *Christianity and History* (1917).

BARTON (GEORG R AARON), A.M., Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.
Professor of Biblical Literature and Semitic Languages in Bryn Mawr College, Pennsylvania; author of *A Sketch of Semitic Origins*.

'Bibliastes' in the International Critical Commentary, The Origin and Development of Babylonian Writing, Archaeology and the Bible.

Altar (Semitic), Ascesicism (Semitic and Egyptian), Baalism, Bellal, Bestiality, Blest, Aboe of the (Semitic), Circumcision (Semitic), Communion with Deity (Hebrew), Corners, Demons and Spirits (Hebrew), Hierocodoulia (Semitic and Egyptian), Incarnation (Muslim, Semitic), Marriage (Semitic), Milk (Civilized Religions), Old Age (Semitic and Egyptian), Poodles and Pots, Possession (Semitic and Christian), Saints and Martyrs (Semitic and Egyptian), Salutations, Semites, Sodomites, Soul (Semitic and Egyptian), Stones (Semitic), Suicide (Semitic and Egyptian).

BASSET (ERNÉ),
Doyen de la Faculté des Lettres de l'Université d'Alger; Correspondant de l'Institut; President du xiv. Congrès international des Orientalistes (Alger, 1905); Membre de la Société asiatique de Paris, de la Société asiatique allemande, de la Société historique algérienne, de la Société de Geographie d'Alger.


BATCHelor (John).
Of the Church Missionary Society, C.M.S., Japan; Secretary of the Church Missionary College, C.M.S., Mission, Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan; author of *The Ainu and their Folklore*.

Ainu.

BAYTON (Joseph Hargrave), C.B.E., F.R.G.S.,
Secretary, Wesleyan Army and Navy Board.
Body (Buddhist), Calendar (Buddhist), Charms and Amulets (Buddhist), Creed (Buddhist), Festivals and Fasts (Buddhist, Chinese, Nepalese).

BAYTON (LORD WOOLF), Ph.D., S.T.D.
Professor of Old Testament Literature and Interpretation in the General Theological Seminary, New York; author of *The Old Testament from the Modern Point of View*, The Hebrew Prophet.

Decalogue.

BAUMSTARK (Dr. A.),
Herausgeber des Orients Christianus, Achern in Baden.

Hymns (Greek Christian).

BAYNE (Ronald), M.A. (Oxford).
Rector of St. Edmund, Lombard Street, London; editor of Book V. of Hooker's *Ecclesiastical Polity*, with *Prolegomena and Appendices* (Macmillan's English Theological Library).
Hooker.

DE BRUIJNE (Louis-Clémentot Martial Bayard), D.Sc.
Sometime Fellow and Examiner of the Royal University of Ireland; Fellow of the Linnean Society; Member of the Société Astronomique de France.

Swedenborg.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

Brailey (Charles Raymont), D.Litt. (Oxford), F.R.G.S.
Professor of Modern History in the University of Birmingham; formerly Fellow of Merton College, Oxford; Member of Council of the Royal Asiatic Society; author of "Dawn of Modern Geography, Nineteenth Century Europe, 1812-1918," and other works.

Missions (Christian, Early and Medi eval).

Beckles (E. L. Van), Ph.D., LL.D.
Sometime Professor of Philosophy, of Moral Theology, and of Holy Scripture in the Dominican Convent of Studies, Ottawa, Canada (belonging to the Dominican Province of Paris); Member of the American Philosophical Association.

Grace, Doctrine of (Roman Catholic), Inspiration (Catholic Doctrine), Penitence (Roman Catholic), Penitence.

Beet (William Ernest), M.A., D.Litt., F.R.Hist.S.
Author of "The Early Roman Episcopate, The Rise of Papacy, and other works.


Late Principal of Lancashire College, Manchester; sometime Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge; author of "The Religion of the Post-Exilic Prophets, and other works.

Adam, Crimes and Punishments (Hebrew), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Jewish), Elder (Semitic), Eve, Personification (Semitic), Roshchino, Shev bread, Sin (Hebrew and Jewish), Usury (Hebrew).

Berchem (Max Van), D.Phil.
Correspondant de l'Institut de France.

Architecture (Muhammadan in Syria and Egypt).

Bernard (John Henry), D.D., D.C.L.
Provost of Trinity College, Dublin; editor of "The Works of Bishop Butler (1904).

Assumption and Ascension, Butler.

Besant (Annie)
President of the Theosophical Society; author of "Reincarnation," and other works.
Theosophical Society.

Beth (Erich), D.Phil.
Professor der Klass. Philologie an der Universität zu Leipzig; Geheimer Hofrat.

Agraulida, Amphiaran, Cecrops, Dan ais.

Bevan (Anthony Ashley), M.A., F.B.A.
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Lord Almoner's Beadfender in Arabia in the University of Cambridge; author of a Short Commentary on the Book of Daniel (1892); editor of "The Hymn of the Soul in the Cambridge Texts and Studies" (1897), and of the Nak tide of Jurieh and al-Farasid (1906-12).

Manicheism.

Bevan (Ewlyn Robert), O.B.E., M.A., D.Litt., L.L.D.
Lecturer on Hellenistic History and Literature at King's College, London.

Deficiency (Greek and Roman).

Beveridge (Henry), B.C.S. (retired).

Akbar.

Beveridge (John), M.B.E., M.A., B.D. (Glas).
Minister of the United Free Church at Gartmore; author of "The Overstrainers," and translator of several volumes from Norse into English.

Kalava.

Beveridge (William), M.A.
Superintendent of United Free Church Jewish Mission at Budapest; formerly Minister of the United Free Church at New Deer and Maul; author of "A Short History of the Westminster Assembly, Makers of the Scottish Church.

Ebonism, Joschimites.

Beraldo (Carlos), Ph.D., LL.D.
Geheimer Hofrat; Ordinary Professor of Oriental Philology and Director of the Oriental Seminary in the University of Heidelberg; Ordinary Member of the Heidelberg Akademie der Wissenschaften; editor of Zeitschrift für Assyriologie.

Literature (Babylonian).

Bekkenroder (Dr. Adolf),
Professor der Sanskrit und vergl. Sprachwissenschaften an der Universität Königs berg.

Lithuanians and Letts.

Bilsen (Charles James), M.A.
Corpus Christi College, Oxford; author of "The Popular Poetry of the Frisians (1900).

Names (Lapp), Prayer (Fins and Lapps).

Bister (Harry), M.A. (Cantab.),
Headmaster of Laya School, Cambridge; formerly Scholar of Jesus College, and Carus Greek Testament Prize, Cambridge.

Brotherly Love (Christian).

Blackman (Aylward Manley), D.Litt.
Formerly Laycock Student of Egyptology at Worcester College, Oxford; Oxford University Nubian Research Scholar, 1910; formerly Scholar of Queen's College.

Priest, Priests (Egyptian), Puri fication (Egyptian), Righteousness (Egyptian), Salvation (Egyptian), Sin (Egyptian), Worship (Egyptian).

Blackman (Winston Sear)
Diplomate in Anthropology, Oxford; Member of the Folklore Society.

Rosaries.

Blackeney (Edward Henry), M.A.
Formerly Headmaster of the King's School, Ely; author of "A Classical Dictionary (1910);" editor of Euripides' "Alcestis" (1900), "Hercules Furens" (1904).

Free-thought (Additional Note).

Blakiston (Herbert Edward Douglas), M.A., D.D.
President of Trinity College, Oxford.

Aschylus, Grai.

Bland-Sutton (Sir John), F.R.C.S. (Eng.).
Consulting Surgeon to the Middlesex Hospital; formerly Hunterian Professor and Erasmus Wilson Lecturer at the Royal College of Surgeons, England.

Atrophy.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

BLOOMFIELD (MAURICE), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Johns Hopkins University; Vice-President and President of the American Oriental Society, 1905-10.
Cerberus, Literature (Vedic and Classical Sanskrit).

DE BORST (JITZK), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Amsterdam.
Atomic Theory (Muhammadan), Ethics and Morality (Muslim), Ibn Tufail, Philosophy (Muslim), Soul (Muslim).

BOFFETTO (GIUSEPPE), P. Dott., Barnabite.
Professor nel Collegio della Querce di Firenze. Barnabites.

BOLLING (GEORGE MELVILLE), A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Greek in Ohio State University.
Charm and Amulets (Vedic), Disease and Medicine (Vedic), Divination (Vedic), Dreams and Sleep (Vedic).

BONET-MAURY (AMY-GASTON), Knight of the Legion of Honour, D.D. (Paris, France), LL.D. (St. And.).
Professeur honoraire de l'Université de Paris; Professeur titulaire à la Faculté libre de Théologie protestante de Paris; Membre correspondant de l'Institut de France.
Ages of the World (Christian), Commemoration of the Dead, Communon with the Dead (Christian), Hospitality (Christian).

BOOTH (W. BRAWNE),
General of the Salvation Army.
Salvation Army.

BOYANSEY (ROBERT C.), M.A., F.S.A.
Formerly Professor of Classical Archaeology in the University of Liverpool and Director of the British School of Archaeology at Athens.
Minotaur.

BOUDIN (AUGUSTE), Docteur en Théologie et en Droit canonique.
Professeur de droit canon à l'Institut catholique de Paris; Chanoine honoraire de Paris et de Nice.
Index, Indulgences.

BOURJ (WILHELM), D.Theol.
Professor der Neuesten Exegese an der Universität zu Göttingen; author of Antichrist, Religion des Judentums im NT Zeitalter. Antichrist.

BOX (GEORGE HERRERT), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis, King's College, London; Hon. Canon of St. Albans; author of The Book of Isaiah translated in accordance with the results of Modern Criticism (1908), The Ezra Apocalypse (1912), The Virgin Birth of Jesus (1916), The Gospel according to St. Matthew, revised ed. (1st Century Bible, 1920).
Adoption (Semito-Semitic), Pharisees, Saducees, Worship (Hebrew).

BRAFTHWAITE (WILLIAM CHARLES), B.A., LL.B.
Late President of the Woodbrooke Settlement, Selly Oak, Birmingham; author of The Beginnings of Quakerism. Friends, Society of.

BRANN (DR. WILHELM).
Late Professor of Old and New Testament and the History of Religion in the University of Amsterdam.
Baptism (Jewish), Elkesaites, Initiation (Jewish), Mandaeans, Masboothians.

BREARLY (WILLIAM BARDLEY), B.D. (London), B.Lit. (Oxon.),
Minister of the Wesley Memorial Church at Oxford.
Wesley.

BRETT (GEORGE SIDNEY), M.A. (Oxon.),
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Toronto, Canada; author of The Philosophy of Gassendi (1908), A History of Psychology (Ancient and Patristic) (1912-21).

GREEN.

BROAD (CHARLES DUNBAR), M.A., Litt.D.
Fellow and Lecturer in Philosophy in Trinity College, Cambridge; formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Reality, Time.

BROOKE (ERNEST WALTER), M.A.
London.
Names (Syrac.

BROWN (JENKINS), B.A., M.Sc., LL.D. (Canab.),
Emeritus Lecturer in Logic at Bedford College, London; formerly Professor of Logic and Philosophy in the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth; author of The Study of Mental Science. Belief (Logical), Concept (Logical), Inference, Judgment (Logical), Logic, Method (Logical).

BROWN (GERARD BALDWIN), M.A., LL.D., F.B.A.
Sometime Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford; Professor of Fine Art in the University of Edinburgh; author of The New Arts, The Arts in Early England, and other works.
Art (Celtic, Christian).

BROWN (WILLIAM ADAMS), M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Roosevelt Professor of Systematic Theology in Union Theological Seminary, New York; author of Christian Theology in Outline. Covenant Theology, Expiation and Atonement (Christian).

Fellow of Pembroke College, and Sir Thomas Adams's Professor of Arabic in the University of Cambridge; formerly Lecturer in Persian in the same.
Bab, Babis.

BRYANT (SIR EDWARD), C.B.
Of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law; Director S.A.; past President of the Sociological Society and Child Study Society, and of the Educational and Anthropological Sections of the British Association; Treasurer of the Royal Archaeological Institute; formerly Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Arbitration, Brotherhoods, Co-operation, Oddfellows.

BRYANT (MR. SOPHIE), D.Sc. (Lond.), Litt.D. (Dublin).
Late Headmistress of the North London Collegiate School; author of Educational Ethics, How to read the Bible in the Nineteenth Century, Moral and Religious Education, and other works.
Loyalty, Nationality, Patriotism, Sympathy.
Bullock (Thomas Lowndes), M.A.
Formerly Professor of Chinese in the University of Oxford.
Calendar (Chinese), Drama (Chinese),
Ethics and Morality (Chinese).

Burkitt (Francis Crawford), M.A., F.B.A.,
D.D. (Camb.), Hon. D.D. (Edin., Dublin,
St. Andrews), D.Theol. h.c. (Breslau).
Norrisian Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge.

Gospels.

Burn (Andrew Ewbank), M.A., D.D.
Dean of Salisbury; Examining Chaplain to
the Bishops of Lichfield and Wakefield;
author of An Introduction to the Creeds,
Neota of Remesiana.

Adoptionism, Causes (Ecumenical).

Burn (Richard), C.S.I.
Member of the Board of Revenue, United
Provinces, India; formerly Financial Secretary
at the Government of the Upper Provinces,
India.

Central India, Kabir, Kabirpanthis.

Burnet (John), F.B.A., M.A. (Oxon.), L.L.D.
(Edin.), Ph.D. (Prague).
Professor of Greek in the United College of
St. Salvador and St. Leonard, St. Andrews;
Hon. Fellow of Merton College, Oxford;
author of Early Greek Philosophy (1892);
editor of Plutonis Opera (1899-1907),
and other works.

Academia, Megara, Phagoras and Phagorasianism, Sceptics, Socrates,
Soul (Greek).

Burns (Cecil Delinna), M.A. (Camb.), D.Lit.
(Lond.).
Lecturer in Logic and Philosophy, University of London, Birkbeck College; Lecturer in
Social Philosophy, London School of Economics; author of Political Ideals, The
Morality of Nations, The World of States,
Greek Ideals, International Politics,
Politics, Realism and Nominalism (Ancient and Medieval), State.

Burns (Islay Ferries), M.A.
Late Tutor and Librarian in Westminster
College, Cambridge; formerly Smell Exhibi-
tioner at Balliol College, Oxford.

Blood-fest (Greek, Roman), Charities,
Chastity (Greek), Cosmogony and
Cosmology (Greek, Roman), Faith
(Greek, Roman), Holiness (Greek).

Bussell (Frederick William), M.A., B.A., D.D.
(Oxon.), Fellow, Chaplain, Tutor, and Vice-Principal of Brasenose College, Oxford; formerly
Select Preacher and Hampton Lecturer;
Vicar and Rectot of Northolt; Corresponding
Member of the Sociétié Archéologique de France.

Happiness (Greek and Roman).

Carayon (Antoine),
Professeur à l'École des Langues orientales
vivantes et à l'École Coloniale, Paris; Ancien Membre de l'École Française de l'Extrême-Orient.

Arménian, Calendar (Indo-Chinese, Siamese),
Cambodia, Chams, Indo-China (Savage Races), Laos, Siam, Tong-
king.

Carroll (Fernand), O.B.E., O.S.B.
Abbot of Farnborough, Hampshire.
Monasticism, Religious Orders (Christian).

Caldwell (William), M.A., D.Sc.
Sir William Macdonald Professor of Moral
Philosophy in McGill University, Montreal.
Self-respect.

Campbell (Lewis), LL.D.
Late Professor of Greek in the University of
St. Andrews; author of Religion in Greek
Literature, and other works.

God (Greek), Sophocles.

Campbell (William), M.R.A.S., F.R.G.S.
Of the English Presbyterian Mission, Formosa; Corresponding Member of the Japan Society; Foreign Member of the Koninklijk
Instituut voor de Taal-, Land-, en Volken-
kunde van Nederlandse-Indië; author of
A Dictionary of the Amoy Vernacular.

Formosa.

Campbell Smith (Mary), M.A.
Dundee;

Controversy, Essay, Government,
Neutrality, Rebellion.

Canney (Maurice Arthur), M.A. (Oxon).
Professor of Semitic Languages and Literature in the University of Manchester; editor of
the Journal of the Manchester Egyptian
and Oriental Society.

Apollonius of Tyana, Ashes, Oath
(Semitic), Sun, Moon, and Stars
(Hebrew).

Capelle (Wilhelm), Dr. Phil.
Oberlehrer an der Gelehrtenschule des Johanneums zu Hamburg.

Aseticism (Greek), Body (Greek and Roman).

Carleton (James George), D.D.
Late Canon and Treasurer of St. Patrick's,
Dublin, and Lecturer in Divinity, Trinity
College, Dublin; author of The Part of
Rhemain in the Making of the English Bible,
The Prayer-Book Reader with Marginal
Notes.

Calendar (Christian), Collect, Festivals
and Fasts (Christian).

Carbile (Wilson), Hon. D.D. (Camb.).
Prebendary of St. Paul's Cathedral; Recter
of St. Mary-at-Hill, Eastcheap, London;
Founder and Hon. Chief Secretary of the
Church Army.

Church Army.

Carroy (Albert Joseph), Docteur en Philosophie
et Lettres (Louvain).
Professor of Greek and General Linguistics in
the University of Louvain; Professor in the
University of California (1912).

Magic (Iranian), Ordination, Purification
(Iranian), Yazidis, Zoroastrianism.

Carpenet (J. Estlin), M.A., D.Litt., D.D.,
D.Theol.
Formerly Wilde Lecturer in Natural and
Comparative Religion in the University of
Oxford, and Principal of Manchester College,
Oxford; author of The Bible in the Nineteenth Century, and other works; joint-
editor of The Hastenleuch according to the
Revised Version.

Martineau, Unitarianism.
CARRÉ DE VAUX (BASIL BERNARD),
Professor à l’École libre des Hautes Études ;

Abd-Al-Qadir Al-Jilani, Alchemy
(Muhammadan), Averroës, Avicenna,
Charm and Amulets (Muhammadan),
Family (Muslim), Al-Farabi, Fate
(Muslim), King (Muslim), Kismet,
Righteousness (Muhammadan).

CARRIE (AGUSTUS STILES), D.D., LL.D.
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament
Exegesis in McCormick Theological Seminary,
Chicago, Ill.
Nature (Semitic).

CARRICK (JOHN SMITH), M.A., D.D.
Late Minister of the United Free Church at
Glasgow; author of an Exposition of Dante’s
Divina Commedia.
Tolstoy.

CARTER (JESSE BREEDLOP), Ph.D. (Halle), LL.D.
(Princeton).
Late Director of the American Academy in
Rome.

Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead
(Roman), Arval Brothers, Chastity
(Roman), Ethics and Morality (Roman),
Family (Roman), Love (Roman), Persona-
ification (Roman), Prayer (Roman).

CARTER (JOHN), M.A.
Formerly Librarian and Bursar of Pusey
House, Oxford; Alderman of the City
Councillor (University Member); Pro-Proctor,
1918-19; editor of the Economic History.
Preferential Dealing.

CARR (WILLIAM OWYIN), M.A., Th.D., LL.D.
Professor of Comparative Religion and Missions
in the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Ky.
Negroes (United States).

CARSTENSEN (LOUIS CHARLES), M.A. (Lond.), D.D.
and D.Litt. (Louvain), M.R.A.S.
Late Bishop of Salford; formerly Lecturer on
Iranian Languages and Literature in the
University of Manchester.

Chalca (Iranian), Charm and Amule-
ts (Iranian), Disease and Medicine
(Persian), Dualism (Iranian), King
(Law), Philosophy (Islamic), Saints
and Martyrs (Iranian), Salvation
(Iranian), Sassanian, Sin
(Iranian), Soul (Iranian), State of the
Dead (Iranian).

CARR (SHELDON JACOBSON), M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Early Church History and New
Testament Interpretation in the University of
Chicago; managing editor of the American
Journal of Theology; author of The Histori-
city of Jesus, The Evolution of Early Chris-
tianity, The Millennial Hope, The Revelation
of John.
Second Adventism.

CHADWICK (HECTOR MUNRO), M.A., D.Litt.,
LL.D., F.B.A.
For ten years Professor of Anglo-Saxon, Clare College, Cambridge;
author of The Cult of Othin.

Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead
(Teutonic), Calendar (Teutonic).

CHAMBERLAIN (ALEXANDER FRANCIS), M.A.
(Toronto), Ph.D. (Clark).
Late Professor of Anthropology in Clark
University, Worcester, Mass.; editor of the
Journal of American Folklore (1898-98);
author of The Child and Childhood in Folk-
Thought, The Child: A Study in the Evolu-
tion of Folklore; co-editor of the Journal of
Religious Psychology, and of Current Anthro-
pological Literature.

Aletsch, Children (American), Disease
and Medicine (American), Education
(American), Gongs and Bells (American),
Haida, Heroes and Hero-gods
(American), Incarnation (American).

CHAPMAN (JOHN), O.S.B.
Palazzo San Calisto, Rome.
Abbot (Christian), Mysticism (Roman
Catholic).

CHAPMAN (SIR SYDNEY JOHN), C.B.E., K.C.B.,
M.A., M.Com.
Permanent Secretary of Board of Trade;
former Professor of Political Economy,
and Dean of the Faculty of Commerce in
the University of Manchester.
Charities, Commerce.

CHARLES (BENSON BRUSH), Ph.D.
Instructor in Semitic Languages in the
University of Pennsylvania; Member of
Cornell Expedition to Asia Minor and the
Assyrio-Babylonian Orient (1907-08).
Hittites.

CLARK (ARCHIBALD BROWN), M.A., F.S.S.
Professor of Economics in the University of
Manitoba.
Ability, Accumulation.

CLARK (FRANCIS EDWARD), A.B., A.M., D.D., LL.D.
President of the United Society of Christian
Endeavour and the World’s Christian
Endeavour Union.
Christian Endeavour.

CLARK (MRS. DAVID EMMETT MILLION),
Cambridge Medieval and Modern Languages
Trinity, Class I.; Merton Kennedy Student,
Newnham College, 1920-21.
Teutonic Religion.

CLAY (ALBERT J.), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Assyriology and Babyloni-
An, Festival of the Babylonian
Collection, in Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.
Names (Babylonian).

CLEMENT (ERNEST WILSON), M.A.
Professor of English Literature, First National
College, Tokyo.
Calendar (Japanese).

CLEMENTS (ERNEST),
Of the Indian Civil Service, Bombay Presi-
dency; District Judge, Darfur.
Music (Indian).

CLUTTON (EDWARD),
Corresponding Member of the Société d’Anthro-
pologie de Paris, and Vice-President of the
Folklore Society; Fellow of the Royal
Anthropological Institute.
Abiogenesis, Beard, Evolution (Ethical),
Execution of Animals.
CLOW [WILLIAM MACCALLUM], M.A., D.D.
Principal and Professor of Christian Ethics and Practical Training in the United Free Church College, Glasgow.
Socinianism.

COATS [ROBERT HAY], M.A., B.D. (Glaz.), B.A. (Oxon.).
Formerly Minister of the Baptist Church at Handsworth, Birmingham; author of Types of English Piety, The Realm of Prayer, Holiness (New Testament and Christian), Sanctification.

COBB [WILLIAM FREDERICK], D.D.—See GHILIE-COBB (WILLIAM FREDERICK), D.D.

Cockerell (SYDNEY CALEY), M.A.
Director and Marly Curator of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
Art in MSS (Christian).

Coggington (ROBERT HENRY), D.D. (Oxon.).
Hon. Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford; formerly Prebendary of Chichester and Senior Tutor in Melanesia; author of The Melanesian Languages (1858), The Melanesians: Their Anthropology and Folklore (1891), Melanesians.

COE [GEORGE ALBERT], Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Religious Education and Psychology in the Union Theological Seminary, New York; author of The Spiritual Life, The Religion of a Mature Mind, Education in Religion and Morals, Adolescence, Childhood, Growth (Moral and Religious), Infancy, Morbidity, Suggestion.

Cohen [FRANCIS LYON].
Chief Minister of the Great Synagogue, Sydney; President of the Jewish Ecclesiastical Court (Beth Din) for New South Wales; author of Rise and Development of Synagogue Music; music-editor of the Jewish Encyclopedia.
Music (Jewish).

COLEMAN [ALEXIS IRVINE DE PORT], M.A. (Oxon.).
Assistant Professor of English Literature, College of the City of New York.
Fiction (Medieval and Modern), Miracle-Plays, Newman.

COMPTON [ALFRED DONALDSON], B.Sc.
Assistant Professor of English Literature, College of the City of New York.
Miracle-Plays.

CONWAY [ROBERT SYMOUR], Litt.D. (Cantab.).
Professor of Latin and Indo-European Philology in the University of Manchester; sometime Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge; Corresponding Member of the German Imperial Institute of Archaeology; editor of The Italic Dialects, Italy (Ancient), Ligurian Religion.

Cook [STANLEY ARTHUR], M.A., Litt.D.
Adultery (Semitic), Edomites, Religion.

COOKE [GEORGE ALBERT], D.D., Hon. D.D. (Edin.).
Regius Professor of Hebrew and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford; Hon. Canon of St. Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh.
Nabateans.

COOKE [ELVYN MONTAGU], M.A.
Formerly Rector of Belbrughworth, Wors.; Rural Dean of Swinford; Hebrew Scholar of St. John's College, Oxford; Hebrew Lecturer at Cuddesdon Theological College; Vice-Principal of Edinburgh Theological College, and Examining Chaplain to the late Bishop of Oxford.
Nazirites, Purification (Hebrew).

Late Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Glasgow.
Mary.

CORSAY [WILLIAM ARTHUR].
Of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission, Wusneh, Hurpel, China; late editor of the Ta P'ang-Po, Magazine for Chinese Officials and Scholars; author of China under the Search-Light, and other works.
God (Chinese).

COWIN [CHARLES E.], A.B., B.D., A.M.
Pastor of the Reformed Church at Rocky Hill, New Jersey; formerly editor of the Documents of the Collegiate Dutch Church of New York City.
Reformed Church in America.

COURANT (MAITREJ).
Consul de France; Professeur près la Chambre de Commerce de Lyon, et à la Faculté des Lettres de Lyon.
Korea.

Formerly Professor of Church History in the University of Aberdeen; Senior Preacher of the University Chapel; author of The Influence of the Scottish Church in Christianity, John Knox, Landmarks of Church History, Action Sermon, Beadle, Knox, Stigmata.

Chapman [THOMAS WELFORD], D.D. (Camb.).
Rector of Milton, Cambridge; formerly Chaplain and Lecturer in Classics and Theology in Downing College, Director of Theological Studies at Fitzwilliam Hall, and Vicar of All Saints', Cambridge.
Apologetics.

Professor of English in the University of Chicago; formerly Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon in the University of Oxford; Fellow of Oriel College; co-editor of the Oxford English Dictionary.
State of the Dead (Teutonic).

CHALWY [ALFRED ERNEST], M.A. (Camb.).
Anointing (Introduction, Hindu), Birthdays, Chastity, Cursing and Blessing,
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Dew, Doubles, Dress, Drinks and Drinking, Drums and Cymbals, Eating the God, Fire and Fire-gods, Fecundate, Food, Gilds, Heath and Heath-gods, Human Sacrifice (Introductory and Primitive), King (Introductory), Kiss, Kneeling, Life and Death (Primitive, American), Locust, Love (Primitive, American), Magical Case, Mask, and Minerals, Mirror, Oath (Introductory and Primitive), Oboconsity, Odecal, Odecal (Introductory and Primitive), Orgy, Palmistry, Processions and Dances.

Carnation (James Edwin), B.A., Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in Cornell University, New York; editor of the Philosophical Review.

Abstraction.

Chipp (Thomas George).
Library at the Congregational Memorial Hall, London; editorial secretary to the Congregational Historical Society.

Hymns (Modern Christian).

Crooke (William), B.A., D.Sc.
Ex-scholar of Trinity College, Dublin; fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute; president of the Anthropological Society of the British Association, 1910; president of the Folklore Society, 1911-12; late of the Bengal Civil Service.

Ahor, An Anagoria, Agnori, Agra, Ahir, Ahmidabad, Ajanta, Ajmer, Alaknanda, Allahabad, Amarakanta, Arnarnath, Amber, Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Introduction, Indian), Arak, Bada (Agrinath), Badil, Balseia, Baidya, Bairy, Baitarani, Ballabhpur, Bans, Banjar, Banphor, Baroda, Batesar, Belehar, Benga, Berar, Bhong, Bharat, Bhat, Bihari, Bihara, Bijapur, Bombay, Brindaban, Charms and Amulets (Indian), Chass, Chidambaram, Dangi, Daphia, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Indian, non-Aryan), Dehra, Delhi, Demons and Spirits (Indian), Deogarh, Deoprayag, Desi, Dhubara, Dhinar, Dom, Dusadh, Dravidians (North India), Dwarka, Education (Hindu), Elephant, Ellora, Fatehpur-Sikri, Food for the Dead, Gang-e-Ganges, Gaoniskandapuri, Gharb, Muktesar, Gaur, Girkar, Gobardhan, Godawari, Gokarn, Gokul, Gonds, Gosain, Guru, Gujra, Gwarn, Galeb, Hardwar, Hasan Abdal, Hastinapur, Heroes and Hero-gods (Indian), Hindulism, Hingal, Hos, Images and Idols (Indian), Initiation (Hindu), Jagannath, Jambukeswaram, Jamnani, Jaunpur, Jinn, Jualamuchi, Jang (Pattua), Jamna, Jumana, Kachi, Kahar, Kalwa, Kaner, Kanji, Kanjari, Karamkari, Karamam, Karle, Karnaprayag, Katas, Kamand, Kayaish, Kedarnath, Kharwar, Kham, Kol, Magh, Mahabharat, Mahar, Mals, Mals, Mundas, Musahar, Narbada, Nasik, Nepal, Oraons, Orissa, Out-castes (Indian), Panchpritya, Pandharpur, Parasanath, Pilgrimage (Indian), Possession (Indian), Prostitution (Indian), Rajput, Ramsosh, Sagar, Saints and Martyrs (Indian), Shiva, Sanyas, Sanse, Santal, Sarasvati, Sarasvati, Sects (Hindu), Sircarapath, Serpent-worship (Indian), Sind, Somnath, Stones (Indian), Sudra, Sunkar, Thanesar, Tirupati, Travancore, Unproven Classification of Agra and other, Vaisnavism, Water, Water-gods (Indian).

Cross (George), M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Systematic Theology in the Rochester Theological Seminary, Rochester, New York.

Celibacy (Christian), Heresy (Christian).

Coutanche (William), M.A., B.D., D.D.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at Kinneil, Berwick.

Hospitality (Semitic), Light and Darkness (Semitic and Egyptian), Numbers (Semitic), Prophety, Prophecy.

Cumont (Franz Valery Marie), D.Phil., LL.D.
(Aberdeen).

Formerly professor at the Université de Gand; conservateur aux Musées royaux de Bruxelles; correspondant de l'Académie Royale de Belgique et de l'Académie des Inscriptions de Paris; auteur des Textes et monuments figurés relatifs aux mystères de Mithra.

Anahita, Architecture (Mithraic), Art (Mithraic), Kizil Bash.

Curts (C. Dennis), B.A., M.A.
Fellow of the American Academy in Rome.

Initiation (Roman).

Curts (William Alexander), D.D., D.Litt.
Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University of Edinburgh; author of A History of Creeds and Confessions of Faith in Christendom and Beyond (1911).

Confessions, Infallibility, Interim, Orthodoxy.

Crapliska (Marie Antoinette), F.R.A.I., F.R.G.S.
Late lecturer in Anthropology in the University of Bristol; formerly Mary Ewart Lecturer in Ethnology to the Committee of Anthropology, University of Oxford; author of Aboriginal Sibers, My Siberian Year, Turks of Central Asia.

Cosmogony, Sibers, Siberia, Slavs, Tartars, Turks, Yakuts.

Daubies (Salis), M.A., Ph.D. (Leipzig).
Rabbi of the Hebrew Congregation, Sunderland.

Atiem (Jewish), Nahamindes.

Dall (John), M.A., B.D.
Late professor of Ecclesiastical History in Queen's College, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

Presbyterianism.

D'Alvilia (Gowda Goslet), Ph.D., LL.D. (Gloucester and Aber.).
Belgian minister of state; member and late vice-president of the Belgian Senate; professor of History of Religions in the University of Brussels; Hibernian Lecturer, 1897; commander of the Order of Leopold; author of Migration of Symbols.

Animism, Circumcision, Cross, Images and Idols (General and Primitive), Initiation (Introductory and Primitive), Prayer-wheels.
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DAVIS (MANSEL LONGSWORTH).—See LONGSWORTH DAVIS.

DAVIS (JOHN RUSSEL)., M.A.
Vicar, Archdeacon, and Hon. Canon of Shottenden, formerly Canon Residentiary of Manchester Cathedral; Rector of S. George, Hulme; Examining Chaplain to the Bishops of Manchester and Bradford.

TYPOGRAPHY

D'ARCY (CHARLES FREDERICK)., M.A., D.D.
Archbishop of Armagh, and Primate of all Ireland; formerly Donnelan Lecturer in the University of Dublin; author of A Short Study of Ethics, Idealism and Theology, God and Freedom in Human Experience, and other works.

Prayer (Christian, Theological).

DAVIES (T. W. RYHS)., LL.D., Ph.D., D.Sc., F.B.A.
Late Professor of Comparative Religion, Manchester; President of the Far East Society; author of Buddhism (1878), Questions of King Misinda (1890-94), American Lectures on Buddhism (1896), Buddha India (1902), Early Buddhism (1905), Dialogues of the Buddha (1905, 1910).

Abhayagiri, Adam's Peak, Adultery (Buddhist), Agama, Ahimsa, Anagata, Animality (Buddhist), Anicca, Aniccatikrana, Nikaya, Anuradhapura, Apadana, Arhat, Bhilasa, Buddhaghosa, Celibacy (Buddhist), Ceylon Buddhism, Charity (Buddhist), Chastity (Buddhist), Crimes and Punishments (Buddhist), Dewatta, Dhammapala, Discipline (Buddhist), Elder (Buddhist), Expiation and Atonement (Buddhist), Family (Buddhist), Hinayana, Hospitality (Buddhist), Hymns (Buddhist), Kandy, Law (Buddhist), Lambini, Milianda, Moggalana, Patimakshana, Precepts (Buddhist), Sects (Buddhist), Sin (Buddhist), Tonsure (Buddhist), Wheel of the Law, Wisdom Tree.

Mrs. (Mrs. RYHS)., M.A.
Formerly Lecturer on Indian Philosophy in the University of Manchester; Fellow of University College, London; author of Buddhist Psychological Ethics (1900), Psalms of the Early Buddhists (1909, 1913), Buddhism (1912), Buddhist Psychology (1914), Kindred Sages (1917), and other works.

Abhidhamma, Asceticism (Buddhist), Desire (Buddhist), Egoism (Buddhist), Happiness (Buddhist), Logic (Buddhist), Love (Buddhist), Moksha, Music (Buddhist), Paticca-Samuppada, Perfection (Buddhist), Purification (Buddhist), Reality (Buddhist), Relations (Buddhist), Sacrifice (Buddhist), Salvation (Buddhist), Samsâra, Samsâra, Self (Buddhist), Sin (Buddhist), Soul (Buddhist).

DAVIDSON (WILLIAM LESLIE)., M.A., LL.D.
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Aberdeen; author of The Logic of Definition, Theism as grounded in Human Nature, The Stoic Creed, Political Thought in England; the Utilitarians from Bentham to J. S. Mill.

Ange (Psychological and Ethical), Appetite (Psychological), Awe, Bain, Charity, Chrysippus, Cleanthes, Desire (Greek), Dualism (Greek), Envy and Emulation, Forgiveness, Gratitude, Hatred, Image of God, Mill (James and John Stuart), Scottish Philosophy.

DAVIS (HENRY)., B.D., Ph.D. (Yale).
Rector of Christ Church, Easton, Maryland, U.S.A.

Form (Aesthetic, Sentiment).

DAVISON (WILLIAM THEOBALD)., M.A., D.D.
Principal and Rector of the Female Seminary, Richmond College, Surry.

God (Biblical and Christian), Providence.

DENISE (JOSEPH)., Docteur des Sciences (Paris).

Senior Librarian of the Musée national d'histoire naturelle; Hon. Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain; Chevalier de la légion d'honneur.

Patagognas.

DENNY (JAMES)., D.D.
Late Principal and Professor of New Testament Language, Literature, and Theology in the United Free Church College, Glasgow; author of Studies in Theology, The Death of Christ, Jesus and the Gospel.

Fall (Biblical), Mediation, Righteousness (in St. Paul's teaching).

DEUBER (DR. LUDWIG).
Ordnentlicher Professor für Klassische Philologie an der Universität zu Königsberg.

Basket, Birth (Greek and Roman), Charms and Amulets (Greek), Fleece (Greek and Roman).

DRESEN (DR. PAUL).
Professor an der Universität zu Kiel; Geheimer Regierungsrat.

Arama, Atman.

DEUTSCH (GOTTHARD)., Ph.D. (Vienna).
Professor of History in the Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati; author of Philosophy of Jewish History (1897).

Love (Jewish).

De WULF (MAURICE), Docteur en droit, Docteur en philosophie et lettres.

Professeur de Logique, de Critéologie, d'Histoire de la Philosophie à l'Université de Louvain; Membre de l'Académie royale de Belgique, et du Conseil d'administration du Bibliothèque royale de Belgique; Secrétaire de Rédaction de la Revue Enseignement; auteur de Histoire de la Philosophie médiévale; Introduction à la Philosophie médiéval.

Æsthetics, Beauty.

DILLAL (D. ASTOR DR. MANUELI RUSEL AFANJ)., M.A., Ph.D.
High Priest of the Parsis of Sind, Panjab, and Baluchistan.

Crimes and Punishments (Parsi), Expiation and Atonement (Parsi).
DICKINS (BRUCE), M.A.
Lecturer in English Language in the University of Edinburgh; sometime Donaldson Bys-Fellow of Marischal College, Aberdeen; author of Gothic and Heroic Poems of the Old Teutonic Peoples.
Transmigration (Teutonic).

DIET (HERMANN), Dr. Phil., Med., Theol., LL.D.
(Aber., Camb., St. Andrews).
Professor of Classics in the University of Berlin; Secretary of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences; Geheimer Oberregierungsrat.
Heraclitus.

DILL (SAMUEL), M.A. (Oxon.), Litt.D. (Dublin),
LL.D. (Edin. and St. And.).
Professor of Greek in Queen's College, Belfast; Hon. Fellow and sometime Fellow and Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford; author of Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western Empire, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius.
Alexander of Abonoteichos.

DILLING (WALTER JAMES), M.B., Ch.B. (Aber.).
Lecturer in Pharmacology in the University of Liverpool; formerly Lecturer in Pharmacology in the University of Aberdeen, and First Assistant in Pharmacology in the University of Rostock.
Girdle, Knobs.

DIMONT (CHARLES TUNNACLE), M.A., D.D.
(Oxon.).
Principal of Salisbury Theological College.
Charity (Christian).

DOBRÜTZ (ERNST VON), D. Theol.
Professor der Neutestamentlichen Exegese an der Universität zu Breslau.
Bible in the Church, Charms and Amulets (Christian), Interpretation.

DOGBSON (EDWARD SPENCER), M.A.
Correspondent de la Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid; Élève Diplômé de l'Ecole Pratique des Langues Orientales Vivantes, Paris (1898).
Notes to Basques.

DODAN (SAMUEL SHAW), F.R.A.I.
Superintendent of Missions, in Orange Free State, for the Presbyterian Church of South Africa.
Tafi Bushmen.

DOKNER (ANGER), Dr. Theol. und Philos.
Ordentlicher Professor an der Universität zu Königsberg.
Bibliography, Consistency (Ethical), Emancipation, Emotions, Fate (Introductory), Filial Piety, Obedience.

DOTLOGI (GEORGES), Docteur ès-Lettres.
Professor de langue et litterature grecques à l'Université de Rennes.
Archaeology, Cosmology and Cosmology (Celtic), Divination (Celtic), Marriage (Celtic), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Celtic), Transmigration (Celtic), War, War-gods (Celtic).

DOW (JOHN), M.A.
Professor of New Testament Literature and Exegesis in Knox College, Toronto.
Usury (Christian).

DRAKE (JOHN), B.A., B.D.
Vice-Principal, and Professor of Theology and Ethics, Senamore College, Bengal.
Karks.

DREES (FR. GUIDO M.),
Munich.
Late editor of Analecta Hymnica Medii Aevi.
Hymns (Latin Christian).

DRESER (SAMUEL BOLLES), D.D., Hon. Litt.D.
(Dublin), Hon. D.D. (Glasc. and Aber.).
Late Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford; Fellow of the British Academy; Corresponding Member of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences.
Expiation and Atonement (Hebrew).

DUMROW (WILLIAM BLACKLEY), M.B., C.M.,
F.R.C.P. (Edin.).
Medical Officer, Ballyvovan Institution, Dundee.
Blindness.

DURS (J. H.), D.D., LL.D.
Late Vice-President of Lancaster County Historical Society, Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.
Reformed Church in the United States.

DUNLOP (WYNTFRED LAURENCE HENRY), M.A.,
M.D., Sc.D.
Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge; Professor of Medical Anthropology; Senior Demonstrator of Anatomy.
Abnormalities (Biological), Monsters (Biological).

DUFF (JOHN WILLIAM), M.A. (Aber. and Oxon.), D.Litt.
(Durham), LL.D. (Aber.).
Professor of Classics, Armstrong College (in the University of Durham), Newcastle-upon-Tyne; author of A Literary History of Rome.
Communion with Deity (Greek and Roman), Education (Roman).

DUKES (EDWIN J.).
Late Minister of St. Paul's Chapel, Kenilworth, London; formerly London Society Missionary in China; author of Everyday Life in China.
Aegaeon, Feng-shui.

DUNLOP (FRANCIS WALLACE), M.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Mental and Moral Science in Otago University, New Zealand.
Essence.

DUKTT (ROMER C.), C.I.E.
Member of the Indian Civil Service (Retired); Barrister-at-Law, Middle Temple; Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature for Great Britain and Ireland; Member of the Royal Asiatic Society; late Revenue Minister of Baroda State.
Adam's Bridge.

DUGL (BRATTON), M.A. (Wales), Ph.D. (Würzburg), D.Litt.
Lecturer in Philosophy in Bedford College, and University Reader in Psychology in the University of London.
Association, Conception (Psychological), Memory.

EDIE (WILLIAM), M.A., D.D.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at Inveresk, Edinburgh; formerly Examiner in Hebrew and Biblical Criticism in the University of St. Andrews.
Paul.
EDWARDS (EDWARD), B.A. (Wales and Cantab.), M.R.A.S., Member of the Board of Archaeology and the Board of Oriental Studies, and Examiner in Persian to the University of London; Assistant in the Department of Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts in the British Museum.

Altar (Persian), God (Iranian), Human Sacrifice (Iranian), Ordeal (Iranian), Priests, Priesthood (Iranian), Sacrifice (Iranian), Sects (Zoroastrian), Worship (Persl).

EDWARDS (JAMES F.), Wesleyan Minister at Bombay; author of The Holy Spirit the Christian Dynamic (1918), and Marathi works on this subject (1919-20); joint-author of The Life and Teaching of Buddha.

Tukaram.

EHRENBREICH (PAUL), Dr. Med. und Phil. Privatdozent an der Kgl. Universität, Berlin. America (South).

EBBARDT (CHRISTIAN EUGÈNE), Prévôt de l'Université de Paris, Professeur à la Faculté libre de Théologie protestante de l'Université de Strasbourg. Autonomy, Equi-probabilism, Individualism, Nonism, Probabilism, Solidarity.

EBOGEN (DR. L.), Dozent in der Geschichte und Literatur der Juden in der Lehranstalt für die Wissenschaft des Judentums, Berlin. Literature (Jewish).

ELLIS (HUGH), Editor of the Annual Register; author of Modern Science and the Illusions of Professor Bergson (1912), Herbert Spencer (1917), and other works. Spencer (Herbert).

ELLIS (HENRY HAVELOCK), L.S.A., Editor of the Contemporary Science Series; author of Studies in the Psychology of Sex, and other works. Nietzsche.

ELWORTHY (FREDERICK THOMAS), Author of The Evil Eye. Evil Eye.

EMMET (CYRIL WILLIAM), M.A., Late Vice-principal of Ripon Clergy College, Oxford, and Fellow of University College, Oxford; formerly Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford; author of The Eschatological Question in the Gospels; The Epistle to the Galatians (Readers' Commentary); Conscience, Creed, and Criticism. Messiah, Resistance and Non-resistance.

ENTSOVEN (REGINALD EDWARD), C.I.E., I.C.S., Commissioner, 1st Grade, Bombay Presidency, Bali, Lingayats, Panchala.

EUCKEN (RUDOLF CHRISTOPH), Dr. Theol. u. Philos., D.D. Geheimer Rat; ordentlicher Professor der Philosophie an der Universität zu Jena; author of Hauptprobleme der Religiösen Philosophie der Gegenwart, and other works. Character, Dualism, Individuality, Law (Natural), Mosism.

EVANS (JOHN YOUNG), M.A., B.D., Professor of Church History and Patristic Literature at the Theological College, Aberystwyth. Erastianism.

FAIRBANKS (ARTHUR), Ph.D. (Freiburg i. B.); Litt.D. (Dartmouth College). Professor of Greek Literature and Greek Archeology in the State University of Iowa, 1900-08; in the University of Michigan, 1909-07; Director of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1907.

Amazons, Expiation and Atonement (Greek). Family (Greek), Propitiation (Greek).

FALLICE (EDWIN NICHOLAS COLLINGFORD), B.A. (Oxon.). Late King Charles Exhibitioner, Exeter College, Oxford.

Coyoteros, Family (Primitive), Handicraft, Harvest, Honey, Hunting and Fishing, Inheritance (Primitive and Savage), Pastoral Peoples, Possession (Introductory and Primitive), Prayer (Introductory and Primitive), Puppets, Purification (Introductory and Primitive), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Primitive).

FABREZON (MATTHIEU HARRY), M.A., Langton and Faulkner Fellow, and Assistant Lecturer in Oriental Studies, in the University of Manchester. Swine, Symbolism (Semitic).


Greek Religion, Kabeirom, Nature (Greek), Purification (Greek), Sacrifice (Greek).

FARQUHAR (JOHN NICHOL), M.A., B.Litt. (Oxon.), D.D. (Aber.). Professor of Comparative Religion, University of Manchester; formerly National Student Secretary of the Young Men's Christian Association in India.

Brahma Samaj, Narayana, New Dispensation, Prarthana Samaj, Radha Soami, Sadharana Brahma Samaj, Soul (Hindus), Thaga.

FAWCETT (FREDERICK), Formerly Deputy Inspector General of Criminal Intelligence and Railways in India. Nayars.

FAWKES (ALFRED), M.A. (Oxon.). Vicar of Ashby St. Ledgers.

Papacy, Persecution (Roman Catholic).

FELTO (CHARLES LECL), D.D. Rector of Ripley near Dover; formerly Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge.

Catechumen, Catechumenate; Consecration; Prayer, Book of Common.
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FICK (Dr. Richard).
Oberbibliothekar an der Königlichen Bibliothek, Berlin.
Adultery (Hindu), Child Marriage (in India), Children (Hindu), Gotra.

FIGGIS (J. Neville), D.D.
Late of the Community of the Resurrection, Mirfield; author of Hopes for English Reform, and other works.
Societas Perfecta.

FINDLAY (Adam Fyne), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Church History and Christian Ethics in the United Free Church College, Aberdeen.
Amusements.

FINDLAY (George Gillanders), B.A. (Loud.), D.D. (St. Andrews).
Late Tutor in New Testament Literature and Classics in Haddington College, Leida.
Methodism (Doctrinal).

FLETCHER (Alice Cunningham).
Holder of Thaw Fellowship, Peabody Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
Pawnee, Plains Indians.

FLEWELING (Ralph T.), D.Phil.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of South California, Los Angeles; author of Christ and the Drama of Doubt, Personalism and the Problems of Philosophy.
Personalism.

FOAKES-JACKSON (Frederick John), D.D., F.R.Hist.S., F.R.L.S.
Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, and Hon. Canon of Peterborough Cathedral; Briggs Graduate Professor of Christian Institutions at Union Theological Seminary, New York; author of The History of the Church in A.D. 661, A Bible History of the Hebrews, and other works; co-editor of Christian Origins.
Apostasy (Jewish and Christian), Arianism, Macedonism, Semi-Arianism.

FOLEY (William Malcolm), B.D.
Rector of Drimnhe: Canon of St. Mary's Cathedral, Limerick; examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Limerick; formerly Donnellan Lecturer (1892-93) in the University of Dublin.
Adultery (Christian), Marriage (Christian).

FORBES (Alfred), LL.D.
Agassiz Professor of Oriental Languages and Literature in the University of California, Berkeley; Hon. Member of the Royal Asiatic Society at Shanghai.
Materialism (Chinese), Philosophy (Chinese).

FORREST (Robert Blain), M.A. (Edin.).
Lecturer on Economics in the London School of Economics and Political Science.
Chartism.

FORESTRE (Adrian), Ph.D., D.D. (Innsbruck).
Roman Catholic Priest at Letchworth; author of The Orthodox Eastern Church (1867), The Mass: A Study of the Roman Liturgy (1902).
Apollinarism, Docetism, Febridianism, Harnesianism, Iconoclasm, Law (Christian, Western; Christian, Eastern).

FOTHERINGHAM (John Kinnir), M.A., D.Litt.
Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford; Reader in Ancient Astronomy and Chronology in the University of Oxford, and Honorary Assistant in the University Observatory.
Calendar (Introductory).

FOUCANT (George B.).
Directeur de l'Institut Francais d'Archéologie Orientale du Caire; Professeur d'histoire des religions à l'Université d'Aix-Marseille; Ancien Inspecteur en chef du Service des Antiquités de l'Égypte; auteur de Histoire des Religions et Méthode Comparatives (1912).
Body (Egyptian), Calendar (Egyptian), Children (Egyptian), Circumcision (Egyptian), Conscience (Egyptian), Demons and Spirits (Egyptian), Disease and Medicine (Egyptian), Divination (Egyptian), Dreams and Sleep (Egyptian), Dualism (Egyptian), Festivals and Fasts (Egyptian), Inheritance (Egyptian), King (Egyptian), Names (Primitive, Egyptian), Personification (Introductory and Primitive), Sky and Sky-gods, Storm, Storm-gods.

FOUCHER (A.).
Chargé de Cours à la Faculté des Lettres; Directeur-adjoint à l'École pratique des Hautes-Études, Paris.
Gandhara.

FOWLER (William Warde), M.A., Hon. D.Litt. (Manchester). Hon. LL.D. (Edin.).
Fellow and late Sub-Reader in Greek, Magdalen College, Oxford; Gifford Lecturer in Edinburgh University (1899-1909).
Cabinet (Roman), Children (Roman), Fortune (Roman), Marriage (Roman), Roman Religion, Soul (Roman).

Nature (Roman).

FRANKER (August Hermann), Ph.D. h.c. (Breslau), Hon. Fellow of the British and Foreign Bible Society; Moravian Missionary.
G. Ling Chos.

FRANKS (Robert Sleightholme), M.A. (Cantab.), D.Litt. (Oxon.), B.A. (Lond.).
Acceptation, Adelard, Impatience, Merit (Christian), Possibilism and Impassibility, Satisfaction.
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Professor of Social Anthropology, Liverpool; Fellow of the British Academy; author of The Golden Bough.
Indians (Literature).

FRAZER (Robert W.), LL.B., C.E., L.C.S. (Retired),
Lecturer in Tamil and Telugu, University College, London; formerly Principal Librarian, London Institution; author of A Literary History of India, Indian Thought Past and Present.
Dravidians (South India). Literature (Dravidian), Saivism, Satism.

FREIRE-MARRECO (Barbara).
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford; Diploma in Anthropology, University of Oxford; Research Fellow, Somerville College, Oxford (1899-1912).
Charms and Amulets (Introductory and Primitive).

FRIEDLANDER (Israel), Ph.D.
Sabato Morais Professor of Biblical Literature and Exegesis at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America in New York.
Khidr.

FRIEDRICH (Adolf), Dr. Phil.
Professor an der Gelehrtenschule des Johanneums in Hamburg.
Herodotus.

FU (Tsun), M.A.
Professor of Philosophy in the Teacher's College, Peking, China; editor of the Philosophia.
Sun, Moon, and Stars (Chinese).

FULFORD (Henry William), M.A.
Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, and Rector of Crowmarsh, Oxon.
Conditional Immortality, Schism.

FULTON (William), D.D., B.D.
Professor of Systematic Theology in the University of Aberdeen.
Teleology, Theodicy, Trinity, Trinitism, Validity.

FULTON (W. Wilkie), B.D.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at Keir, Dunfermlineshire, Abraham-men.

FYFFE (David), M.A. (Edin.).
Minister of the Presbyterian Church at Newcastle; Lecturer at Armstrong College, Newcastle; author of Essential Beliefs of Christianity, Reponsibility, Spirituality.

GATT (Sir Edward Albert), K.C.S.I., C.I.E., Ph.D.
Member of Council of India.
Caste, Human Sacrifice (Indian).

GAMBLE (John), M.A., B.D.
Treasurer of Bristol Cathedral; Canon Residentiary of Bristol.
Symbolism (Christian).

GARBE (Richard), Ph.D.
Professor des Sanskrit und der allgemeinen Religionsgeschichte an der Universität zu Tübingen.
Atheism (Indian, ancient), Badarayana, Bhagavad-Gita, Guna, Kapila, Lokatma, Mimamsa, Nyaya, Prakrit, Purana, Purusha, Samkhya, Transmigration (Indian), Vaiseshika, Vedanta, Yoga, Yogas.

GARDNER (Alain Henderson), D.Litt. (Oxon.).
Research Professor in Egyptology in the University of Chicago; formerly Reader in Egyptology at Manchester University; Laycock Student of Egyptology at Worcester College, Oxford; sub-editor of the Hieroglyphic Dictionary of the German Academies at Berlin.
Ethics and Morality (Egyptian), Life and Death (Egyptian), Magic (Egyptian), Personification (Egyptian), Philosophy (Egyptian).

GARDNER (Alice), M.A., F.R.Hist.S.
Lecturer and Associate of Newnham College, Cambridge; author of Julian, Philosopher and Emperor; Theodos of Studium.

GARDNER (Edmund Garratt), M.A., Litt.D.
Professor of Italian in the University of London; author of Dante's Ten Heavens, Dukes and Poets in Ferrara, Saint Catherine of Siena, Dante and the Mystics.
Dante, Savonarola.

GARDNER (Emmeline Arthur), Litt.D.
Vice-Chancellor of the University of London; Yates Professor of Archaeology in University College, London; Public Orator and Dean of the Faculty of Arts in London University; formerly Fellow of Greville and Cains College, Cambridge, and Director of the British School of Archaeology at Athens.
Aegis, Altar (Greek, Roman), Art (Greek and Roman), Centaur, Mythology, Personification (Greek), War, Water-gods (Greek and Roman), Water (Greek and Roman), Wings (Greek and Roman).

GARDNER (Percy), Litt.D., LL.D., F.S.A.
Emeritus Professor of Classical Archæology in the University of Oxford; Vice-President of the Hellenic Society; author of Exploratio Evangelica (1899), Principles of Greek Art (1919), and other works.
Images and Idols (Greek and Roman), Mysteries (Greek, Phrygian, Roman), Stones (Greek and Roman), Symbolism (Greek and Roman).

GARVE (Alfred Ernest), M.A. (Oxford), D.D. (Glas.).
Principal of New College, London; author of The Ritualism Theology, Studies in the Inner Life of Jesus, Studies of Paul and his Gospel, and other works.

Agnosticism, Christianity, Pantheism (Introductory), Polytheism, Ritualism, Sovereignty (Divine).

GASKELL (Catherine Julia).
Cambridge University Classical Tripos, Part I (Class II.) and Part II. (Class I.).
Altar (Teutonic), Art and Architecture (Teutonic), Bull (Teutonic), Divination (Teutonic).

GASKELL (George Arthur).
Brighton.
Attachment, Completeness, Concentration and Contemplation, Conviction.
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GARROON (CHARLES JACINTH BELLAIRE), M.A.
Director of Civil Service Studies and Lecturer in Indian History in the University of Cambridge; Professor of History and Economics at Queen's College, London; Director in History, Fitzwilliam Hall, Cambridge; sometime Scholar of Jesus College, Cambridge.
Nonjurors.

GASTER (Moses), Ph.D.
Chief Rabbi, Spanish and Portuguese Congregations, London; formerly President of the Folklore Society; Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society.
Birth (Jewish), Charms and Amulets (Jewish), Conscience (Jewish), Divination (Jewish), Magic (Jewish), Ordination (Jewish), Parsimony (Jewish), Sacrifice (Jewish), Transmigration (Jewish), Water (Hebrew and Jewish), Zohar.

GAUDEFROY-DEMOMYNES.
Professeur à l'École des Langues Orientales, Paris.
Blood-feud (Muslim), Camel, Demons and Spirits (Muslim).

GEDES (ALFRED SHEARNSTON), M.A. (Oxon.), D.D.
Emeritus Professor of Old Testament Languages and Literature and of Comparative Religion at the Wesleyan Theological College, Richmond, Surrey; author of Studies in the Religions of the East, Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, Comparative Religion; translator of Deussen's Philosophy of the Upanishads.
Aryan, Aranyakas, Asceticism (Hindu), Buddha, Chaitanya, Charity (Hindu), Darsana, Devayana, Education (Buddhist), Fate (Buddhist), God (Buddhist, Hindu), Hospitality (Hindu), Images and Idols (Buddhist), Inspiration (Hindu), Josaphat (Barlaam and), Kamakam, Mercy (Indian), Mosaicism (Buddhist, Hindu), Nature (Hindu), Namavasa, Pantheism (Hindu), Persecution (Indian), Pilgrimage (Buddhist), Priest, Priesthood (Buddhist), Redemption (Hindu), Salvation (Hindu), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Hindu), Symbolism (Hindu), Tantras, Upanisads.

GEER (CURTIS MANNING), Ph.D. (Leipzig).
Professor of Social Service in the Hartford Theological Seminary.
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Medieval and Modern Christian).

GEFFKEN (DR. JOHANNES).
Ordentlicher Professor der Klaas. Philologie an der Universität Breslau.
Allegory and Allegorical Interpretation, Euhemerism, Eumenides, Menads.

GIESE-CORES (WILLIAM FREDERICK), D.D.

GELDER (Dr. Karl Friedrich).
Professor des Sanskrit an der Universität zu Marburg i. Preussen; author of Religionsgeschichtliches Lesebuch (Indian and Iranian Religions), 1908.
Avem adversary.

GER (SAMUEL HARVEY), M.A. (Oxon.).
Librarian of the Oxford Diocesan Church History Society, and Honorary Secretary of the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge.
Brethren of the Common Life.

GERSH (JOHN LAWRENCE), M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Romance Languages and Celtic in Columbia University, New York.
Blood-feud (Celtic), Ethics and Morality (Celtic), Hospitality (Celtic), Images and Idols (Celtic), Love (Celtic).

GERSH (Colonel G. E.), M.R.A.S.
Late Director of Military Education, R. Siamese Army; Honorary Member of the Siam Society.
Festivals and Fasts (Siamese).

GHATA (Vinayak Sakharam), M.A. (Bombay), B.A. (Camb.), Docteur de Lettres (Paris).
Late Professor of Sanskrit at Elphinstone College, Bombay; author of Lectures on Rigveda, La Védânta, Étude sur les Brahmanas et leur cinq commentaires.
Sankaracharya.

GIBBON (William Ralph Royce), M.A., D.Sc.
Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University of Melbourne; author of A Philosophical Introduction to Ethics (1904), and other works.
Love (Psychological and Ethical).

GIES (Dr. Friedrich).
Professor für Urgalatische Sprachen an der Universität Konstantinopel; ehemals Professor für die Türkische Sprache an der Universität Berlin.
Muhammadanismus (in Turkey).

GILBERTH (George HOLLAND), Ph.D., D.D.
Formerly Professor of New Testament Literature in Chicago Theological Seminary; author of The Student's Life of Jesus, The Student's Life of Paul, The First Interpreters of Jesus, Kingdom of God.

GILBERTSON (ALBERT NICOLAY), M.A. (Minn.), S.T.M. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Clark).
Rector of St. Luke's Church, Malden, Mass.; formerly Fellow and Lecturer in Anthropology, Clark University, and Instructor in Anthropology, University of Minnesota.
Slavery (Primitive).

GILES (Peter), Litt.D., LL.D. (Aber.)
Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge; University Reader in Comparative Philology; author of A Short Manual of Comparative Philology.
Abandonment and Exposure (General), Agriculture, Domestication.

GLEANBROOK (Michael GEORGE), D.D.
Canon Residentiary of Ely Cathedral; formerly Headmaster of Clifton College.
Sunday.
GODDARD (FLINTY EARL), A.B., M.A., Ph.D.
Curator of Ethnology in the Anthropological Department of the American Museum of Natural History.
Hupa, Navaho.

DE GROOT (MICHAEL JAN), D.Phil., D.D. (Camb.)
Late Professor of Arabic in the University of Leyden; Foreign Member of the Institute of France and of the Société Asiatique; Corresponding Member of the British Academy; editor of Tabari’s Annales, Bibliotheca geographorum arabicorum, and other Arabic texts; author of Mémoires d’histoire et de géographie orientale.
Carmations.

GOLDTHWAITE (FREDERICK), Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D.
Professor of Semitic Philology in the University of Budapest; Ord. Member and Class-President of the Hungarian Academy of Science; Foreign Member of the British Academy, of the Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, of the Royal Academies of Sciences, Berlin, Amsterdam, Göttingen, Copenhagen, of the Jewish Historical Society of England, of the Société Asiatique, Paris.

GOMME (ST. G. LAURENS), F.S.A.
Late Fellow of the Anthropological Institute; Vice-President of the Folklore Society; Hon. Member of the Glasgow Archæological Society.
Rosier, Milk (Primitif Religion), Mystifications, Need-Sre.

GOODMAN (PAUL), F.R.Hist.S.
Secretary to the Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Congregation, London; Vice-President of the English Zionist Federation; editor of The Zionist Review, and joint-editor of Zionism: Problems and Progress; author of A History of the Jews, The Synagogue and the Church, Moses Montefiore, Zionism.

GORDON (ALEXANDER REED), D.Litt., D.D.

GOTTHEIL (RICHARD J. H.), Ph.D.
Professor of Semitic Languages in Columbia University, New York; Chief of the Department of Oriental Languages at the New York Public Library.
Ibn Ezra, Levi ben Gershon.

GOUNET (HENRY LEBLOND), M.A., D.D. (Oxon.).
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford, and Regius Professor of Divinity at Oxford University.
Revelation.

GOULD (FREDERICK JAMES).

GRAY (PROF. DR.)
Late of Quedlinburg.
Music (Greek and Roman).

Hon. Superintendent of St. Andrew’s Colonial Homes, Kalimpong, Bengal; author of On the Threshold of Three Closed Lands.
Bhutan.

GRANDIVES (GUILLAUME), Docteur és-Sciences.
 Correspondant du Muséum d’Histoire naturelle; Chargé de Missions scientifiques par le Gouvernement français à Madagascar, dans l’Afrique austral et dans l’Amérique du Nord.
Madagascar, Ordel (Malagasy).

GRASS (KARL KONRAD), Dr.Theol.
Formerly Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the Imprenstitzkir Church University, Dorpat, Estonia, Republic; Counsellor of State.
Men of God, Mysticism (Russian), Sects (Russian).

GRAY (B. KIRKMAN).

GRAY (GEORGE BUCHANAN), D.Litt., D.D.
Late Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis in Mansfield College; Speaker’s Lecturer in Biblical Studies in the University of Oxford.
Names (Hebrew).

GRAY (LOUIS RYERSE), M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia).
Professor of Oriental Languages in Columbia University, New York; editor of Mythology of All Races; author of Indo-Iranian Philology (1902).
Abandonment and Exposure (American, Persian), Abipones, Achehmens, Afghanistan, Ages of the World (Primitive), Altar (Introduction, African, American, Celtic, Polynesian), Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Celtic, Polynesian, Tasmanian), Architecture (American, Art (American), Baptism (Polynesian), Barsoom, Bechuana, Birth (Celtic), Blood, Abode of the (Persian), Blood-feud (Primitive), Calendar (African, Chinese, Persian, Polynesian, Slavic, Camel, Children (Iranian), Circumcision (Introductory), Cock, Cosmogony and Cosmology (Introductory, Iranian, Polynesian), Custom, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Ancient Persian Rites), Demons and Spirits (Introductory), Divination (Persian), Drama (Introductory, American, Japanese, Jewish, Persian, Polynesian), Dwelling, Education (Persian), Eskimos, Ethics and Morality (Polynesian), Eunuchs, Expiration and Atonement (Introductory, Family (Persian), Fate (Iranian), Festivals and Fasts (Iranian), Fiction (Primitive, Oriental, and Graeco-Roman), Fortune (Iranian), Hair and Nails, Heroes and Hero-gods (Iranian), Hopi, Hospitality (Iranian), Huron, Incubation, Informers, Interpretation (Yezidi and Avesta), Iroquois, Jesus Christ in Zoroastrianism, Jews in Zoroastrianism, King (Indian), Law (American), Letters Celestial and Infernal, Life and Death (Iranian), Light and Darkness (Iranian), Literature (Pahlavi), Marriage (Iranian), Mazandaran, Mean
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(Chinese), Merit (Introductory and Non-Christian), Missions (Zoroastrian), Maskhogans, Names (Indo-European), Oakape, Old Age (American, Iriania), Tushes and other Pagan Tribes of the Caucasus.

GRAY (Mrs. Florence Lilian [Ridley]),
Member of the American Oriental Society.
Easter Island.

GRIERSON (Sir George Abraham), K.C.I.E.,
B.A. (Dublin), Ph.D. (Halls), D.Litt. (Dublin), LL.D. (Camb.), I.C.S. (retired).
Fellow of the British Council; Honorary Member of the American Oriental Society; Honorary Fellow of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; Foreign Associate Member of the Societe Asiatique de Paris; Hon. Secretary of the Royal Asiatic Society; Superintendent of the Linguistic Survey of India.


GRIERSON (Herbert John Clifford), M.A., B.A.,
L.L.D., Litt.D.
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature in the University of Edinburgh; editor of The Poems of John Duns (1912). Milton, Vondel.

GRAY (Alexander), M.A., D.Phil. (Leipzig).
Minister of the United Free Church in Glasgow; translator of many of the German articles in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. Kierkegaard.

GRIEVE (Alexander James), M.A. (Oxon), B.A.
Principal of the Lancashire Independent College, Manchester; assistant-editor of Peake's Commentary on the Bible. Charismiss, Vows (Christian).

GRYPHTH (Francis Lewellyn), M.A., F.R.A.,
P.S.L., Hon. L.L.D. (Aber), Hon. Ph.D.
Professor of and Reader in Egyptology in the University of Oxford; editor of the Archaeological Survey of the Egypt Exploration Fund; Corresponding Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin; Foreign Associate of the Societe Asiatique; Member of the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Vienna. Adultery (Egyptian), Ages of the World (Egyptian), Altar (Egyptian), Athemis (Egyptian), Birth (Egyptian), Crimes and Punishments (Egyptian), Law (Egyptian), Marriage (Egyptian), Prayer (Egyptian).

GRISWOLD (Herbert De Witt), B.A., D.D., Ph.D.
Secretary of the Council of the American Presbyterian Missions in India, Saharanpur; Missionary of the American Presbyterian Church; author of Brakhma: A Study in the History of Indian Philosophy (1900).

ARYA SAMAH, Possumism (Indian).

DE GROOT (J. J. M.), D.Phil., LL.D.

Adoption (Chinese), China (Buddhism), Confucian Religion.

GRIM (Edward), M.A. (Lond.).
Formerly editor of The British Friend, and Secretary of the Heward Association; author of Social Aspects of the Quaker Faith, Authority and the Light Within, and other works.

Philanthropy.

GUETHMACHER (Goesta), Ph.D., Th.Lie.
Extraordinary Professor of Church History in the University of Heidelberg.

Jerome.

GUIDI (Ignazio).
Senatore del Regno, Rome.

Seven Sleepers.

GURDON (Lt.-Colonel P. B. T.), C.S.I.
Formerly Officiating Commissioner of the Assam Valley Districts; Hon. Director of Ethnography, Assam; author of The Khasis.

Ahoms, Khasis.

GUTHRIE (Charles John), M.A., L.L.D., F.S.A.Scott., K.C.
The late Honourable Lord Guthrie, one of the Senators of the College of Justice in Scotland; Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, and of the Zoological Society of Scotland.

Juvenile Criminals, Prisons.

GWATKIN (Henry Melvill), M.A., D.D.
Late Dean Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Cambridge, and Fellow of Emmanuel College; author of Studies of Aristotle, The Knowledge of God; editor of The Cambridge Medieval History.

Persecution (Early Christian), Protestantism, Reformation.

GWYN (Edward John), M.A.
Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin; Lecturer in Celtic Languages in the University of Dublin; formerly Todd Lecturer in Celtic Languages in the Royal Irish Academy.

Fosterage.

University Reader in Ethnology, Cambridge; President of the Anthropological Section of the British Association, 1902, 1905; President of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 1902, 1903; author of Evolution in Art, The Study of Man, Head Hunters, Block, White, and Brown, Magic and Fetishism, The Races of Man, History of Anthropology, Wanderings of Peoples, Reports of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits.

Art (Primitive and Savage), Heroes and Hero-gods (General and Primitive), Negroes and Negritos, New Guinea, Papuans.
HAGAN (SPANSBURY), B.A., LL.B.
Counsellor at Law; Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the American Anthropological Association; Executive Officer of the Department of Ethnology and Astronomy in the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.
Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (American), Sun, Moon, and Stars (American).

HAR (K. H. P. FERDINAND), Kaiser-i-Hind Gold Medal.
Secretary of the German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, Chotia Nagpur and Assam; author of Kurush Grammar (1900), Kurush (Oroz): English Dictionary (1903), Kurush Folk-lore (1905).
Asurs, Oraons.

HALDANE (ELIZABETH SANDERSON), C.H., LL.D.
Author of The Life of James Ferrier (1899), Life of Descartes (1905); joint-translator of Hiep's History of Philosophy (1902), and The Philosophical Works of Descartes (1911-12).
Descartes, Encyclopedists, Leibniz, Rousseau, Schopenhauer, Voltaire.

HALDANE (JOHN BURDON SANDERSON), B.A.
Scholar of New College, Oxford.
Descartes (Services to Mathematics), Leibniz (Mathematics).

HALL (FREDERICK WILLIAM), M.A.
Fellow, Senior Tutor, and Lecturer in Classics of St. John's College, Oxford.
Adultery (Greek, Roman), Blasphemy, Abode of the Greek and Roman.

HALL (GEORGE NOEL LANCASTER), M.A.
Vice-Principal of Ely Theological College; formerly Scholar of St. John's College, Cambridge.
Simon Magnus.

HALL (HARRY REGINALD), M.A., D.Litt., F.S.A.
Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum.
Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Egyptian), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Egyptian), Demons and Spirits (Coptic), Expiation and Atonement (Egyptian), Family (Egyptian), Fate (Egyptian), Images and Idols (Egyptian), Scarrabas.

HALL (THOMAS CUMING), B.A., D.D.
Professor of Christian Ethics in Union Theological Seminary, New York.
Ancestor (Introduction), Coercion, Moral Obligation.

HALSHE (Dr. E.),
Leipzig.
Psyche, Magic (Teutonic).

HAMILTON-GRIESON (Sir PHILIP JAMES, Kt.), B.A., LL.D.
Fellow of the Society of Scottish Antiquaries; Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute; formerly Solicitor for Scotland to the Board of Inland Revenue.
Brotherhood (Artificial), Gifts (Primitive and Savage), Market, Old Age (Introductory and Primitive), Outlaw, Puberty, Strangers.

HANNAH (JAMES OWEN), M.A.
Rector of Malms, Somerset.
Counsels and Precepts, Eastasthius.

HARRAH (TAKAHISA), D.D., LL.D.
Professor of Japanese History and Literature in the University of Hawaii; formerly President of the Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan.
Family (Japanese), God (Japanese), Images and Idols (Japanese, and Korean), Names (Japanese), Puri-fi cation (Japanese), Suicide (Japanese).

HARB (WILLIAM ROSS), M.A., LL.D.
Late Professor of Humanity in the University of Edinburgh; author of Lectures on Classical Subjects (1903).

HARLEY (ALEXANDER H.), M.A. (Glasgow).
Principal of Madrasah (Muhammadan College) at Calcutta.
Blood-feud (Semite).

HARRIS (CHARLES), D.D. (Oxon).
Rector of Coldwell; Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Llandaff; formerly Lecturer in Theology, St. David's College, Lampeter.
State of the Dead (Christian).

HARRISON (JANE ELLIOT), LL.D. (Aber.), D.Litt. (Durham).
Staff Lecturer and sometime Fellow of Newnham College, Cambridge; author of The Religion of Ancient Greeks (1905), Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion (1907), Theism: A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion (1912).
Fan, Gorgon, Harpies, Initiation (Greek), Kouroi and Korybantes, Mountain-Mother, Satyrs, Silenoi, Titans, Underworld (Greek).

HARTLAND (EDWIN SIDNEY), LL.D., D.Litt., F.S.A.
President of the Folklore Society, 1899; President of the Anthropological Section of the British Association, 1905; President of the Section I (Religions of the Lower Culture) at the Oxford International Congress for the History of Religions (1908); author of The Legend of Perseus, Primitive Paterinity, Ritual and Belief.
Adoption (among lower races), Bantu, Birth (Introduction), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Introductory), Decollation, Foundation and Foundation-Rites, Games, Hottentots, Law (Primitive), Life-Token, Phallism, Satanism, Sin-eating, Stones (Introductory and Primitive), Totemism, Twins.

HAYTBAHN (Dr. MARTIN).
Professor der Syrisch-Arab. Islamkunde in der Universitat Berlin.
Muhammadanism (in China).

HASS (EVELYN R.), D.D.
Bishop of the Moravian Church; President of the Directory Board of the Moravian Church in Great Britain and Ireland.
Moravians.

HASTINGS (ANNIE WILSON), M.A.
H.M. Inspector of Factories, Home Office.
Utilitarianism.
Hastings (James), M.A., D.D.

Chalmers.

Hawkins (E. L.),
Author of A Concise Encyclopaedia of Freemasonry.
Freemasonry.

Head (Frederick Walsheares), M.C., M.A.
Vicar of Christ Church, Greenwich.
Church of England.

Head (J. M.),
Late Scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Fellow of Litcham in Norfolk.
Aquinas.

Heath (A. E.), M.A.
Sometime Senior Scholar of Trinity College, and member of the Gonville and Caius Student in Philosophy, Cambridge.

Realism (in Modern Thought).

Henderson (William John), R.A., LL.D.
Emeritus President of the Baptist College, British Guinea.

Costancy.

Hesse (Frederick Goodrich), M.A., Ph.D.
Truman D. Collins Professor of Philosophy and Education in Allegheny College, Meadville, Pennsylvania; Member of the Royal Asiatic Society (North China Branch); author of A Study in the Psychology of Religions.

The Philosophy of Wang Yang-ming.

Wang Yang-ming.

Herrig (Dr. Gustav),
Kgl. Bibliothekar an der Hof- und Staatsbibliothek; Privatdozent für indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft und Etruskologie an der Universität zu München.

Etruscan Religion.

Smith Professor of English in the University of Manchester; author of translations of Ibsen’s Brand and Love’s Comedy.

Ibsen.

Hesford (R. Travers), B.A.

Jesus Christ in Judaism, Minin.

Heslewood (Sir John), D.D.
Late Vice-Chancellor and Principal of the United College of St. Salvator and St. Leonard, St. Andrews.

Brethren of the Free Spirit, Covenanters, Literature to Presbyterianism.

Hezman (M. N.),
Author of Euchen and Bergson : Their Significance for Christian Thought, The Meaning and Value of Mysticism.

Quintus.

Hetherwick (Alexander), C.B.E., M.A., D.D., F.R.S.
Head of the Church of Scotland Mission, Blantyre, Nyasaland.

Nyanzas.

Hewitt (John Napoleon Brinon),

Hilborn (Josten Grinn), Ph.D., L.L.D., J.H.D.
President of Princeton University; member of the American Philosophical Society; author of the Problems of Philosophy, Inductive and Deductive Logic, Hegel’s Logic.

Accidentism, Chance, Probability.

Hicks (George Dawes), M.A. (Cantab.), Ph.D. (Leipzig), Litt.D. (Manchester).
Professor of Philosophy in University College, London; assistant editor of the Hibbert Journal.

Hicks (Roald Drew), M.A.
Fellow and formerly Classical Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Democritus, Empedocles, Epicureans, Lucretius, Peripatetics, Protagoras, Sophists.

Hildesheim (Walter L.), M.A., Ph.D.
Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute; member of the Society of the British Academy; author of Pragmatism and Idealism.

Charm and Amulets (Japanese).

Hill (George Francis), M.A. (Oxon.), Litt.D. (Manchester), L.L.D. (Edin.), F.B.A.
Keeper of the Department of Coins and Medals in the British Museum.

City and City-gods, Coins and Medals (Western Asia); Crowns (Greek and Roman); Tokens, Treaties.

Hillenbrand (A. F. Albrecht), Ph.D. (Munich), L.L.D.
Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the University of Breslau; Corresponding Member of the Königliche Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen, and of the Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences; member of the Geheimer Regierungsrat.

Birum (Buddhist literature); Brahman, Death and Disposal of the Dead (India); Dyaus, Light and Darkness (India); Worship (India).

Hinn (Ivan), D.Phil.
Dosen in Ästhetik und neuere Literatur an der Universität Helsingfors, Finland.

Art (Origins).


Hilfel (Hartwig), Ph.D.
Professor of Semitics at the Jews’ College; Lecturer in Semitic Epigraphy and Ethnology at the University College in the University of London.

Credo (Biblical), Preaching (Biblical).

Priest, Priesthood (Biblical).


Marin White Professor of Sociology in the University of London; author of Mind in Evolution, Morals in Evolution, and other works.

Sociology.
HODSON (THOMAS CALLAN), L.C.S. (retired).
Formerly Hon. Secretary of the Royal Anthropological Institute; author of The Methics (1915), The Naga Tribes of Manipur (1911).
Lushai, Manipur, Nagas.

HOEBNER (A. F., EUGEN), O.E.S., Ph.D. (Tübingen), Hon. M.A. (Oxon.).
Late of the Indian Educational Service and Principal of the Calcutta Madrasah.
Ajivakas.

HOEBNER (REINHOLD FRIEDRICH ALFRED), M.A.,
B.Sc. (Oxon.).
Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Harvard University, Cambridge (Mass.).
Solipsism.

HOEGH (DAVID GEORGES), C.M.G., M.A., D.Litt.,
Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford; Fellow of the British Academy; Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum; editor of Authority and Archaology.
Ægean Religion, Hierocholi (Greeko-Roman), Hieroi.

HOLDSWORTH (WILLIAM WEST), M.A., B.D.
Patience.

HOLMEY (UNO NILS OSKAR), Dr. Phil.
Helsingfors; author of Die Wassergottheiten der fijasch-uripischen Völker (1913).
Lappes, Priest, Priesthood (Urpo-Finnish).

HOMMEL (FRIEDE), Dr. Phil.
Professor der Semitischen Sprachen an der Universität zu München.
Calendrier (Babylonian).

HOPP (JOHN MAURICE VAIZEY), M.A. (Cantab. et Oxon.).
Lecturer in Moral Philosophy, of Clare College, Cambridge; late Fellow of St. Augustine's College, Canterbury.
Eudemonism, Hedonism, Lying, Slander.

HOPKINS (EDWARD WARRBURNE), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at Yale University; former President of the American Oriental Society; author of The Religions of India, The Great Epic of India, India Old and New, Epic Mythology, Nirvana, Festivals and Fasts (Hindu), Fire-walking, Fountain of Youth, Hyperboreans, Mahabalatara, Manitu, Soma.

HORN (EDWARD TAILL), D.D., LL.D.
Paster of Trinity Lutheran Church at Reading, Pennsylvania.
Adiphitom, Arcani Disciplina, Cathecismus (Heidelberg and Westminster).

HORNE (C. SILVESTER), M.A.
Late M.P. for Ipswich and Minister of Whitefield's Church, London; author of A Popular History of the Free Churches.
Institutional Church.

HORROCKS (ARTHUR JAMES), M.A., D.D.
Minister of New College Chapel at Hampstead.
Meekness.

HORDER (MAX), Dr. Phil. und Theol.
Privatdozent für Orientalische Sprachen und Philosophie an der Universität zu Bonn; Mitarbeiter am Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie.
Baghlini.

HOYLE (RICHARD BURGH), A.T.S.
Ward Scholar and Davies Semitic Prizeman in Regent's Park College, London.
Spirit (Holy).

HUGHES (HENRY MALDWIN), B.A., D.D.
Principal and Tutor in Systematic Theology in the Wesley House, Cambridge; author of The Ethics of Jewish Apocalyptic Literature.
Experience (Religious).

HULL (ELBAM),
Cuchulainn Cycle, Fate (Celtic), Hymns (Irish Christian).

HUNTER (ADAM MITCHELL), M.A., D.Litt.
Acting Librarian in New College, Edinburgh.
Conventicle.

HUNTER (THOMAS HUNTER), M.A., B.C.L.
Dean of Winchester; Fellow and late Tutor of St. John's College, Oxford; formerly Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Rochester.
Beatification, Canonisation.

HYCOK (ALBERT MONTFORT), F.R.Hist.S.
Corresponding Member of the American Jewish Historical Society; Member of Council of the Jewish Historical Society of England; author of A History of the Jews in England.
Anglo-Israelism, China (Jews in), Jews in Islam, Messiah (Pseudo-), Sambatyon.

HYDE (DOUGLAS), [An O'aobhaín Aodh Bhríon], L.L.D., D.Litt.
President of the Gaelic League and of the Irish Texts Society; Examiner in Irish to the Royal University of Ireland.
Bards (Irish).
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

HYDE (JAMES HERVEY), Ph.B., LL.D. Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research; formerly Professor of Logic and Ethics in Columbia University.


Alexandrian Theology, Ecstasy, Logos, Neo-Platonism, Synderesis.

IRONS (DAVID), M.A. (St. And.), Ph.D. (Cornell). Formerly Associate Professor of Bryn Mawr College; author of The Psychology of Ethics.

Admiration, Disgust.

ISRAEL (ABRAHAM SAMUEL), Ph.D. Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of New York.

Qará.

ITO (CHIOTA). Professor in the University of Tokyo, Japan.

Architecture (Chinese).

IVYRACH (JAMES), M.A., D.D. Late Principal and Professor of New Testament Language and Literature in the United Free Church College, Aberdeen; author of Is God Knowable? (1887), Evolution and Christianity (1889), Theism in the Light of Present Science and Philosophy (1900), Decartes and Spinoza (1904).

Altruism, Attention, Authority, Causation, Consciousness, Epistemology, Perception.

JACKSON (A. V. WILLIAMS), Ph.D., L.H.D., LL.D. Professor of Indo-Iranian Languages in Columbia University, New York; author of Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient Iran; Persia, Past and Present.

Afghanistan, Afghanistan, Ameša Spêta, Architecture (Persian), Art (Persian), Ash-mounds, Avesta, Breath, Demons and Spirits (Persian), Images and Idols (Persian), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Iranian).

JACKSON (HEINRICH), O.M., Litt.D., F.R.A. Formerly Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge; Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Aristotle, Plato and Platonism.

JACOB (HEINRICH), Ph.D. Professor des Sanskrit an der Universität zu Bonn; Geheimer Regierungsrat.

Agastya, Ages of the World (Indian), Atheism (Jain), Atomic Theory (Indian), Blist, Abode of the (Hindu), Brahmanism, Chittaravis, Cosmogony and Cosmology (Hindu), Cow (Hindu), Daitya, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Jain), Demons and Spirits (Jain), Divination (Hindu), Durga, Henachandra, Heroes and Hero-gods (Indian), Incarnation (Indian), Jainism.

JACOBS (HENRY EYSTER), S.T.D., LL.D. President and Professor of Systematic Theology in the Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia.

Luther, Lutheranism, Sacraments (Christian, Lutheran).


Professor of English Literature at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America; formerly President of the Jewish Historical Society of England; forerunner editor of Field and Stream.

FAUL.


Vicar of St. Thomas's, Oxford; Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute; Member of Council of the Folklore Society; Secretary of the Anthropological Section of the British Association; author of Primitive Ritual and Belief, An Introduction to Anthropology, and other works.

Rain, Sacrifice (Introductory and Primitive), Sieve, Smoking, Staff, Tutelary Gods and Spirits, Water, Water-gods (Primitive and Savage), Yawning.

JAMES (JOHN GEORGE), D.Lit., M.A. (London).

Minister of Victoria Road Church, Southsea. Consolation, Comfort (Christian).

JASTROW (MORRIS), Jr., A.M., Ph.D., LL.D. Professor of Semitic Languages and Librarian of the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia; President of the American Oriental Society, 1914-15, and of the Society of Biblical Literature, 1916; author of The Religion of the Babylonians and Assyrians.

Anoicing (Semitic), Purim.

JENKINSON (Mrs. CONSTANCE), F.R.A.I. Somerville College, Oxford; Diploma in Anthropology, Oxford.

Tatting.


Pfarrer in Leipzig und Dozent an der Universität.

Ages of the World (Babylonian), Book of Life, Communion with Daity (Babylonian), Ethics and Morality (Babylonian).

JETTONS (FRANK BYRON), M.A., Litt.D., F.R.S.L., F.R.E.S. Professor of Philosophy in the University of Durham; formerly Principal of Bishop Hatfield's Hall, Durham; author of An Introduction to the History of Religion, Comparative Religion, and other works.

Anthropomorphism, Assimilation (Religious).


Inheritance (Babylonian), Law (Babylonian), Purification (Babylonian), Queen of Heaven, Usury (Babylonian).


Masai.

JOHNSTON (REGINALD FLEMING), C.B.E., M.A. (Oxon.). Tutor to H.M. the Emperor Hsian Tung; formerly District Officer and Magistrate, Wellahor (administered the Government, 1917-18); author of From Peking to Mandalay (1908), Lion and Dragon in Northern China (1910), Buddhist China (1913), Letters to a Missionary (1918).

Magic (Chinese), Old Age (Chinese), Ordeal (Chinese), Purification (Chinese), Vows (Chinese), War, War-gods (Chinese), Worship (Chinese).

JOLLY (JULIUS), Ph.D. (Munich), Hon. M.D. (Gottingen), Hon. D.Litt. (Oxford). Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in the University of Würzburg; formerly Tagore Professor of Law in the University of Calcutta; Geheimer Hofrat.

Abandonment and Exposure (Hindu), Adoption (Hindu), Altar (Hindu), Blood-feud (Hindu), Body (Hindu), Crimes and Punishments (Hindu), Dharmas, Disease and Medicine (Hindu), Ethics and Morality (Hindu), Expiation and Atonement (Hindu), Family (Hindu), Fate (Hindu), Food (Hindu), Gifts (Hindu), Inheritance (Hindu), Initiation (Hindu), Institutions (Hindu), Law (Hindu), Pariah, Purification (Hindu), Slavery (Hindu), Stupa, Tombs (Hindu), Vows (Hindu).

JONES (ARTHUR CADBURY). Formerly Secretary-General of the Societas Rosicruciana in Anglia.

Rosicrucians.

JONES (EMILY ELIZABETH CONSTANCE), Hon. D.Litt. (Wales). Formerly Mistress of Girton College, Cambridge; Member of Council of Bristol University; author of Primer of Logic, A New Law of Thought, and other works.

Siegwick (Henry).

JONES (GEORGE HUGH). Convenor to the Examination Committee of the Free Church of England; formerly Headmaster of New College, Margate (1886-98), and Incumbent of Christ Church, Crowborough, Sussex (1901-05); author of The Free Church of England: Its Doctrines and Ecclesiastical Policy.

Reformed Episcopal Church and Free Church of England.

JONES (H. STUART), M.A., D.Litt. (Oxon.), Hon. D.Litt. (Wales). Fellow of Brasenose College, Oxford; Fellow of the British Academy; formerly Director of the British School at Rome.

Mithraism.

JONES (J. P.), M.A., D.D. Professor of Indian Missions in the Kennedy School of Missions, Hartford, Conn.; editor of The Year Book of Missions in India.

Madura.


Children (Greek), Conscience (Greek and Roman).

JONES-PARRY (THOMAS), B.A., B.D. Lecturer in Church History in the Theological College, Bala, N. Wales.

Culdees.

JÖNSSON (PINNUN), Dr. Phil. Professor ordinary of Northern Philology in the University of Copenhagen.

Eddas.

JÖNSSON (MORIS). Emeritus Minister of the West London Synagogue; author of Judaism as Creed and Life (1910), Charity (Jewish), Disciplina (Jewish), Education (Jewish), Halevi, Life and Death (Jewish), Meir, Old Age (Hebrew and Jewish), Salvation (Jewish), Vows (Jewish).

JOURDAIN (PHILIP E. B.), M.A. (Camb.). British editor of the Monist and the International Journal of Ethics; Fellow of the London Mathematical Society; Member of the Mathematical Association.

Realism (Modern Logic and).

JOYCE (GEORGE HAYWARD), S.J., M.A. (Oxon.). Professor of Dogmatic Theology at St. Beuno's College, St. Asaph, N. Wales.

Invincible Ignorance, Mental Reservation, Nihilism, Power of the Keys, Probabilism.


JUVESS (T. W.), Dr. Juris et Phil. Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of Utrecht.

Adoption (Muhammadan), Adultery (Muhammadan), Apostasy (Muhammadan), Blasphemy (Muhammadan), Chastity (Mohammedan), Crimes and Punishments (Muhammadan), Eunuch (Mohammedan), Ibn Hanbal, Law (Muhammadan), Malik ibn Anas, Ordeal (Arabian and Muhammadan), Pilgrimage (Arabian and Muhammadan), Prayer (Muhammadan).
KALWEIT (Paul), Lic. Theol., D. Phil.
Director des evangelischen Predigerseminars
in Nannburg & Quisa, und Pfarrer.
A Priori, Intellectualism (Philosophical).

KARO (George), D. Phil.
Secretary of the German Archaeological
Institute, Athens.
Art and Architecture (Etruscan and Early Italo).

KAY (D. Miller), B.Sc., D.D., D.S.O.
Regius Professor of Hebrew and Oriental
Languages in the University of St. Andrews.
Judaizing, Massebah, Noahian Precepts.

KEANE (Augustus Henry), LL.D., F.R.G.S.,
F.R.A.I.
Late Vice-President of the Royal Anthropological
Institute; late Professor of Hindu-
ism in University College, London; author of
Ethnology, Man Past and Present.
Aborigines, Africa, Air and Gods of the
Air, America, Asia, Australasia,
Africa, Cagots, Charity (Primitive), Chibchas,
Ethnology, Europe.

KEEN (Arthur Berridge), M.A., D.C.L.,
D.Litt.
Barrister-at-Law and Advocate; Regius
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology in the University of Edinburgh.
Marrige (Hindu), Numbers (Aryan),
On, Ordal (Hindu), Priest, Priest-
hood (Hindu), Ramanuja, Righteous-
ness (Hindu), Sin (Hindu), State of the
Dead (Hindu), Suicide (Hindu),
Trimitru.

KELLETT (Ernest Edward), M.A.
Formerly Assistant Master at the Leys School,
Cambridge, and Scholar of Wadham College,
Oxford.
Rewards and Punishments, Spinoza.

KELSO (James Anderson), A.B., D.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament
Literature, and President of the Western
Theological Seminary, Pittsburgh; author of
Die Klagelieder, Der moseperiodische Teil
und die Versionen (1910), Hebrew-English
Vocabulary to the Book of Genesis (1917), in
collaboration with David D. Calley.
Foot, Foil, Biblical, Proverbs, Riddle.

KENNEDY (Archibald Robert Stirling), D.D.
Professor of Hebrew and Semitic Languages in
the University of Edinburgh; Examiner in
Hebrew in the Universities of London and
Wales.
Charm and Amulets (Hebrew).

KENDALL (Harry Angus Alexander), M.A.,
D.Sc., D.D.
Emeritus Professor of New Testament Literature,
Exegete, New College, Edinburgh; author of St. Paul and the Mystery Religions
(1913).
Mysteries (Christian).

KENT (Robert Hatch), D.D.
Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of
Cambridge; Canon of Ely; Fellow of
Queens' College, Cambridge; Examining
Chaplain to the Bishops of Ely and Man-
chester.
Ark, Israel, Moab, Rechabites, Tophet.

KENT (Charles Foster), Ph.D., Litt. D.
Woolsey Professor of Biblical Literature in
Yale University.
Law (Biblical, Old Testament), Leaves.

KENT (Roland G.), A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Comparative Philology in the
University of Pennsylvania.
Path.

KEIR (John Hendrik Caspar), LL.D. (Leyden),
Hon. Dr. Phil. (Leipzig, Christiania).
Formerly Professor of Sanskrit and Com-
parative Philology in the University of
Leyden.
Java, Bali, and Sumatra (Buddhism in),
Malay Archipelago.

KEIR (Colin M.), R.D., D.Phil.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at St.
George's in Fields, Glasgow.
Propitiation (Introductory and Biblical).

KESHAW (Nora).
Newnham College, Cambridge; formerly
Lecturer in English in the University of
St. Andrews.
Teutonic Religion.

KIDD (Benjamin).
Ditching, Sussex; author of Social Evolution
(1894), Principles of Western Civilization
(1902), The Two Principal Laws of Sociology
(1909).
Civilization, Darwinism.

KLEPATROUS (Thomas B.), M.A., B.D., D.D.
Professor of Systematic Theology in Knox
College, Toronto; author of the articles
'Conscience' and 'Philosophy' in the
Dictionary of the Bible, and of 'Character
of Christ' and 'Incarnation' in the Dictionary
of Christ and the Gospel.
Anger (Wrath of God, Benevolence, Salvation (Christian), Soteriology, Suffering.

KING (Irving), Ph.D.
Professor of Education in the State University
of Iowa; Fellow of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
Ethics and Morality (Australian), In-
hibition.

KING (Leonard William), M.A., Litt. D., F.R.A.
Assistant Keeper of Egyptian and Assyrian
Antiquities, British Museum; Professor of
Assyrian and Babylonian Archeology in
the University of London; author of A
History of Babylonia and Assyria.
Divination (Assyro-Babylonian), Fate
(Babylonian), Images and Idols (Bab-
ylonian), Magic (Babylonian).

KINNAIRD (Hor. Emily), C.B.E.
Acting Vice-President of the Y.W.C.A. of
Great Britain and Vice-President of the
World's Y.W.C.A.
Young Women's Christian Association.

KLEMENTS (Demetrius).
Councillor of State; ex-Director of the Ethno-
graphical Section of the Russian Museum
of the Emperor Alexander III.; Member of
the Russian Geographical Society, of the
Anthropological Society of Moscow, and of
the Imperial Archæological Society.
Buriats, Gyaiks.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

KNIGHT (G. A. FRANZ), M.A., D.D., F.R.S.E.
Minister of United Free Church at Glasgow.
Bridge, Feet-washing.

KNOOP (DOUGLAS), M.A.
Professor of Economics in the University of Sheffield.
Poverty.

KÖNIG (EDUARD), Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Old Testament Exegesis in the University of Bonn.
Prophecy (Hebrew).

KROEBER (A. L.), A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Anthropology in the University of Columbia.
California, Zuni.

KROHN (KAARLE LEOPOLD), D.Phil.
Professor des finnischen und vergleichenden Folklore an der Universität zu Helsingfors, Finland.
Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Ugro-Finnic), Birth (Finnis and Lappic), Finno-Ugricans, Finns (Ancient), Kalevala.

KROLL (WILHELM), D.Phil.
Professor der Klass. Philologie an der Universität Münster.
Apathy, Atomic Theory (Greek), Birthdays (Greek and Roman), Concaicnage (Greek and Roman), Consolation (Greek and Roman), Momentary Gods.

KRÜGER (DR. GUSTAV),
Professor der Kirchengeschichte an der Universität Giessen.
Monophysitism, Monotheletism.

KRUFT (ALFRED C.),
Dutch Missionary in Celebes; Zendeling-leerzaak van het Nederlandsche Zendelingenootschap op Midden-Celebes; author of Het Assimaat in den indischen Archipel (1906); joint-author of De Borst Sprekende Toren & zons Midden-Celebes (1912).
Indonesians.

KÜHLE (WILHELM JOHANNES),
Professor of Theology in the University of Amsterdam, and of the Seminary of the Mennonites in Amsterdam.
Mennonites.

LACY (THOMAS ALEXANDER), M.A., D.D., F.S.A.
Canon of Worcester; Pringle-Stuart Lecturer, 1914; Bishop Paddock Lecturer at New York, 1916-17; Select Preacher, Oxford, 1916-18.
Intention (Theological). Sacraments (Christian, Western).

LAGRANGE (MARIE-JOSEPH), Docteur en Droit, Maîtres en Théologie.
Directeur de l'École biblique et archéologique de Jérusalem; correspondant of the Institut de France (Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres).
Palmyreans.

LAINO (GORDON JENNINGS), B.A. (Toronto), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins),
Professor of Latin in the University of Chicago, Priest, Priesthood (Roman).

LARD (JOHN), M.A.
Regius Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen; author of Problems of the Self, A Study in Realism.
Will.

Winnow Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Harvard.
Baptism (Early Christian), Christmas, Epiphany.

LAMB (JOHN CHISHOLM), M.A., D.D.
Late Examiner in Divinity in the University of Edinburgh.
Aspiration, Blessedness (Christian), Body (Christian), Call, Calling.

LANCASTER (HENRY CHAYNE OUD), M.A.
Rector of Framingham with Saxted; sometime Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Sibylline Oracles.

LANE (GUNNAR), Mag.Phil.
Lecturer in Sociology in the University of Finland, Helsingfors.
Priest, Priesthood (Primitive).

Formerly Professor of Arabic in the University of Dublin (T.C.D.).
Aurangzib, Birth (Muhammadan), Cosmology and Cosmology (Muhammadan), Creed (Muhammadan), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Muhammadan).

LANGE (ANDREW), M.A., D.Lit., D.C.L., LL.D.
Late author of Custom and Myth (1884), Myth, Ritual and Religion (1887), The Making of Religion (1888), Magic and Religion (1901), and other works.
Bull-roarer, Crystal-gazing, Dreams and Sleep (Introductory), God (Primitive and Savage).

LAWDON (STEPHEN HEBERT), M.A., B.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Assyriology and Comparative Semitic Philology in the University of Oxford; Member of Council of the Royal Asiatic Society; author of Neo-Babylonian Royal Inscriptions (V.A.B. vol. iv.), Sumerian and Babylonian Poems, A Sumerian Grammar, Babylonian Liturgies.
Death and Disposal of the Dead (Babylonian), Expiation and Atonement (Babylonian), Mysteries (Babylonian), Names (Sumerian), Ordeal (Babylonian), Prayer (Babylonian), Sin (Babylonian), Word (Sumerian and Babylonian), Worship (Babylonian).

LÄTTI (KURT),
Königsberg.
Love (Greek).

LAWLOR (HUGH JACKSON), D.D., Litt.D.
Beresford Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Dublin; Lecturer in English Bible; Dean of St. Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin; Sub-Dean of the Chapel Royal, Dublin.
Confirmation, Montanism, Samosatenism.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

LAWSON (ALEXANDER), M.A., B.D., D.D.
Late Berry Professor of English Literature in the University of St. Andrews.
Solemn League and Covenant.

LEGGE (LOUIS),
Professeur au Collège de France; Professeur honorifique à l'École des langues orientales; Membre de l'Institut de France.
Altar (Slavonic), Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Slavonic), Architecture and Art (Slavonic), Festivals and Fast (Slavonic), God (Slavonic), Human Sacrifice (Slavonic).

LEHMANN (EDWARD), D.Theol., D.Phil.
Professor of the History of Religions and the Philosophy of Religion in the University of Lund, Sweden.
Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Iranian), Christmas Customs, Communication with the Dead (Persian), Ethics and Morality (Parsi), Mysticism (Primitive), Nature (Persian), Prayer (Iranian).

LESTER-GARLAND (LESTER V.), M.A., F.L.S.
Formerly Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford, and Principal of Victoria College, Jersey.
Trade Unions.

LEURA (JAMES HENRY), Ph.D.
Intellectualism, Psychical Research.

LEVI (SYLVAIN),
Professeur au Collège de France; President de la Section des Sciences Religieuses a l'École des Hautes Études.
Abhidharma Kosà Vyakha.

LEWIS (MARTIN), B.A., D.D.
Fellow of University College, London; formerly Minister of the United Free Church at Aberdeen.
Baxter.

LIDENBERG (MARIO), Ph.D.
Ord. Professor der Semit. Philologie an der Universität zu Grazlau.
Ahiqar.

LILLEY (ALFRED LESLIE), M.A.
Canon of Hereford and Archdeacon of Ladbroke.
Modernism.

LILLOSTON (FRAZIER), M.A.
Late Rector of St. John's, Norfolk, and Diocesan Inspector of Schools; formerly Theological Lecturer at Selwyn College, Cambridge; author of The Brahmo Samaj and Arya Samaj.
Chamars.

LINDAY (JAMES), M.A., B.Sc., D.D., F.R.S., F.R.S., M.R.A.S.
First Cause, Goethe, Neo-Kantianism, Rigorism, Substance.

LINDSAY (THOMAS MARTIN), D.D., LL.D.
Late Principal of the United Free Church College, Glasgow, and Professor of Church History; author of The History of the Reformation in the 'International Theological Library.'
Amyraldism.

LITTMANN (ENRICO), Ph.D.
Professor der Semit. Philologie an der Universität zu Straßburg.
Abyssinia.

LOYD (ARTHUR), M.A.
Lecturer in the Imperial University, Naval Academy, and Higher Commercial School, Tokyo; formerly Fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge.
Daibutan, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Japanese), Demons and Spirits (Japanese), Drama (Japanese).

LODGE (RUPERT CLERKEN), B.A.
Late John Locke Scholar, Oxford; late Junior Lecturer in Philosophy in the University of Manchester.
Empiricism.

LOID (ADOLPHUS), Docteur de Lettres.
Chargé de Cours à la Faculté des Lettres de l'Université de Paris.
Images and Idols (Hebrew and Canaanite).

LOWE (HERBERT MARTIN JAMES), M.A.
Lecturer in Rabbinic Habbrew, Exeter College, Oxford; sometime Curator of Oriental Literature in the University Library, Cambridge; and Director of Oriental Studies, St. Catharine's College, Cambridge.
Cosmogony and Cosmology (Jewish), Crimes and Punishments (Jewish), Demons and Spirits (Jewish), Disease and Medicine (Jewish), Expiation and Atonement (Jewish), Judaism, Kabbala, Worship (Jewish).

LOFTHOUSE (WILLIAM F.), M.A., D.D.
Tutor in Philosophy and Old Testament Language and Literature, Wesleyan College, Hanover, North Carolina; author of Ethics and Atonement, Ethics and the Family.
Indifferentism.

LONGBURGH DAVIS (MANSELL), L.C.S. (retired).
Member of the Royal Asiatic and Folklore Societies; Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute and of the Royal Numismatic Society.
Baluchistan.

LOOFS (FRIEDRICH), Litt. Theol., Dr. Phil. u. Theol.
Ordentlicher Professor der Kirchengeschichte an der Universität zu Halle; Geheimer Konsistorialrat; Mitglied des Konsistoriums der Provinz Sachsen.
Descent to Hades (Christian), Kerosyn, Macedonianism.

LODGE (JAMES HENRY),
Missionary in Bombay in connexion with the Society of St. John the Evangelist (Cowltry, Oxford), and the Parochial Missions to the Jews.
Bene-Israel, Jews in Cochín (Malabar).
LOW (JANET), M.A.
London.
Baniashment.

LOWIE (ROBERT H.), Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anthropology, University of California; Secretary, American Ethnological Society; President (1916), American Folklore Society; associate editor of the American Anthropologist.

Charm and Amulet (American), Cosmogony and Cosmology (Mexican and South American), Ojibwa, Peyote Rite.


Hon. Member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal; Hon. Member of the Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft; Member of Council of the Royal Asiatic Society; Judicial and Public Secretary to the India Office (1898-1910).

Mikirs.

LYTTELSON (Hon. EDWARD), M.A., D.D., D.C.L.
Formerly Dean of Whitelands College, Chelsea; Headmaster of Eton College.

Vegetarianism.

MACALISTER (ROBERT ALEXANDER STEWART), Litt.D., LL.D., F.S.A.
Professor of Celtic Archaeology in University College, Dublin; formerly Director of Excavations of the Palestine Exploration Fund; author of A History of Civilisation in Palestine (1912), The Excavations of Gezer (1880-1904).

Human Sacrifice (Semitic), Philistine Sacrifice, Stone Monuments (Rude).

MCCOM (SAMUEL), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Pastoral Theology in Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge, Mass.

Repealance.

MCCULLOCH (JOHN), Edinburgh.
Bretbse (Plymouth).

MACCULLOCH (JOHN ADNETT), Hon. D.D. (St. Andrews).
Rector of St. Saviour's, Bridge of Allan; Hon. Canons of the Cathedral of the Holy Spirit, Cambrai; Examiner in Comparative Religion and Philosophy of Religion, Victoria University, Manchester; Examinin Chaplain to the Bishop of St. Andrews; author of The Religion of the Ancient Celts.

Adultery (Primitive and Savage), Agac, Art (Note on Painting), Austerities, Bambino, Baptism (Ethnic), Blesse, Abode of the (Primitive, Celtic, Japanese, Slavic, Teutonic), Branches and Twigs, Cakes and Loaves, Calendar (Celtic), Cannibalism, Celts, Changeling, Charms and Amulets (Celtic), Concupiscence (Introductory), Covenant, Crimes and Punishments (Primitive), Cross-roads, Crown, Deacon to Hades (Ethnic), Door, Druid, Dualism (Celtic), Earth and Earth-gods, Eschatology, Euphemism, Fairy, Fall (Ethnic), Fasting (Introductory), Festivals and Fasts (Celtic), First-born (Introductory and Primitive), Firstfruits (Introductory and Primitive), Hand, Head, Heart, Horns, Hymns (Celtic), Incense, Invisibility, Landmarks and Boundaries, Light and Darkness (Primitive), Locks and Keys, Lyceantrphy, Magic (Celtic), Metamorphosis, Miracles, Monsters (Ethnic), Mountains and Mountain-gods, Mouth, Music (Primitive and Savage, Celtic), Nameless Gods, Nature (Primitive and Savage), Nose, Ode, Parable (Ethnic), Perfumes, Picts, Pregnancy, Redemption, Relics (Primitive and Western), Religious Orders (Japanese, Mexican and Peruvian), Reynard the Fox, Sacraments (Primitive and Ethnic), Sacrifice (Celtic), Secret Societies (Introductory, Melanesian and Polynesian), Serpent-worship (Introductory and Primitive), Shamanism, Shoes and Sandals, Sin (Celtic), State of the Dead (Primitive and Savage), Teeth, Temples, Tithe, Tonure, Underworld, Vampire, Virgin Birth.

MACCULLY (GEORGE GRANT), A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Professor of Pre-historic Archaeology, and Curator of the Anthropological Collections, in Yale University, New Haven; author of The Eelichi Problem (1905), Some Phases of Prehistoric Archaeology (1907), A Study of Christian Antiquities (1910).

Chiriqui.

MACDONALD (DUNCAN R.), M.A., D.D.
Sometime Scholar and Fellow of the University of Glasgow; Professor of Semitic Languages in Hartford Theological Seminary; Lecturer in Muhammadanism before Congress of Arts and Science, St. Louis Exposition, 1904; Haskell Lecturer on Comparative Religion in the University of Chicago, 1906; Lamson Lecturer on Muhammadanism in Harvard Seminary, 1908-09; Lecturer in Wellesley College, 1907 and 1909.

Allah, Baptism (Muhammadan), Blessedness (Muhammadan).

Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford; Fellow of Balliol College; Fellow of the British Academy; Fellow of the Royal Danish Academy; Keeper of the Indian Institute, Oxford.

Hymns (Vedic), Indian Buddhism, Literature (Buddhist), Lotus (Indian), Magic (Vedic), Ramaism, Ramakrona, Ramayana, Vedic Religion.

MCDougall (WILLIAM), M.A., M.B., F.R.S.
Professor of Psychology in Harvard University; formerly Fellow of Corpus Christi College, and Reader in Mental Philosophy in the University of Oxford; author of Introduction to Social Psychology (1905), Body and Mind (1911).

Hypnotism.

Macey (THOMAS STERNER), B.A. (Lond.).
Formerly Professor of Hebrew in the Western College; Lecturer in Comparative Religion in connexion with Bristol University.

Deicide.
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MACFADYEN (DUGALD), M.A. (Oxon.), F.R.Hist.S.
Formerly Minister of the Congregational Church at Highgate, London; author of The Life and Letters of Alexander Mackenzie, Constructive Congregational Ideals, Truth in Religion, Men of the Spirit.

Bushnell, Carlyle, Giustes, Pilgrim Fathers.

M. McCauley (John Edgar), B.A. (Oxon.), M.A.
(Glasgow), D.D. (Halifax and Glasgow), Professor of Old Testament Language, Literature, and Theology in the United Free Church College, Glasgow; author of Messages of the Prophetic and Priestly Historians, and other works; editor of Davidson's Hebrew Grammar.

Vows (Hebrew).

McGiffert (Arthur Cushman), M.A., Ph.D., D.D., LL.D.
Pastor and Washburn Professor of Church History in Union Theological Seminary, New York; author of A History of Christianity in the Apostolic Age, Martin Luther: the Man and His Work.

Apostolic Age, Inmaeness.

McGlotten (William Joseph), Ph.D., D.D.
Formerly Professor of Church History in the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville.

Anabaptism.

MacKeeon (Ann Elizabeth Frances), B.A.
(Lond.), Ethical Discipline.

MacKeeon (David Hutchinson), M.C., M.A.
(Edin. and Camb.), Drummond Professor of Political Economy in the University of Oxford; sometime Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

Laissez-faire.

Mackay (James), D.Ph.
Ord. Professor of Slavonic Literature in the Bohemian University, Prague; ord. Member of the Bohemian Academy; Member of the Royal Bohemian Society of Sciences; Heroes and Hero-gods (Slavie). Marriage (Slavie).

McIntyre (James Lewis), M.A. (Edin. and Oxon.), D.Sc. (Edin.).
Anderson Lecturer in Comparative Psychology to the University of Aberdeen; Lecturer in Psychology, Logic, and Ethics to the Aberdeen Provincial Committee for the Training of Teachers; formerly Examiner in Philosophy to the Universities of Edinburgh and London; author of Giordano Bruno (1903). Activity (Psychological and Ethical). Apperception, Assimilation (Psychological). Bacon, Body and Mind, Brain and Mind, Bruno, Degeneration, Development (Mental), Fear, Fearlessness, Horror, Imagination, Intelligence, Melancholy, Parascism, Phrenology, Presentiment, Recognition, Subconsciousness, Temperament.

Mackay (Walter George).
Of the Scottish Universities' Mission in Sikkim.

Mackay (Donald), M.A.
Minister of the United Free Church at Tain; Assistant Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Aberdeen, 1906-09.

Ethics and Morality (Christian). Free Will, Libertarianism and Necessitarianism, Synergism, Transcendentalism.

Mackay (John Stuart), M.A., LL.D., Litt.D.
Emeritus Professor of Logic and Philosophy in University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire; author of An Introduction to Social Philosophy, A Manual of Ethics, Outlines of Metaphysics. Lectures on Humanism.

Eternity, Infinity, Metaphysics.

Mackay (William Douglas), M.A., D.D., LL.D.
President of the Hartford Seminary Foundation; Lady Professor of Christian Theology in the Hartford Theological Seminary; author of The Ethics of Gambling, Christianity and the Progress of Man, The Final Fag.

Jesus Christ.

Formerly Principal of Wilson College, Bombay, and Vice-Chancellor of the University of Bombay.

Advaita, Baptism (Indian), Vallabha, Vallabhacharya.

Mackintosh (Hugh Ross), M.A., D.Phil. (Edin.), D.D. (Edin.).
Professor of Systematic Theology in the New College, Edinburgh; author of The Doctrine of the Person of Jesus Christ (1912), Immortality and the Future (1918), The Originality of the Christian Message (1930).


Mackintosh (Robert), M.A., D.D. (Glas.), B.D. (Edin.).
Professor of Ethics, Christian Sociology, and Apologetics in the Leicestershire Independent College, and Lecturer on Philosophy of Religion in the University of Manchester.

Christians (Names applied to), Mononolatry and Henotheism.

Maclagan (Edward Douglas), M.A.
Formerly of the Indian Civil Service. Simla: Chief Secretary to the Government of the Punjab, India.

Anuritsar.

Maclagan (P. J.), M.A., D.Phil.
Foreign Mission Secretary of the Presbyterian Church of England; formerly of the English Presbyterian Mission, Swatow.

Calabac (Chinese), Demons and Spirits (Chinese), Education (Chinese), Family (Chinese), Heroes and Hero-gods (Chinese), Incarnation (Chinese), Literature (Chinese), Love (Chinese), Maccabees, Maccabees, Saints and Martyrs (Chinese), Suicide (Chinese), Taoism.
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Bishop of Moray, Ross, and Caithness; author of Dictionary and Grammar of Veracular Syriac, Ancient Church Orders, and other works; editor of East Syrian Liturgy.
Abrenuntis, Agape, Chastity (Christian). Hymns (Syriac, Christian), Intercession (Liturgical), Invocation (Liturgical), Latin Law (Christian, Anglican), Light and Darkness (Christian), Ministry (Early Christian), Nestorianism, Ordination (Christian), Prayer for the Departed (Christian), Simony, Stations, Syrian Christians, Union (Christian).

MACLEAN (James Hain), M.A., B.D.
Of the United Free Church of Scotland Mission, Conjeevaram.
Kashipuram.

MACLEAN (Magnus), M.A., D.S.S., L.I.D., F.R.S.E.
Emeritus Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Royal Technical College, Glasgow.
Feinn Cycle.

McLEAN (Norman), M.A.
Fellow, Senior Tutor, and Hebrew Lecturer, Christ's College; Lecturer in Arabic in the University of Cambridge; joint-editor of The Larger Cambridge Edition of the Septuagint.
Marcionism.

MALE (Frédéric).
Ancien Attaché à la Bibliothèque Nationale; Lauréat de l'Institut; Professeur d'Armenien à l'École des Langues orientales vivantes.
Armenia (Christian), Calendar (Armenian), Festivals and Fastes (Armenian), Syrians.

MAGNUSON (Nicol), M.A., D.Litt.
Of the United Free Church of Scotland Mission, Poona, India; author of Indian Theism from the Vedic to the Muhammadan Period.
Mysticism (Hindu).

Mafkrä (George R.), M.A.
Minister of the United Free Church at Dunde.
Mce, Tce.

MAGNERS (Sir John), M.D., F.R.C.P.E.
Professor of Psychiatry in the University of Sydney; formerly Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland.
Abnormalities (Psychological), Debauchery, Hysteria, Insanity.

Macrcher (David), F.S.A. (Scott. and Ireland).
Member of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland; President of the St. Andrew's Society, Edinburgh; author of Arab and Modern Britons: The Arabs; Fairs, Fairies, and Picts; Scottish Gypsies under the Stewarts, and other works.
Caves, Dwarfs and Pygmies, Giants, Gypsies, Images and Idols (Lappes and Samoyeds).

McTaggart (John McTaggart Ellis), Litt. D. (Camb.), Hon. L.L.D. (St. Andrews), F.R.A.
Late Professor and Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Personality.

MACLEOD (Leonard A.), LL.B.
London.
Editor of Russian Folk-Tales (1918), Armament of Igor (1918).
Magic (Slavic), Music (Slavic).

MAIR (Alexander), M.A.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of Liverpool.
Belief, End, Hallucination.

Sometime Fellow of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge; Professor of Greek in the University of Edinburgh; editor of Hesiod (1808).
Hesiod, Life and Death (Greek and Roman), binder, Prayer (Greek), Sin (Greek), Suicide (Greek and Roman), Worship (Greek).

MAJOR (Henry Dewsbery Alves), M.A., D.D. (Oxon.).
Principal of Ripon Hall, Oxford.
Subordination.

MALINOWSKI (Boaz), Ph.D. (Cracow), D.Sc. (London).
Robert Mond Travelling Student, University of London, author of The Family among the Australian Aborigines.
Spirit Children.

MALTUS (Henry), Ph.D. (Heidelberg).
Professor of Rabbinical Literature, Dropsie College, Philadelphia.
Philosophy (Jewish), Se'adiah.

MANSHEKA (Viljo Johannes), Dr. phil.
Dozent an der Universität zu Helsingfors.
Demons and Spirits (Slavic).

MARETT (Robert Banulpe), M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.I.
Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College, and Reader in Social Anthropology in the University of Oxford; author of The Threshold of Religion.
Ethics (Rudimentary), Magic (Introductory), Mana, Supernaturalism, Tabu.

MARGOLYOUTH (David Samuel), M.A., D.Litt., F.R.A.
Fellow of New College, and Landau Professor of Arabic in the University of Oxford; author of Mohammed and the Rise of Islam, Mohammedianism, The Early Development of Mohammedianism.
Assassins, Atheism (Muhammadan), Baghdad, Circumcision (Muslim), Communion with the Dead (Muslim), Conscience (Muslim), Dervish, Divination (Muslim), Expiation and Atonement (Muslim), Fan (Muslim), God (Arabic, pre-Islamic), Harranians, Hospitality (Arabian), Hymns (Ethiopian Christian, Muslim), Ibadis, Kalam, Khwarizmi, Magic (Arabian and Muslim), Mahdi, Mecca, Medina, Muhammad, Mohammedianism (in Central Africa, in North Africa, in Arabia), Names (Arabic), Nature (Muhammadan), Old and New Testaments in Mohammedianism, Preaching (Muslim), Priest, Priesthood (Muhammadan), Qur'an, Samarai, Symbolism (Muslim), Wahhabia, Zaidi.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES


MAKIN (HAMILTON CUMLAND), M.D., C.M., F.R.E.P.S., (Glas.), H.M. Commissioner of Control for Scotland; formerly Medical Superintendent of Glasgow District Asylum, Lenzie; McIntosh Lecturer on Insanity, St. Mungo's College, Glasgow. Hypochondria, Legitimacy.

MARR (JOHN TURNER), M.A., D.D., late Principal of Manchester College; Lecturer in History of Christian Doctrine in Manchester University.

MARTIN (ALEXANDER), D.D., Principal and Professor of Apologetics and Practical Theology, New College, Edinburgh. Pessimism and Optimism.

MARTIN (ALEXANDER STUART), M.A., B.D., formerly Pitt Scholar and Examiner in Theology in the University of Edinburgh, and Minister of the Church of Scotland at Aberdeen. Election, Predestination.


MARTIN (WALTER TAYLOR), Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy in Rutgers College, New Jersey. Attraction and Repulsion, Consequence, Equivoque (Logical).


MAY (JOSEPH HOOPER), M.A., Rector of Pusey, Berks.; late Fellow and Dean of Hertford College, Oxford. Anglicans (Anglican, Roman Catholic, Eastern Churches), Catholicism, Litany.

MAYOR (JAMES), Ph.D., late Professor of Political Economy in the University of Toronto; author of The Scottish Railway Strike Employment.

MEAD (GEORGE ROBERT STOW), B.A. (Cantab.), Editor of The Quest; author of Quests Old and New (1919) and other works. Occultism.

MILLS (SYDNEY H.), M.A. (Lond.), D.Sc. (Edin.), Secretary, British and Foreign Unitarian Association; Lecturer, Oxford University Extension Department; formerly Principal of the Unitarian Home Missionary College, Manchester; Lecturer in the History of Christian Doctrine in the University of Manchester; author of Studies in Philosophical Criticism, Eternal Life Here and Hereafter, and other works. Immortality, Mean, Paradox, Scholasticism.

MILLOR (STANLEY ALFRED), B.A. (Oxon.), Ph.D. (Harvard), Minister of Hope Street Church, Liverpool. Socialism.

MENANT (DELPHINE), Membre de la Société Asiatique; Chargée de Mission dans l'Inde par le Ministre de l'Instruction Publique, 1900-01; Labéris de l'Académie Française.

GABARS, PARIS.

MÉNAGÉ (ÉUGÈNE), Docteur en Théologie.

MÉNAGÉ (ÉUGÈNE), Docteur en Théologie. Professeur honoraire de la Faculté de Théologie protestante et de l'Université de Paris; auteur de Théologie de l'Épître aux Hébreux. Symbolo-Fidélisme.


MICHAUD (ÉUGÈNE), Docteur en Théologie.

Ancien Professeur aux Facultés de Théologie et Philosophie de l'Université de Berne (Suisse); ancien Rector de l'Université de Berne. Old Catholicism.

MILLS (ANDREW), M.A., late Minister of Blenheim Parish, Glasgow; Robertson Lecturer in the University of Glasgow; President of the Scottish Ecological Society. Bereans.

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

MILNE (JOSEPH CRAYFORD), D.Litt. (Oxon.), F.R.N.S.
Hon. Lecturer in Numismatics in the Liverpool Institute of Archaeology.

Graeco-Egyptian Religion.

MINGANA (ALPHONSE),
Keeper of Oriental Manuscripts in the John Rylands Library, and in Rendall Harris Library, Birmingham.

Qur'\-\text{an}.

MINTZ (ELLIS HOWELL), Litt.D.
Fellow and Librarian of Pembroke College, Cambridge; University Lecturer in Palaeography; author of Syrian and Greek.

Ossetic Religion, Note on Russian Church, Scythians.

MIRET (CARL), Dr.Theol.
Professor der Kirchengeschichte an der Universität zu Marburg.

Deutsch-Katholicysmus.

MITCHELL (ANTHONY), D.D.
Late Bishop of Aberdeen and Orkney; formerly Principal and Fellow in Library in the Theological College of the Episcopal Church in Scotland.

Land.

MITCHELL (EDWIN KNOX), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Graeco-Roman and Eastern Church History in Hartford Theological Seminary.

Cosmogony and Cosmology (Early Christian), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Early Christian), Prophecy (Christian).

MITCHELL (WILLIAM), M.A., D.Sc.
Chancellor and Emeritus Professor of Philosophy in the University of Adelaide, South Australia.

Consumption, Distribution, Production (of Wealth).

MOCHER-FERRYMAN (AUGUSTUS FERRYMAN),
Author of British West Africa (1898), and other works.

Negroes and West Africa.

MOODI (SHAMS-UL-UMMA JAYANDI JAMSHEDI), B.A.,
Hon. Ph.D. (Heidelberg).
Fellow of the University of Bombay; Dip. Litterar et Aribus (Sweden); Officier d'Académie, France; Officier de l'Instruction Publique, France; Secretary of the Antropological Society of Bombay; Vice-President of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Adultery (Parsi), Birth (Parsi), Children (Parsi), Hauma, Initiation (Parsi), Marriage (Iranian).

MOFFATT (JAMES), D.D., D.Litt., Hon. M.A. (Oxon.),
Professor of Church History in the United Free Church College, Glasgow; author of Critical Introduction to New Testament Literature, and other works.

Essenes, Names (Christian), Parousia, Pistas, Sophia, Scribes, Syncretism, Therapeutism.

MOOK (FUSSEN), Dr.Phil.
Professor der nordischen Philologie an der Universität zu Leipzig.

Baptism (Teutonic), Birth (Teutonic), Blood-feud (Teutonic), Demons and Spirits (Teutonic), Dooms, Dooms-myths (Teutonic), Expiation and Atonement (Teutonic), God (Teutonic), Hamadryads, Human Sacrifice (Teutonic), Muspilli.

MONET (EDOUARD), D.Th., D.Philos.
Professeur d'Hebrew et d'Aramaen, d'Exegese de l'Ancien Testament, de Langue et de Littérature Arabes à l' Université de Genève.

Hasideans, Hasidim, Religious Orders (Muslim).

MOORE (ROBERT), B.A. (Oxon.), B.D. (Edin.).
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis in the Free Church College, Edinburgh.

Pre-existence.

MOORE (WILLIAM), M.A.
Late Rector of Appleton, Berks; formerly Fellow of Magdalen College, and Lecturer of St. John's College, Oxford; translator of the Philosophical Treasures of Gregory of Nyssa.

Eumenismus.

MOORE-WILLSON (MRS. MINNIE),
Author of The Seminole of Florida, The Last Known Wilderness of America.

Seminole.

MORET (ALEXANDRE), Docteur és-Lettres.
Professeur agrégé de l'Université; Directeur-adjoint à l'École des Hautes-Études; Conservateur du Musée Guimet, Paris.

Mysteries (Egyptian).

MORGAN (CONWAY LLOYD), D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.
Emeritus Professor of Psychology and Ethics in the University of Bristol; author of Introduction to Comparative Psychology, Instinct and Experience.

Instinct, Laughter.

MORGAN (WILLIAM), D.D.
Formerly Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics in Queen's Theological College, Kingston, Canada; sometime Minister of the United Free Church at Tarbolton, Ayrshire.

Faith (Christian), Trust.

MORE (ADRIAN GABRIEL), O.M.I., B.A.
Lecturer in Anthropology in the University of Saskatchewan, Canada; Laureate of the Geographical Society of Paris; author of The Great Brazilian, History of the Catholic Church in North America.

Carrier Indians, Dénès.

MORRISON (DAVID), M.A.
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of St. Andrews; formerly Examiner in Philosophy in the University of St. Andrews; associate editor of Mind.

Common Sense.

MORRISON (JOHN), M.A., D.D.
Formerly Principal of the Church of Scotland College, Calcutta.

Benerjea, Kalighat.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

MORRISON (WILLIAM DOUGLAS), LL.D.

MOSS (RICHARD WADDY), D.D.
Formerly Principal and Tutor in Systematic Theology, Didsbury College, Manchester; author of The Range of Christian Experience. Alexander the Great, Cherebbin, Fortune (Biblical and Christian), Nicolaitians.

MOULTON (JAMES EDAS), D.D.
Late President of Tubon College, Tonga.

MOULTON (JAMES HOTI), M.A. (Canab.), D.Lit. (Lond.), D.D. (Edin., Berlin, and Groningen), D.C.L. (Durham). Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge; Greenland Professor of Hellenistic Greek and Indo-European Philology in the University of Manchester; Tutor in Didsbury Wesleyan College; author of Grammar of New Testament Greek (3rd ed. 1908), Religion and Religions (1913), Early Zoroastrianism (Ribbert Lectures, 1914). Fravashi, Iranians, Magi.

MOULTON (WARNER J.), M.A., D.D.
President and Hayes Professor of New Testament Language and Literature in the Theological Seminary, Bangor, Maine. Samaritans.

MORSEY (JOHN KENNETH), M.A., B.D.
Teacher of Theology and Lecturer of Christ Church, Reading. Binding and Loosung.

MURHED (JOHN HENRY), M.A., LL.D.
Emeritus Professor of Philosophy in the University of Birmingham; author of Elements of Ethics, The Service of the State, Social Purpose, and other works. Ethics, Rights.

MÜLLER (JOSEPH THÉODOR), Dr.Theol.
Direktor des Archivs der Evangelischen Bruder-Unität (Unitas Fratrum) in Herzogtum Hessen, Nassau. Hussites.

MÜLLERG (J. BASS), M.A. (Camb.). University Lecturer in History; formerly Lecturer and Librarian of St. John's College, Cambridge. Aboriginal, Paterni, Perfecti, Publicani, Speroniste.

MUPFord (MRS. ETHEL WATTS).
Member of the American Oriental Society. Hawaii.

MUNRO (ROBERT), M.A., M.D., LL.D. (Edin. and St. Andrews). Late Founder of the Munro Lectureship on Anthropology and Pre-historic Archeology; past President of the Anthropological Section of the British Association; author of Ancient Scottish Lake-Dwellings, The Lake-Dwellings of Europe, Palaeolithic Man and Terramara Settlements in Europe, Pre-historic Britain. Anthropology, Chronology, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Pre-historic Europe), Lake-Dwellings.

MURAOBA (HANICHI), Dr.Phil. (Stras.). Professor Emeritus of the Imperial University of Kyoto, Japan. Music (Japanese).

MURISON (WILLIAM), M.A.
Senior English Master in Aberdeen Grammar School; author of 'Education' in A Companion to Latin Studies. Education (Greek).

MURRAY (GILBERT), LL.D., D.Litt., F.B.A.
Regius Professor of Greek in the University of Oxford. Euripides.

MURRAY (JOHN CLARK), LL.D. (Glas.), F.R.S.C.
Emeritus Professor of Moral Philosophy in McGill University, Montreal; author of A Handbook of Psychology, A Handbook of Christian Ethics, and other works. Agnosticism, Amiability, Bigotry, Goodwill, Habit, Idleness, Ignorance, Pecuniawisness.

MURRAY (ROBERT HENRY), M.A., Litt.D., M.R.I.A.

Mutch (WILLIAM JAMES), A.M. (Wisconsin), B.D., Ph.D. (Yale). Professor of Philosophy and Education in Ripon College, Ripon, Wisconsin; formerly Minister of the Congregational Church at New Haven, Connecticut; Lecturer on Religious Education in Yale University; author of Christian Teaching, and other works. Training (Religious).

MYERS (CHARLES SAMUEL), C.B.E., M.A., M.D., St.D., F.R.S.
Lecturer in Experimental Psychology in the University of Cambridge. Disease and Medicine (Introductory and Primitive).

Wykeham Professor of Ancient History in the University of Oxford; formerly Gladstone Professor of Greek and Lecturer in Ancient Geography in the University of Liverpool. Archeology.

Nakajima (TAMARICHI), Professor of Civil Law in the Imperial University, Kyoto, Japan. Law (Japanese), Marriage (Japanese and Korean).

nAIICino (CARLO ALFONSO), Rome. Author of 'Sulla costituzione delle tribù arabe prima dell'Islamismo'.

Sun, Moon, and Stars (Muhammadan).
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NAVILLE (HENRY EDOUARD), Hon. D.C.L., LL.D., D.Phil., D.Litt., D.Theol., Hon. F.S.A.; Professor d'Archeologie et d'Egyptologie a l'Universite de Geneve; Membre de l'Institut de France et de l'Academie Huguenoise des Sciences; Fellow of King's College, London. Chants and Amulets (Egyptian).

NELSON (GROSE), LL.D.; Late Stipendary Magistrate of Glasgow; author of Trial by Combat. Chivalry, Dueling, Torture.

NESTLE (EBEBAARD), Dr. Ph. and Th.; Professor at Maulbronn; author of Syriac Grammar, Septuaginta-Silicani, Philosophica Sacra, Introduction to the Textual Criticism of the Greek New Testament; editor of the New Testament in Greek, German, and Latin. Azazel.


Nicol (THOMAS), D.D.; Late Professor of Biblical Criticism in the University of Aberdeen; Croall Lecturer, 1888; Baird Lecturer, 1907. Baxter.

NIEUW (BENEDICTUS), Ph.D.; Late Professor of Ancient History in the University of Halle; editor of the works of Josephus, Josephus.

NIVY (WILLIAM DICKER), M.A.; Minister of the United Free Church at Aberdeen; formerly co-examiner in Mental Philosophy in the University of Aberdeen. Good and Evil, Ideal, Naturalism.

NOLDEK (TEREDOR), Ph.D., LL.D. (Edin.); Professor emeritus an der Kaiser Wilhelm-Universität zu Strassburg. Arabs (Ancient).

NORTHCO (STANFORD HARRY); Viscount St. Cyres; author of Francois Fenelon (1891), Pascal (1902). Jansenism.


OMFLE (BACON FELIX VON); Neumahr, Germany. Sun, Moon, and Stars (Introduction).

OOSTHLEY (W. R. E.), M.A. D.D. (Cantab.); Rector of St. Mary, Aldermont; Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of London; Warburton Lecturer in Lincoln's Inn Chapel; Lecturer to the Palestine Exploration Fund; Examiner in Hebrew and Greek in the University of London; joint-author of The Religion and Worship of the Synagogue. A and B, Adoration (Post-Biblical). Badges, Banner.

OLLARD (SIDNEY LESLIE), M.A.; Rector of Bainton, Yorks; Hon. Canon of Worcester; formerly Vice-Principal and Tutor of St. Edmund Hall, Oxford. Oxford Movement.


OTLEY (ROBERT LAWRENCE), D.D.; Regius Professor of Pastoral Theology, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford; author of The Doctrine of the Incarnation (1895), Aspects of the Old Testament (1897), and other works. Home, Hope (Christian), Humility, Innocence, Moderation, Passivity, Peace, Purity, Self-control, Sobriety, Temperance.

OWN (MARY ALICIA); President of the Missouri Folklore Society; Councillor of the American Folklore Society; admitted to Tribal Membership with the Indians, 1892. Algonquins (Frisian Tribes), Voodoo.

PAASONEN (HENRY), Ph.D.; Professor of Finno-Ugric Philology in the University of Helsingfors; Vice-President of the Finno-Ugric Society. Mordvins.

PAGITT (FREDERICK EDEN), M.A., I.C.S. (re-tired). Formerly Judge of High Court, Calcutta; Member of Council and Vice-President of the Royal Asiatic Society. Puranas.

PARKER (EDWARD HARRIS), M.A.; Professor of Chinese at the Victoria University, Manchester; formerly H.M. Consul at Kiung-abow. Blessness (Chinese), Mongols.
PARSONS (Richard Godfrey), M.A. (Oxon.), D.D
Rector of Birch in Rusholme, Manchester
Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Winchester; formerly Fellow and Prelector in Theology at University College, Oxford, and Principal of Wells Theological College.

Pelagianism and Semi-Pelagianism,
Sacraments (Christian, Eastern).

PASS (H. Leonard), M.A., B.D.
Principal of Chichester Theological College; Recognized Lecturer in Theology in the University of Cambridge.

Altars (Christian), Am Ha-Area, Demons and Spirits (Christian).

PATERSON (William P.), D.D., LL.D., F.R.S.E.
Professor of Divinity in the University of Edinburgh.

WAR.

PATON (John Lewis), M.A.
Formerly High Master, Manchester Grammar School; sometime Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge; Member of Consultative Committee of the Board of Education.

Gambling, Mission (Inner).

PATON (Lewis Bayles), Ph.D., D.D.
Nettleden Professor of Old Testament Exegesis and Criticism, and Instructor in Assyrian, in Hartford Theological Seminary; formerly Director of the American School of Archaeology in Jerusalem; author of The Early History of Syria and Palestine, Jerusalem in Bible Times, The Early Religion of Israel, 'Esther' in the International Critical Commentary.

Ammonites, Ashtaroth, Atargatis, Ato, Baal, Canaanites, Dagan, Istar, Love (Semitic and Egyptian), Philo, Philius, Phoenicians, Sanchuniathon.

PATRICK (Mary Mills), A.M. (Jena), Ph.D.
(Berne).

President of the American College for Girls at Constantinople.

Anaxagoras.

PATTON (Walter Melville), M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Biblical Literature and History of Religion, and Director of the Library, Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota.

Pir, Saints and Martyrs (Mohammedan), Shi'ahs, Suicide (Mohammedan), Sunnites.

PEARCE (Arthur Samuel), M.A., D.D.
Rylands Professor of Biblical Exegesis in the University of Manchester; Tutor in the Primitive Methodist College, Manchester, and Lecturer in Laneashire Independent College; sometime Fellow of Merton College, and Lecturer in Mansfield College, Oxford.

Basilides, Cerinthus, Chaldeans.

PEARSON (A. C.), M.A., Litt. D.
Beres Professor of Greek in the University of Cambridge; editor of Fragments of Sophocles, Euripides' Helen, Herodica, and Pheniceae, Zeno and Cleisuses: Fragments.

Achilles, Achilleus, Æther, Athenism (Greek and Roman), Crimes and Punishments (Greek), Demons and Spirits (Greek), Ethics and Morality (Greek), Gifts (Greek and Roman), Heroes and Hero-gods (Greek and Roman), Human Sacrifice (Greek).

King (Greek and Roman), Love (Greek), Mother of the Gods (Greek and Roman), Musae, Myrmidons, Ordeal (Roman), Ostracism, Plutarch, Possession (Greek and Roman), Præstition (Roman), Seneca, Style, Transmigration (Greek and Roman), Vows (Greek and Roman).

PERLES (Felix), Ph.D.
Rabbi at Könisberg.

Law (Jewish), Prayer (Jewish).

PETRIE (John Pumfrey), Ph.D., D.D., Sc.D.
Rector of St. Michael's Protestant Episcopal Church, New York.

Cosmogony and Cosmology (Hebrew), Nethinism.

PETRIE (Sir William Matthew Flinders), D.C.L.
(20x), LL.D. (Edin., Abert.), Litt.D. (Camb.).

Fellow of the Royal Society and of the British Academy; Edwards Professor of Egyptology in the University of London.

Architecture (Egyptian), Art (Egyptian), Communication with Deity (Egyptian), Cosmogony and Cosmology (Egyptian), Egyptian Religion, Lotus (Egyptian), Precious Stones, Soul-house, Transmigration (Egyptian).

PHILLIPS (David), B.A. (Wales), M.A. (Cantab.).
Professor of the Philosophy and History of Religion in the Theological College, Bala, North Wales.

Consent, Egoism, Self-assertion and Self-subjection, Self-satisfaction.

PHILLPotts (Bertha Surtees), O.B.E., M.A.

Research Fellow of Girton College, Cambridge; formerly Principal of Westfield College (University of London); Fellow of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries (Copenhagen); formerly Librarian of Girton College, Cambridge, and Lady Carlisle Research Fellow of Somerville College, Oxford; author of Kindred and Clan; A Study in the Sociology of the Teutonic Races (1913); The Elder Edda and Ancient Scandinavian Drama (1920).

Dreams and Sleep (Teutonic), Ethics and Morality (Teutonic), Festivals and Fasts (Teutonic), Inheritance (Teutonic), Old Age (Teutonic), Purification (Teutonic), Soul (Teutonic).

PILOT (William), D.D., D.C.L.
Canon of St. John's Cathedral, Newfoundland; Examining Chaplain and Bishop's Commissary, Bechthaus.

PITCHES (Tadeusis Goldridge), LL.D. (Glas.), M.R.A.S.
Lecturer in Assyrian at University College, London, and at the Institute of Archaeology, Liverpool; Hon. Member of the Société Asiétique.

Architecture (Assyro-Babylonian, Phoenician), Art (Assyro-Babylonian, Phoenician), Birth (Assyro-Babylonian), Chastity (Semitic-Assyrian), Children (Assyro-Babylonian, Assyrian), Confession (Assyro-Babylonian), Conscience (Babylonian and Assyrian), Creed (Babylonian and Assyrian), Crimes and Punishments
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

PLATT (FREDERIC), M.A., D.D.

Arminianism, Perfection (Christian).

POPE (HUGH), O.P., S.T.M., D.D.
Formerly Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the Collegio Angelico, Rome.

Monarchism.

POPE (ROBERT MARTIN), M.A. (Camb. and Manchester).
Author of "Introduction to Early Church History", and other works.

Contempt, Contentment, Honesty, Honour, Kindness, Liberty (Christian), Pride, Western Church.

POPPER (WILLIAM), Ph.D.
Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of California, Berkeley.

Mulla, Pilgrimage (Hebrew and Jewish), Purification (Muslim).

POPEYROS II. (LOGOHYRS), Ph.D. (Leipzig), Hon. LL.D. (Cantab.).
Archbishop of Sinai, Paran, and Baitha.

Eastern Church.

POUSIN (LOUIS DE LA VALLEE), Docteur en philosophie et lettres (Liège), en langues orientales (Leuven).
Profe sor de baccalauréat à l'Université de Gand; Membre de l'Académie royale de Belgique; Rådsmann; Lecturer (1916); Membre de la R.A.S. et de la Société Asiatique; Membre correspondant de l'Académie impériale de Petrograd; Correspondant de l'Ecole Française de l'Extrême-Orient.

Adbhuddha, Ages of the World (Buddhist), Agnosticism (Buddhist), Atheism (Buddhist), Avalokitesvara, Blesi, Abode of the (Buddhist), Bodhisattva, Cosmogony and Cosmology (Buddhist), Councils (Buddhist), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Buddhist), Identity (Buddhist), Incarnation (Buddhist), Jivanmuktta, Karuna, Lotus of the True Law, Madhyamaka, Magic (Buddhist), Mahavastus, Mahamantri, Manjusri, Mara, Materialism (Indian), Mysticism (Buddhist), Nature (Buddhist), Nihilism (Buddhist), Nirvana, Padmasanga, Philosophy (Buddhist), Pratyekabuddha, Religious Orders (Indian), Sammityas, Sautrantikas, Scepticism (Buddhist), Suicide (Buddhist), Tantrism (Buddhist), Worship (Buddhist).

POWELL (FREDERICK JAMES), M.A., Phil.D. (Rostock).
Hatherlow Pashmore, Cheshire; author of "John Norris of Benetton; Henry Barrow, Separatist; Robert Browne, Pioneer of Modern Congregationalism; Essentials of Congregationalism; Life of David Worthington Stiven.

Bogomilism, Brownism, Christadelphians, Friends of God.

POYWING (JOHN HENRY), Sc.D., F.R.S.
Late Mason Professor of Physics, and Dean of the Faculty of Science, in the University of Birmingham.

Atomic Theory.

POZNAŃSKI (SAMUEL), Ph.D. (Heldelberg).
Rabbirer and Prodigir in Warschau (Polen).

Calendar (Jewish), Festivals and Feasts (Jewish), Karaites.

PREUSER (KONRAD THEODOR), Dr.Phil.
Kustos am Königlichen Museum für Völkerkunde zu Berlin.

Calendar (Mexican and Mayan).

PRICH (IRA MARSH), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of the Semitic Languages and Literatures in the University of Chicago; author of "The Monuments of the Old Testament, The Great Cylinder Inscriptions A and B of Gudea, and other works.

Tolbec.

PRICH (JULIUS JOSEPH), B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Rabbi, New Jersey; editor of Yemeze MSS of Pesahim, Megilla, and Mo'ed Katan.

Shekinah.

PRINCE (JOHN DYMERY), B.A., Ph.D.
E.E. and M.P. to Denmark; formerly Professor of Semitic Languages in Columbia University, N.Y.; Member of the New Jersey Legislature; Advisory Commissioner on Crime and Dependency for New Jersey; Speaker of New Jersey House; President of New Jersey Senate; Acting-Governor of New Jersey.

Algonquins (Eastern), God (Assyrio-Babylonian), Music (Muhammadan), Scapegoat (Semitic).

PRAJNA (OUNS), Ph.D.
Oriental Secretary to the German Diplomatic Agency for Egypt.

Drama (Arabic).

PUNNETT (REGINALD CHUNNALL), M.A., F.R.S.
Arthur Balfour Professor of Genetics in the University of Cambridge; author of "Mendelism.

Environment (Biological), Evolution (Biological), Heredity, Pangenesis, Sex.

QUINSON (RICHARD FIRTH), M.D.
Formerly Governor and Medical Officer of H.M. Prison, Holloway.

Criminology.

RADMACHER (RECTOR CARL).
Direktor des prehistorischen Museums in Köln.

Carnival.

RADMACHER (DR. LUDWIG).
Ordentlicher Professor der klassischen Philologie an der Universität zu Wittenberg.

Enthusiasm.
**AUTHORS OF ARTICLES**

**Radin (Paul), Ph.D.**  
Field Ethnologist, Geological Survey of Canada.  
Eskimos.

**Ramsay (Charlotte Lillian), C.S.R.B.**  
Of Bamff.  
Christian Science.

Formerly Professor of Humanity in the University of Aberdeen; author of *The Historical Geography of Asia Minor*, *The Church and Bishops of Phrygia*, and other works.  
Phrygians.

**Rankin (William Mihlles), D.D.**  
Minister of the United Free Church at Durris, Aberdeen; author of *The Life of Christ* (1910).  
Friendship, Reverence.

**Raphael (Edward James), M.A.**  
Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge.  
Chaitanya, Coins and Medals (Eastern), Drama (Indian).

**Rees (Thomas), M.A., Ph.D. (London), B.A. (Oxon.)**  
Principal and Professor of Theology at the Bala-Bangor Independent College, Bangor, N. Wales; author of *The Holy Spirit in Thought and Experience*, and other works.  
Nature (Christian), Remorse, Sensationalism.

**Reid (James Smith), M.A., LL.D., Litt.D.**  
Late Professor of Ancient History in the University of Cambridge; formerly Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge; editor of *Academica* and other works of Cicero; author of *Municipalities of the Roman Empire*.  
Asceticism (Roman), Charity (Roman), Crimes and Punishments (Roman), Demons and Spirits (Roman), Gilds (Greek and Roman), Holiness (Roman), Light and Darkness (Greek and Roman), Purification (Roman), Sacrilege (Greek and Roman), Sin (Roman), State of the Dead (Greek and Roman), Worship (Roman).

**Reid (John), M.A. (Glas.)**  
Late Minister of the United Free Church at Inverness; author of *Jesus and Nicodemus*, *The First Things of Jesus*, *The Uplifting of Life*, Gossip, Humour.

**Rendall (Gerald Henry), B.D., Litt.D., LL.D.**  
Formerly Headmaster at Charterhouse, Cambridge; Principal and Professor of Greek, University of Liverpool; Examining Chaplain to the Lord Bishop of Chelmsford, Marcus Aurelius Antoninus.

**Reynolds (Michael), LL.D., D.Litt.**  
Professor of History of the Civilization of the Far East in the University of Paris; formerly Professor of Law in the Imperial University of Tokyo and Legal Adviser to the Japanese Government; author of *La Shintoïsme*.  
Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Japanese), Asceticism (Japanese), Communion with Deity (Japanese).

**Cosmogony and Cosmology (Japanese), Divination (Japanese), Heroes and Hero-gods (Japanese), Hospitality (Japanese and Korean), Human Sacrifice (Japanese and Korean), Magic (Japanese), Nature (Japanese), Old Age (Japanese), Possession (Japanese), Sacrifice (Japanese), Saints and Martyrs (Japanese), Sin (Japanese), Worship (Japanese).**

**Rice (B. Lewis), C.I.E.**  
Formerly Director of Archeological Researches, Mysore, and Director of Public Instruction in Mysore and Coorg. Hon. Fellow of the University of Madras; author of *Mysore, Bibliotheca Carnatica, Epigraphia Carnatica*.  
Mysore State, Smartas.

**Richard (Timothy), D.D., Litt.D.**  
Late General Secretary of the Christian Literature Society for China; author of *The New Testament of Higher Buddhism*, and other works.  
Sects (Chinese).

**Riess (Ernst), M.A., Ph.D.**  
Assistant Professor of Latin in the University of New York.  
Alchemy (Greek and Roman).

**Riley (L. Woodbridge), M.A., Ph.D.**  
Professor of Philosophy in Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; author of *American Philosophy: the Early Schools*, and other works.  
Saints (Latter-Day).

**Rivera (J. H. R.), M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.**  
Late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge; President of the Anthropological Section of the British Association, 1911; author of *The Todas, History of Melanesian Society*, Kindship and Social Organization.  
Kin, Kinship, Marriage (Introductory and Primitive), Mother-right, New Britain and New Ireland, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Psychotherapeutics, Ships and Boats, Solomon Islands, Todas.

**Robertson (Charles Donald), M.A.**  
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.  
Ambition.

**Robertson (Sir George Scott), K.C.S.I., D.C.L., M.P.**  
Formerly British Agent at Gilgit; author of *The Kafirs of the Hindu-Kush and Chitral*, *The Story of a Minor State*, and other works.  
Kafiristan.

**Robertson (Charles Henry), M.A. (Camb.), D.D. (Edin.).**  
Hon. Canon of Ripon; Editorial Secretary of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts; author of *Hausland*, *Studies in the Character of Christ*, and other works.  
Flowers.

**Robinson (David Moore), Ph.D.**  
Associate Professor of Classical Archaeology in Johns Hopkins University.  
Drama (Greek).
ROBINSON (Fred Norris), Ph.D.,
Professor of English in Harvard University.
Dom Maires.

ROBINSON (George Livingstone), Ph.D., D.D.,
LL.D.
Professor of Biblical Literature and English
Bible in McCormick Theological Seminary,
Chicago; Director of the American School
of Archeology in Jerusalem; Explorer of
Sinai Peninsula and Kadesh-Barnah; Dis-
coverer of the sixth and seventh wells of
Beer-sheba and the original ‘High Place’
at Petra.
High Place.

ROBINSON (Henry Wheeler), M.A. (Oxon. and
Edin.), D.D. (Edin.).
Principal and Professor of Systematic Theology
and Hebrew in Regent’s Park (Baptist)
College, London; author of ‘Hebrew
Psychology in relation to Pauline Anthro-
pology’ in Mansfield College Essays, The
Christian Doctrine of Man, The Religious
Ideas of the Old Testament,
Blood, Body, Bones, Skin, Soul (Christian),
Tongue.

ROGERS (Robert William), M.A., Ph.D., LL.D.,
(Oxford).
Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament
Exegesis in Drew Theological Seminary,
Madison, New Jersey; Lecturer in Columbia
University Summer Sessions; author of
History of Babylonia and Assyria, Religion
of Babylonia and Assyria, Cuneiform Parallel
To the Old Testament, The Recovery of the
Ancient Orient, History and Literature of the
Hebrew People.
State of the Dead (Babylonian).

ROSE (Herbert Jennings), M.A. (Oxon.),
Professor of Latin, University College of
Wales, Aberystwyth; sometime Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford.
Calendar (Greek), Divination (Intro-
ductive and Primitive, Greek), Euthanasia,
Festivals and Fast (Greek),
Suicide (Introductory), Thrace.

ROSS (Horace Arthur), F.C.S. (retired).
Superintendent of Ethnography, Punjab,
India, 1901-06; District and Sessions
Judge, Punjab, 1906-17; author of A
Glossary of Punjab Tribes and Castes, and
other works.
Abandonment and Exposure (Hindu),
Akalis, Granth, Jat, Life and Death
(Indian), Magic (Indian), Nirmals,
Punjab and North-West Frontier Province,
Shahists, Sikhs, Udasis.

ROSS (George Robert Thomson), M.A., D.Phil.
(Edin.), L.E.S.
Professor of Philosophy in Rangon College.
Accidents, Arbitrariness, Decision,
Principle, Receptivity.

ROSS (John M. E.), M.A.
Late editor of The British Weekly; formerly
Minister of St. Ninian’s Presbyteran Church,
Golgotha Green, London; author of The
Self-Portraiture of Jesus, The Christian
Standpoint, The Tree of Healing,
Bunyan; Emerson; Grail, The Holy.

ROSS (Mrs. Margaret), B.A. (McGill).
Late of London.
Grail, The Holy.

ROSS (William), M.A., B.D.,
Minister of the United Free Church at Edin-
burgh.
Voluntarism.

ROSSINI (Carlo Conti), Dr. Jew.
Formerly Director of Civil Services in Erythrea.
Hamites and East Africa.

ROUSE (William Henry Densham), M.A., Litt.D.,
F.R.G.S.
Headmaster of the Perse Grammar School,
Cambridge; University Teacher of Sanskrit;
President of the Folklore Society, 1904-06.
Axe, Firstfruits (Greek), Tithes (Greek),
Votive Offerings (Greek).

ROYCE (Josiah), Ph.D., LL.D.
Late Alfred Professor of Natural Religion,
Moral Philosophy, and Civil Polity in
Harvard University; Gifford Lecturer at
the University of Aberdeen, 1898-1900.
Axiom, Error and Truth, Mind, Mono-
thecism, Negation, Order.

RUSSELL (Robert Vane), I.C.S.
Superintendent of Ethnography, Central
Provinces.
Central Provinces.

RYAN (Michael J.), Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Logic and History of Philosophy
in St. Bernard’s Seminary, Rochester, N.Y.
Coleridge.

SALADIN (Henry).
Architecte du Gouvernement, chargé de
Missions Archéologiques en Tunisie;
Membre de la Commission archéologique de
l’Afrique du Nord au Ministère de l’Instruc-
tion publique de France.
Architecture (Muhammadan).

SALMOND (William), D.D.
Professor of Mental and Moral Science in the
University of Otago, Dunedin.
Feeling.

SALT (Henry Stephens).
H. O. Secretary of the Humanitarian League;
formerly Assistant Master at Eton College.
Humanitarianism.

SANDAY (William), D.D., Hon. D.D. (Edin.,
Durham, and Göttingen), Hon. LL.D.
(Dublin), Hon. Litt.D. (Camb.).
Late Lady Margaret Professor and Canon of
Christ Church, Oxford; Chaplain in Ordinary
to H.M. the King; Fellow of the British
Academy.
Bible.

SAFIR (Edward), Ph.D.
Chief of Anthropological Division, Victoria
Memorial Museum, Ottawa, Ontario.
Vancouver Island Indians.

SAYCE (Archibald Henry), D.Litt. (Oxon.),
LL.D. (Dublin), D.D. (Edin. and Aber.),
D.Phil. (Christiania).
Fellow of Queen’s College, Oxford; formerly
Professor of Assyriology in the University of
Oxford; President of the Society of
Biblical Archaeology.
Armenia (Early Vannic), Bull (Semantic),
Chaos, Cosmogony and Cosmology
(Babylonian), Dreams and Sleep
(Babylonian), Median Religion.
SCHEFF (DAVID SCHLEY), D.D. (Univ. of Geneva, etc.).
Professor of Church History in the Western Theological Seminary, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Concubinage (Christian), Councils and Synods (Medieval Christians), Discipline (Christian), Evangelical Alliance.

SCHILLER, (FERDINAND CARYING SCOTT), M.A., D.Sc. (Oxon.).
Fellow and Senior Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford; author of "Riddles of the Sphinx" (new ed. 1910), "Humanism" (1903, new ed. 1912), "Studies in Humanism" (1907, 1912), "Plato or Protagoras?" (1908), "Formal Logic" (1912), and other works.

AUTONOMATISM, HUMANISM, PRAGMATISM, SPIRITUALISM, SPIRITUALITY, TELEPATHY, VALUE.

SCHEIDER (GIOVANNI), Dr. Phil.
Professor in the Royal University, Rome.
Catacombs.

SCHRADER (OPPEN), Dr. Phil. et JUR. h.c.
Ordentlicher Professor für vergleichende Sprachforschung an der Universität zu Breslau; author of "Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples. Aryan Religion, Blood-feud (Aryan, Slavio), Charms and Amulets (Slavio), Chastity (Teutonic and Balte-Slavio), Crimes and Punishments (Teutonic and Slavic), Death and Disposal of the Dead (Slavio), Divination (Litu-Slavio), Family (Teutonic and Balte-Slavio), Hospitality (Teutonic and Balte-Slavio), King (Teutonic and Litu-Slavio), Law (Teutonic and Slavic).

SCHEPPF (JOHN MAURICE).—See Hoff (JOHN MAURICE VAIZEY).

SCOTT (CHARLES ANDERSON), M.A. (Cambr.), D.D. (Aber.).

SCOTT (DAVID RUSSELL), M.A. (Edin.), B.A. (Oxon.), Ph.D. (St. And.).
Professor of Biblical Languages, Criticism, and Exegesis in Congregational College, Edinburgh; late Pusey and Ellerton Scholar in the University of Oxford, and Assistant Lecturer in New Testament Greek at Mansfield College.

SCOTT (ERNEST FINDLAY), B.A., D.D.
Professor of New Testament Criticism in Union Theological Seminary, New York; formerly Professor of New Testament Literature in Queen's University, Kingston, Canada; author of "The Fourth Gospel: its Form and Theology. The Apologetic of the New Testament, the Kingdom and the Messiah. Éons, Gaoticism, Ophitism, Valentinianism."

Formerly Hon. Member of the Council of the Buddhist Societies of Bangkok, Siam, and of Rangoon, Burma; Superintendent and Political Officer, Southern Shan States, Burma.

BURMA AND ASSAM (Buddhism in).

SCOTT (JOHN WATSON), M.A., D.Phil.
Professor of Logic and Philosophy in University College, Cardiff.

NEO-HEGELIANISM.

SCOTT (WALTER), M.A. (Oxford).
Former Fellow of Merton College, Oxford.

GIANTS (Greek and Roman).

SCOTT (WILLIAM MAJOR), M.A.
Minister of Hampstead Garden Suburb Free Church; author of "Aspects of Christian Mysticism. The Life of John Howe. Devotion and Devotional Literature."

SCOTT (WILLIAM ROBERT), M.A., D.Phil., Litt.D., Hon. LL.D. (St. And.), F.B.A.
Adam Smith Professor of Political Economy in the University of Glasgow; President of the Economics and Statistics Section of the British Association, 1915; author of "Francis Hutcheson (1694), The Constitution and Finance of English, Scottish, and Irish Stock Companies to 1720 (1910-19). Industrialism, Insurance, Luxury, Materialism.

SCOTT-MONCREIFF (PHILIP DAVID), M.A.
Late Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum.

Coptic Church, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Coptic).

SHEAFON (MARY ETHEL), M.A. (Lond.).
Sometime Lecturer at Girton College, Cambridge.

HEROES AND HERO-GODS (Teutonic, Images and Idols (Teutonic and Slavio), Life and Death (Teutonic), Music (Teutonic), Ordal (Slavio, Teutonic), Swans-maidens.

SHELLEY (WILLIAM BOOTHBY), M.A. (Oxon.), Hon. D.D. (Glasc.).
Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford.

SCHLEIMARKER, Subjectivism and Subjectivity.

SHELTER (EDUARD), Dr. Phil.
Professor für Amerikanische Sprache, Völker- und Alterskunde an der Universität zu Berlin; Mitglied der Königl. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften; Abt. Direktor des Königl. Museums für Völkerkunde; Professor an der Mus.-Nação, Mexico.

CENAL AMERICA, Huichols, Mayans, Mexicans (Ancient).

SCHUMANN (MRS. BRENDA Z.), London.

VEDDAS.
Seligmann (Charles G.), M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.  
Professor of Ethnology in the University of London; President of the Anthropological Section of the British Association, 1915; author of *The Melanesians of British New Guinea*, joint-author of *The Veddas*, *Dinka, Nuba, Shilluk, Veddas*.

Sell (Edward), B.D., D.D., M.R.A.S.  
Fellow of the University of Madras; Hon. Canon of St. George’s Cathedral, Madras; Secretary of the Church Missionary Society, Madras; author of *The Faith of Islam, The Historical Development of the Qur’an, The Life of Muhammad, The Religious Orders of Islam, Faith (Muslim), God (Muslim), Images and Idols (Muslim), Inspiration (Muslim), Islam, Mercy (Muslim), Salvation (Muslim), Sin (Muslim)*.

Seriot (Giuseppe).  
Professor of Anthropology in the University of Rome. *Death and Disposal of the Dead (Greek)*.

Seth (Kurt), Ph.D.  
Professor der Aegyptologie an der Universität zu Göttingen. *Heroes and Hero-gods (Egyptian)*.

Shamoun (Bertha Maud Horack).  
Author of *Amama: The Community of True Inspiration, Amama Society*.

Shaw (Charles Gray), Ph.D.  
Professor of Philosophy in the University of New York; author of *Christianity and Modern Culture, The Process of Religion, The Value and Dignity of Human Life*, *Being, Culture, Desire, Enlightenment, Moral Sense*.

Shedd (William A.), M.A.  
Of the Presbyterian Mission, Urumia, Persia. *Muhammadanism (in Persia)*.

Shields (Frederick Rosamund), M.A. (Lond.).  
Member of Boards of Studies (Philosophical Studies and Sociology) in the University of London; formerly Lecturer in Philosophy at Bedford College, in the University of London; Warden of Household and Social Science, King's College for Women, in the University of London. *Proclamation*.

Shorey (Paul), Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D.  
Professor and Head of the Department of Greek in the University of Chicago; Roosevelt Professor at the University of Berlin, 1913; Member of the American Institute of Arts and Letters. *Hope (Greek and Roman), Isocrates, Philosophy (Greek and Roman), Righteousness (Greek and Roman), Sirens, Semiramis, Bonum, Theognis*.

Showerman (Glant), Ph.D.  
Professor of Latin in the University of Wisconsin; Fellow in the American School of Classical Studies at Rome, 1898–1900; author of *The Great Mother of the Gods (Dissertation)*, 1901, *With the Professor*, 1910; translator of Ovid’s *Heroides and Amores* ( loot Classical Library), 1914. *Attis, Criophollion, Cybele, Death and Disposal of the Dead (Roman), Isis, Taurobolium*.

Sieg (Emil), Dr. Phil.  
Ordentlich Professor des Sanskrit und der vergleichenden indogermanischen Sprachwissenschaft in Kiel. *Bhruju, Ithasa*.

Sikes (Edward Ernest), M.A.  
Fellow, President, and Classical Lecturer of St. John’s College, Cambridge; author of *The Anthropology of the Greeks, and Hero and Leander, translated in verse from the Greek*, editor of *Ezechielus’ Prometheus Vinctus, the Homeric Hymns*, etc. *Hair and Nails, Hearth and Hearth-gods (Greek), Torch (Greek and Roman)*.

Simon (John Smith), D.D.  
President of the Wesley Historical Society; ex-President of the Wesleyan Methodist Conference. *Methodism (History and Polity)*.

Simson (Sir Alexander Russell), M.D., D.Sc., LL.D.  
Emeritus Professor of Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children, and formerly Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, in the University of Edinburgh. *Anesthesia*.

Simpson (Andrew Fyfield), M.A.  
Late Professor of New Testament Exegesis and Criticism in the Congregational Theological Hall, Edinburgh. *Acceptance, Access, Candle, Pleroma, Righteousness (in Christian theology)*.

Simpson (David Caydell), M.A. (Oxon.), D.D.  
Oriel Professor of Interpretation of Holy Scripture, Oxford; Reader in Hebrew and Old Testament in Manchester College, Oxford. *Communion with Deity (Christian)*.

Simpson (James Gilliland), D.D.  
Canon and Prebendary of St. Paul’s; Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles. *Apostolic Succession, Irving and the Catholic Apostolic Church, Justification*.

Simpson (James Young), M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E.  
Professor of Natural Science in New College, and Post-graduate Lecturer in the University, Edinburgh. *Biology*.

Skeat (Walter W.), M.A.  
Late Official Lecturer at the British Museum; sometime Scholar of Christ’s College, Cambridge; formerly of the Civil Service of the Federated Malay States; author of *Malay Magic (1890)*; joint-author of *Popa Races of the Malay Peninsula (1906)*. *Malay Peninsula*.

Skinner (Alanson Buck).  
Member of the Scientific Staff of the Museum of the American Indian Heeye Foundation; formerly Assistant Curator of the Department of Ethnology at the American Museum of Natural History, New York. *Sicuan*.
AUTHORS OF ARTICLES

Professor of Systematic Theology in Richmond
College, Surrey; author of The Bible Doctrine
of Society in its Historical Evolution.

SMITH (GEORGE ARMITAGE), M.A., D.Lit.
Late Principal of Birkbeck College, London;
formerly Dean of the Faculty of Economics
in the University of London.

Barter.

SMITH (HENRY PRESCOTT), D.D.
Professor of Hebrew and the Cognate Lan-
guages, and Librarian of the Union Theo-
logical Seminary, New York; formerly
Professor of Old Testament Literature and
the History of Religion in the Meadville
Theological School, Pennsylvania.

Forgiveness (Hebrew), Inheritance
(Hebrew), Priest, Priesthood (Hebrew).

SMITH (KIRBY FLOWERS), Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins),
LL.D. (Vermont).
Professor of Latin in the Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore.

Ages of the World (Greek), Drama
(Roman), Hecate’s Suppers, Magic
(Greek and Roman).

SMITH (VINCENT ARTHUR), M.A., Litt.D.
Late of the Indian Civil Service; author of
Assam in ‘Rules of India,’ Early History of
India, A History of Fine Art in India and
Ceylon, Azad the Great Mogul, Oxford
History of India.

Amaravati, Architecture (Hindu), Art
(Hindu), Assam, Benares, Celibacy
(Indian), Chandragupta, Jalandhara,
Kaniska, Kapilavasi, Kusinagara,
Mathura, Nalanda, Relics (Eastern),
Sarnath, Vaisali, Vikrama Era.

SOARES (THEODORE GERALD), M.A., Ph.D., D.D.
Professor of Preaching and Religious Educa-
tion, and Head of the Department of Pratic
Theology, in the University of Chicago.

Sunday Schools.

SÖDERBERG (NATHAN), D.D. (Paris), Huc. D.D.
(Geneva, Christiania, St. Andrews), D.Litt.,
D.C.L.
Élève diplômé de l’Ecole des Hautes Études ;
Archbishop of Upsala; Pro-Chancellor of
the University of Upsala, formerly Pro-
fessor in the University of Upsala and in
the University of Leipzig.

Ages of the World (Zoroastrian), Arda-
šir I., Asceticism (Persian), Commu-
nion with Deity (Introductory,
Parsi), Creed (Parsi), Death and Dis-
posal of the Dead (Parsi), Holiness
(General and Primitive), Incarnation
(Introductory, Parsi).

SOUTHER (ALEXANDER), M.A., D.Litt., D.D.
Regius Professor of Humanity and Lecturer
in Mediaeval Palæography in the University
of Aberdeen; formerly Professor of New
Testament Greek and Exegesis in Mansfield
College, Oxford; author of A Study of
Ambrose, The Text and Canon of the
New Testament, A Pocket Lexicon to the
Greek New Testament.

Old Age (Roman).

SPARH (ADOLF), D.D., LL.D.
Formerly Professor in the Lutheran Theo-
logical Seminary, Philadelphia.

Catechisms (Lutheran).

SPIGHT (HAROLD EDWIN BALMES), M.A.
Junior Minister of Evesham Church, Kennington;
formerly Assistant Professor of Logic and
Metaphysics in the University of Aberdeen;
sometimes Fellow of Manchester College,
Oxford.

Fichte, Heine, Herder, Lessing.

SPENCE (LEWIS), F.R.A.
Edinburgh; author of Mythologies of Ancient
Mexico and Peru, A Dictionary of Mythology, The Civilization of Ancient
Mexico, Myth of the North American
Indians.

Brazil, Calendar (American), Celibacy
(American), Charms and Amulets
(Mexican and Mayan), Cheoques,
Cheyenne, Chilian, Balam, Chich,
Chinooks, Chotantas, Circumcision
(American), Cosmogony and Cos-
mosology (North American), Covenant
(American), Cross (American), Divina-
tion (American), Dualism (American),
Feishism (American), Paraguay,
Peru, Popol Vuh, Prayer (Mexican),
Priest, Priesthood (Mexican), Prophe-
cy (American).

SPELIER (GUSTAV)
General Secretary of the International Union
of Ethical Societies; Hon. Secretary of the
World Conferences for promoting Inter-
racial Concord; Hon. Organizer of the
First International Moral Education Con-
gress.

Education (Moral), Ethical Movement.

SPUTT (MILHEIM), O.S.B.
Professor of Church History at St. Thomas’
Abbey, Ealing, Birmingham; Hon.
Member of the International Association
of Mission-Science.

Missions (Christian, Roman Catholic).

SPOONER (WILLIAM ARCHIBALD), D.D.
Warden and Hon. Fellow of New College;
Hon. Canon of Christ Church, Oxford; formerly Chaplain to the Bishop of Peter-
borough.

Charity (Biblical), Golden Rule, Pity,
Revenge.

SHELLEY (JAMES HERBERT), D.D.
Canon and Chancellor of Lincoln Cathedral;
formerly Examining Chaplain to the Bishop of Lichfield.

Antiochene Theology, Cappadocian
Theology, Eucharist (to end of Middle
Ages).

STALKER (JAMES), M.A., D.D.
Emeritus Professor of Church History in the
United Free Church College, Aberdeen.

Evangelicism, Preaching (Christian),
Revivals of Religion, Sacraments
(Christian, Reformed).

STAMOULI (ANTON ANASTASIOU),
Formerly on the editorial staff of the Greek
daily 'Atlantic' of New York.

Doukhobors.

STANTON (HERBERT UdNY WITHEBOURNE), Ph.D.,
D.D.
Superintendent and Warden of the Midmays
Institutions, North London; Hon. Fellow of the Punjab University; chief Reviser of the Urdu New Testament.

Missions (Christian, Protestant).
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STARRUCK (EDWIN DILLER), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the State University of Iowa; author of "The Psychology of Religion.
Backsliding, Climate, Double-mindedness, Doubt, Female Principle, Intuitionism, Old Age (Psychological), Self-expression.

STEWELL (FLORENCE MELVIN),
Certificated Student of Newnham College, Cambridge (Classical Tripos, 1892, Part I, Class L Div. L); sometime Lecturer in Classics at Newnham College.
Abasement, Adoration, Cyreniaics, Ionic Philosophy, Renunciation.

STEAD (FRANCIS HERBERT), M.A. (Glas.);
Settlements.

STERN (J. MACRIER), D.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the George Washington University, Washington.
Antinomianism, Antinomies.

STEVENS (MRS. MARGARET SINCLAIR), M.A., S.C.D.
Of the Irish Mission, Rajkot, India; sometime Scholar of Somerville College, Oxford; author of "Notes on Modern Jainism, The Rites of the Twice-born. Festivals and Fasts (Jain), Prayer (Jain), Purification (Jain), Svetambaras, Worship (Jain)."

STEWART (GEORGE WACHTOFF), M.A., D.D.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at Haddington (First Charge); author of "Music in the Church.
Music (Hebrew)."

STEWART (HUGH FRASER), D.D.
University Reader in French: Fellow and Praelector in French Studies, Trinity College, Cambridge.
Baptism by Blood.

STEWART (JOHN ALEXANDER), M.A., Hon. LL.D. (Edin. and Aber.).
White's Professor of Moral Philosophy, Fellow of Corpus Christi College, and Hon. Student of Christ Church, Oxford.
Cambridge Platonists.

Lecturer on Greek in the University of Birmingham; author of "English Thought for English Thinkers.
Fate (Greek and Roman), Fortune (Greek), Friendship (Greek and Roman), Hermes Triamegustus, Hospitality (Greek and Roman), Incarnation (Greek and Roman)."

STOKES (GEORGE JOSEPH), M.A. (Dublin).
Of Lincoln's Inn Barrister-at-Law; Emeritus Professor of Philosophy and Jurisprudence in University College, Cork, National University of Ireland; author of "Objectivity of Truth.
Accident, Aetiology, Concursus, Delict, Forgery, Intellect, Motive, Power, Space, Universality.

STONE (DARWELL), M.A., D.D.
Bergen, Church, Doctrine of the (Anglican), Communion with Deity (Christian), Councils (Early Christian), Episcopacy, Retreats.

STRAUSS (HERMANN L.), Ph.D., D.D.
Professor der Theologie an der Universitat zu Berlin.
Anti-Semitism.

STRAUMAN (JAMES), M.A., D.D.
Late Professor of Hebrew and Biblical Criticism in Magd. College, Londonderry; Cumnigham Lecturer; author of "Hebrew Ideals, The Book of Job.
Conversion, Creation, Criticism (Old Testament), Divine Right, Enarratines, Euchites, Family (Biblical and Christian), First-born (Hebrew), Firstfruits (Hebrew), Flaccus, Goodness, Gospel, Inspiration (Protestant Doctrine), Love (Christian and New Testament).

STROMBERG (A. BORON VON).
Dorpat.
Sects (Russian).

STRONG (THOMAS BANKS), D.D., G.B.E.
Bishop of Oxford; Bampton Lecturer in 1896; author of "A Manual of Theology.
Absolution.

STREYOSKI (HOFSTET DR. JOSIF),
Professor der Kunstgeschichte an der Universitat zu Graz.
Art (Muhammadan).

SUDHOFF (PROF. DR. KARL).
Direktor des Institutes für Geschichte der Medizin an der Universitat zu Leipzig.
Disease and Medicine (Teutonic).

SUFFRIN (ARON EMMANUEL), M.A. (Oxon.).
Vicar of Waterlooville, Hants.
Asceticism (Jewish), Confession (Hebrew), Dualism (Jewish), Fate (Jewish), Fortune (Jewish), God (Jewish), Memra.

SUTHERLAND (J. F.), M.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.S.
Late Deputy Commissioner in Lunacy for Scotland.
Drunkenness.

SUTHERLAND (MAJOR W. D.).
Akoja, Berar.
Birth (Hindu, popular).

SWANTON (JOHN REED), Ph.D.
Natchez, Salish, Tlingit, Tsimshian, Wakashan.

SWINNY (SHEPHERD HUGH), M.A. (Cantab.).
President of the English Positivist Committee and the London Positivist Society; editor of the "Positivist Review"; Member of Council (Late Chairman) of the Sociological Society.
Positivism.
SYMES (JOHN ELIOTSON), M.A. (Cantab.)
Formerly Principal of University College, Nottingham; author of Political Economy, The Prelude to Modern History. Maurice.

SZABO (ALADAR), Dr. Phil.
Minister of the Reformed Church in Budapest. Hungarians.

TACHIBANA (SHUNV),
Professor in the Soto-Sect College, Tokyo. Ethics and Morality (Japanese).

TAKAOKU (JIYUN), M.A., D.Litt. (Oxford), Dr. Phil. (Leipzig),
Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Tokyo, Japan. Dhyan; Initiation (Buddhist); Kan- yin; Sarvastivadins; Yuen-Chwang, Fa-Hian, and I-Tsin.

TALBOT (NEVILLE STUART), M.C., M.A., D.D. (Oxon.),
Bishop of Preteria. Student Christian Movement.

TASKER (JOHN GREENWOOD), D.D.
Formerly Principal and Professor of Church History and Apologetics, Westminster College, Handsworth, Birmingham. Abandonment, Advocate, Caprice. Certainty (Religious), Intercession, Long-suffering.

TAYLOR (ALFRED EDWARD), M.A. (Oxon.), D.Litt. (St. Andrews), Litt. D. (Manchester), F.B.A.,
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Edinburgh; late Fellow of Merton College, Oxford; author of The Problem of Conduct (1901), Elements of Metaphysics (1906), Varia Socratis (1911). Continuity, Dreams and Sleep (Introductive). Identity, Theism.

TAYLOR (CHARLES), D.D., Hon. LL.D. (Harvard),
Former Master of St. John's College, Cambridge; Vice-Chancellor of the University, 1887-88. Accidie, Acrostic.

TAYLOR (JOHN), D.Lit., M.A., B.D.
Vicar and Rural Dean of Winclecombe, Gloucestershire.

TAYLOR (ROBERT BURG), M.A., D.D.
Principal of Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Anarchism, Communism, Communist Societies of America.

TENNYSON (FREDERICK ROBERT), D.D., B.Sc.

TERRITORI (DR. L. E.),
Late of Udine, Italy; editor of the Uçanamal of Dravida. Yogis (Kanphath).

THILLY (FRANK), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Philosophy in Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.; editor of the International Journal of Ethics. Pantheism (Greek and Roman).

THOMAS (EDWARD JOSHER), M.A. (St. And. and Camb.), B.A. (Lond.),
Under-Librarian of Cambridge University; editor of Buddhist Scriptures; joint-editor of Mahabodaca and Jataka Tales. Mysticism (Buddhist), Righteousness (Buddhist), Saints and Martyrs (Buddhist), Sariputta, State of the Dead (Buddhist), Sun, Moon, and Stars (Buddhist).

THOMAS (FREDERICK WILLIAM), M.A. (Camb.),
Hon. Ph.D. (Munich). Librarian of the India Office; Reader in Tibetan in the University of London; Lecturer in Comparative Philology in University College, London; formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Abbisica, Matricheta.

THOMAS (NORTHON WYTHBEE),
Élève diplômé de l'École pratique des Hautes Études; Corresponding Member of the Société d'Anthropologie de Paris; Member of Council of the Folklore Society; author of Thought Transference, Kinship Organization and Group Marriage in Australia. Alcheringa, Animals, Australia, Secret Societies (African). Transmigration (Introductory and Primitive).

Fellow of Merton College, Oxford; formerly Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum (1899-1905); formerly Assistant Professor of Semitic Languages in the University of Chicago (1897-98). Charms and Amulets (Asylo-Babylonian), Demons and Spirits (Asylo-Babylonian), Disease and Medicine (Asylo-Babylonian).

THOMSON (SIR RALPH HOME), K.C.B., J.P. (London),
Barister-at-Law; formerly Acting Native Commissioner in Fiji. Ancestor-worship and Cult of the Dead (Fijian), Communion with Deity (Fijian). Fiji.

THOMSON (JAMES ALEXANDER KERR), M.A.
Professor of Classics in the University of London; formerly Scholar of Pembroke College, Oxford. Homer.
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THOMSON (J. ARTHUR), M.A., LL.D.

Abiogenesis, Adaptation, Age, Atavism, Evolution, Consanguinity, Development (Biological), Growth (Biological), Life and Death (Biological), Ontogeny and Phylogeny, Parasitism, Pathogenesis, Recapitulation (Biological), Science, Struggle for Existence.

THÆMÉR (ÉDOUARD), Dr. Phil.
Professor der Klaas. Alterszwischenwissenschaft der Universität zu Strasbourg, emeritiert seit 1908.

Disease and Medicine (Greek and Roman), Health and Gods of Healing (Greek, Roman).


THURSTON (HERBERT), B.A., S.J.
Joint-editor of the Westminster Library for Priests and Students; author of Life of St. Hugh of Lincoln, The Holy Year of Jubilee, The Stations of the Cross, Bulls and Briefs, Church Doctrine of the Roman Catholic, Confirmation (Roman Catholic), Councils (Modern Christian), Extreme Unction, Guntherianism, Jesuits, Ligonii, Loreto, Lourdes Loyola, Office (The Holy), Saints and Martyrs (Christian), Xavier.

TOD (DAVID MACAIRN), M.A., B.D. (Edin.).
Minister of Springbank Presbyterian Church, Hull; formerly Cunningham Fellow, New College, Edinburgh. Avarice, Covetousness.

TOWNSEND (HENRY CHARLES ALEXANDER), B.A., S.B.

TOWNSHEND (ARNOLD JOSIAH), B.A. (Oxford).
Formerly Fellow and Tutor of Balliol College, Oxford, and Koraes Professor of Byzantine and Modern Greek Language, Literature, and History at London University. Race.

TOZER (ALFRED MARSTON), Ph.D., F.R.G.S.
Professor of Anthropology in the University of Harvard; Curator of Middle American Archaeology in Peabody Museum, Harvard. Mexicans (Modern).

TRACY (FREDERICK), B.A., Ph.D.
Professor of Ethics in the University College of Toronto. Conceptualism.

TRAILL (JOHN).
Late Missionary of the United Free Church of Scotland at Jaipur, Rajputana. Dadu, Dadupanthis. 48

TREPTON (A. S.), M.A., D.Litt.
Professor of Arabic in Aligarh Muslim University. King (Semitic), Sabaean.

TROELSCH (ERNST), Dr. Theol., Phil., Jur.
Geheimer Kirchenrat; Professor der Theologie an der Universität zu Heidelberg.

Contingency, Free-Thought, Historiography, Idealism, Kaal.

TROTSKY (SERGEI VICTOROVICH), Master of Theology.
Instructor in the Alexander-Nevskij Theological College at Petrograd; Member of the Imperial Archaeological Institute of Petrograd; attached to the Chancery of the Over-Procurator of the Most Holy Synod. Greek Orthodox Church, Russian Church.

TURMEL (JOSPEH), Prêtre; ancien Professeur de Théologie au Séminaire de Rennes; auteur de Histoire de la théologie positive, Histoire du dogme de la Païauté des origines à la fin du quatrième siècle. Concordat, Gallicanism, Immaculate Conception.


TURNER (RALPH LILLEY), M.C., M.A.
Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge; Professor of Sanskrit in the University of London. Karna-marga.

TURNER (STANLEY HORSFALL), M.A., D.Litt.
Late Fellow of the Royal Economic Society; Deputy Chief Inspector for Scotland to the National Health Insurance Commission; formerly Lecturer in Political Economy in the University of Aberdeen. Economics, Fabian Society, Friendly Societies.

UPTON (CHARLES BARNES), B.A. B.Sc. (Lond.). Emeritus Professor of Philosophy in Manchester College, Oxford; author of Hibbert Lectures on The Bases of Religious Belief, and of the philosophical portion of Life and Letters of James Martineau. Atheism and Anti-theistic Theories.

URQUHART (FRANCIS FORTECUE), M.A.
Jowett Fellow, Tutor in Modern History, and Senior Dean of Balliol College, Oxford. Ultramontanism.

URQUHART (WILLIAM SPENCE), M.A., D.Phil.
Senior Professor of Philosophy in the Scottish Churches College, Calculus, Fellow and Member of Syndicate of Calcutta University. Profanity, Theosophy.

VACANDA (ELPHERS), Docteur en Théologie.
Assisté du Lycée Cornelle, Rouen; Chanoine de la Cathédrale; Lauréat de l'Académie Française; Officier de l'Instruction publique. Inquisition.

VÁMÝSZ (ARMINIUS).
Late Professor of Oriental Languages in the University of Budapest; author of Travels in Central Asia. Muhammadanism (in Central Asia).
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VIDYABHUSANA (SATIS CHANDRA), M.A., Ph.D., M.R.A.S.
Professor of Sanskrit and Pali and Indian
Philosophy in the Presidency College,
Calcutta; Joint Secretary of the Buddhist
Text Society of India.
Absolute (Vedanta and Buddhist).

VINogradOFF (SIR PAUL), F.B.A., D.C.L. (Oxford
and Durham), LL.D. (Cambridge, Liverpool,
Calcutta, and Harvard), Dr. Hist. (Moscow),
Dr. Phil. (Berlin).
Corpus Christi Professor of Jurisprudence in
the University of Oxford; Fellow of the
Academies in St. Petersburg, Copenhagen,
and Christianity; Corresponding Member of
the Academy in Berlin.
Law (Greek), Ordeal (Christian, Greek).

VOLET (GEORGES).
Late Priest of the Eglise St. Denis, Paris, and
editor of Le Catholique Français.
Petite Eglise (Anticoncordsaires).

VOLLERS (KARL), Dr. Phil.
Ehemals Professor der Semitischen Sprachen
an der Universitat, und Direktor des Gross-
herzogl. Munkakabinets zu Jena.
Calendar (Musulm), Festivals and Fastes
(Musulm), Ash-Sha'ri'an.

WADDEN (L. AUGUST), C.B., C.I.E., LL.D.,
F.L.S., F.R.A.1., M.R.A.S., M.F.L.S.,
Formerly Professor of Tibetan in University
College, London; Hon. Correspondent of
the Archaeological Survey of India; author of
The Buddhism of Tibet; Lama and its
Mysteries.
Abbot (Tibetan), Amitayus, Atissa,
Bhutan (Buddhism in), Celilabcy
(Tibetan), Charms and Amulets
(Tibetan), Chorten, Death and Dis-
posal of the Dead (Tibetan), Demons
and Spirits (Buddhist, Tibetan), Divina-
tion (Buddhist), Festivals and Fastes
(Tibetan), Images and Idols (Tibetan),
Incarnation (Tibetan), Initiation
(Tibetan), Jewel (Buddhist), Lamsam,
Lotus (Indian [in Buddhism], Pad-
masambhava, Padma, Prayer (Tibetan),
State of the Dead (Tibetan), Swat or
Udyana, Tibet.

WAGGOTT (PHILIP NAPIER), M.A. (Oxford
Of the Society of St. John the Evangelist;
formerly Curate of St. John's Church,
Cambridge; Select Preacher, Oxford (1902-
1904), Cambridge (1903 and 1913); author of
Religion and Science (1904), The Scientific
Temper in Religion (1905).
Heredity (Ethics and Religion).

WALKER (WILLISTON), Ph.D., D.D., L.H.D.
Titus Street Professor of Ecclesiastical History
in Yale University.
Congregationalism.

WALLIS (WILSON D.), Ph.D. (Penn.), Diplomé in
Anthropology and B.Sc. (Oxon.).
Formerly Instructor of Anthropology in
the University of Pennsylvania, and in the
University of California; Special Ethno-
logist (1914) to the Canadian Government;
author of Mission : Christian and Papu.
Prodigies and Portents.

WALPOLE (GEORGE HENRY SOMERSET), M.A.
(Camb.), Hon. D.D. (Edin.).
Bishop of Edinburgh.

WALTERS (W. GILBERT), M.A.
Author of Confucius and Confucianism, Ways
that are Dark; formerly editor of China.
Altar (Chinese), Birth (Chinese), Chastity
(Chinese), China, Conunion with the
Dead (Chinese), Communion with
Deity (Chinese), Confucius, Cosmogony
and Cosmology (Chinese), Crimes and
Punishments (Chinese), Death and
Disposal of the Dead (Chinese), Fate
(Chinese), Fortune (Chinese), Mysti-
cism (Chinese).

WALTERS (HOWARD ARNOLD), M.A., B.D.
Literary Secretary, National Council, Young
Men's Christian Associations of India and
Ceylon.
Qadiani.

WARPFIELD (BENJAMIN BUCKINGRIDGE), D.D.,
LL.D., Litt.D.
Charles Hodge Professor of Didactic and
Polemic Theology in the Theological
Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. at Princeton, New Jersey.
Augustine, Edwards and the New
England Theology.

WATKIN (Edward Strickland), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Philosophy at the Wesleyan
College, Richmond, University of London;
author of Modern Theories of Religion, The
Psychology of the Christian Life, and other
works.
Pietism, Secularism.

WATKINS (CHARLES H.), M.A., D.Theol.
Principal of Carmichael College, Rangpur,
Bengal.
Self-righteousness.

WATSON (OSCAR DAVID), M.A.
Formerly Visar of Holywell, Oxford.
Penance (Anglican).

WATSON (DAVID), D.D.
Minister of the Church of Scotland at Glasgow;
Vis-Convener of the Church of Scotland
Social Work; author of Social Advance,
Social Problems and the Church's Duty.
Hollioganism.

WATSON (EDWARD WILLIAM), D.D.
Canon of Christ Church, and Regius Professor
of Ecclesiastical History in the University of
Oxford.
Novationists.

WATT (HENRY J.), M.A. (Aber.), Ph.D. (Wurz.),
D.Phil. (Aber.).
Lecturer on Psychology in the University of
Glasgow; author of Psychology (1913), The
Psychology of Sound (1917).
Illusion, Psychology.

WATT (HUGH), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Church History in New College,
Edinburgh.
Eucharist (Reformation and post-Re-
formation period), Humanists, Zwingli.

WAY (GREGORY LEWIS ALBERT), M.A. (Oxon.), Late Librarian of the Pusey Memorial Library, Oxford. Pusey.

WEBB (CLEMENT CHARLES JULIAN), M.A. (Oxon.), Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford; First Oriel Professor of the Philosophy of the Christian Religion; sometime Wilde Lecturer in Natural and Comparative Religion in the University of Oxford; editor of John of Salisbury's Politiciana. Idea.

WEBER (HUTTON), Ph.D., Professor of Social Anthropology in the University of Nebraska; author of Primitive Societies. Host Day. Ancient History. Medieval and Modern History. Sabbath (Primitivism).

WEBER (WENTWORTH), M.A., Late of Sace. par St. Jean de Luz, Basse-Pyrénées. Basques.


WEBSTER (HERBERT UNTY), Ph.D., D.D.—See STANTON (HERBERT UNTY WEBSTER).

WELCH (ALAN CLEGHORN), D.D., Theol. D., Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis in New College, Edinburgh; author of The Religion of Israel under the Kingdom. Investiture Controversy.


WENTSCHER (DR. MAX.), Professor der Philosophie an der Universität Bonn. Lotze.


WESTERMANN (EDWARD ALEXANDER), Ph.D., Hon. LL.D. (Aber.), Martin White Professor of Sociology in the University of London; Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University of Helsinki, Finland; author of The History of Universal Marriage. The Origin and Development of the Moral Ideas. Asylums.

WHEELER (ADDISON JAMES), M.A., Vicar of Hinta, Tannah. Gongo and Bells.

WHITTLE (LEONARD), M.A., Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College, Cambridge; formerly University Lecturer in Ancient History. Amphictyony.


WHITEHOUSE (OWEN CHARLES), M.A. (Lond. and Camb.), D.D. (Aber.), Late Theological Tutor, Cheshunt College, Cambridge; Examiner in Hebrew in the University of London. Holiness (Semitic).
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